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PAPERBOY 

MAIL ORDER: 
Just send a cheque or 
postal order payable to Elite, or quota 
your Visa or Access no., to get a «opy of 
BOMBJACK or PAPERBOY 

Get ready for the "official" home computer version of the Arcade 
blockbuster. Paperboy. Pick up your old push-bike, put on your peaked 
cap and imagine yourself braving the street of an American suburb 
Only superb riding skills and a steady throwing arm can get you 
through your seven day week of hilarious action. 
On your travels, avoid cars, fighting neighbours and fiendish Hells 
Angels, all out to obstruct you in your pursuit of excellence. You score 
points by delivering to all your usual customers, but you can get 
sneaky bonus points by breaking the windows of non-subscribers. It's a 
difficult task, but your employer believes that "practice makes perfect" 
and generously provides a Paperboy practice BMX track where you can 
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REGULARS 

7 EDITORIAL 
With an index or t w o . . . 
10 NEWS 
A few tasty morsels of information to peruse 
11 FEAR AMD LOATHING 
Hunter S Mlnson finds himself in a bit of a daze, 
owing to a heavy schedule and a round of free 
lunches, some good, some not so good 
36 LLOYD MANGRAM'S FORUM 
Another riffle through the bulging CRASH Mallbag 
sets up pages and pages of your views 
46 CRASH COURSE 
Rosetta gets going on some more exam related 
software and Cameron continues learning 
90 CRASH HOTLINE AND ADVENTURE 
CHARTS 
54 SEAN MASTERSON'S FRONTLINE 
Two games from PSS come winging into the 
office, together with a si mulation of a day in the life 
of the Boys In Blue 
60 CRASH/RAINBIRD GALLERY 
A selection of cartoon style SCREEN Strings hang 
in the gallery 
61 HANNAH SMITH'S PLAYING TIPS 
In which our Girlie Tipster throws down the 
gauntlet to a putative (LMLWD — again) rival and 
reveals a host of tips 'n hints 'n POKEs 
70 RESULTS PAGES 
Even more prizes are given away. Is your name 
here? 
75 DEREK BREWSTER'S ADVENTURE 
TRAIL 
A SMASH this month f o r . , . no, that'd be telling. 
80 SIGNSTUMPS 
Some assistance for the beleagured adventurer 
followed by Derek's letters pages 
88 PBM MAILBOX 
In which Brendan Kavanagh takes a look at a 
couple of PBM games that are well suited to the 
novice 
90 TECH NICHE 
Franco Frey examines a suite of business 
software from GEM/Centresoft and Jon Bates 
gets tuneful. Dominic Handy Juggles with TAS-
words 
94 SIMON GOODWIN'S TECH TIPS 
An exclusive look at the 128's display and an in-
depth appraisal of LASER GENIUS are among 
Simon's tidbits this month 
100 LLOYD MANGRAM'S HALL OF SLIME 
Another dose of High Score Gore freshly plucked 
from the Ludlow Gibbet 
104 LUNAR JETMAN 
After a brief holiday, Dat Looney's back and taking 
part an intergalactic Conker Championship... 
106 MERELY MANGRAM 
Not that Mere this month — Lloyd fronts a five 
page section of the magazine 
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FEATURES 

32 MORE MYSTICALNUMBERS 
The IA fAffiM gets Into 
its stride — see what's on offer this month! 
86 GOOD GAMES BY DESIGN 
Our roving reporter JOHN MINSON pays a visit to 
the TIGRESS lair and peers into the Think! Tank 

103 HOMEGROWN SOFTWARE 
An early appraisal of the submissions we've 
received so f a r . , . 
105 GENESIS — BIRTH OF A GAME 
A Peek inside a few of the envelopes that have 
arrived for the Design a Game And Become Rich 
and Famous Comp. There's still time to get your 
entry in 

DIY 

72 MAKE A MINION'S MAP 
And collect a limited edition hologram from MEL-
BOURNE HOUSE. Fifty Hobbits on offer, too! 
98 ADORN YOUR WALLS 
Ten full colour screen dumps in frames form the 
top prize in this SPLIT PERSONALITY competition 
101 CHOCKS A WA YJ 
No, not scrummy comestibles (LMLWD), the kind 
that air aces use. Lots of Biggies goodies up for 
grabs from MIRRORSOFT 
102 SLIP YOUR DISCO 
Map MANTRONIX and collect an Opus Disk drive 
for your pains. PROBE SOFTWARE T Shirts and 
posters on offer an' a l t . . . 

August will be a very dull month unless 
you pick up your copy of CRASH on 31st 
July! 
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Expect the 
unexpected and 

FIGHT for your LIFE 
in this all-action 

arcade chart-topper. 
Master the ten moves 

and you may just 
survive the deadly 
exponents of the 

martial arts only to 
meet them again in 

the Temple. You must 
beware of your 

enemies and their 
individual 1 

weapons . . . they' 
immortal but 

neither are y 

— K 

S P E C T R U M 

S £ 7 . 9 5 1 
COMMODORE 64 A 

A M S T R A D 

£ W> y i 

Mikie — he enrages 
the teaches and 

enraptures the girls! 
His knock-out frantic 

fun loving plays 
havoc in the 

classroom, the locker 
room and the 

cafeteria. This high 
school high-jinx 

features "Hip-Zap", 
'Door Attack' and 

crazy pie fights but 
can he hand his love 
tfter to his girlfriend? 

S P E C T R U M 
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If you think youc 
talk your way ou 

(trouble, beware. 
you may be talking 

you way into it 
Interactive bubtjie 

speech adds; 
further dimensiof»t< 

the superb3C 
graphics ofthî  

arcade style thri 
adventure 

Gangsters of It 
underworld ar 

sizing you upto 
I h i t : ' T h e r e is one 

®ho can 
can find 

ler 

COMMODORE 64 

£ 8 . 9 5 
A M S T R A D 

FIRE YOUR 
= Imagine Software 11984) Limited 

6 Central Street Manchester M2 5NS 
Tel: 06J 834 3939 Telex: 669977 
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Play head to head or 
'against the computer 
in this, Konami's first 
and best table tennis 
simulation. Just like 
the arcade original 

the 3D graphics and 
>laying features such 
as the Back-Spin, 
Forehand Smash, 

Top-Spin, Back-Hand 
Return and many 

more all help to test 
your lightning 

reflexes and skill of 
touch and timing. 

S P E C T R U M 

£7.9 
COMMODORE 64 

A M S T R A D 

1JUUUSH 

Play Green Beret and 
you'll get some idea 

of what this crack 
commando core is all 

about. You are a 
highly trained 

combat machine, you 
fear no man. You 

must succeed 
against 

immeasurable odds 
to infiltrate all four 
enemy strategic 

defence installations. 
You are a marked 
man . . . will your 
enemy feel y o u r ^ — 

markl 

S P E C T R U M 

£7.95 
COMMODORE 64 

A M S T R A D 

ION! 
Screen shots taken from various computer formats 
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1 The nature of the games 
software industry continues 
to change. A few years ago 
games were written, pro 
duced and sold by enthusias 
tic amateurs who gradually 
dropped out of the race to 
write better and bigger 
games or went on to form 
companies and make a com 
fortable living, catering for a 
new market. 

Gradually ,'the Big Boys 
saw the commercial poten 
tial of becoming involved in 
this new entertainment 
medium, and with mutter 
ings about 'an unprofes 
sfonal' Industry, they began 
to exert a force for change 
The Suits moved In. 

A lot of the young com-
w panles burnt out, either 
j because programming talent 

% * was lacking or business acu 
men was pitifully short. Ban 
kruptcies and liquidations 
followed, and In one or two 
onsors. ii seemed as If cynical 
asset stripping verging on 
tha Klshonest caused the 
WMMicial collapse. 

"The Industry is going 
through a weeding out pi 
cess" declaimed Indusi 
Pundits eight or n t m m o A 
ago, " I t is settling down 
become a mature indust 
largely devoid of hypo; 
mature industry in whi 
release deadline* are tak 
seriously and hype shun 
ned." The feeling In some 
quarters was that the indus 
try should have 'grown up ' by 

"the middle of this year, with 
the amateurs excluded and 
sensible, financially sound 
companies dominating the>j 
market and everything run-
ning smoothly. Why then, are 
we still waiting to see games 
promised over twelve 
months ago? 

one or two 
M H cynical 
verging on 
caused the 

going 

iV 
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Hardware 
heroes 
It seems that only Alan Sugar and 
Amstrad are bouyant in the home 
computer hardware market. Com-
modore have been forced to lay off 
staff, announcing heavy losses for 
the third quarter of this year yet 
launching the Amiga in this coun-
try at roughly the same time. Sir 
Clive has apparently abandoned 
the flat screen technology he plan-
ned to use with his Pandora porta-
ble, and the project remains 
shrouded in mists of uncertainty 
and speculation, like the LOKI (ho 
ho). Acorn have gone rather quiet, 
too. 

News about Amstrad's plans for 
the Spectrum "Ptus Two' has iust 
begun to leak out. The Timex plant 
in Dundee, one of Sir Clive's man-
ufacturing centres, has been given 
the contract to make the revamped 
128K machine — which is to have 
the datacorder' glued on' as prom-
ised by Alan Sugar at the time of 
the Amstrad takeover of Sinclair. 

With luck, visitors to the Per-
sonal Computer World show in 
September should be able to 
catch a glimpse of the' new' Spec-
trum, which may well sell for 

around £150. without any bundled 
goodies. Will Amstrad add a joys-
tick port? What is going to happen 
to the official Amstrad software 
scheme under which producers of 
software will have to apply to 
Amstrad for authentication of their 
games' compatibility with the 
Spectrum? Is the Office of Fair 
Trading going to make a fuss about 
the dominant position that 

Amstrad has secured for itself in 
the UK home computer market by 
taking over Sinclair? Could we see 
a disk drive for the new Spectrum, 
and if so will it use 3 inch discs? 

All these questions, and more, 
may be answered before or at the 
Personal Computer World Show 
this Autumn. Alternatively. 
Amstrad may wish to continue 
playing its cards close to the chest 

ADVERTISERS' Gremlin 57,99 
INDEX Hewsons 9 INDEX 

Imagine 4,5 
Addictive 73 Incentive 15 
Ariolasoft 49 Infogrames 22 
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Beyond 65 Level 9 Back Cover 
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and keep us all in suspense a mite 
longer. Either way. there's no 
danger of the supply of Spectrum 
software drying up, and the launch 
of the revitalised 128K machine 
may actually prompt software 
houses to start serious work on 
games designed to take advan-
tage of the extra capabilities of the 
new machine. The sooner the bet-
ter. 

THE MONTHLY 
SOFTWARE STAR 
FOR YOUR 
US GOLD 
CALENDAR 
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J H « W « 
Please send me the CRASH PLAYING TIPS SUPPLEMENT SPECIAL CASSETTE. 
I enclose cheque/postal order (payable to CRASH) for £1.99. 
Name 

ONLY 
£1.99 
p&p included 

Save hours of laborious typing in listingsl This cassette, only 
available from CRASH MAIL ORDER, contains ail the major 
programs from this supplement, plus loads of the smaller ones. 

Address 

Postcode 
Sorry, but this special offer it NOT subject to any subscriber or mail order discounts! 

CRASH MAIL ORDER, PO BOX 10, LUDLOW, 
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB 
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G A M E S C E N T R E 

Invite you to take advantage 
of Exclusive Virgin telue: 

SORCERY £2.99 

STRANGELOOP £2.99 

FALCON PATROL £2.99 

THE GREAT FIRE OF LONDON 
£2.99 
Still available: 
THE BIZ 
at £5.95 

COMPETITION: 
Buy any Virgin Game at any Virgin Games Centre and enter 
our competition to win one ol 10 goodie bags containing 
a Virgin LR tape. T-shirt, Book and Game 
or 1 ot 10 games ol SHOGUN for 10 runners-up 

Fresh games tor tired minds at 
t h e n o. 1 c h o i c e 
f o r g a m e s 

ABERDEEN 172 Union Street • BIRMINGHAM 98 Corporation Slreet 
BRIGHTON 157161 Wtetern Road • BRISTOL 18 Merchant Street 
BROMLEY 140144 High Streel (in Burton Menswear) 
GLASGOW 28/32 Union Street • LEEDS 94 96 Briggate 
PLYMOUTH 106 Armada Vtoy • LONDON 100 Oxford Street 
TOP MAN Oxtord Circus 

Domark smashed, and hit 
Shortly after the review of "Split-
ting Images" which appears on 
page eighteen of this issue had 
been sent to the printers. Domark 
encountered problems on the 
legal front. The company behind 

Images, the hit TV show, 
apparently feels that Domark's 
Spitting In 

original title for the jigsaw/block 
puzzle game, Splitting images 

2000AD fans 
take note 

MacMillan Software has 
acquired the rights to Rogue 
Trooper, the genetic infantryman 
who features in the comic 2000AD. 
Details on the likely release date of 
the game are not yet available, but 
any improvement upon Strontium 
Dog, which had all the hallmarks 
of a severe Thrillsucker attack, is 
likely to be welcomed by comic 
fans.. . 

together wtth the artwork for the 
inlay and posters, breaches their 
rights. Representations to the 
directors of Domark were made by 
a firm of solicitors acting on behalf 
of Spitting Image Productions 
wtth the outcome that the game is 
currently being repackaged. It 
should appear in the shops under 
the title Split Personalities. 

More 
pocketmoney 
software 
Elite nave announced their mten 
tton to start a budget label, featur-
ing old favourites' for the Spec 
trum and other machines. Negotia-
tions have been in process for 
some months, and the company 
has acquired the rights to a 
respectable quantrty of back-
catalogue titles from firms as 
diverse as PSS and Psion 

As we go to press, the final name 
for the range has yet to be decided 
upon, but all the games will sell for 
C2.99 and be repacked in a new 
livery Valhalla, 3D Death Chase 
Skool Daze and Full Throttle are 
understood to be in the running for 
inclusion in the launch of the new 
label. 

Sick as parrots? 
Controversy rages around US 
Gold's release or World Cup Soc-
cer, tied in to the current World Cup 
fever. Retailers and distributors 
have complained to the company 
that the game is little more than a 
repackaged version of Artie's 
World Cup Soccer, released nearly 
two years ago. Answering criti-
cisms in the trade paper, CTw, US 
Gold's Tim Chaney commented: 
'' World Cup Carnival is a modified, 
improved, enhanced, localised 
version of another piece of 
software. It has two A2 colour 
posters, a cloth patch, the World 

Cup competition — all in addition 
to a better version of the game". 

The issue has been further com-
plicated by a company that 
specialises in selling remaindered 
software at cut prices — the origi-
nal World Cup Soccer is now avail-
able to retailers for around a fifth of 
the price of the enhanced World 
Cup product. Re-order levels have 
been good, according to US 
Gold's Geoff Brown — only time 
and final sales figures will reveal 
how you, the customers, react to 
the US Gold launch. 
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FIVE DAYS THAT 
SHOOK THE WORLD 
It all happened in five days, more or less, and left me so warped I'm still not fully 
recovered. Five days that spanned a chip buttie in Ludlow, a Champagne 
Breakfast and the sheer hell of a Microfair. 
Chip cordon bleu au Ludlow first 
though. It was all that the local hos-
telry could provide at five minutes 
to closing time. And quite what I 
was doing there anyway is beyond 
me. Seven hours in a succession 
of British Rail's draughtiest car-
riages is not my idea of fun, how-
ever good the sarnie at the end of 
it may be. 

Officially. I was in Ludlow to 
research a profile on the nefarious 
ne'er do wells of Newsfield. * Come 
on up for the day,' said Graeme. 
' It'll make a nice change from The 
Smoke.' I spent ten smoke free 
minutes catching pneumonia in 
the pouring rain, walking up and 
down King Street, searching for a 
likely looking doorway. I should 
have known. CRASH Towers is 
conveniently located above an off 
licence! 

Well, I got the story... but if you 
want to read it, keep an eye on THE 
GUARDIAN because that's where it 
will appear — providing I ever get 
round to writing it. No. What I am 
trying to get over here is that I 
began this momentous week in a 
state of total exhaustion — and it 
got worse. 

Wednesday was a launch. 
OCEAN inviting us all to The Basil 
Hotel. Fawlty Towers images were 
banished by the plush interior — 
though the food was fairty school 
dinners. Give me a good honest 
chip buttie any day rather than a 
sloshy chicken in sauce concoc-
tion! 

So why were the Manchester 
merocrats inviting us round for 

lunch? Not Street HawtO Not 
Knight Ridert Not likely! Instead, 
Laser Genius, their Assembler with 
knobs on. A strangely unglamor-
ous product to fete like this, espe-
cially when Ocean are hardly 
known for wining and dining us 
hungry hacks. But am I the person 
to let such a show of hospitality 
stave off tactless questions? Of 
course not! 

Avoiding the earnest young man 
who wanted to explain how won-
derful the product was — some-
thing which I'd have to take on trust 
as Machine Code is as arcane to 
me as shark hunting is to most 
programmers — I cornered an 
OASIS representative. 'So what 
about the last Ocean IO product 
— the so called 'Compiler' (ho, 
ho!) that CRASH blew the whistle 
on while the other mags were rav-
ing . . . ?' And I mean raving mad 
for being taken in by a compiler 
that didn't compile! 

'Yes,' said the spokesperson 
(who shall remain nameless). 'We 
should really have called the Spec-
trum version a compactor but 
because there were Amstrad and 
Commodore versions as well we 
couldn't treat it separately, could 
we?' I leave you to make up your 
own young and innocent minds 
about this "justification'. 

Better lunch — much better — 
on Thursday at ACTNISION. But by 
now the nerves were beginning to 
go. The bash was the christening 
of the carpets — with copious 
amounts of spilled beer — of 
Activiz's new offices up in the airy 

heights of arty Hampstead. Obvi-
ously MELBOURNE HOUSE'S adven-
ture game wasn't wasted on 
everyone... 

The most interesting product on 
view will never appear on the 
Spectrum, owing to its need for 
disks. Alter Ego is, I am reliably 
informed, the only game available 
that lets you practise self abuse. 
Apparently Commodore owners 
like this sort of thing! 

After five minutes at a machine 
my alter ego had hairs growing in 
the palms of his hands and 
couldn't see further than the end 
of his . . . nose? Neither could 1. 
but that was purely due to my 
intake of excessive amounts of 
alcohol. Andy Wright, looking 
debonaire as ever, took me in hand 
and steered me to the balcony 
where I amused myself by shout-
ing at the bourgeois peckerheads 
below and trying to vomit on their 
Volvos. 

Just about recovered enough in 
time for Friday and the Commo-
dore show. The Commodore 
show? Wei! yes, because to tempt 
every last cranked up freak out of 
the woodwork and to the launch of 
the Amiga {the £1,500 version of 
the Loki) they were promising a 
champagne breakfast. Now it 
must be said that the new Com-
modore croissant ain't bad but it 
takes more than one glass of 
Bucks Fizz at 9.30am to get the 
hacks to dig into their pockets and 
shell out for an Amiga, amigo — 
even at the 50% off joumo's price! 
A great machine though, notice-

ably free of attribute problems. 
It was at this point I ran into the 

Eligible Baxter but I'm not going to 
mention him further this month. It 
seems the kindest thing to do. now 
that he's suffering stardom after 
his previous appearances in this 
organ. 

That only left the Microfair on 
Saturday, more crowded than 
ever. By this stage I was a gibber-
ing wreck. Why was it all happen-
ing in just one week? I sought sol-
ace in the bar only to meet a certain 
software magnate who was busy 
lamenting that he's not yet a mil-
lionaire. It hardly seemed an 
opportune moment to blag a drink 
so I crept away. 

And was there anything interest-
ing at the fair? Somebody selling 
Memotechs. at least two C64s for 
sale and a repackaged OL going 
by the name of Thor, a much more 
fitting Norse god than Loki who 
was an inveterate liar. There were 
also lots of Sinclair owners — 
though not the Sinclair owner, 
Alan Sugar — but as you all failed 
to recognise me and apply 
alcoholic sustenance, I crept even 
further away. 

So — yes — and here we are 
once again, deadline looming, the 
promised HEWSON do postponed 
and no corroborating evidence 
that (Look, I've told you we cant 
print his name — Graeme) is a 
werewolf! So this month's crum-
pled fiver concerns last month's 
bondage bird, Mandy Barry. 
Apparently the photos that were 
released were all from early in the 
session. We'd love to see some of 
the later ones! 

To end with a profound thought. 
Laurie Anderson says that 
technology is a parasite, destroy-
ing its host. She also quoted Bill 
Burroughs. Language is a virus. 
Enough! 
Alloha. 

HunterS Minson 

PS. In reply to Nathan Byer's letter 
last month, calling me a PCW spy. 
be glad you live in Taunton, kid. or I 
would personally come round and 
rip out your liver then eat it raw. As 
a freelance I am not a spy. I belong 
to that honoured brotherhood, the 
mercenaries who sell to the high-
est bidder, scumbag! 
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Producer : Mi r rorsof t 
Retail Price: £9.95 
Author: Daial i 

Biggies and his time twin, Jim 
are in . a spot of bother. Big-
gies! Time Twin! What's this? 

it's 1917 — the kind of time you 
would expect to find Boys Own 
paper air ace Biggies, but Jim is 
from today (as in 'Now'). Well it's 
the film of course, the game being 
based on its commercial premise 
that modem people don't watch 
WWI air ace films any more without 
a spot of weirdness. Back in 1917 
the Germans have developed a 
new type of super-weapon with 
which they intend to win the war. 
Up in the eighties. New Yorker Jim 
discovers his time link to Biggies 
when he gets warped back to the 
Flanders battlefield. If you've seen 
the film then you will know that Big-
gies and Jim must destroy the 
awesome sound weapon so that 
the natural course of history won't 

tops of London. The twinned time 
travelling twosome must get the 
secret code which gains them 
access to the location of the secret 
Sound Weapon in the second half 
of the game. Snipers and patrol 
guards are positioned ail over the 
place as Biggies and Jim run the 
gauntlet across the roof tops to 
saftey. Contact with the policemen 
results in death, although they 
often ignore you if you keep still or 
crouch down until they've gone 
away. In leaping from roof to roof in 
the quest for the secret code, care 
must be taken any false moves 
send our heroes plummeting to 
their deaths on the London streets 
below. 

The third section In Timewarp 
sends Biggies somersaulting back 
to 1917 once more. This time, 
equipped with a revolver to kill any 
German guards in his way, he has 
to fight his way through battle 
fields to discover the posiiton of 
the dreaded testing ground. At the 
beginning of this section Biggies 
is given a limited number of gre-
nades but they can be replenished 
along the way. 

At the bottom of the screen three 
symbols, a plane, an ammunitions 
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be altered. 
The game comes in two sec-

tions. There's theTimewarp on side 
one of the cassette which should 
be completed before continuing 
on to side two which features a 
helicopter simulation. 

Timewarp is played in three con-
currently running sections which 
must be completed in the correct 
order before this side of the tape 
can be finished. 

Airborne, Biggies finds himself 
flying over occupied France in 1917 
searching for the secret weapon 
testing site so that he can photo-
graph its position. However, the 
enemy are on to him and Biggies 
must avoid the flack and German 
planes that attempt to blast him 
out of the skies. Our hero's plane is 
equipped with a sturdy machine 
gun, adequate for destroying the 
enemy, so long as they don't get 
him first. 

Suddenely, Biggies and Jim, 
find themselves hurled 69 years 
into the future and onto the roof 

dump and a helicopter, indicate 
damage sustained during the 
three sections of Timewarp by 

ide two of the cassette contains 
Sound Weapon. It is possible to 
play this without having finished 
Timewarp, but it is very dtfficult to 
complete the entire mission with-
out the secret password given to 
Biggies on completion of the first 
section of the game. Biggies is 
now piloting a helicopter equipped 
with the very latest in 20th century 
technology, except that he's actu-
ally flying it over enemy lines in 
1917. Using maps and all his skill as 
a pilot. Biggies must rescue his 
famed friends, Algy, Bertie and 
Ginger, locate the testing ground 
and destroy the Sound Weapon to 
complete the mission. Points are 
scored for the right objects col-
lected and how many people Big-
gies has managed to rescue. 

This section is played sitting in 
the cockpit of the helicopter with a 
view of the ground below seen 
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through the windscreen. Screen 
centre is gunsiight, with compass 
points around the outside, show-
ing flying direction. All the controls 
and instuments you need to suc-
cessfully fly the chopper are availa-
ble, but it's easy enough to crash 
the machine. Biggies must fly to 
the Allied camp first of all so that 
he can find out the location of the 
test site. This is only given in 
exchange for the correct 
password obtained on completing 
Timewarp. 
Biggies must battle onwards to 
destroy the location of this Sound 
Weapon. There isn't a moment to 
lose, so it's chocks away and good 
luck on your mission. The future 
depends on you. 

CRITICISM r 

• " I used to be quite a fan of the 
WE Johns books, and looked for-
ward to reclevlng the game. Side 
1, Timewarp, Is quite good, and I 
enjoyed playing all three games, 
but 1 hoped side 2, The Sound 
Weapon would be better. Unfor-
tunately, It was a case for my 
reviewers' law; when I want 
something to be particularly 
good, It inevitably fails to 
impress me. Timewarp contains 
some graphically unedventur-
ous bits, but aide two is a lot 
worse; looking at it as a night 
simulator, It Is neither realistic or 
playable, and as a game, it's a 
bit of a waste of time. If I bought 
this game, It would be for the 
three games on side one, which 
are all quite reasonable, but side 
two is far less enjoyable. 

• " Wizard Prang! It fc finally here 
and what a disappointment it is. I 
can't realty say that I was looking 
foreward to this one as the whole 
concept of Biggies has a/ways 
seemed a little naff to me. but I 
would have expected a little more 
depth and payability. The graphics 
are about average, the characters 
are poorly detailed and animated 
and the backgrounds are unin-

teresting. The sound consists 
mainly of spot effects although 
there is a tune when the game 
ends. I was bored very quickly as 
there was little going on to keep 
me interested for any length of 
time. Not compelling at all. 

• " It seems that Mimorsoft, trying 
to make 'the game of the film', 
have divided up the various com-
ponents of Biggies in the hope of 
re-creating a movie story. All this 
succeeds in doing is losing all con-
tinuity that the game could have 
had. This is most apparant whilst 
playing Timewarp. Being thrown 
between three screens at unpre-
cedented moments doesn't add 
gimmick to the game but seems to 
distract the player's attention from 
the fact that all three screens have 
minimal payability. The flight simu-
lation is one of the most unim-
aginative seen, with few in-cockpit 
facilities and badly defined single-
colour ground objects. It s6©ms 
unfortunate that Mirrorsoft could 
not have produced a better quality 
piece of software from potentially 
interesting subject matter. 

COMMENTS r 

Control keys: Z left, X right, P up. 
L down, SPACE, B. M. N fire 
Joystick: Kempton, Cursor, Inter-
face 2 
Keyboard play: responsive 
enough 
Use of colour nothing special 
Graphics: uninspired 
Sound: title tune and spot effects 
Skill levels: one 
Screens: three games 
General rating: 

Use of computer 62% 
Graphics 56% 
Payability 65% 
Getting started 61% 
Addictive qualities 64% 
Value for money 63% 
Overall 63% 
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Producer: New Generation 
Retail Price: £7.95 
Author: James Day 

This game introduces a new 
concept in disposing of your 
enemies. No more snoot em 

ups; forget a quick round of 
fisticuffs or dose of martial artistry. 
Cliff Hanger,the hero in this game, 
is a tough talking, gum chewing 
cowboy who's vocation in life is to 
rid the Wild West of gun-toting ban-
dits. 

Cliff takes a slightly unconven-
tional approach to nis job and 

screens. The computer chooses a 
different screen at random until 
you have successfully completed 
all the screens on the current level. 
After a while, the baddies have a 
chance to get their own back. 
Boulders roll back on you unless 
you don't watch out, and 
boomerangs render you senseless 
unless they hit the bandit. 
Cliff has five lives and loses one 

time you misjudge a move 
and fall off a cliff top or are crushed 
every 
and m 
by a runaway boulder. 
The screen graphics are all in yel-
low and black and depict a variety 
of scenes from the wild west por-

[CLIFF HANGER I 
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tends to resort to rather unusual 
methods of killing his victims. 
Boomerangs, cannon, elaborate 
time bombs and the faithful boul-
der all make up Mr Hanger's arse-
nal. These are shot, dropped and 
thrown at the foe, usually resulting 
in a nasty splat as the baddie is 
imprinted into the ground. Cliff is a 
cold hearted assassin and dances 
a little celebratory jig as each 
opponent is sent to Boot Hill. 
The object of the game is to stop 
the bandit from getting to the end 
of the canyon in each screen. The 
baddie-splattmg techniques get 
more complicated as the game 
progresses. Points are scored for 
each time the enemy is destroyed, 
depending on the difficulty of the 
manoeuvre. 
There are fifteen levels in the game, 
each consisting of three to five 

trayed in a cartoon style. At the 
start of each new screen a gun-
shooting bandit either appears, 
trotting over the horizon, or lurks 
on the screen, hidden away some-
where. A series of objects are pre-
sented in each screen and you 
must decide how to use them in 
order to kill the bandit. Sometimes 
the method of killing the Man in 
Black may be obvious — such as 
rolling a rock off a cliff top at pre-
cisely the right time so that it 
crushes the baddie below. Other 
more complicated screens involve 
mini puzzles which include such 
items as levers and railway trucks, 
and require a series of actions to 
be earned out before the bad guy 
is killed. 
Each baddie must be killed in each 
screen for the game to progress. 
Once you've worked out how to 

use the equipment on a screen, 
timing is essential if Cliff is to rid 
the wild and woolly west of the gun 
toting banditos. 

CRITICISM r 

• " New Generation have been 
quite quiet for the last few 
months and it's nice to see them 
finally bring out Cliff Hanger, 
which I can remember seeing 
advertised ages and ages ago. 
Cliff Hanger's presentation 
reminds me of the under-rated 
Trashman, and the game has a 
few of the Trashman touches as 
well. The game is good fun to 
play and kept me Involved for 
quite a long time; what lets It 

down is the appalling sound and 
the mediocre graphics — a few 
small beeps and some very sim-
ply drawn colourless 
backgrounds respectively 
Although the general look of the 
game is a bit poor, the idea, 
despite being simple, is effec-
tive. The price is a bit too high for 
the kind of presentation the 
game has got, and it would have 
been better released in a budget 
range." 

• " At first sight this seems to be 
the kind of game that you play 
once and then give up with, but 
there is something about it that 
makes it very playable. The 
graphics are below average, the 
characters are poorly drawn and 
the playing area is monochrome 
but the backgrounds are nicely 
detailed. The use of sound is dis-
appointing: only a few spot effects 
here and there. The game itself 
plays like a Road Runner cartoon, 
so if you enjoy squashing people 
you will probably enjoy this. This 
isn't too bad a game, but I think it is 
overpriced. " 

• " This is a nice game at heart. 
The graphics are pretty, though the 
monochrome display makes the 
game less attractive than It could 
have been. The game itself has 
some really cruel bits in it, but that 
makes it all the more fun! I had 
expected it to be a cheapie, but at 
eight quid, it does seem to be a 
good deal too expensive. Though 
it is addictive, and I confess to hav-
ing spent a long while playing it, 
the fun gleaned from it doesn't 
seem to justify the expense. Sure, 
there are lots of different screens, 
and they get more nasty as you 
progress but I still think it's too 
expensive. New Generation had a 
lot of potential in this game and it 
would have been great as a budget 
title — as it is. it's definitely too 
expensive." 

COMMENTS 

Control keys: redefinable 
Joystick: Kempston, cursor. Inter-
face 2 
Keyboard play: responsive 
Use of colour monochromatic 
Graphics: cartoon style, simple 
animations 
Sound: mining spot effects, no 
tune 
Skill levels: one 
Scrftons! 50 
General rating: Basically a good 
game, but overpriced 

Use of computer 66% 
Graphics 67% 
Payability 72% 
Getting started 68% 
Addictive qualities 75% 
Value for money 56% 
Overall 63% 
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Producer US Gold 
Retail Price: £9.95 
Author: AS Designs T he release of World Cup 

Carnival coincides very 
nicely with this year's Mexi-

can extravaganza. Unlike the real 
thing, this game is played by two 
players who compete against 
each other, or by one player 
against the computer. The prog-
ram also allows up to nine players 
to select teams from a list of 24 
World Cup candidates. 

The game begins with the 
players running out onto the field. 
About one third of the pitch is on 
screen at any one time, scrolling 
sideways as the players run down 
towards the goal. You only have 
control over the player nearest the 
ball, and he changes colour 

a practice match option so you can 
have a dummy run before going on 
to the real thing. 
The complete package includes all 
sorts of World Cup memorabilia 
such as a wall chart with stickers 
to plot the progress of the real 
thing this summer, and a sew-on 
badge. 
There is no strategy involved in 
World Cup Carnival and players 
cannot be allocated to positions 
according to their particular skills 
— the computer sorts all that out, 
so the only thing you have to woiry 
about is controlling the players on 
the pitch and trying to score goals. 

CRITICISM f 

• "World Cup Carnival Is an 
appalling game and ifs a dts-

to the bog standard Spectrum 
character set. I couldn't find any 
music to listen to even though 
there Is an on/off option for 
music! All I can say about this 
game is there is .a nice whistle 
effect and the packaging is 
great. This game is awfui; avoid 
it at all costs " 

R L G E R I f i 
s 
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slightly when in possession of the 
ball. Kick offs and goal saves are 
all automatically executed 

The score is displayed at the top 
of the screen along with a time 
limit. The game is played over 90 
minutes, but this isn't real time — 
each game actually takes about 
three minutes to complete with an 
allowance for extra time at the end. 
Apart from the main match there is 
also a practice mode where you 
can practice ball control, penalty 
shooting and saving. There is also 
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grace to see a big software 
house like US Gold releasing i t 
The layout of the football pitch is 
as basic as you can get — no 
centre circle, no penalty area, no 
six yard box and no supports for 
the goals. The graphics are very 
bad, with footballers who would 
look out of place in one of the 
first Spectrum games. The clock 
counts down and not up which 
is very confusing and the teams 
dont even swap around for 
extra time. US Gold have stuck 

• "This is the worst football simu-
lation I have ever seen. Playing the 
game is a little too easy unless you 
happen to have a colour TV or 
monitor — when the colours used 
are very bright and eye strain 
occurs after a few games. Control-
ling your man is not difficult, 
although sometimes the compu-
ter's choice of the 'man nearest the 
ball' is a little strange. The graphics 
are very poor, the players only have 
two stages of animation and there 
are many bad attribute problems. 

The players are a bit better. Sound 
is poor; if you're lucky you might 
hear the odd whistle being blown. 
On the whole I wouldn't be too 
happy if I forked out two quid for 
this one, let alone a tenner. The 
pack of World Cup bumph makes 
up for it a little, but not enough for 
me to recommend it to any one. " 

• ' ' Not exactly a mega-game this. 
In fact it's not much of a game at 
all. The game itself is sub-stan-
dard, but all the freebies are quite 
good; but then, they have to be, 
because I don't think many people 
will buy the package for the game 
itself. Maybe football freaks will 
enjoy it, but I can't see anyone flip-
ping over it. The colour is intially 
quite helpful, but when the clashes 
start making the players disappear 
— things get a bit out of hand! 
Overall, it's not an awful game — 
US Gold have made a lot out of the 
World Cup deal, what with all the 
accompanying bits, but the game 
itself lacks any real outstanding 
elements. " 

COMMENTS f 

Control keys: Player one: 1 up, Q 
down, S right, Aleft, bottom row to 
kick; Player two: 0 up, 0 down. K 
right, J left, bottom row to fire. P 
pause, H instructions 
Joystick: Kempston, cursor 
Keyboard play: okay 
Use of colour severe clashes at 
times 
Graphics: far from' state of the art' 
Sound: pardon? 
Skill levels: one 
Screens: scrolling window tor 
match, plus penalty screens 
General rating: Nice freebies, 
shame about the recycled two-
year old game! 

Use of computer 32% 
Graphics 25% 
Playabifity 19% 
Getting started 30% 
Addictive qualities 21% 
Value for money 25% 
Overall 26% 



™«GRAPHIC 
ADVGNTURG 

The amazing, combined text and graphics adventure generator enables 
you to producefast, compact adventuregameswiththeminimumofeffortand 
the maximum of creativity. Stunning graphics can be created quickly and easily 
with the powerful picture generator that has many features including:- dot, 
drde, elastic line, ellipse, fast fill, shading, step by step review, easy editing and 
the ability to merge pictures. 

The comprehensive, intelligent command interpreter can handle complex 
sentences and multiple input commands. There is also an extensive text com-
pression facility that allows you to produce far more detailed and numerous 
location descriptions. Plus a full function editor, automatic word formatting, a 
logical command interpreter and an abbreviated input acceptance facility. 

So unleash the power of your imagination now with The Graphic 
Adventure Creator, for your Spectrum computer. Available from all leading 
retailers or direct from Incentive on 0734 591678. 
INCENTIVE SOFTWARE LTD. 54 London Street Reading RG14SQ. 

Please rush me, for my Spectrum 
Computer THE GRAPHIC ADVENTURE 
CREATOR 
• Cassette £22.95 

I endose Cheque/PO for £ 
or please debit my Credit Card 
No 

N 

Name. 
Address. 
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J*A*C*K T*H*E N*bP*P*E*R 

I I ack seems to be the all time 
•{Jt greatest World Champion 

in naughtiness: a naughtier 
boy you could not wish to meet in 
tact or fiction. You think that say-
ing BOO to Granny is naughty? 
Pah! Jack is in a whole different 
league — he blows up police sta-
tions on particularly naughty days. 
This is a level of rascaliity that most 
boys and girls will never be able to 
achieve, even in their wildest 
dreams. Realising this, Gremlin 
decided to base a game around 
the naughtiest nipper in town. 

As Jack's controller the idea is 
to get the little sprog to cause as 
much grief and hassle as possible 
without getting the little tyke into 
trouble for hts misdeeds. Job 
number one is to equip the 
romper-suited yobbo with a 
weapon. He's not a particularly big 
chap, soa spitball firing pea-shoo-
ter is what's needed. And luckily 
enough, it just happens to be 
placed on a shelf In Jack's bed-
room. Unluckily enough it has 
been put on a high shelf well above 

" How could this game 
possibly fail to be hit? It's 
Just so appealing in both 
presentation and payabil-
ity. The graphics are mas-
terful, involving a previ-
ously ignored monoc-
hrome cartoon style that 
makes Jack look as though 
he's just leapt out of the 
Beano. Gremlin have 
definitely come up with a 
winner in Jack the Nipper, 
gameplaywise things are 
fairly similar to many 
arcade adventures though 
the tasks to be performed 
really are quite funny. While 
the puzzles are not 
immediately obvious they 
aren't overty hard either. 
The graphic style perks up 
the game no end. Overall an 
excellent game that well 
worth the price — run out 
and have a look at It 
today." 

J 
CRITICISM m 

T 
" 'Come on, play the gamel 
You're not a wimp are you?' 
asks the evil Sweeny Tod-
dler character, an evil gin 
spread across his cheeky 
little fizzog. How can you 
resist such a challenge? 
The aim of the game — 
being as naughty as possi-
ble — is a novel and amus-
ing one and the way you 
have to go about It is even 
better! Blowing up Police 
stations, ruining factories, 
shooting bobbles with a 
pea-shooter is all part and 
parcel of an average day in 
the romper suit of the 
world's wickedest baby. 
The graphics are excellent 
and realty give a cartoony 
feel to the game — go out 
and get it now! You're not a 
wimp are you? " 

A few well-timed jumps put Jack 
where he wants to be and he has 
two pockets in his suit for carrying 
useful menacing items. 

Leaping around on the furniture 
soon brings the vegetable propel-
ling tube within Jack's tiny grasp. 
Now the mayhem can really begin 
. . . Jack's task is to complete 
around twenty dastardly stunts to 
boost his naughtyometer up to the 
hundred per cent mark. There are 
hazards, however, and when 
you're as young as Jack one of the 
main problems with day to day life 

the nipper's miniscule reach — 
probably hidden away by an oft-
peashootered parental. 

Jack's sproing and cavort fac-
tor, the product of a couple of 
years of packing away the Farleys 
rusks and creamy baby food, 
makes him hyperactive (probably 
all that E102.) Anyway, with a mere 
wiggle of the joystick or prod of 
the appropriate keys, it's possible 
to propel this pint sized person 
skyward with the greatest of ease. 

" Jack the Nipper is a bril-
liantly presented game 
with a good title tune, a fun 
attract mode and little 
comments that pop up now 
and again and make it fun 
to play. All of the characters 
are drawn with expert pre-
cision and are animated 
very smoothly. The game, 
although basically monoc-
hromatic, is still appealing 
to the eye and has smart 
shaded backgrounds that 
are very detailed. Monsters 
took out of windows and 
posters stuck on the walls 
advertise products, to 
mention a few of the high-
lights. The little touches, 
like the nappy rash bar end 
the naughtyometer, make 
the game a bit different 
from the usual arcade/ 
adventure stuff and you 
dont have to be good at the 
game to enjoy playing it. 
Gremlin Graphics have 
brought out a game that 
will shine out in the depres-
sion of Summer. " 

is dreaded botty rash caused by a 
wet and soggy nappy. Collisions 
with any of the other characters in 
the game aggravates this condi-
tion, as they mete out a good hid-
ing to the miscreant. Jack's Rash 
Rating climbs on a bar in the status 
area, and one of the five live availa-
ble is lost each time the Flash Fac-
tor goes critical. 
Parents and shopkeepers give 
chase whenever a naughty deed is 
done in their presence, and ghosts 
also give Jack trouble. Luckily, 
Jack's pea-shooter can be used 
to exorcise spectres—more often 
than not a ghost will disappear 
with a pea in its ear. Peablasting 
anybody else, including Bonzo, 
the Nipper's pet dog, causes them 
to chug after you and increase 
poor little Jack's Rash at an alarm-
ing rate. 

Naughty points are won for com-
pleting each of the tasks set out 
for Jack, most of which involve 
taking the right object to the right 
place. For example. Jack can 
scare the insides out of cats by 
finding a horn and honking it next 
to a slumbering pussy. Jack's 
naughtyometer pops up nearly as 
fast as the poor old moggy, which 
is left dinging by its claws to the 
ceiling. What a naughty chap! 
Extra naughty points can be col-
lected by taking objects and drop-
ping them from a great height so 
that they smash. 
The town consists of some fifty 
locations portrayed in a semi 3D 
way, and all the characters have 
been drawn in a cartoon style 
reminiscent of Willy the Kid and 
other comicbook heros, Jack can 
move left, right and in and out of 
the screen in the same way old 
Grumpy Gumphrey moved round 
in Supersleuth. The objects Jack 
is carrying are shown in a pocket 
at the top of the status area, and 
some careful juggling is some-
times needed to make sure the 
right item gets to the right place. 
Lose all the lives and the game's 
over and little Nipper trolls onto the 
screen wtth a sarcastic appraisal 
of your attempts at menacing. Ah 
well, never mind, living up to the 
expectations of the naughtiest 
nipper alive is not an easy task. 
Closet vandals will have lots of fun 
with Jack the Nipper. 

Control keys: Z left. X right, 
0 up, K down, 0 fire, ENTER 
go through door. Up and Fire 
to jumfc, Direction and Fire to 
shoot, H toggles pause 
mode, Q quit 
Joystick: Kempston, cursor, 
Interface 2 
Keyboard play: responsive, 
but slightly odd layout 
Use of colour monoc-
hromatic cartoon; tidy 
Graphics: very apt — lovely 
cartoon characters 
Sound: jolly tune in attract 
mode plus spot effects 
Skill levels: one 
Screens: 50 locations 
General rating: A great 
game for all you naughty 
types... 

Use of computer 91 % 
Graphics 93% 
Payability 93% 
Getting started 92% 
Addictive qualities 93% 
Value for money 92% 
Overall 93% 
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The cursor is used to shift the 
blocks around in the playing area, 
II can be moved in four directions, 
and once the cursor has been 
placed over a piece to be moved, 
pressing fire grabs the block. 
Holding fire and then moving the 
cursor whizzes the selected block 
off in the chosen direction. A mov-
ing block continues to travel in a 
straight line until another block or 
the blue buffer is hrt, when it 
comes to rest. Pieces are brought 
on to the playing area by zipping 
the cursor under the flashing 
arrow, pressing fire to seize the 
hidden piece and moving right to 
fetch it into view. While the cursor 
is over a piece in the main play 
area, one of the squares on the lit-
tle status panel picture turns 
white, revealing the correct loca-
tion for that segment of the puzzle. 

Twenty pieces have to be shuf-
fled into the right order to make up 
each picture, and there are only 
four spare block positions at the 
top of the playzone — so some 
careful juggling is called for. Just 
to add a little variety to the game, 
cracks appear in some of the buf-
fers. Blocks that are moved onto a 
cracked section of buffer bounce 
off, returning to their start point. 
Some of the cracks remain in the 
same part of the buffer throughout 
a level, while others hop around 
the place dunng play. Little sliding 
doors m the top, left and bottom 
buffers open and close. While a 
door is closed it acts as a normal 
section of buffer, but if a piece is 
shoved towards an open door it 
disappears from the playing area 
and joins the queue of pieces 
behind the flashing arrow. 

Every so often, objects 

fiVf liding block puzzles and jig-
saws are as old as the Ark, 
but Domark and the Dutch 

software house Emisoft have 
come up with a new. com-
puterised variant. Although the 
name might suggest a tie-m with a 
certain T V program — don't be 
fooled, there's no wicked satire to 
be found in this game, and rubber 
puppets don't appear. All you 
have to do is work against a time 
limit and assemble caricatures of 
the famous from little blocks. 

Ail you have to do? Well not 
quite. Starting with Ronald Regan, 
ten cartoons of famous faces have 
to be pieced together if the game 
is to be played through to the end. 
At the start of each level the mam 
playing area is empty — a zone 
enclosed wrth blue buffers. A pul-
sating square cursor is under your 
control and sits under a flashing 
arrow at the top left of the screen. 
The image that has been split 
appears in a small window in the 
status area on the right, the bar 
display that monitors the time you 
have remaining is refreshed, and 
play commences. 

associated with the character 
whose likeness is being assem-
bled are dragged into play. These 
objects can lead to bonus scores if 
you do the right thing with them — 
shoving the American Flag against 
the Russian flag for instance, 
earns a bonus of 1,500 points on 
the Ronnie Regan screen. If one 
object is thrown against another 
object, they both dematerialise 
and if the right pairing has been 

the amount of time remaining 
when the final piece is slotted into 
place. Running out of time results 
in the loss of a life — but providing 
all three lives haven't been lost, 
the blocks stay in place when you 
die. An extra life is awarded for 
reaching 100,000 points and extra 
time can be won on later screens 
by sliding a diamond into another 
gem. 

achieved the bonus value flashes 
up at the point of collision before 
being added to the score. 

Bombs are bad news — they 
explode five seconds afier they 
are brought into play and have to 
be shoved against a tap (bonus of 
5.000 points) or whisked out of an 
open doorway before they deto-
nate. Failure to dispose of a bomb 
results in an explosion and the 
loss of a life. Other objects appear 
at random and can be combined: 
throwing a pistol against a bullet 
doubles your bonus score on that 
level, while matches and fuel 
should be kept well apart! 

The number of points awarded 
for completing a level depends on 
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CRfTICISM 

" Well done Domark, 
you've Anally broken your 
spell of releasing poor 
games. I am well impre-
ssed. This Is a very original, 
playable and compelling 
game. The graphics are 
colourful, detailed and 
generally well 'finished'; 
the characters are all rec-
ognisable; the sound Is 
nice too—there is a tune at 
the beginning and some 
very reasonable effects 
during the game itself. 
Playing the game can be a 
bit tricky until you get the 
hang of the control, but 
once you do, the action 
gets fast and furious. Dis-
posing of the bombs is also 
tricky, and going for bonus 
scores means some extra 
thinking is called for. I 
enjoyed playing this one as 
It Is fun and fast moving. H 

" This is definitely the best 
Domark game ever! I know 
that's not saying much, but 
Splitting Images IS a really 
good game, and the most 
surprising bit about it Is 
that the game is so simple 
In construction. The pre-
sentation is well above the 
normal Domark stuff and 
suits the game perfectly — 
simple but stunning. I 
found Splitting Images was 
totally compelling from the 
first time I picked up the 
joystick. The graphics are 
excellent with very smooth 
scrolling and some nice 
sound effects. Domark 
— m to have got the right 
balance of difficulty, with 
the 'Reagan' screen being 
easy to get past and 'Mag-
gie' being a bit harder, and 
each subsequent level pre-
senting that bit more of a 
challenge. The game fea-
tures lots of nice bonuses, 
which can improve your 
score tremendously and 
keep you addicted to the 
game for ages. I would 
recommend you buy this, 
as it's definitely something 
different from the normal 
game. " 

COMMENTS 

Control keys: O left, P right, 
G up, A down, CAP SHIFT to 
SPACE fire. R and T abort, H 
pause, J continue 
Joystick: Kempston, Cur-
sor. Interface 2 
Keyboard play: responsive, 
but a bit tricky 
Use of colour neat — no 
clashes 
Graphics: fast moving; good 
caricatures 
Sound: start and end tunes 
and spot effects 
Skill levels: one 
Screens: ten 
General rating: A different, 
compelling and original 
game. 

Use of computer 85% 
Graphics 88% 
Play ability 89% 
Getting started 90% 
Addictive qualities 
Value for money 87% 
Overall 90% 

CRITICISM 

" While this game has 
almost nothing in common 
with the TV series It Isnt 
based on, I thought it was 
great. The caricatures of 
the characters are excel-
lent, and the game moves 
at a very rapid pace, which 
adds to the fun. Things like 
the bombs and other bonus 
elements contribute 
towards this too, making it 
an extremely playable 
game. The graphics and 
sound effects are nicely 
executed, and the game is 
highly addictive, with that 
'one more little go' element 
about i t I like i t It's nice to 
see Domark getting their 
act together after the awful 
Friday the 13th." 

B O N U S : 
001500 
SCORE; 
OOOOOO 



L Dmphno tnodgor would llko tho torn-pot, go on, thoro'o only 200 
k roomo It could bo hlddon In. 

Producer: Sparklers 
Retail Price: £1.99 
Author: Martin Harris 

Snodgits, or Did The Butler Do 
It? as it could be called, is a 
classic Whodunnit from 

Sparklers. Menace is afoot at Mys-
tery Mansions as objects go mis-
sing causing chaos in the Snodger 
household. It's not that the objects 
are particularly valuble but the 
whole business is making life a 
misery for Benson the trusty old 
Butler. What is he to do when Lord 
Snodger asks for his slippers and 
they are no where to be found? Life 
would be all the more simpler if 
these odd occurences could be 
blamed on the mischievous Snod-
gits, pets of the Snodger family as 
they are always making mischief. 
However, Benson, who has a nose 
for these things, is doubtful. Such 
is the problem that an impressive 
array of prestigious Detectives and 
Detective-esses have assembled 
at Mystery mansions to try and dis-
cover who the culprit is. But are 
they all as blameless as they would 
like to suggest? While everyone 
else is running around in ever 
decreasing circles trying to get to 
the bottom of the matter, Benson 
plods steadfastly onwards in his 
own inimmitable fashion trying to 
clear his own name as much as 
anything else. 

Benson must trudge around 
Mystery Mansions trying to locate 
stray objects that are required by 
the Snodgit family. Clues to what 
these objects might be are given 
to Benson by the loveable Snod-
gits. For example, one might 
approach Benson and say, 
Daphne wants the candlestick and 
Benson must try and find out 
where it has been mislaid. Mystery 
Mansions is not small by Stately 
Home standards with over 200 
rooms. Benson's task is aided by a 
map at the bottom of the screen 
with the butler represented by a 
green square and the sought 
object by a purple square. Maybe 
the object is earned by someone 
else? Or it might be on another 
floor — whatever, poor old Benson 
must battle it up and down the 
stairs in search of it. 
Once the correct object has been 
given to the correct person, Ben-
son gains access to the Clue Table. 
Now he can begin the task of 
finding out who is responsible for 
the disappeari ng objects. The Clue 
labia is two blocks of rows and col-
umns showing a list of objects and 
suspects. Each row of suspects 
relates directly to the objects 
shown. A question is asked such 
as, Who snodged the Teapot? and 
Benson, using his Butler's intuition 
must decide who the guilty party 
might be. If he makes a wrong 
guess then he must deliver 
another object or find a Snodgit to 
snodge with. However, if he makes 
the correct link between object 
and suspect then the guilty person 
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is automatically put into the guilty 
box at the bottom of the screen 
and Benson can scurry off to find a 
detective. Three people in the 
game are guilty and they must all 
be identified before you can move 
on to a higher level. 

If you get ted up with the present 
lay-out of Mystery Mansions you 
can choose a new location by re-
starting the tape after the main 
part of the game has loaded. Each 
of the 5 Mansions have over 200 
rooms and each level has a higher 
number of floors which must be 
examined. 
The game carries on until Benson 
runs out of lives. At the bottom of 
the screen is a Snodgometer and a 
Bodgometer. A life is lost on the 
Snodgometer every time Benson 
bumps into a Snodgit and a life is 
lost on the Bodgeometer 
everytirne Benson is clumsy and 
bumps into bits of furniture or 
walls. 
Have you brains enough to assist 
Benson discover who is the thief 
of Mystery Mansions, or will It 
remain forever a secret? 

CRITICISM r 

• " Snodgit seems to me to be 
one of the most original games 
around at the moment, and in a 
budget range as well. The whole 
look of the game is very pleasing 

with lots of large and excellently 
animated characters in a small, 
but well coloured maze. It's a 
pity that all the mazes couldn't 
be loaded in memory at once, 
but it does remember the last 
High-score after loading. Once 
the instructions had been fully 
read I found the game a pleasure 
to play and very addictive. The 
sound is not the best In the world 
but the playability more than 
makes up for It This is definrttey 
one of the better budget games 
around at the moment. 

• '' This one feels a lot like Popeye 
as you control the same sort of 
large character, the main differ-
ence being that you are playing in 
a 3D area. The graphics are not as 
clear as they could have been and 
as a lot of colour is used there am 
many attribute problems. The 
characters are well animated and 
detailed, but the sound is poorly 
used there are only a few sopt 
effects every now and then, this is 
a shame as it would have added to 
the atmosphere of the game. Gen-
erally Snodgits is a very good deal 
for two quid as it is compelling and 
playable. 

• " What an instantly pretty 
game, much prettier than the aver-
age budget release and I suppose 
that is just what is supposed to 
attract the end user into purchas-
ing it. Graphgically Snodgits is 

really very good, espiclally the 
Snodgits them sieves, what a cute, 
but oft annoying, race they are! Ani-
mation is very well employed on 
top of the big bright backgronds. 
The game itself is slightly cludoes-
que but a bit more original than 
that, providing a good laugh for 
any Spectrum gamester. Have a 
quick look at this one as you may 
well be surprised after the lower 
quality of Creative Sparks other 
releases. 

COMMENTS r 

Control keys: 1 left/anti-
clockwise, 2 right/clockwise, 9 up/ 
walk, 8 down/walk 
Joystick: Kempston, cursor, Inter-
face 2 
Keyboard play: good — two 
modes, directional and rotational 
control 
Use of colour plain and simple 
Graphics: large and attractive 
Sound: tweets and burbles 
Skill levels: one 
Screens: Ave houses 

Use of computer 74% 
Graphics 75% 
Playability 76% 
Getting started 72% 
Addictive qualities 77% 
Value for money 78% 
Overall 77% 

CUILTYj 

wmm 



Back with a Vengeance! 

WHAT THE 
PAPERS SAY... 
"Once you start playing the game rt 
becomes increasingly clear that Ultimate 
have produced yet another excellent 
game. The playing area is huge and there 
are some excellent graphical effects like 
the stars which are beautifully parallaxed." 
"Payability wise Cyberun Is an excellent 
game." 
"The Inlay card doesn't give much away 
so it is a challenge just to find out what all 
the various goodies are for?" 
"This is a classic shoot em up which I'm 
sure all fans of Lunar Jetman will enjo^' 

CRASH May 1986 

PENTAGRAM and CYBERUN are 
available for the Spectrum 48k and 
Atnstrad from selected branches 
of W H. Smith. Boots. John MenzieS. 
Woolworths and all good software 
stores. They are also available from 
Ultimate Play the Game.The Green. 
Ashby-de la Zouch, Leicestershire 
LE6 5JU. (Postage and packing 
included.) 

£9.95 including 
VAT " 
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France's award winning, role playing epic now available in English 
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Producer Firebird 
Retail Price: £1.99 
Author Tron Software 

If you've ever wondered how Nin-

jas become Ninjas then playing 
this game might give you the 

answer you've been searching for. 
Apparently it's all sorted out in a 
kind of Ninja Olympic Games. After 
many months of preparation, 
teaming various skills from your 
Hanshi, it is time to compete in the 
great contest that decides 
whether you deserve to hold the 
title Ninja Master after all. 

The game contains four levels, 
and you are called upon to 
demonstrate a different oriental 
skill in each one. The first section is 
set in front of snow capped moun-
tains. Deadly pointed arrows are 
shot at you from random direc-
tions and they have to be deflected 
away from your body. Four move-
ments are involved: kicks and 

inches to both the left and right, 
intercepting arrows wins points 
and a score of over 1500 is needed 
to progress on to the next level. 
When an arrow lands on the Ninia's 
body he utters a blood-curdling 
yell, but a successful deflection is 
greeted with a war cry. 

The second part of the contest 
takes place in indoor arena where 
a sturdy piece of wood has to be 
karate chopped in two. You have 
twenty seconds to build up your 
strength by pounding away at the 
keyboard, trying to move the 
status arrow as far along the 
strength chart as possible. After 
twenty seconds the Ninja automat-
ically lets fly with his fist and tries 
to cut the block in two. Three 
attempts are allowed on this stage, 
and at least one bit of wood has to 
be broken to qualify for the third 
round. A successful performance 
is rewarded by enthusiastic 
applause from the Japanese audi-
ence. 

The third level of the tournament 
has a slightly cosmopolitan feel to 
it — the action takes place on the 
banks of the Nile, in the shadow of 
the Great FyramkJs. Equipped 
with a pointy stick, the Ninia has to 
fend off Shunken Stars. Tne stars 
are fired randomly and at great 
speed, and your Ninja must stop 
them from embedding themselves 
in his body by blocking them with 
his stick. Again, three attempts are 
offered and a qualifying score of 
1200 pints is needed before you 
can continue. 

Ninjadom is just around the 
corner if you get to the last section. 
Canisters thrown from the right of 
the screen have to be shot down 
with a blowpipe. The backdrop is 
back to a more traditional 
Japanese style with a huge red 
moon hanging in the night sky and 
snow lying on the ground. When 
the required score has been 
achieved you graduate to a yellow 

belt. From here onwards the game 
cycles round again, except the 
qualifying scores are much higher. 

CRITICISM 1 

• " Gosh, an original Idea for a 
sports simulation. It's been a 
while since a Joystick waggling 
game ventured onto the humble 
Spectrum; I must say that It is 
quite good as well.The graphics 
are fairly good although not out-
standing: your character is a lit-
tle jerky, but he doesn't move 
Into any unrealistic positions. 
The sound isnt excellent but the 
screams are good! As for paya-
bility, well ffs quite good fun for 
your first few goes but its appeal 
diminishes a little after you've 
completed your first set of four 
screens." 

• " Not exactly a new idea, but at 
the budget price it's a new venture, 
and I'm sure there'll be a few tak-
ers. The graphics are very similar 
to that of Sal Combat and the 
whole game is more of a bash and 
smash Hyper Sports. The sound is 
very realistic and It includes a good 
use of 'eegh!' and 'aghhl' speech 
effects. I wouldn t say there is any-
thing terribly ohginai in it. but I 
found the game very compelling 
to play. Firebird have released it at 
the right price, and it would give 
you good value for money. But if 
you've got a fight game then forget 
it. " 

A contemporary arana for Ninja Block Braaking — »pof tha 
SINCLAIR advert on the hoarding! 

• " Not another label relaunch 
Firebird! Oh well, though it hasn't 
got amazing graphics. Ninja Mas-
ter itself is quite fun. The sound, if 
the frenzied cries of a pained Ninja 
can be defined as sound, is quite 
realistic as far as the limitations of 
the Spectrum will allow. I didn't 
play it for all that long, but for £1.99, 
it should provide a few hours enter-
tainment, I suppose. I wouldn't buy 
it. but then there are those who like 
this sort of thing, and it might well 
appeal to them. " 

COMMENTS f 

Control keys: redefinabte, multi-
ple moves 
Joystick: no 

Keyboard play: a bit tricky 
Use of colour: fine 
Graphics: quite well animated, 
pretty backdrops 
Sound: nice title tune and 
screeches 
Skill levels: one 
Screens: 4 
General rating: A different kind of 
sports simulation that's should 
prove quite appealing 

Use of computer 65% 
Graphics 63% 
Payability 60% 
Getting started 68% 
Addictive qualities 63% 
Value for money 72% 
Overall 64% 
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Producer Melbourne House 
Retail Price: E8.95 
Author: Steven Taylor, Damian Watharow, 
Frank Oldham 

Following on from previous 
beat em up successes, Mel-
bourne House bring the 

excitement of the wrestling ring 
to the Spectrum screen in a game 
which can be played against 
computerised opponents or 
head-to-head with a friend. 

tn the one player game, you 
control Gorgeous Greg who is 
going for the World Champion-
ship. Four opponents stand bet-
ween Greg and the champion's 
belt, and he must defeat them all 
twice on the route to the top. The 
fighters Greg faces in the ring 
each have a unique personality 
and temperament and their 
fighting styles vary accordingly. 
Lord Toff, for instance, takes the 
scientific approach to wrestling 
and knows all of the twenty three 
moves available in the game. Vic-
ious Vivian is a mohicanned yob 
who learnt to fight on the streets, 
while the Missouri Breaker fights 
mean and dirty. Redneck McCoy 
Is apparently an affable yokel, but 
when he's in the ring he becomes 
one mean opponent, yessiree. 

Each bout on the way to the 
championship lasts three 
minutes and to win, Greg has to 
pin his opponent to the canvas 
for a count of three seconds. In 
the two player mode the winner is 
the first to get two pinfalls. The 
two wrestlers each have a status 
bar displayed at the edge of the 
screen, and as they take falls or 
weakeners — forearm smashes, 
knee jerks and kicks — their 
stamina levels fall. Before going 
for the pintail, it's wise to soften 
your opponent up. 

The final bout, which can leave 
Greg Champion of the World, has 
no time limit — it's a fight to the 
death almost. The only thing 

that's missing from the game is 
the overexcited granny who 
rushes up the the ringside and 
prods the bad guy with her 
umbrella! 

CRITICISM r 

Rock and Wrestle Is 
definitely not a worthy follow 
up to the other Melbourne 
House hits. The graphics are 
very poor and the sound could 
have been pinched from the 
great Fist. Even if you're a bit of 
a grappling fan, you are unlikely 
to be impressed by the way 
your opponent can bash you to 
the floor and then jump on you 
after a pause — NOT all part of 
the same move. Where's the 
ref, eh? I'm glad Melbourne 
House have finally put in a 
decent background in the 
Spectrum game, but the crowd 
do seem very bored with the 
whole affair. The graphics are 
very podgy and a bit like Axil 
from Heavy On The Magic which 
poses a few problems in a com-
bat game. Seeing your man 
when he's in a crucial clinch 
can get difficult. I warn you, the 
graphics may look nice but the 
game's very low on playability. 
There's no 'Rock', either. " 

• " O K Melbourne, where's the 
Rock, eh? Come to that, where's 
the game? Fist is definitely one of 
the all time fighting classics, so 
why couldn't Melbourne come up 
with a wrestling game that is just 
as good? The sound is taken from 
Fist, but where's the 'complete 
rock sound track' mentioned in 
the adverts? Colour is lavishly 

Wheel Gorgeous Greg flfti through the mlr i t the hands of 
Radnack. Cameron reckons that wrestling la a mug's game, 
but then ho prefers wrestling with mugs. Tea Mugs. 

W 
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used, but the graphics are 
chunky, badly defined, and gener-
ally messily done. The controls 
are quite slow to respond, which 
makes the game even more 
difficult, to the point of making it 
frustratingly unaddictive. No, 
though I don't like to slag off a 
company which has produced 
such classics in the past, I think 
Rock 'N Wrestle is a complete 
foul up. " 

• ' ' I can say without fear of being 
beaten up by my fellow reviewers 
that this game is appalling: there 
isn't a single thing about it that 
stands out or is interesting. The 
graphics are poor, so poor in fact 
that at times it is very difficult to 
follow the action on screen; the 
characters are undetailed and 
move around the screen very 
badly. The sound is about the 
best thing going for this one — 
there isn^ a tune but there are 
some nice meaty spot effects 
when you mince your opponent. 
It looks like there were some 
problems with this game that 
weren't discovered until it was 
too l a t e . . . " 

COMMENTS 

Control keys: redefinable 
Joystick: Kempston, Cursor, 
Interface 2 
Keyboard play: a bit tricky, slow 
response 
Use of colour ' transparent' 
wrestlers, pretty ring 
Graphics: rather confusing at 
times 
Sound: no Rock! Spot effects 
only 
Skill levels: one 
Screens: four wrestlers to beat 
General rating: A disappointing 
development from the Masters of 
the Beat Em Up 

Use of computer 60% 
Graphics 54% 
Playability 43% 
Getting started 55% 
Addictive qualities 46% 
Value for money 46% 
Overall 48% 

Producer: ANTARTIC 
Retail Price: £1.99 
Author: David McGee 

The moral of this tale is a sim-
ple one. Never fall asleep in 
the cinema after a hard day's 

graft, especially if the film you are 
watching happens to be about 
fearsome fanged monsters and 
long legged beasties. If you do you 
may never wake u p . . . 
After a day's digging, there's 
nothing Jasper the gravedigger 
enjoys more than a scary film. One 
evening while, watching The 
Dream of a Thousand Vampires, he 
drifts off into an uncomfortable 
sleep and has a curious dream. 
Somehow he has been trans-
ported into the film he was watch-
ing and has taken over the starring 
role. Now it is up to him to defeat 
the Vampire Master. 
Vampires are pretty indestructable 
creatures. Their one weakness is a 
dislike of anything religious and 
the sight of a Cross is enough to 
get them shaking in their coffins. 
Jasper must collect as many cros-
ses as l̂ e can if he is to stand any 
chance of defeating the Master of 
evil. The Master is not the only 
danger in the game. Each screen 
is filled with an array of monsters, 
from scuttling spiders to slithering 
snakes. Jasper loses a life every 
time he touches a monster — at 
least he has nine lives in his dream! 

The locations are booby trapped 
— ten ton weights drop from the 
ceiling to squash Jasper, and false 
floors send him crashing to his 
death on the ground below. Each 
screen must be cleared of crosses 
before Jasper can move on the 
next one. Careful timing is essen-
tial as some of the crosses turn 

into blazing effigies of evil and it 
Jasper tries to collect a firey cross 
he looses a life. 
Before the final confrontation, 
Jasper has to work his way 
through a range of strange loca-
tions — from his Club to Tne Sink-
ing of the SS Titantic. The Master 
must be confronted five times 
before he is destroyed, and takes 
on a different character each time 
round the game. 
A status area at the top of the 
screen indicates Jasper' progress, 
and as the sun gradually sets and 
the new moon rises you know that 
time is running out for the little 
Gravedigger. This'll be the last time 
he watches any late horror movies 
for a long while 

CRITICISM r 

• " This game is absolutely 
appalling. The graphics are very 
bad and slowly animated, and 
game is nigh on impossible to 
play. The instructions at the 
beginning use a re-defined 
character set which is very hard 
to read even on the most well 
tuned T.V. and the music is very 
dreary. The Master looks like a 
very poor copy of Chiller which 
was pretty terrible anyway. I 
really couldn't see any good 
points to the game — stick to 
the T.V. series." 

• ' 'Nothing about this game appe-
als to me. ft is so infuriating that 
after only one go I'd had enough. 
Lack of speed and poor control are 
the two things which really bring it 
down. The graphics are not what 
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Jasper — the skeletal figure at the top of the screen — 
negotiate* another eet of fiendish trips end trlea to avoid the 
nasties on the way to vanquish THE MASTER 

I'd call good. but they are 
adequate; the characters flicker 
slightly and none of them are really 
detailed; the backgrounds are a lit-
tle over-coloured but there is very 
little colour clash. The sound is 
poor — if you listen carefully you 
may hear a spot effect duhng the 
game and there is a tunette on the 
title screen. Generally I wouldn't 
recommend this one as it offers 
almost no piayablity or addictive 
qualities. " 

• " What can I say? Nothing even 
vaguely complimentary, that's for 
sure. The Master is one of those 
awful games that really annoy me, 
because it's been so badly written. 
The graphics are grotty, the colli-
sion detection inaccurate, and the 
music on the title screen: argaghhl 
The Master very definitely looks as 
if it has been rushed, as a few more 
alterations could have got Artie a 
nice game. As it is though.. .Ugh! 

COMMENTS 
Control keys: X left, C right, top 
row to fire, 2 nd row to jump, 
ENTER to start 
Joystick: Kempston, AGF 
Keyboard play: adequate 
Use of colour: bright 
Graphics: crude; poorly animated 
Sound: dreary title tune and tiny 
spot effects 
Skill levels: one 
Screens: 9 
General rating: The low price 
doesn't make up for the poor game 

Use of computer 34% 
Graphics 39% 
Payability 26% 
Getting started 49% 
Addictive qualities 23% 
Value for money 27% 
Overall 30% 

Producer Sparklers 
Retail Price: £1.99 
Author: Trik 

Oh lawdy, lawdy! The evil and 
villainous Krudd, a malig-
nant and nasty race of an 

evil sort, have decided that the 
latest thing in badness is to swipe 
away large amounts of the Earth's 
baby population! Once the infants 
are swiped, the naughty aliens 
transport them back to the planet 
Krudd where the unsuspecting 
cherubs are quick frozen into sus-
pended animation. 

The Krudds plan to sell off the 
babes as popsicles to the baby-
eating Vlurgs From Behind The 
Moon. Well, a hero is needed and 
you are that very hero, a wobbling 
fat blob with a predeliction to walk-
ing sideways. 

Transported into the alien's baby 
holding warehouse, you must 
waddle round, collecting babies 
and saving them from the gory fate 
lurking just around the corner. 
Babies are returned home by plac-
ing them into the Magic Pram, a 
mystical object from the planet 
Muvirkare that teleports any chil-
dren placed within it back home. 
For every four babies collected 
and teleported, a burst of pleasure 
surges through you, resulting in an 

extra life — quite handy, consider-
ing the amount of lives that you'll 
lose facing the Krudd babyguards. 

The format of Kidnap is 
extremely similar to a lot of other 
games — in short it's an arcade 
adventure in classic Jet Set Willy 
style. You can go left, right and 
jump and babies are collected by 
travelling over them. Around the 
gaff are a number of deadly nasties 
all of which must be avoided: their 
touch is deadly. As with most 
games of this type, guiding the 

fatty under your hypnotic control 
off the screen causes another 
screen to splash into view. To com-
plete the game, all of earth's thirty 
two frozen babies have to be 
magic prammed back to their snug 
little cots back home. 

CRITICISM 

• " Aarghl Not another Manic 
Miner copy from a budget label 
— and I thought Creative Sparks 
had pulled their act together 
with Snodgits — it seems not. 
The game is an obvious copy of 
hundreds of other platform 
games—it even has Manic M iner 
type music. The graphics are 
small and boring, and the colour 
Is typical of the old arcade 
adventures with lots of attribute 

around a fairly novel idea, but alas 
it feels just like another Jet Set Wil-
lynp off. The graphics are pretty 
much run-of-the-mill for this type 
of game; fairly smooth animation, 
a few nicety drawn characters and 
lots of garish colours. The sound is 
fair but nothing special; just a tune 
and the odd spot effect here and 
there. Despite this game's many 
primitive aspects, I quite enjoyed it 
for a while. " 

• "What a pleasant little game, 
saving frozen babies. As a Jet Set 
Willy clone goes, Kidnap isn't that 
bad really: it performs all its tasks 
competently and smoothly and is 
hard to flaw. Gameplaywise 
though, the market really has seen 
too many of this type of game. I am 
sick and tired of finding that so 
many of the budget games 
received by CRASH are heavily 
inspired by JSW. That program 
really has haunted budding prog-

You are the large blob with arma and lege on the left of the 
screen, while a poor little baby hangs, frozen stiff on the right 
Can you make It over there 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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clashes and very inaccurate 
error detection. I didn't find any-
thing that would keep me play-
ing Kidnap for long: It's a very 
crude copy of better games of 
this type. , r 

• "A platform game: gosh I 
haven't seen one of these in ages, 
aren't they rare! The game is based 

O U R D R R n T «t 
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rammers the country over, sup-
posedly ail of them wishing to be 
Matthew Smith The Second. I wish 
they'd go away and do something 
original and stop turning out stuff 
like this " 

Poor old eold baby. The Blob haa Just boon killed and there's lit-
tle hope of rescue now... 

L X X X X X X X X X ^ T X L L I L L L L L L L L L I M I L A A . 
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COMMENTS r 
Control keys: A-G pause, Q-T 
continue, P/O music on/off, Z-V 
left, B-SYM SHIFT right. CAP 
SHIFT/SRACE jump 
Joystick: Kempston. cursor. Inter-
face 2 
Keyboard play: responsive 
Use of colour bright, little clash 
Graphics: unoriginal approach, 
fairly tidy 
Sound: Manic Miner type ditty 
Skill levels: one 
Screens: 32 
General rating: A dated format 
with a new scenario; fairly well 
done 

Use of computer 50% 
Graphics 52% 
Payability 48% 
Getting started 60% 
Addictive qualities 45% 
Value for money 47% 
Overall 49% 
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Producer Atlantis 
Retail Price: £1.99 
Author: Colin Jones 

The eternal struggle of good 
against evil, the goodies vs 
the baddies — this is 

Sarimoor, another binary game of 
binary morality. As ever, you play 
the goodie, battling against the 
nasty and evil Vard, a race that for 
aeons has inbreed natural nasti-
ness. The Vard have managed to 
master a horrid form of biological 
power that allows them to keep ail 
the creatures on a planet on the 
brink of death. The Vard are using 
their Biological Field Generator to 
sap the energy of the beings on 
planet Zorr. a peaceful and benign 
race. You are Sarimoor, after wit-
nessing such despicable 
behaviour you decide to sort the 
Vard out and teach them a lesson 
they won't forget. 

First of all you come into orbit, 
and from a high vantage point 
must clear a safe place to teleport 
to. The first stage is completed by 
zapping a number of nasties from 
a great height. Controlling your 
saucer, left and right, you have to 
zap baddies as tney travel along 
the ground below you. Zaps 
appear in the form of cosmic 
shreddies that zoom down to the 
planet but should they hit any of 
shreddie absorbing clouds they 
don't reach the ground. Your 
death-dealing shreddies mustn't 
hit the pleasant little lizard crea-
tures either, as they're the fellers 
you must defend. Blotting these 
guys out with electrified breakfast 
will result in one life less for 
Sarimoor. 

After this stage has been com-
pleted, the action moves to an 
underground cavern full of nasties 
to be avoided. When your pothoi-
ing activities have been com-
pleted, the Vards' Biological Field 
Generator is within your range and 
has to be destroyed. After that, all 
that remains is tor the Vards' cap-
tives to be freed and the game is 
complete. 

CRITICISM r 

• " I've seen better games than 
Sarimoor. The graphics are pretty 
BASIC stuff, but some of the 
effects on the title screens are 
quite nice. It's a bit playable, and 
addictive for a few minutes, but 
not really long enough to justify 
spending £1.99. All the stages 
are reasonable arcade games, 
but there's nothing particularly 
astounding about any of It. Sim-
ple, easy, and a bit boring seems 
to sum it up. " 

• " I'm not impressed: gameplay 
is slow, unresponsive and unin-
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teresting. The instructions are a lit-
tle unhelpful, although they 
suffice. Your man or ship isn't very 
responsive to the controls and 
some practice is needed before 
you get the hang of it. The graphics 
would have been about average 
the year before last — the charac-
ters are short on detail, but move 
rather neatly. The sound effects are 
poor merely a beep every now and 
then. After a few goes the game 
became monotonous and tire-
some to play, so even with its 
cheapo price tag I wouldn't really 
recommend it. 

• " I can't say I've got much time 
for games like this. Just because 
Atlantis are publishing cheapo 
games, do they think they can get 
away with bad games? It's not on. 
Sarimoor is a very boring shoot em 
down which looks as if It was 

S A R L M O O R 
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ATLAnTIS 

based on some of the very first 
Atari console games, yet it's a lot 
worse. It contains a second part 
which could have been taken out 
of Halls of the Things, but again, 
it's a lot worse. Accuracy of 
character collision is appalling and 
I found I could be a long way away 
from the enemy and it would still 

Tho cave sequence — SARLMOOR it the winged creature to 
tho light of tho tcroon 

kHI me. I wouldn't recommend this 
game to someone I hated — I 
mean. I'm not that cruel. Please 
avoid this kind of software and 
don't encourage i t . . . " 

r COMMENTS 

Control keys: A, S left, D, F, G 
right, Y-P up, H- L down, bottom 
row fire, 1 pause/restart 
Joystick: Kempston, Cursor, Inter-
face 2 
Keyboard play: no problems 
Use of colour nothing special 
Graphics: nice animation let down 
by the designs 
Sound: minimal 
Skill levels: one 
Screens: 4 
General rating: Outdated — 
might have been passable a 
couple of years ago 

Use of computer 48% 
Graphics 45% 
Playability 35% 
Getting started 44% 
Addictive qualities 36% 
Value for money 40% 
Overall 38% 

The mhroddio* ooquonco — you're In tho aaucor r>nd hove to 
nhoot anything that tent lizard on tho planeta aurtace 
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Packed with all the action and atmosphere of the 
movie. Biggies is a multipart game that 11 keep you on 
^ e edge of your seat right to the end ofyour mission 
Spectrum - Commodore 64 * 
Amstrad CPC £9.95 tape 
Commodore disk £12.95 - Amstrad disk £14.95 
itigglest-shirts, [Jtots scarves. button badges and 
Wckers availabl A p - ask your retailer or call us 

sarin 
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SCORE - 0 0 0 2 9 

ACTION REFLEX 
The brand-new, all action, Medusa label J 
launches out with a real smasher It's a frantic, 
multilevel Beat the clock ball game - and 
where did ycusee that red-and-white 
chequered ball before ; 

Spectrum £7.95tape 

STRIKE FORCE HARRIER 
Fly by the seat ofyour pants arthe controls of the 
Harrier, one of the world's most exciting combat 
a:i craft. But beware of enemy ground and air attack as 
y o u battle your way to your ultimate target, 

Spectrum Amstrad CPC • BBC Electron £9.95 tape 
BBC disk£12.95 - Amstrad disk £14.95 

Purnel l Book Centre, Paulton, Bristol BS18 5LQ Tel: (0761) 413301 

DYNAMITE DAN n 
Dynamite Dan's back- and how! There's 200 screens 
of challenging gameplay, simply crawling with 
intelligent aliens out to trap you, to keep you on your 
toes (which will be tappmg like mad to the amazing 
music, too!) 

Spectrum £7.95 tape 



Producer: Elite Systems 
Retail Price: £8.95 
Author: Keith Burkhill 

brave knight is just about to 
propose to his dusky-eyed 
maiden when out of a dark 

sky swoops a huge salivating 
demon. Before the knight can so 
much as re-buckle his armour, the 
horrible monster seizes the 
knight's beloved and sweeps her 
off to its foul lair. 

Thankfully the scene of this Cap-
com arcade conversion is set in 
days of old when knights were 
bold, so the love-lorn hero sets out 
on a quest, a quest to rescue his 
damsel. Scampering across a 
scrolling landscape, he must make 
his way to the demon king's murky 
lair. Our hero really has his work 
cut out for him — the path to the 
demon king's abode is filled with 
nasties who are all determined to 
end the knight's mission of mercy 
prematurely. To make things even 
more tricky, each section of the 
game has to be completed within 
a time limit. 

The knight starts out. resplen-
dent in shiny armour as he scuttles 

" Elite have come up wfth 
another arcade winner. 
Ghosts and Goblins Is a 
genuine first rate copy of 
the arcade game. The thing 
that amazes me most 
about this game Is the 
beautifully smooth scrol-
ling — its strongest point 
and one that makes It amaz-
ingly playable. The 
graphics are very similar to 
those of Green Beret, and 
the problem of losing your 
man when he's against a bit 
of background In the same 
colour is here too. Ghosts 
and Goblins still contains 
the addictiveness of the 
arcade game and the 
graphics are an almost per-
fect copy — bar colour of 
course. The only bad bit 
about It was the presenta-
tion which is limited to a 
very basic scoreboard and 
no sound to shout about. 
This Is due to memory 
restrictions so I was told. 
Despite this, Elite have 
come up with another 
arcade classic." 

towards the demon king's lair and 
a romantic reunion. Contact with 
the monsters in the game results 
in the knight losing something 
vital. After his first encounter with 
a nasty, he is so shocked that his 
tin suit falls off and he is left scam-
pering around in his undies. Fol-
lowing the second clash he loses a 
life and his skeleton crumples to 
the ground. The knight is provided 
with nine lives, and each time a life 
is lost he is returned to the start of 
the current segment of the game. 

In the first zone, the gallant 
knight battles through a graveyard 
filled with zombies crawling out of 
the tombs, arms out-stretched to 
meet him. Unfortunately they're 
not going to give our hero a sloppy 
kiss on the cheek. Killing him Is 
more what they have in mind. Apart 
from the zombies patrolling 
around the graveyard a number of 
other nasty creatures hinder his 
progress. Kamikazi owls swoop 
down from great heights, and car-
nivorous plants shoot gobs of 
acidic digestive juice at the chivalr-
ous crusader. 

The knight is not totally defence-
less. At the start of the game he is 
provided with a weapon. This can 
either be a lance, a sword or a 
magic fireball — all activated by a 
press of the fire button. Some 
weapons are more effective than 
others: the fire bombs are lobbed 



CRITICISM 

" Yippee!.. What a game! 
It's so compelling I have to 
fight through the Zzap 
reviewers to get a game inl 
Although the conversion 
only contains three levels 
(the original was massive) 
theft's more than enough 
to keep you busy, Graphi-
cally, Ghosts and Goblins is 
certainly very good If not 
excellent: your man leaps 
around, runs and crouches 
— all nicely animated and 
very smoothly at that. The 
sound leaves a lot to be 
desired. I was terribly dis-
appointed that there wasn't 
a larger vocabulary of 
sound. This game Is very 
good. It Is compelling 
beyond belief and well 
worth the money. My only 
gripe Is that It Is let down a 
little by the boring front end 
and unoriginal Spectrum 
character set Minor 
moans, though . . . " 

one last supreme effort, then his 
bride to be will be his for evermore 
and he can carry her over the 
threshold in true romantic style as 
befits a knight of the realm. Even if 
he is only weanng underpants. 

L 

JCOMMENTS^ 

Control keys: redefinabie 
Joystick: Kempston, Cursor. 
Interface 2 
Keyboard play: responsive 
Use of colour your charac-
ter can blend into the 
background, but neatly done 
nevertheless 
Graphics: good animation; 
faithful to the original within 
the Spectrum's limitations 
Sound: more of it would have 
gone down well 
Skill levels: one 
Screens: scrolling playing 
area 
General rating: Yet another 
very competent Capcom 
conversion from Elite. Vary 
playable and addictive 

Use of computer 89% 
Graphics 92% 
Playability 95% 
Getting started 91 % 
Addictive qualities 96% 
Value for money 93% 
Overall 95% 
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into the air and careful timing is 
needed to dispose of nasties, 
while the fire button sends out a 
stream of daggers at gizzard 
height if the hero is equipped with 
the little knife. Points are collected 
for each nasty killed. Some of the 
Demon King's minions carry 
weapons, and when they are killed 
the knight's weapon changes 
automatically — care is needed If 
you are to avoid being lumbered 
with a weapon you don't want. 

Once the knight has managed 
to get through the perils in the 
graveyard, there's a rather large 
overweight demon to destroy. The 
larger characters in the game take 
several hits before they are killed. 
Once the demon is dead, the 
knight has to cross a lethal lake by 
using a raft. With or without his 
armour, the knight sinks without a 
trace into the lake's murky depths 
if he misjudges the leap. Swim-
ming is apparently not a skill 
taught on chivalry courses... 

Through a dark wood, avoiding 
more diving owls and witch crea-
tures, and it's time for a show down 
with an ogre, affectionately called 
Fatty Stomper by his friends. When 
the knight manages to blast him 
into little puffs of oxygen and 
ozone he gains the key to the Ice 
Palace and a new suit of armour if 
he happens to be in his undies at 

the time. This section of the game 
is played on a backdrop which 
scrolls in four directions, and the 
knight must leap from platform to 
platlorm killing evil goblins that 
look rather like winged teddy 
bears. They are far from cuddly, 
swooping down from great heights 
with murder on their minds. 
Fireball-spitting veggies also 
inhabit the Ice Palace, and bonus 

Eoints can be collected by nab-
ing priceless treasures carried by 

some of the evil creatures. Mistim-
ing a leap can be fatal — the Ice 
Palace is build above water, and 
knights can't swim... 

After the Ice Palace comes a 
ghost town, populated with all 
manner of weird and wonderful 
monsters that swoop out of shut-
tered windows and chase the 
questing knight. After the town the 
hero has to negotiate a platforms 
and ladders section — the 
Monsters' Den populated by by 
large and hardy demons that only 
die after a handful of hits. 

A double dose of guardian 
demon has to be overcome at the 
end of the Den before access is 
gained to the final section of the 
game — the Cavern System. The 
mission is nearly over. Mr Knight's 
beloved is within sight. Unfortu-
nately, she is being guarded by a 
rather large Chinese dragon who 
doesn't look very friendly at all. The 
knight is rather tired after his long 
and perilous journey. If he makes 

CRITICISM 

" I saw the arcade game all 
of a year ago and was pre-
dictably impressed. When 1 
read that Elite were to con-
vert the game it caused 
much amusement, as we 
dismissed the deal as 
triumph of marketing over 
the possible. Well, Keith 
Burkhlll has proved my 
intuition well and truly and 
completely wrong and has 
gone and produced an 
excellent Interpretation of 
the arcade original equip-
ped with perfectly smooth 
scrolling and all the gamey 
bits that made the original 
Ghosts and Goblins so much 
fun to chuck ten pee bits 
into. Though a little bit hard 
at first It shouldn't take long 
to get yourself into the Ice 
Castle, battling off the fatal 
advances of flying killer 
teddy bears. All In all a 
really outstanding release _ 
from Elite despite the rub- I 
bish advert (you know the I 
one drawn in crayon by a 
juvenile) and represents 
unusual value for money. " 



Producer: Martech 
Retail price: £9.95 
Author: John Wilson, Ian 
McArdte, Jason Austin. 
Graphics by Malcolm 
Srnrtti 

atural disasters have dev-
astated the planet Earth 
and the human race is in 

danger—but a missive from an 
alien race may point the way to 
salvation. A metal canister hurt-
les through the void of space 
with a secret computer code 
inside it. When the program tape 
it contains is loaded into an 
Earth computer, a complex 
game is revealed—but there are 
no instructions. 

It becomes clear that other 
capsules have been deposited 
on each of the nine planets in the 
Solar System, and your mission 
is to pilot a solo craft, find these 
capsules and unlock their sec-
rets. First your lander must be 
sent to Earth to collect the can-
ister there and a long-range map 
of the solar system so that your 
mission can begin. 

The main game is controlled 
from the cockpit of a Type 224 
Explorer craft. Messag es from 
Control scroll across tne top of 
the main viewscreen, round 
which icons are grouped. These 
allow you to manipulate the 
lander, explore the planets you 
visit travel through the depths 
of space, and access computer-
ised mapping and database 
systems. At tne bottom of the 
screen is a chart showing the 
time and the star-date. Under-
neath this is a panel showing 
what your next destination is 
and how long it will take to get 
there. 

A tractor beam controls the 
lander automatically during 
descent and ascent above a 
height of 10 kilometers from the 
surface. The lander is affected 

the gravitational pull of the 
net which it is attempting to 

land on or leave, and manual 
manipulation of the boosters is 
vital to ensure a safe journey. A 
limited quantity of fuel is avail-
able, and if too much energy is 
expended during the landing 
you'll be stuck planetside for the 
rest of your days. 

During travel between plan-
ets, vanous hazards including 
space debris in the form of 
meteorites is encountered and 
to avoid damage to the ship, an 
arcade sequence involving 
some nifty application of the on 
board lasers has to be played 
through. 

Once the lander has arrived on 
a planet's surface safely if s time 
to find the alien capsule and 
attempt to open i t A robot 
explorer is available for short 
range sorties, and once the cap-
sule has been located a lock 
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plar 

system has to be cracked before 
it reveals another part of the 
alien puzzle. 

Each of the codes yielded by 
the capsule help to solve the 
ultimate puzzle set by the aliens 
— and playing the strange alien 
game is likely to assist in crack-
ing the problem. Martech hint 
that the Solar System itself is a 
clue — and promise a prize to 
the first person to contact them 
after completing the game. Get 
with i t . . . 

CRITICISM 

• "Zoids is easily one of the 
best games on the Spectrum, 
and Martech's latest release. 
The Planets, is quite an admir-
able attempt though I don't 
think if s as good as Zoids. The 
graphics are quite nice, though 
they are far better in some parts 
than in others, and the sound 
during play is a bit boring, 
though the title tune is a mas-
terpiece. I found the game very 
hard to get into, but ft was well 
worth the effort. The instruct-

ing dowi 
difficult 

ions could have bean far better, 
as they go little further than 
explaining the function of the 
icons and basic gameplay. Gett-

dawn to the p l u i u is both 
and frustrating, as not 

only do you have to l a m en-
ough fuel in reserve for the 
ioumey back up, but you have to 
keep a very careful eye on your 
speed, and it can get quite 
tough at times. Really, I have 
played better games, though I 
think Martech have polished 
this one to its limits and come 
up with a very respectable 
game." 

• "The Planets is one of those 
games which you can't just 
jump into aimless fy. ft requires a 
thorough read of the instruc-
tions, and patience in introduc-
ing yourself to the techniques of 
the game. The game can be 
either very involving or frustrat-
ing if it suddenly ends as the 
result of a mis-placed twitch of 
the finger. Landing the craft is a 
very tricky procedure and requ-
ires excellent handteye co-ordi-
nation. Once you've landed you 
can really get going / The graph-
ics are very good on the planets 
and good use of colour has been 

throughout the whole of 
the game. Trie Planets is a very 
involving game which deserves 
a good look at from arcade 
players who like to dabble in the 
strategy side of things now and 
again. 

• "This is a very large game 
indeed. Not only do you get a 
separate little alien game. Weird, 
but the Solar System has to be 
loaded in in three chunks — all 

The delightful vista that greets you on the viewscreen when 
the Lander has arrived beck home on planet Earth 

the data won't fit into 48K. (128 
owners get the whole lot in one 
long load.) There's plenty of 
accurate information about the 
Solar System contained in the 
game, thanks to the advice and 
assistance Heather Couper the 
astronomer gave Martech, and 
you're boundto come away with 
something of an education 
when you play The Planets. 
Overall, it is a nice blend of 
arcade and strategy/puzzle seq-

ihould keep most 
ters well and truly busy 

uences and sh 

>r quite a while. Worth check-
ing out." 

COMMENTS 

Control keys: Lander and 
weapon controls: N left, M right 
A forwards, Z backwards, 
SPACE vertical; lock controls: N 
select position, A turn 

combination, SPACE to try 
opening capsule 
Joystick: Kempston, Interface 2 
Keyboard play: without 
problems 
Use of colour: some very 
attractive sequences 
Graphics: very good 
Sound: great title tune plus spot 
effects 
Skill levels: one 
Screens: main console with 
viewscreen 
General rating: A large and 
complex game that takes some 
playing through I 

Use of computer 84% 
Graphics 87% 
Ptayabitity 84% 
Getting started 75% 
Addictive qualities 85% 
Value for money 83% 
Overall 85% 
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Famed for their fighting prowess the Punkoids are sent 
on the most important mission of their inhuman lives -
to assassinate the last deviant human being on this side 
of the anti-matter curtain. 
Tantalus is a full colour, hyper-graphic, super arcade style 
adventure. You have the chance to affect the final out-
come - life or death for the Last Deviant in the Universe! 

Spectrum 48/128 £8.95 
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READER 
INFORMATION 
SERVICE 
DIRECTORY 

Where can Crash readers get their games hardware and peripherals? 
As a retailer, you can tell then in a totally free entry in a retailers directory for software and 

hardware shops throughout the country, with name, address and telephone number. 
Each entry will be listed 

NAME OF RETAILER 

ADDRESS 

Do you se l l ?— Hardware, e t c • Software/Games• BothQ 

Do you provide t o r — Spectrum Q Commodore • AmstradQ Other 

TO GUARANTEE YOUR ENTRY IN THE DIRECTORY, 
THIS COUPON MUST BE RETURNED BY AUGUST 4th 

Authority name ...... 

Signature 

Status (Proprietor. Manager, etc) 

Return to: NICK WILD, NEWSFIELD PUBLICATIONS, 1-2 KING STREET, LUDLOW, 
SHROPSHIRE, SY8 10B 
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alphabetically under area headings, 
split between software and hardware. 

The Directory will be published 
in the September Issue (on sale 
August 28th), 

Simply fill in the coupon and send 
it in for your free entry. 



Producer: Mastertronic 
Retail Price: £1.99 
Author: Robin Thompson 

By a strange twist of fate you 
have suddenly become 
Molecule Man—a round ball 

on legs, trapped within a night-
marish maze contaminated by 
radiation. All around you. abstract 
shapes block your every move. A 
time clock is counting down and 
the radiation is gradually shorten-
ing your life. The only way to 
escape is via the teleporter. How-
ever, there's a problem. You can 
only use the teleporter when six-
teen circuits have been found and 
installed in it. These circuits are 
scattered around the huge 3D 
maze in Molecule Man and are the 
key to escape — and survival. 
Luck is not on your side. A maze 
contaminated by radiation is not 
the healthiest place to be stuck in. 
The only way to stay alive under 
these conditions is by taking anti-
radiation pills. At the start of the 
game Molecule Man has a supply 
of twenty of these tablets, but in 
order to survive he must eat one 
every few seconds, so his stock of 
pills deplenishes rather quickly. 
Dotted around the maze are antt-
radiation tablet vending machines 
where new supplies of pills can be 
obtained. Life isn't cheap though, 
and tablets cost money. Molecule 
Man came unprepared — his poc-
kets are completely devoid of 
smalt change when he enters the 
maze. Thankfully the inhabitants of 
the maze are rather untidy fellows. 

as £1 coins can be found on the 
floor, and the dispensary is happy 
to exchange them for pills. 
Apart from the money and the cir-
cuits, bombs also have to be col-
lected during the game. When 
Molecule Man has found his 
money he must decide whether to 
spend the money on extra life-giv-
ing pills or bombs. The bombs 
come in handy for destroying sec-
tions of the maze walls, allowing 
access to new, unexplored parts 
of the maze. The status area keeps 
tabs on the number of bombs, tab-
lets, coins and pieces of transpor-
ter circuit MM is carrying. 
The screen is made up of a variety 
of strange shapes that mark out 
the boundaries of the maze. These 
vary from traffic cones to magic 
toadstools — each screen is diffe-
rent. Once you come to the edge 
of one screen, Molecule Man 
automatically trundles to the next 
one in his search for the way out. 

The basic maze in the game 
would put the designers of 
Hampton Court maze to shame. If 
you become bored with the layout, 
an editor is provided so that you 
can redesign the playing area, 
altering objects that make up the 
maze to fit your requirements. The 
game can be made as easy or as 
hard as you like, and customised 
versions can be saved to tape for 
later sessions at the game of Survi-
val. 

Stomping through m muahroomy zone, hunting for eolnt to 
keep the bonk nlco and full 

Tom between a pill diapeneer and a bomb dleponaer, the 
chubby Molecule Man cant make up Ma mind what to apend 
hla money on. Pllla would bo a good Idea—lite la running ahort 

CRITICISM 

• " Gosh, what nice graphics! 
There are lots of good bits that 
make It both visually attractive 
and fun to play I found Molecule 
Man pretty addictive. The maze 
designer knocks spots off, say, 
the Caves of Doom editor, being 
colourful, easy to use, quick and 
efficient; creating new mazes Is 
almost as good as the game 
itself, though not quite! The 
price is one of the game's best 
features: for £1.99, It's a steal! 
Just goes to show that when 
Mastertronic aren't chumlng 
out rubbish like 1985, they can 
produce quite a good low price 
game." 

# "I'm always a little dubious 
about the quality of Mastertronic 
games — they tend to be either 
good, or downright awful. After 
loading it up and having a go, I was 
pleasantly surprised. The graphics 
are excellent: your character wob-
bles nicely about the place, and 
the backgrounds are superb. The 
sound is not quite up to the same 

standard as the graphics but it is 
adequate. The game itself is made 
a lot more playable by the easy-to-
use Editor: if you decide that the 
maze supplied with the game is 
too hard you can design your own 
layout without the usual grief 
associated with screen Editors. 
This game would be quite a good 
deal for seven quid, so it is well 
worth the Mastertronics two 
pound price tag. What more can I 
say other than 'buy it'? " 

• " Mastertronic have yet again 
come up with a beautilully pre-
sented game with all the options 
you could want, and more. The 
actual game is a lot of fun to play 
and a lot of thinking is needed to 
plan out your strategy and decide 
whether to buy extra life or a 
bomb. The graphics are well up to 
the usual 3D-ish type maze games 
and everything is big and well dis-
tinguished. As you change 
screens the next location is flicked 
up immediately which means 
there's no slacking in your quest 
for the circuits, or the pills. A very 
nice addition is the screen 
designer; this is very easy to use 
and can give the whole game a 
completely new look. It's a pity you 
coutdnt change the look of the 
actual characters and can only 
affect their positioning. Molecule 
Man shows that a cheap price 
doesn't necessarily mean a cheap 
looking game. " 

COMMENTS f 

Control keys: redefinable 
Joystick: Kempston, cursor, Inter-
face 2 
Keyboard play: a little strange, 
but okay 
Use of colour monochromatic 
Graphics: large and detailed 
Sound: adequate 
Skill levels: one 
Screens: 256 
General rating: An excellent piece 
of budget software 

Use of computer 85% 
Graphics 87% 
Playability 83% 
Getting started 81% 
Addictive qualities 85% 
Value for money 91% 
Overall 85% 
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Producer: Mikro-Gen 
Retail Price: £9.95 
Author: Raphael Cecco 
with Chris Hinsley, 
Dave Perry 
and Nick Jones 

Afar flung mining asteroid. 
Sury Ant 7, becomes con-
taminated with radioactive 

waste. The miners abandon it in 
great haste for fear of radiation 
poisoning, but the asteroid con-
tains valuable mineral resources 
and the authorities are reluctant to 
abandon the mining operations 
with so much material yet to be 
extracted. No living being can sur-
vive the high radiation levels in the 
mines, and the Powers That Be are 
faced with a serious problem. 
Eventually, a Dedicated Disposal 
Droid is sent into the depths of the 
asteroid to deal with the deadly 
radioactive canisters that are the 
root of the problem. 
This would be a relatively simple 
mission for a Disposal Droid but 
for one thing: in their haste to flee 
the contaminated asteroid, the 
mining staff forgot to turn off the 
security system. The abandoned 
mining colony is now an almost 
inpenetrable fortress guarded by 
multi-coloured Security Droids 
programmed to materialise next to 
any intruder the system detects. 
The Security Droids don't destroy 
your droid instantly, but clashes 
with Security Droids result in small 
explosions as bits of Disposal 
Droid are scattered around the 
mining system. Three lives are pro-
vided at the start of the game, and 
once these have been lost the mis-
sion is terminated unsuccessfully. 
The Security Droids are not invinci-
ble. DDD is equipped with a power-
ful laser which is more than 
adequate for blasting the Security 
Droids into the hereafter. Unfortu-
nately. Security Droids seem to 
have trouble staying dead, and re-
materialise shortly after they've 
been zapped. 

Once the radioactive canisters 
have been located they must be 
disposed of. The only way to make 
sure the glowing isotopes inside 
the canisters don't re-contaminate 
the asteroid is to sling them down 
a disposal chute into a lead lined 
safe room below. There are eight 
levels on Sury Ani 7, and each one 
must be cleared of the trouble-
some canisters before work can 
begin on the next level. Atime limit 
is involved — one canister on each 
level is particularly unstable and 
has to be dumped in the disposal 
chute before it explodes taking 
you and the asteroid with it. 
The Disposal Droid has a variety of 
methods for moving around the 
mine system. Apart from the con-
ventional upwards, downwards 
and side to side manoeuvres, it 
has a retro-thrust — a sort of Tur-
bocharger that is very useful for 
making a quick getaway from Sec-
urity Droids. The retro-thrust unit 
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demands large amounts of fuel, 
and it the Droid suffers fuel starva-
tion for too long, it explodes. Bat-
teries can be collected to replenish 
energy. 

Movement between certain 
locations is possible via telepor-
ters — there is a small charge for 
using these. One droid life is 
exchanged for a cyan teleport cre-
dit which can be obtained from the 
credit dispensers. The trans-level 
transporter ensures safe passage 
between mining levels, but num-
bered level passes have to be col-
lected before inter-level transpor-
tation is permitted. Access is only 
granted if the droid has a pass with 
a number less than or equal to the 
number of the level you want to 
travel to. 
A status area at the top of the 
screen monitors progress. A win-
dow to the left acts as the inven-
tory; the next window shows how 
many lives remain while a third win-
dow shows the score, based on 
the number of canisters and Sec-
urity Droids eliminated. A row of 
coloured squares shows how 
much time is left before the unsta-
ble canisters explode, while fuel 
and laser energy supplies are indi-
cated on a bar display. 

What sort of Droid Driver are 
you? 

CRITICISM r 

• " After the mediocre Battle Of 
The Planets, Mikro-Gen have 
gone back to their old 'lots of 
colour' policy and It seems to 
have worked well. The graphics 
are auperb and ifs obvious that 

Super Orold ha* Just killed a Security Guard, and It explode* ln_ 
a ehlmmerof metallic bits. Cameron"* a rem! action pho to 
grapher, you know 

a lot of time has gone into fitting 
all the alidns and scenery Into 
character squares, thus avoid-
ing attribute problems. The 
sound effects are sparse, but 
what is there is very effective 
and suits the play well. This is a 
very playable game because all 
the problems can be solved with 
common sense, and the shoot 
em up element is great as welt. " 

In hadn't been cheating, I'm sure it 
would have been very difficult, but 
as it was. I thought it was great fun. 
The graphics are colourful and well 
animated, and the sound is 
reasonable, but the title tune is 
even better. The instructions within 
the game are excellently done, and 
overall, Mikro-Gen have come up 
with another product that is simply 
excellent, very playable, and 
addictive. " 

• " At first sight Equinox looks 
and 'feels' similar to Starquake— 
you are playing in the same sort of 
area. The game itself isn't as play-
able as it could be because shoot-
ing up the nasties to clear a path 
for yourself can be very testing as 
your laser isn't very effective. The 
graphics are nicely animated and 
detailed; the backgrounds are col-

The Disposal Orvld he* pmas problem* In the transporter ionem 
— the right pa** card I* vital tf travel between level* latobej 
achieved 

ourful, yet I couldn't spot any col-
our clash. The sound is very good, 
with some spot effects during the 
game and an excellent tunette on 
the title screen. Equinox takes a 
little getting used to. but once you 
do it is great fun. although I'm not 
sure that I'd be all that pleased 
about forking out ten quid for it. " 

COMMENTS r 

Control keys: A use, M fire. Q 
thrust, O left. P right, 3 pause 
Joystick: Kempston, Interface 2 
Keyboard play: responsive 
Use of colour carefully and clev-
erly done 
Graphics: very pretty, neat anima-
tion 
Sound: good, but a little sparse 
Skill levels: one 
Screens: 128 
General rating: A very well pro-
duced shoot em up adventure 

Use of computer 88% 
Graphics 87% 
Playability 89% 
Getting started 85% 
Addictive qualities 88% 
Value for money 84% 
Overall 87% 
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WIN THE WEST...THE WILD WAY 
|oin the nowfamous CLIFF HANGER in pursuit of that sharp-shootin'varmint. This multi-screened 

arcade game is available for the Commodore 64 and NOW for the Spectrum 48/128 

Name 
Address 

Spectrum48/128 CassetteD Commodore64 CassetteQ 

Both versions of Cliff Hanger cost £7.95. Please make cheques and postal orders to 
Virgin Games Limited and post to the address below. Please do not post money. 

Virgin Games Ltd. 2/4 Vemon Yard, 119 Portobello Road, London W11 2DX 
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Getting through this FORUM has been a bit of a dash because of a 
new project I'm involved with for the Newsfield Powers That Be. For 
the moment It will have to remain a secret, but I promise to share It 
as soon as I'm allowed! What with that, the runner beans, oiling my 
bicycle chain and reading your letters, it's been a full month. For the 
best letter of the month, and the valued and much prized £20 worth 
of software, I chose this one because It's Informative and a different 
view of life, the universe and whatnot. . . 

VIEW FROM THE 
HIGH STREET 
Dear Lloyd. 
Much has been written about 
home copying (or tape piracy/ 
theft), particularly from the view-
points of the copier and of the 
programmer. I have never seen a 
retailer put his point of view for-
ward. and since I work for one of 
the larger national retail chains 
(though I am in no way con-
nected with software retailing) I 
feel it ts only fair that this side of 
the case is mentioned. 

In a large high street shop the 
different types of merchandise 
are generally in fierce competi-
tion with each other for available 
space on the sales floor. The 
products which are sold are usu-
ally those which: 
a) Conform with the accepted 
concept of the particular retailer, 
eg newspapers in WH Smith, 
cosmetics in Boots, etc. 
b) Generate a good customer 
flow, ie attract a lot of customers 
who may well buy other products 
during their visit to the shop. 
c) Show a good net profit to the 
retailer. 

Room in the High Street is 
becoming increasingly scarce 
and therefore increasingly 
costly. Normally, the greater the 
demand for a product — ie the 
more that are sold — then the 
better the profitability, and the 
more likely that the product will 
continue to be seen on the shelf. 
Any activity which reduces the 
demand for a product reduces 
the profitability and renders it 
liable to be replaced on the shelf 
by other merchandise. Home 
copying is such an activity, as 
also is the theft of inlay cards to 
use with copied tapes. 

So please Uoyd, don't con-
done people like Mark Fer-
nihough in last month's Forum. 
33 originals out of a total of 200 

games may not be enough to 
prevent a return to the days 
when we had to search the back 
streets of the nearest large city 
for our software. 

One more point on a totally dif-
ferent subject. Please tell John 
Minson (page 14 Issue 28) that 
Ocean did put out Superbowl in 
bugged form. I bought it 
excitedly after months of watting 
only to find it totally corrupted. 
Today I received the 'proper' 
version back from Ocean and 
although it loads and runs there 
are still several parts of the game 
which don't work as they should 
according to the instructions. 
This seems to be a recent habit 
with Ocean (Imagine). Ping Pong 
also contains a basic bug — 
when deuce is reached, service 
does not alternate but remains 
with Player 1. Does anyone actu-
ally try their games before they 
are sent out to grab our hard 
saved pennies? 
Colin May, 68 Runswick Drive, 
Wollaton, Nottingham NG8 
1JB 

On your last point. I wonder 
myself. There seems to be a lot 
of bug-ery these days, and at a 
time when we're told that the 
state of programming has never 
been higher. I wonder whether 
the pressure of getting already 
delayed games out is getting to 
the programmers. 

Your views on how hard it is to 
get product onto the shop 
shelves should prove interesting 
to loads of people. We consum-
ers so often think goods appear 
there as if by magic, when in fact 
it takes tenacity, ingenuity and 
often a lot of money for the pro-
ducer to succeed on each pro-
duct. Thanks for the letter, and 
£20 of software is on its way to 
you as soon as Aunty Aggie gets 
the details. 
LM 

Dear Uoyd. 
Thought you might be interested 
In this Ad from Newcastle Even-
ing Chronicle: Lady £6 Restaw 
Hat to match, £5. Cost £30. Tel. 
2685508. ZX MICROWAVE, 
brand new, unused, £20. Tel. 
4825227 after 5 pm. 
SANDSTONE. 2in. thick, suita-
ble fireplace, etc., approx. one 
sq metre, surplus to require-
ment, £3.50 Jarrow. 

What next?: McCain oven 
ready silicon chips? 
T Walker, Newcastie-Upon-
Tyne 

Fishy but true, huh ? 
LM 

ETiTiTiiTi 

HELP! 
Dear Uoyd. 
I'm writing to you for help, tor I 
need the address of a software 
company called Generation 4. 
can you or anyone find this for 
me. You are my only hope for you 
have the best FORUM around, 
but t wish people would stop 
complaining and start appreciat-
ing more often. I've heard of 
great computer games keeping 
you up after midnight but this 
magazine certainly does. 
E Bennett, Costa Del Silencio, 
Arona, Sur De Tenerife, Canary 
Islands. 

Thanks for the comp//menfs, but 
I'm afraid I can't come up with an 
answer, no one here has ever 
heard of them. Perhaps this is a 
European software house, 
maybe Spanish? If so, then it's 
possible we wouldn t have heard 
of them, especially if they don't 
sell in Britain. 
LM 

GETTING FLASHY 
WITH THE 
COLOURS 
Dear Uoyd. 

1 While I was reading my way 
I through the May 86 edition of 
1 your fab mag, I saw a letter which 

criticised speccy programmers 
for not producing a Hi-res colour 
routine on the speccy. I feel t 
should point out to the writer of 
that letter. Peter Dann, that in 
order to produce Hi-res colour 
similar to that on the Beeb 
(Sorry!), you would have to 
change the contents of the attri-
bute file (The place in memory 
where the colour is stored) about 
1.000,000 (Yes ONE MIUJON) 
times per second, which without 
a second processor or some 
other hardware of similar high 
expense, would be impossible. 

Okay, before you (LM that is) 
start getting letters about this 
one, I know David (God mark 2) 
Webb has already produced a 
Hi-res colour routine, but that 
only works on a quarter of the 
screen width. That routine Is to 
be f ound in his bril I iant book1 Ad -
vanced Spectrum Machine Lan-
guage' which is published by 
Melbourne House. This is a very 
Highly recommended book and 
one which I would hate to be 
without. 

However, I think that some 
sort of Hi-res colour routine can 
be produced, and 1 am willing to 
get together with any other prog-
rammers who would like to try 
and produce a routine of this 
sort. Please contact me at my 
address, which Is at the top of 
this letter. AJso, not wishing to 
use Forum as an advert section, 
1 would like to join a software 
company to work on projects as 
a freelance programmer. Again, 
please contact me. I will consider 
any offers. Finally, to all at 
CRASH, keep up the good work, 
and congrats for being the best-

| selling computer mag in Britain. 
I Matthew Wenham,68A 
I Greenhill Road, Coalvill, Leics 
I LE63RH 

Matthew, thank you for being so 
technical, and sorry dash ed for 
not stopping his plug in time! 
1m 
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TOO MUCH 
SENSELESS 
VIOLENCE 
Dear Lloyd, 
After buying CRASH issue 27 I 
went home and typed in some 
pokes for Tau Ceti and put it 
away in my magazine box. 

Then one bonng Sunday I sud-
denly realised that I hadn't read 
it! So out it came and I had a 
good read. THE MEL 
CROUCHER INTERVIEW was 
the best bit of reading since I 
finished White Gold Welder (any 
Steven Donaldson fan will know 
what I'm talking about). I think 
Mel Croucher should be given a 
medal for standing out against 
the 'senseless violence' in 
games today. (Okay, the first 
shoot em ups were fun but 
they're going too far now) 

So how about CRASH doing 
something about it and writing 
MORE articles on'thinking' 
software or programming? It's 
not just the software houses 
magazines that have a great 
influence on what software 
people buy. 

Thanks for the interview bring -
ing this matter to light (and for the 
POKES, they did work!) and I'll 
read my next CRASH before it 
goes into the old magbox. 
Martin Brown, Henfteld, W 
Sussex 

He's probably an acquired taste, 
but I 'm certainly a Steven 
Donaldson fan, although you 
have to admit that there's a lot of 
violence depicted in the books. 
Perhaps you can argue that it's 
not 'senseless violence', but in 
any fictional work violence is 
arguably 'senseless'. Where do 
you draw the line? There hasn t 
been all that much debate on the 
subject of violence in computer 
games although a lot of 'pundits' 
have had their say over the years. 
What do CRASH readers think? 
Let's have a few more views! 
LM 

CAM THE CAMERA 
Dear Uoyd, 
I decided to put pen to paper 
when I read last month's 
CRASH. I am writing about the 
camera work of Cameron 
Pound. I think his camera work is 
very good except I wish that for 
each review they would do at 
least one full screen shot, even 
though I like the cloee.ups, 
Cameran Herman (13), War-
rington 

It wouldn't be that you 
names sound the same v 
Still. Cameron likes a Wf< 
now and then. Sometin ^^^^ 
backroom boys feel left 
the sfare (violin^pff), 

i, isn't the o of course, one i 
decides how his picture 
presented in the i 
to'them up in Art'.^ 
LM 

A LOAD OF POINTS • 

Ibe 

Dear Uoyd, 
• This is my first ever letter to a 

magazine of any sort and this is 
my own personal analysis of 
CRASH and the computer world 
as! see it at the moment. 
1 SOFTWARE DELAYS 
During the past 12 months it has 
become the in thing to have 
software delays, eg Frankie 
Goes To Hollywood, Elite, Inter-
national Karate, Street Hawk, 
Knight Rider. Daley's Super 
Test, etc, and the prime cul{ 
for delayed software in 19851 

Ocean. As said In your rt 
interview with Imagine, 
optimisticprogrE 

to Warn* for 
;Rir 

Since flkmg out al 
with CRASH in Auguat fPK.'l 
think only about 3 or 4of those 
issues have come on the same 
day of the month. A few months 
ago it was stated that your sub-
scription deliveries were being 
switched to a company in Lon-

• don, well all I can say is that they 
^ aren't all that hot on consistent 
" monthly delivery dates, eg Friday 
t , before publication, Monday, 

Tuesday, Wednesday and even 
Thursday in the week of publica-
tion. What is wrong with them? 
3 ULT1 MATE'S DOWNFALL 
When I originally got my Spec-
trum in 1984, the first two games 
I rushed out to buy were Under-
wurlde and Knight Lore. I'd seen 
reviews which couldn't praise 
them enough. The Alien 8 con-
troversy came and went, but 
then Nightshade appeared. 
Being a great fan of Ultimata's 
software up till then, I bought 
Nightshade without even seeing 
it reviewed, what an idiot I was! It 
was pure, unadulterated crap. 
Next Gunfnghtcame, more of 
the same, so I didn't buy it. I 
haven't seen your review of 
Cyberun yet, but Popular Com-
puting Weekly have and said 
they didn't know what was hap-
pening to Ultimate because it 
was a game in the style of Lunar 
Jetman from 1983. Personally, 

• as a former great fan of their pro-
ducts. I feel sorry at what has 

• happened to them in the last 9 
^ months, but they've brought it all 
~ on themselves. 

4 FAST LO ADERS/LE NSLOK 
What's all this trash slamming 
fast loaders? I've never had a 

- single loading problem with one 
and don't know what all the fuss 

1 in the past was about. 
The most recent method of 
'otection to come about is 

islokj^h' this isn't going to 
;st0P*cw/ai*e pirates, all they 

do is hack into the main 
otAde, remove the 

le and away go the 
jpMMja recorders on another 
duplicating run. 
5 DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
A lot of letters rve seen in the 
FORlfM recently complain 

about the high price of today's 
software and this I agree with, 
but haven't these peopteseen 
any of the weekly advene in PGW 
for discount shops? They usually 
give a minimum discdunt of 25 % 
(and more occasionally) and I've 
saved around £200 buy ngihy 
software from various different 

i. So get looking in PCVy 
[ing mmnies and you'll find * 

i cut your software bills*. 

On the whole the reviews i M 
CR ASHare great, but why do we 
have to put up with reviews of the 
worst in Spectrum software? My 
suggestion would be to give a 

t summary of all the dross 
callable in a month for 
Iders who are dumb 

enough to even consider buying 
them. I know the authors of this 
software might consider this 
unfair, but they should be 
ashamed at writing such trash in 

the first place. 
S Valente, South Shields, Tyne 

Wear 

'/ays ? Well we 'II see how that 
improves.^Subscriptions are 

handled by the printers in • 
and from tests f£an teH 

get 
even see-

S-m— 
read-

i r e ~ -
about thatFAs 

'joTeview 
tir merits. 

iof 
games we thmHpoorlegds to 
snappv, clever notelont) writing 
that does a disservice to 
everyone. That's my view. What 
do others think? 
LM 
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THE BEST BACK-UP INTERFACE 
100% success! 

£35.95 SPEC-MATE £35.95 
Automatic one touch transfer to 

MtCRODRIVEeWAFADRIVE# BETA-OISCA TAPE 
•TAPE DOUBLE SPEED-OPUS (see below) 

'7HE TRANSflR PROCEDURE IS SIMPLICITY ITSELF"— CRASH MAG AIM 
V MAKES INDEPENDENT BACK-UPS/TRANSFERS OF ANY 
PROGRAM 
2. EXPANSION PORT INCLUDED (you can keep SPEC—MATE 
attached if you want, but don't have to) 
3. NO ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE REQUIRED. FAST, DIRECT 
AUTO TRANSFER 
4. "FREEZE" PROGRAM AT ANY POINT (can be used to save 

8ameopt.) 

FINISHED IN SPECTRUM-STYLE BLACK CASE. 
6. ADD POKES WITH EASE 
7. CONVERT ANY PROGRAM INTO A TWO MINUTE RELIABLE 
FAST LOADER. 
8. ANY PROGRAM CAN BE MADE CHALLENGE SPRINT 
COMPATIBLE. 
NB. TRANSFER TO OPUS IS IN TWO SIMPLE STAGES (extra 
software required charged at £2. Please contact us for details) 
order to 
A T & Y COMPUTING LTD. 35 VILLA ROAD, LONDON SW9 7NC 
Information: Tel: 01 -733 6175 or send s a.fc 
Fullv inc. once £35.95 IQous E37 9 6 | JS Li L
l VIIT Mlb. hllivy LJf 

Overseas: Eur DIUS C2 Others olus t4 

N E W S P E C T R U M TAPE and DRIVE TRANSFER UTILITIES 
T U S - ESSENTIAL for ALL Spectrum o w m n - our tap* utHtty for backup and drive 
conversion 
" Simple operation for fast loader* - accurals even if over 48k. Hone and baud rate 

measurer) 
Integrated header reader, manages headerless blocks. 

eats with clicfcy loaders - converts COMPLETELY to normal for tape load (plus 
>Sy drive transfer with TP2) 

PIUS MANY OTHER FEATURES-A UNIQUE PRODUCTI 
COST only £6 99 on tape OR f 7 99 on m/drlve cart 

T R A N S F E R P A C K 2 - FOR TAPE T O DRIVE TRANSFER 
Package of programs INCLUDING TUS, other utilities, allows drive transfer of many 
programs 
* Oetailt given on transfer ot 40 programs 
* Manages virtually all dicky leaders. Bytes chopper/splitter, header reader, etc 
State name of drive system leg m/drive, Opus disc, etc) 
ONLY £ 11 99 on tape OR £12,99 on m/drive cart. INFORMATION SHEETS f 1 each (up 
to No. 11 available) Includes many top 20 hits - SAE for list. 

M I C R O T R A N S - M /dr ive utility 
Two programs - a must for ell m/dnvs owners. Fast and EASY DRIVE to DRIVE 
back-up. TAPE TO DRIVE line hoaderlessl does NOT CONVERT PROGRAMS 
MuHtple erase program fine true cat. printer output) etc. etc 

£4 99 on tape. £S 99 on cartridge 

OVERSEAS add £1 Europe. E2 others for each UPDATE SERVICE - SAE for del* la. 
P R O G R A M S C A R R Y OUR MONEY B A C K G U A R A N T E E (not n> dates) 
LERM. DEPT CR. 10 BRUNSWICK GDNS. CORBY, NORTH ANTS NN18 9ER 
P R O G R A M S C A R R Y MONEY B A C K G U A R A N T E E (not i •I 
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A GNOTHER GNU 
Dear Lloyd, 
After seeing the photograph of 
the Lunar Jetman trailer, I knew 
this task would be a bit difficult, 
but with a lot of determination 
(and my trusty assembler. The 
Art Studio) anything is possible. 
Five hours later, there it was. the 
trailer, which everyone says 
doesn't exist. As proof I have 
enclosed a printout of the irajler, 
so Uoyd, it 

kay, so it looks like a caravan. 
Viot a trailer. Perhaps tMrt' ir<ia 
t• v-.-rsions uf Lunar Jetm<? • 
aroufkJ, or even a MuW-Stor# 

somewhere on the 
. Pet r i aps 1 can't 

draw trailers very well, and cara-
vans are: eaffcr todraw. Anywary. 
the caravan does exwnfbhly in 
my imagination so make of it 

"what you want to. 
Anton Hobbs, Tam worth, Staf-
fordshire 

Vours is obviously the existen-
tialist version of Lunar Jetman. 
Anton. You know the old wives 
tale about every time you say you 
don't believe in fairies another 
one dies, well this is the reverse 
—every time someone says they 
believe the trailer exists, another 
one appears. This way Ultimate 
needn't write a game, just pro-
vide players with a scenario and 
let them get on with it! 
LM 

RELEVANCE IS THE TOUCHSTONE 
O F ADVERTISING 

EFFECTIVENES! 

• THE A R T • 
• OF • 
S*M*A* S*H 

WE AREl 
DERIVATR 

Dear CRASH. 
I'm writing this letter in the mid-
dle of a boring maths lesson, 
hence the lined A4 paper but 
that's another matter. Anyway 
this is about your magazine's 
policy of giving CRASH 
SMASHES. As the best compu-
ter games magazine on the mar-
ket [yes, better than ZZAPt) I feel 
that the award of a CRASH 
SMASH should be given only to 
games that break new ground in 
Spectrum games/graphics/ 
sounds Thus, giving a SMASH to 
games like Lords of Midnight, 
Knight Lore, Fourth Protocol and 
Avaion was valid. But giving 
SMASHes to Technician Ted, 4 
of the Wally Week games and 
Alien 8 wasn't. 

One was an ordinary platform 
game, the second lot were basi-
cally the same game with diffe-
rent scenarios and the third 
which is undeniably of a high 
standard is too similar to its pre-

IsX THE ESSENTIAL 
ELEMENTS: 

decessor. Why wasn't Match 
Day SMASHed? it was definitely 
the most exciting sports simula-
tion of its time. I would like to 
know what you at CRASH think 
makes up a CRASH SMASH? 
Anyway back to the Maths. 
Carrin Charles, Hackney, Lon-
don 

I don't know why you think the 
SMASH should only go to games 
that break new ground. To do 
that you would have to define 
'new ground' which would be 
grounds for loads of arguments, 
in any area of endeavour be it 
films, books, plays or games, 
there are only so many ways of 
approaching the basic idea — 
it's the way the designer/author 
implements and uses those 
ideas that makes the difference 
between ordinariness and bril-
liance, and it's those factors we 
look for in reviewing any game. 
LM 

Dear Uoyd, 
The main item that attracted my 
retina in the April issue of your 
glorious publication was the 
' Mel' Croucher interview. In it, he 
states that he finds'violent' 
games 'unplen-antLand 'inr 
adequate' however his argu-
ments to this effect are rather 
strange. His first point is irrel< 
ant: all games are just pixels 
beeps — even his own beloved 
Deus Ex Machina — and not 
every game is based on Friday 
13th or Rambo or anything in " 
particular. 

His second point is that they 
are 'derivative'! Derivative of 
what, may I ask? If you take 
view that all so-camd' 
games are the same then by 
same reasoning, all records 
guitars in them must be the same 
and a! I people called Arthur must 
also be the same. However, they 
are not! I fail to see how anyone 
could daim that, say. Elite is 
derivative of Eliza and other such 

(rams. 
His third objection is that they 

are 'socially destructive'. He 
claims that it is 'dangerous to 
encourage young people to 

progr 
His 

\0 , „ at* 
ea^ 

10 

fiJhfailfew 
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re, MEL! 
believe that winning is to do with 
killing'. All .computer games are 
necessarily rather abstract and I 
cannot see how anyone could 
associate the disappearance of 
a spritewith the death of an 
actual, living being. The point is 
that most ofMr Croucher's argu-

s are based on the premise 
oung people are stupid and 

' and need protecting 
men of violence'by 

-styled 'Moral Guardians' 
h as Mr Croucher. The proof 

his is in a later paragraph 
ere he describes 14-15 year 
Is as 'little children' who 'can 
ly be derivative — it is impos-

ble for them to come up with an 
original idea for even if they do 
they haven't the vocabulary to 
expressit'l >Ltt 

This Is total rubbish! What on 
Earth stops 15 year olds from 
producm original ideas? The 
answer^ — nothing! Mr 
Croucheronly ?>aysthts because 
he is jeafous that a 15 year 9KJL 
can produce a 
his aged self. I mean, 
people c*n honestly 
prefer playing 
to say, Comm 

Tbe point is thaHTeel 'violent' 
games perform a tseful task by 
• nvijssly purging people of 
that naturaflyvTolent instincts. 
Let's^ace it — humans ARE vio-
lent There s a whole area of the 
brain devoted tQ'aggression a 
relic from roptilifcn"times, and 
moaningtbout it isn't going to 
make it bo away, [just wish that 

3ple like Mr Groiicher would 
3 off back to Mary 
litehousetand aribjeave the 

rest of us in pear* 
Love, S 

pbtety. 1 
ing! 
LM 

owwnoyouare 'S', but 
a lot to add to that, 

•free with you com-
(eep up the good think-

•irtt 
nx£» HUM 

WORJ 
MttWl y ^ pWl>P/ \ (\ 

1 

OVERCHARGING A 
MISTAKE 

Dear Lloyd, 
I thought as a regular CRASH 
reader I would bring this point to 
your attention. 

A week or so before Christmas 
1985 my mum and I were out 
doing some Christmas shop-
ping. We went into a well known 
shop called WH SMITH and 
purchased some computer 
games and other goodies. 
Among the games we purchased 
was Rambo tor £9.95. At the time 
I thought the price was a bit high 
for Ocean games but I didn't 
make any comment and gave the 
man the money. After Christmas 
I was reading CRASH and I came 

across an Ocean advert with 
Rambo advertised for C7.95.1 
thought to myself that there was 
something fishy going on so I 
told my mum and we went back 
to that branch of WH SMITH. We 
went to the computer desk and 
told them about the extra money 
they had charged. The man on 
the desk said he couldn 'I give us 
our money back seeing as WH 
SMITH normally raises the price 
of things at Christmas. When I 
got back home I looked in the 
December issue of CRASH and 
found that Ocean were advertis-
i ng Rambo for £7.95, so my mum 
phoned WH SMITH and told 
them about this. In the end i got 
my two pounds back. They said 
it had been some kind of error. 
Anyway two weeks ago I was 
looking in a different WH SMITH 

f 

OCEANS OF 
SMASHES 
DearLJoyd, 
In the April Issue, Jason Harding 
wrote a letter complaining that 
Ocean didn't receive enough 
CRASH SMASHES, and that 
CRASH had something against 
them. I totally disagree. So far. 
Ocean have produced 8 CRASH 
SMASHES: Moon Alert, Frankie 
Goes to Hollywood, World 

Baseball, Hypersports. 
Yie Ar Kung Fu, Mikie and more 
recently: Batman and Ping Pong, 
so how lie could say they only 
had 1 CRASH SMASH in 1985.1 
honestly don't know. 
Marie Barnwell, Crafthole, 
Cornwall 
PS If Dom Handy has seen all the 
pictures In Sam Fox Strip Poker, 
why doesn't he send in some 
photos of them to prove it. 

Ha ha—you 're not going to 
catch Dom out with that one! 
You'll just have to try harder, 
especially now Sam's 'Otituary' 
has appeared in the SUN. As for 
Ocean Smashes, well some 
readers do get funny bees in their 
bonnets. 
LM 

shop not far from the other one 
and I saw Vfor £9.95, another 
Ocean game. What is happen-
ing? 

Somebody please tell before I 
go totally mad with these high 
prices WH SMITH are charging 
Sean Powrie, Wisbech, Cambs 

It does sound like a mistake, 
probably genuine, even though 
silly. What doesn't sound like a 
mistake is WH Smith charging 
more for games at Christmas — 
that sounds like a confused sales 
assistant covering up stupidly. If 
you encounter that kind of thing 
you MUST insist on seeing the 
manager in charge of comput-
ers, or failing that, the shop's 
over manager. 
LM 

•Wtwfcwnw Trt\s At, taim. 
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H O U K 
HOWTOCETYOUR 

SPECTRUM REPAIRED FOR ONLY £19.95 

S P ?CJ» 0 

S&SSUg*? 
C A ^ ' r ' s l / o d 

^ p a i r s fS9s 

around 
apest 

TEN * REPAIR SERVICE 
While you wait service including 
computer spare parts over the counter. 
All computers fully overhauled and fully 
tested before return. 
Fully insured for the return journey. 
Fixed low price of £19.95 Including post, 
packing and VAT (Not a between price 
of really up to £50 00 which some of our 
competitors are quoting). 

Five top games worth £33.00 for you to 
enjoy and play with every Spectrum repair. 
We repair Commodore M s. Vic 20 s. 
Commodore 16's and Plus 4 s 
The most up to date test equipment 
developed by us to fully test and find all 
faults within your computer. 
Keyboard repairs. Spectrum rubber key 
boards only £8.95. 
3 month written guarantee on all renalrs. 

INTERNATIONAL 
REPAIR CENTRE 
... WITH ALL THE 
LA TEST TEST EQUIPMEN 
When you send your computer to u s 
we don't only repair It, we check the 
colour, sound, memory, keyboard, 
feet, (n fact fully overhaul your 
computer for as little as £19.95. The 
price includes all costs including 
return post, packing and Insurance, 
plus VAT, three months no quibble 
guarantee with each repair. 

P L U S j N O W 5 F R E E EXCITING) 
TOP GAMES WORTH OVER 

" S H j f r l £ 3 3 . 0 0 (M R P 
_ - 1 WAIT WEEKS FOR 
YOUR QUOTE TO ARRIVE. 
We repair all computers within 24 hoir 
the quickest In the business, or a 
while you wait" service. 20 minutes 

from Manchester. 

f*AD£ 

Discounts for schools and colleges. 
VIDEOVAULT HEALTH WARNING)!! 

Sending your computer to any other Repair Centre can seriously Damage Its Health - \ 

ARE YOU ANOTHER CUSTOMER - fed up 
waiting weeks for your estimate? 
Need your computer repaired fast? Then send It now to the Number 
One Repair company in the U.K., or call in and see us at our new fully 
equipped 2,500 square foot workshop, with all the latest test 
equipment available. You are more than welcome. 
We will repair your computer while you wait and helpyouwith any of your 
technical problems, commodore computers repaired for only £55.00. 
Please note we give you a 100% low fixed price of £19.95 which includes 
return post and packing, VAT, not a between price like some other 
Repair Companies offer. We don't shock you with repair bills £30.00 
upwards, we don't just repair the fault and send your computer back, 

we give your computer a:-

'OVERHAUL WITH EVERY REPAIR WE DO:-
we correct colour, sound. Keyboard, check the loading and saving 
chip, Put new feet on the base if required, Check for full memory, Check 
all sockets including ear/mike and replace where needed. 
All for an inclusive price of £19.95 including VAT. all parts, insurance 
and post and packing, NO hidden extras whatsoever, we don't have to 
boast too much about our service as we have thousands of customers 
from all over the world highly delighted with our service. A first class 
reputation for speed and accuracy. Don't forget, we are only twenty 
minutes from Manchester City Centre so why not call in, have a coffee 
with us and see your computer being repaired. 

COMMODORES 
* NOW REPAIRED * 
Commodore 64, C16's, Vic 20, 

Same Day Service. 
Call us for details or purchasi 

the l.C's f rom our D.l.Y. sectic 

HOW TO SEND OFF 
YOUR COMPUTER 

Just parcel your computer in suitable 
packaging enclosing just £19.95 for your 
Spectrum repair, or £35.00 for your 
Commodore 64 repair. Enclose your nam 
address and telephone number and a brt* 
description of the fault. 
Remember you can also charge the repair 

.to your Access card 

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS THINK 
* Highly delighted the best service around 

(Mr Adamson Manchestt 
* i sent mv computer to a competttor of vours in 

Manchester, what a mess they made of It lamga 
there are Com panles II ke yours around. honest r 
highly skill ed i would recommend you to all my 
friends An excellent JoO 

(Mr warran. Lorwcr 
* ivisitedyourpremlsesatChrtstmas inaspaceof 

one hour I visited your workshop, saw my 
com purer Deing repai red and tested a nd di: 
my problems with yourTeehnictans i don tKno« 
how you do it at the price 

(Mr Gregory, Birmii 
* Amaiing service i received my computer back 

wtttiin 48 hours of sending it to you icouidn t 
believe it. 

i Mrs i Walters. Scoi 
* i would like to thank all your staff In the nelp thev 

gave me in rec ommending to me the spare parts 
needed to repair my keyboa ro 

i Mr Peterson Carol 
GLOSSOP COT 1st PRIZE FOR SPEEDY REPAIR) 

(Commodore user Magazine 



PURCHASE OF 
SURPLUSSTOCK! 
Oue to a cancelled eiport order we now ruvt Jva-iiWe * urge selection of tomoonents 41 a ioecwi D»ite for tr* spectrum computer ivect to the BuoK Due to unlimited spier we ait not able rn mow ** Our ItUre? JVJil JOle WCWJSP call ui ana wr will haDOiiv give you the current price on an your fpares (or trie Spectrunv Commodore fanop We also 

L we unv w'H «v*uoie for tne ?xbi 

COMPUTER SPPREi 
SPARES FROM OUR D.I.Y. SECTION 
WHY NOT PURCHASE THE SPARES FOR YOUR COMPUTERS 
FROM US. THE ONLY MAIL ORDER COMPANY SELLING SPARES 

Same day delivery service on receipt of orders. You can order by ^ ^ 
Access card or call at our Reception to collect. 

rs 

K! 
:eri 

D.I.Y. 
CORNER 

we regret we cannot 
yiow an trie components 
available Just give us a 
can and we can quote vou 
over the pnone, delivery 
uyi st class post 

Z806CPU 
4116 Rams 
ZTX650 
ZTX213 
Power Supply Transformers ULA6C001 
Bom 
Keyboard membrane 
Spearum 
Keyboard membrane 
Spectrum Plus 
Metal Templates 

S.50 

Keyboard Mats 
ZXB1 mi membrane 
Spectrum service Manual* onty r JO 00 
including Spectrum + model 

12 90 
5.S0 
650 
5 00 

6526-C.I.A 
6510-Processor 
6581-Sid Oilp 
906114-House Keeper 
901225-Graphic Room 
901226-Basic Rom 
901227-KemalRom 
6569-VIC 
4164 Rams-Memory 
Power Supply 
Transformers 
All our pnc« include V AT. txrt PWase *Od CI 50 on eacn order to cover post, D*cUng and handling charges 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
Wtiy not upgrade your 16K Spectrum t0348K 

for as little as £17.95 including vat post and packing 
tf you would like us to fit trie wt for 
you lust send us £19.95 wnicfi is 

a fully inclusive price to cover 
ail costs including return 

* ' i ( i lU postage 

imtl 

sf 

fULLV 
REPAIRED 

ftNOTESTEO 
ON MOST 
&DV&NCED 

TEST 
equipment 
IH EUROPE1-

VIPEOVAULT HEALTH WARNING!!! 
Sending your computer to any otrier Repair Centre can seriously Damage its Heaitr 

140 High St. West, Glossop. Derbyshire, England 

Telephone: Glossop (STD 04574) 66555/6776J, 

© Copyright Vldeovault Ltd. No. 140586 
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RADIATION 
SHOCK HORRORI 
Dear LJoyd. 
We are in trouble! I mean BIG 
trouble! Now I know your think-
ing, 'What's he going on about?' 
Well I'll tell you! It's that power 
plant disaster at Chernobyl! The 
cloud of radiation came over 
here and has affected some 
people's brains! A perfect exam-
ple of this is a certain Anthony 
Jacobson, who launched an 
attack on CRASH and ZZAP!, 
which just so happen to be my 
two favourite mags! Now, being 
sister mag to ZZAP! you must 
also have heard this madness 
(which was in Computer Trade 
Weekly, week of April 21). On 
opening my ZZAP! I saw in the 
editorial, ZZAP!— The Corrupt 
One! 

ZZAP! The Comjpt One?!? 
Immediately I started to read, 
and soon my face started to 
cringe! 

'The issue I have to hand of 
ZZAP! 64 has 37 pages of 
reviews and 14 pages of com-
petitions . . . ' is how Anthony 
Jacobson began. So what? 
That's GREAT! Keep it up. 
Further on he added, 
' Magazines of the style of ZZAP! 
and CRASH have brought the 
general regard for the home 
computing to the elevated level 
of the hula hoop..." 

Hula hoop? The cheek of the 
man! CRASH and ZZAP! are 
devoted mainly to software, 
which is just how me and 
thousands of others like it. If he 
doesn't he can keep It to him-
self!! 

Further on he said:"... There 
is always an audience for simple 
minded p a p . . . ' 

WHAT1!!? Now he's getting 
nasty! He's referring to ZZAP! 
and CRASH readers!! Splutter-
ing on, I read. 'The nasty triviali-
sation that the CRASH — style 
stable otters, tike fluff covered 
lollipop, is, I regret to think, no 
doubt good for the bank 
balances ot its publishers, but for 
the UK computer industry it is 
corrupt and dangerous'. 

Corrupt and dangerous? Why 
then are CRASH and ZZAP! the 
two best selling mags in Britain?! 
(Hooray!) And, . . . Poor Com-
modore User is an example of 
what can happen to anyone 
when the rot sets i n . . . ? 

In other words, ZZAP! is better 
than Commodore User. Anyway, 
who is he calling rot? In my view 
everything, well almost every-
thing about CRASH is great as it 
is. so don't take any notice of 
Anthony Jacobson (yuk!). The 
comjpt one!' 
David Shaw, Glossop, Derby-
shire 

Couldn't agree with you more, 
David. And if you 're also a ZZAP! 
reader as you seem fo be, you 'II 
no doubt appreciate the cover of 
issue 15. which is out as I write— 
a fluffy lollipop special! 
LM 

'PERVERTED AND 1 

HORRIFIC! 

I 

I 

I 

i in 

GUN FRIGHT 
Dear Lloyd, 
During the past few months ii 
CRASH, the Forum has con-
tained letters from angry parents 
concerning thedrawnigs shown 
in your magaziflfc. 

Why is it peopfe are shocked 
by these kind ̂ pictures when 
there is one far worse? On page 
76 of the Christmas Special, 
there is an advert featuring the 
Wally family in Three Weeks in 
Paradisetrom Mikro-Gen. At first 
glance ft seems rather fun. 

On further inspection you will 
notice that one of the natives has 
his index finger extended, and is 
pulling down young Herbert's 
trunks, to reveal his.. .But what 
is the native going to do with that 
finger? I will leave you to draw 
your own conclusions on this. 

It just shows that Oliver Frey 
isn't as perverse and horrific as 
some people think. 
Mark Bonner, Blrkenshaw 
Uddlngston, Glasgow 

Oh dear, has anyone act,iaiiy 
said our Oh is perverted and hor-
rific ?! Thank you Mark for draw-
ing our Attention to the interest-
ing fact that most offences are 
committed inside people's 
minds! Perhaps you should look 
at it the other way. maybe Mikro-
Gen 's naughty native is actually 
an ethnic Mary Whitehouse who 
is actually in the process ofpul-

R ling Herbert's trunks UP. No? • 
I Well I try... I 
I LM I 
fc.J 

THE PRICE OF 
ARCADES 
Dear Lloyd, 
People are always complaining 
about the price ot software but 
this weekend I visited Blackpool 
and went into the arcades and it 
cost me a fortune and with the 
money I spent! could have 
bought a couple of games. 

When you buy games it takes 
you a few attempts to get used 
to it, in an arcade if you have 
never played the game it will cost 
you a lot to get used to it. So if 
you count how many times you 
play your game and add up how 
much it would have cost you to 
play the same game in the 
arcade the same number of 
times, you would realise the 
software is well worth the asking 
price. 
David Gorton, Blackburn, 
Lanes 

Certainly no one has ever argued 
that Spectmrn software isn t 
cheaper than playing the 
arcades seriously. The problem 
is, Isuppose, that lots of readers 
would say they never do go into 
arcades, and therefore the argu-
ment is a bit beside the point! 
LM 

Dear Uoyd, 
Here I am in bed (Thursday 1st 
May) Reading CRASH No 27 
April — come on CRASH get 
your water pistols out and go fire 
them — I am on about Gun 
Fright. I bought the game before 
your reviews on it—wow what a 
game! Now that you reviewed 
Cybervn I stuck my hand out to 
my mum: 'Can I have another 
£9.95 for a game?' She stuck her 
hand out and said In a quiet 
voice,' What do I get lor washing 

CUT PRICE ISN'T 
CHEAP 
Dear CRASH, 
I am writing to you to warn other 
Spectrum owners against buy-
ing cut-price software from little 
known software firms. 

In the March issue of CRASH, 
Jon Rose from Bognor Regis 
wrote advising Speccy owners 
to send through mail order for 
cheap computer games. So. tak-
ing this advice, I sent to one of 
these so-called cut-price com-
puter firms for a copy of Rain-
bird's Art Studio. Then I waited 
and waited and waited and 
waited. Finally after receiving 
nothing In six weeks, my mum 
wrote a demanding letter to 
UNITSOFT in Glasgow asking for 
either Art Studio or my C11 20p 
in refund. 

After only TWO DAYS!!! I 
arrived home from school, and 
there, stuck in the letter box was 
a package. After closely examin-
ing the envelope I found to my 
dismay that it was the demand-

7 

your clothes, feeding you?' etc. 
Well she wants pay. Help! Why 
do games cost so much? Well 
here I am with a rotten cold sav-
ing up for Cyberun. 
Gareth Jones, Alllnthwalte, 
Cumbria 

I bet she'll be sorry when you're 
gone, passed away from the 
effects of a cold and wasted 
away for want of a game. She'll 

i so mercenary then. 

•ng letter that my mum had sent 
which had been returned. As I 
ripped up the letter I noticed a 
small post office sticker which 
read: UNITSOFT, FREEPOST, 
GLASGOW G1 4BRC UNDELI-
VERED, GONE AWAY. My mis-
ery was complete. 

I hope this letter serves as a 
warning to all prospective 
buyers, that however believable 
the advert may at first seem, 
never send for cut-price 
software. 
Alan Panter, Wokingham, 
Berkshire 

The history of games software 
(and it's not such a long one) is 
littered with the golden promises 
of cut price mail order firms most 
of whom lasted a short time and 
rarely delivered. The evil practice 
still continues. Alan's sad tale 
should act as a stem warning. 
NEVER send money to mail 
order firms unless you know 
absolutely who you're dealing 
with. Cheapness isn't every-
thing. 
LM 
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D A M A G I N G OLI 
Dear Uoyd, 
Having read all the letters of 
complaint on Oliver 
Prey's paintings I thought I would 
add my comments on the sub-
ject. Firstly lots of people wrote 
about the' horrific' effect on 
impressionable youngsters. 
Now this may be true in some 
cases but in most it's just rub-
bish. My brother is eleven and so 
are many of his friends, they all 
read CRASH regularly, suffering 
no ill effects I may add. In fact 
most kids just look at the writing 
and the photos — the drawings 
are a nice decoration which 
brighten up the text. 

What worries me is that the 
constant barrage of abuse 
against Oli may be damaging his 
work. Just look at the last few 
months covers, none of them, 
have been up to his usual stan-
dard. For example the Max 
Headroom cover was just a 
photo with only a tiny Oli sketch 
beneath it. Whatever happened 
to the brilliant covers of the first 
year of CRASH. Is Oliver Frey 
taking on too much what with 
ZZAP! and AMT1X! (who's covers 
are much better than CRASH'S)? 

Back to the effects of Frey art 

on young people. I find that the 
picture on the Sign Post pages is 
more horrific (or exciting, 
whichever way you see it) than 
any of the covers. 

It usual ly portrays a nice Crea-
ture/person on the first page and 
when you turn over on the other 
side is a large picture of lots of 
these nice Creatures. People kil-
ling or torturing men. 

This is very effective in a 
frightening sense and Oil's draw-
ing skills carry it out perfectly. 

All in all CRASH is a brilliant 
mag and its art beats all other 
magazines into the ground 
(who's covers seem juvenile and 
badly drawn compared to 
CRASH.) Keep up the good work 
and ignore ail the fuss. 
Richard Town send, Erdington, 
Birmingham 

It "s nice to hear some sound 
sense on this long-toothed sub-
ject. Quite often, the more atten-
tion is drawn to a contentious 
subject, the more harm is per-
ceived and therefore done to the 
very people the 'protectors' 
would save. 
LM 

CHANGE THE 
REVIEW SYSTEM 
Dear Lloyd, 
I'm writing to give my support to 
the idea of printing reviewers 
names after their criticisms. I've 
never understood why this has 
not been done before and 
neither do I understand the need 
for reviewers to remain anonym-
ous in the first place. 

Such a move is only common 
sense and will improve what I 
think can be a misleading 
reviewing system. Misleading, 
because I don't like mega-hard 
(boring) games like Everyone's a 
WaJly.1 know that now, but it cost 
me £10 to find out. People have 
different tastes, so when CRASH 
highly recommends a game it's 
influencing some people who 
may not like it. But this possibil-
ity is not made clear in the 
reviews. 

So instead of babbling on 
about how many bonus screens 
there are etc, shorten the game 
description and put in more 
detailed analysis of who may like 
the game and so on. Remember 
criticisms are important and 
more often they fail to serve their 
purpose. I, myself believe the 
reviewing system is very unreli-

able and should be changed. 
The main fault is that too many 

Smes are over-rated, that are in 
;t poor value for money and 

offer little In the way of long-term 
interest. Still, that is another mat-
ter and) doubt whether such a 
change would happen. 

It seems the Questionnaire is 
going to decide the issue but I 
don't see the point in that. After 
all, who can object to knowing 
which CRASH reviewers share 
their tastes in games? Most of 
all, who can oppose a simple 
amendment that will enhance 
the reviewing system which 
forms the bulk of the magazine? 
Martin D«an, StockweJI, Lon-
don 

Using the reviewers' names is 
still under consideration, but I 
suspect they will be used. You 
can "t blame a system based on 
reviewing tor being flawed 
because of personal opinion. It 
really is up to the reader to 
decide on game style, content 
and gameplay from what is writ-
ten. I do, however, agree that 
knowing a reviewer's taste is a 
useful factor in deciding whether 
to agree with what they say or 
not. 
LM 

The 1st choice EXPRESS SPECTRUM, BBC and COMMODORE REPAIRS! 
WHY PAY HIGH 

'FIXED' 
PRICES 0 

*Spectrums,on 
(We do not charge you for our 
fancy premises by charging 
high fixed' pncesi) 
Reputations take time to build, 
we have been repairing ZX 81 
Spectrum*. QL's Apples and 
BBC's professionally, for 
years - who Is coming second? 

in all U.K. with WhUe-u-Wnt repairs! 
with INTERNATIONAL repair secvteel 

rtpai si (eg £9 for keyboard faults). 

FOR LOW PRICES - "My computer 
Mew recently. I took it to MANCOMP. 
who fired it in 8 rmnutesi and for less 
thanfilOt They are local, "clued up'. 

" 4 HEAT0N5 and bilndtngfy efficient!" 
DIGEST 

„ FOR PROFESSIONALISM Of III V * 
I " Jf repair companies "Sinclair user moke 

B
J " f to. MAMOOMP »eemed the MOOT 

PROFESSIONAL when it came to a(Mce 
and a helpful attitude' AUG 85 

FOR HONESTY - We let you watch 
your computer being repaired and if 
there ts nothing wrong with i t we will 
tell youlll 

FOR REPUTATION & HELPFULNESS -
"1 have come across a firm that will be 
more than willing to advwe you as to 
how to remedy your probtems. They 
art called MANCOMP and as as 
repairing faulty computers, are also 
quite willing to discuss your problems 
with you and offer reasonably cheap 
and more importantly CORRECT 
CURES* Phil Rogers POPULAR 
COMPUTING WEEKLY JAN 85. 

\ FOR SPEED 'One firm at least car 
| effect any necessary repairs over the 
counter In 45 minutes Based in 
Manchester MANCOMP can offer 
what ts arguably the FASTEST 
turnaround in the business to personal 
callers" CRASH Magazine JUNE 1965 

THIS IS WHY ipertrum users from 
London, Cornwall. Scotland. 
Bmrvngham. Liverpool. Coventry, 
Leicester. Qoesop. I.O.M. etc. 
AUSTRALIA AUSTRIA. BELGIUM. 
EGYPT. EIRE GERMANY. HOUANO. 
KUWAIT. NORWAY. PAKISTAN. PAPUA 

NEW GUINEA. SAUDI ARABIA 
SWEDEN. SWITZERLAND and 
ZIMBABWE - sen) tfmr Sperffwm to 
MANCOMP toe repair! 
24 HR TURNAROUND N0-QUIB8LE 
GUARANTEE NO HIDDEN COOTS 

Because we repair hundreds of 
computers every week, we are 
able to pass on our component-
buying discount' to YOU in 
lower prices . ZBOA cpu 
£1.50.4116 50p. Upgrade 
fitted £18.95 
- we bring down the prices for 
repairs and components! 
(We may refuse to revive 
computers suffering from 
attempted D.I.Y repalrsl) 
Every parcel sent Dy 
Royal Mail Receipted Post and insured 
for return jourrwyt 
(For next day dehvery mdudt £ 1 5 0 
extra). 
(Seaincor ty prior arrangement). 
On -site maintenance for Apples. 
18 M s and most makes of printers 
also available. 
Guaranteed 4hr response! 
WHY DELAY-OUR ESTIMATES ARE 
FREE AND WITHOUT OBLIGATION IF 

YOU DO NOT LIKE OUR ESTIMATE 
WE WILL RETURN THE COMPUTER 
AND REFUND THE POSTAGE INCURRED| 

O MANCOMP LTD 

(Dept C4) 
Printworks Lane, Levenshulme. 
Manchester M19 3JP 
Phone 061-224 1888. 

OR 061-224 9888 OPEN MON SAT 9am to 7pm 

What we do t o d a y . . . 
others do tomorrow! 

NOTE OUR PRICES AND WATCH OTHERS FOLLOW THE LEADER 
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SAGA SYSTEMS' HARDWARE 
II you want fhe best for your Spectrum, ensuring it advances with technology, 
the Saga Systems' collection of keyboards and peripherals ts essential. And they 
are all compatible with the 48K, + and 128K Spectrum. 

SAGA 1 EMPEROR 
WDrks remarkably wet " 

"-Sinclair User value lor money 

S N C L M I n-.i u . 
• 4 L i . | l 

AWARD 

" Good looks 
-Smatort User 

remarket*o 
Annual 1985 

particularly Wie the extra caps and symbol shift keys 
Drought the computer to nte in qmto an unexpected 

way - Pnmary Teaching ana Vctoi. 
PftlCS t l t . M line VAT) 

THE HEW SAGA 2 + 
"K i had not already seen the Sag* 3 flits I would have 
awarded the 2* a Sinclair User Classic As * « I V amply 
say Wet dona. Saga '". - S-ndaw User 
And the price is only CM. 85 fine VAT) 

THE SAGA 3 ELITE 
"Devastating smart the opposition look toys . 
the best " - Popular Computing Weekly 
"It transforms me tumble Spectrum"-SncMr User 

will release the lull potential ol your Sperxy 
supetdooper " - Your Sinclair 
Ar ts new low p/*# ol t t l . H fine M T) the Sega 3. with 
its own number pad. « also ideel lor the I26K Spectrum 

THE HEW SAGA 2001 
Wth ts mire red remote transmission. the Saga 2001 can be 
used *h*e you walk around the room No wires ink* to the 
Spectrum ft has 101 keys, the Last Word software « available 
with * tree, and in srnpfy out ol Iha world QL 

pftice c i t B . M line VAT) shortly available 

THE SAGA LO PROFILE 
With large enter key. tut sued speceber and printed keys, it has 
got to be good a.' £M.M tnc VA T) 

SAGA 
SYSTEMS' PERIPHERALS 

Microdrive extension cable For 
use Mith your Saga 3. 
£4.05 line VAT) 
Sound Boost To put music in 
your ears (and le&vmon) 
£9.95 {'nc VAT) 
Ftexicaole enables you to drive 
two interfaces. 
£1 f .08 fine VAT) 
Dusi cover To keep your 
Computer and Saga keyboard 
clean C 4 . H (Inc. VAT) 

Centronics interlace To drive your printer £94.05 tine VAT) 

SAGA 
SYSTEMS' SOFTWARE 
•the author . has succeeded in surpassing the quality of an word 
processonontheSmdarmarkelandmanymtheMS-DOSandCP/M 
markets you lucky Spectrum people...'-John Oiben. Sinclair User 

outstanding faciM.es 
Standard commercial 60 characters on 
screen, over 60 commands, messrve 
range ol printer options, tut on-screen 
help taotty. tut feature expression 
ova/i&or/caKutoior, over 24K rem 
space in memory, compatible with tape 
and mcrodrtve. wata and; KDOS. 
BETA, Gordon and Opus doc systems 
The Last Word can aho convert 
files from other worxl processors 
such as Taaword. 

Data base and Spread Sheet 
wH be available soon. 

SAGA SYSTEMS' PRIHTERS 

T T T - E LAST 
WORD 

PRICE C13.93 inclusive ol VAT 

3 Elite 
SAGA 2001 

up-flrade lot 
j-^Ri printer 
C T I Z E n , 2 0 0 

ffl^CABLE 
F L E X t C A f l ^ ' 

I 
^ C ' f y wtiich keyboard) 

a, 18 '"Coded ^••swssasr * 

Mr/Mrs/Miss 

Address 

THE HEW SAGA GLP 
(Great Uttle Printer) 
Only 1199.96, the Saga GLP a a dot matrix printer with a 
near letter quality mode, a complete Epson character set. 
tractor and friction feed, end a centrorucs and RS232 interlace 
It is very compact and can prrtt up to 100 cps. 

ThaGLP has a lot to recommend it " -Smoatr User 
OrV> £t00.BS..hC VAT) 

THE CITIZEH 120D 
A precision dot matrix printer wth a 2 year warranty, tne 
Cioen 1200 operates at 120 c p s m test draff, or 25 cp s In 
NLO it has Epson compatible graphics, tractor and friction 
feed as standard, an optional cut sheet feeder and is very 
compact Further features mdude proportional speang with 
many type styles and an exceptional 4K printer buffer 
•; The 1200 is an exoeHent printer -Sinclair User 
ont) £235.00 tne VAT) 

THE HEW SAGA D X 8 5 
Big and robust the DXBS « a heavy duty <*X main* printer 
which is made m the UK. It prints at 120 cps V has a O 
directional logic seeking print head and cenlronics interface 
fflS 232 available) t; has a draff quality mode and costs 
only t199.9S (be. VAT) 

THE LTR1 PRINTER 
ThaLTRIiaa I2c.p.s letter quality printer with RS232 
and Centronics pom bum m. The LTF1 prints mink 
onto standard paper and regutrss en interface fo work 
Tha LTRf ha only 1139.94 (Inc. VAT). 

Send QffNOW forfuH catalogue 

ADVANCE 
WITH 

C*") No. i. 

P'oase tfCk mniK^ . 
• * ^ S K s s a s f f S s s a S j - . • 

S*flnature. 

Overseas 



centre. 
• McGuigan'i 
• sofd for 
• £9.96 
I ments stal 
I cannot fin 
I which sells these games an 

woulcyfce to know if this is a 
racti^e. 
, East Kilbnde, Glas-

_ I'm afraid to say that ycurbranch 
" of Boots is qi/n9 correct. The 
• 126K versions' are more expert - 1 

' sive and if you have a grouse it 
' should be with E&ctric Dreams • 
* or Activision for not stating the • 
• fact on the ads you have seen (if S 
I indeed they haven % not having I 
I an advertisement to hand to see I 
I at this second). • 
I LM • 

128K AGAIN 
Dear Uoyd. 
Irrespective of whether you exist 
or not (and let's face it who cares 
as long as FORUM keeps run-
ning) here is my tuppence worth 
on the new 128K Spectrum. One 
major point which was not dis-
cussed in May's issue was the 
price of games for this machine 
(it may have been discussed 
elsewhere but I only read 
FORUM). More memory means 
more program, more program 
means more design and more 
programming and so more 
wages and higher priced games. 
This may also in turn lead to the 
downfall of lower budget prog-
ramming outfits. Something 
worth thinking about. 
All, Stevenston, Ayrshire 

Right, let's get thinking then. 
Prices obviously are going to be 
a bugbear. Any other thoughts? 
LM 

GO BACK 
TO THE 
OLD WAYS 
Dear Uoyd. 
I am writing to complain, 
although your magazine is the 
best, over the last few months 
certain pages have been annoy-
ing me. The pages I mention are 
where the CRASH Smashes are 
reviewed. 

ZZAP! has the reviewers com-
ments in balloons dotted in bet-
ween the review. Now CRASH 
has copied this system for the 
comment boxes in the Smash 
reviews. Why? These boxes in 
between the actual review are 
most annoying, for me anyway. I 
begin to read the review until I 
encounter a brightly coloured 

• comment box, so I read the com-
ment in the box, then I return to 
reading the review. 'So what', I 
hear you murmur. By the time I 
have finished jumping (my eyes 
do the jumping) in and out of the 
comments and chunks of review 
I have forgotten what was written 
about the game and its scenario. 
Please end my suffering, go back 
to the old system. Why not have 
multicoloured pages like in issue 
15's Dragontorc review? Please 
stop confusing me, I hate having 
to read the review twice to get 
the' know' of the game. 

Finally, how do ZZAP! readers 
survive their monthly encounter 
with the ugly 'Zzap Zoo' team? I 
mean, you get pictures of them 
in every review, photos of them 
and they even appeared on the 
mag's cover! Disgusting. 
Douglas Robertson, Carmad-
ric, Glasgow 

I know, it is disgusting. But then, 
superstars always are rather dis-
gusting. I must say, I think the 
new look Smashes are more 
interesting, and the convention 
of having separated boxes within 
an article has been common in 
magazines for donkey's years. 
Sorry it confuses you though. 
LM 

ri " " " I 
CONTRADICTION \ 
Dear Uoyd. 
Here is one letter not complain-
ing about anything to do with the 
excellent magazine that your 
brilliant articles are 'featured* in 
but, in fact, at something that 
YOU wrote and something else 
under your name contradicting 
this. 

The evidence t hat I will give will 
prove you don't read what you 
print! 

Look at your page 49 of the 
27th edition, (April, for those not 
good with numbers!). I am. of 
course, referring to the 'Street 
Hawk' letter where you said:.. . 
the game hasn 't been finished 
. . . it is coming. 
Now look at page 87 of the same 
issue in your' Hall of Slime'. Note 
Mr Adam Uversage's claim of 
getting 21.030 points in the 
game that is not yet finished!!! 

Will you please read what you 
write, I mean, we have to! 
David Mager, Willesden 
Green, London 
PS Answer that one if you dare! 

I dare! What I wrote was quite 
true — so, very likely, was what 
Mr Liversage claimed. Ocean 
released a version of Street 
Hawk many months earlier. BUT 
only through the Uttlewoods 
Mail Order catalogue. It was not 
a complete version, but one 
rushed through to fulfill a con-
tract they had. I do read what I 
write (occasionally, anyway), but 
the real problem is in deciphering 
the impression on the paper 
made by the worn out old record 
ribbon on my Hermes. Perhaps 
this will encourage Them in 
Power to buy me a new one— 
teo years worth of typing has 
taken its toll. 
LM 

o o o o o o o o o 
• MOREFREY • 
• SHOCKS . - • 

troversies< 
• artwork, l\ 
• P 98 — 991 
^ which even I fettv 

you do this kind of J 
• sationallsm? I th' 

would you print i 
progressively worse; I 
month? 

Frey ha%finaHyrOhvS 
that he spends all his tin 
ing through Pen 
or Rustler to fin<; 
his artwork. 

I am proud to t 
computers, and I feel that 11 
justified in putting my 'O' levd 
results on the line because of fr 
interest. I am 16. and am cer-
tainty no puritan but I am dis-
turbed at this serious flawen 
your magazine's feature. 

Bear with me when I saythat 
none of this started befc 
Kean became editor. 

I am looking fc 
reply and the reaction] 
readers will take. 
Howard Hanson 

3 when I say that 
rted before Roger ( Ik 
editor. J B i f f A-s 
forward to your 
section other 

For a start off, you niffpnone of 
this happened when Roger Kean 
was the editor. GraemeKidd has 
been CRASH editor for a year 
now. Clearly he is much less 
puritanical than Mr Kean! The 
pictures you refer to were meant 
as a make- weight for a cover that 
never got done ofSamantha Fox 
(Oti has some scruples you 

• know). As for'sensationalism'— • 
~ gosh, we dont need that kind of 
• thing to help sell CRASH you A 

know. We're sending Oli out for 
^ a month's spell on the Ludlow • 

Pansh Gazette to get the feel for ~ 
• really nice drawings. • 

• o o o o o o * 
So, enough for another month. All the team now take their leave, 
quietly wandering off to dark comers for a well earned rest and time 
to lick their FORUM wounds inflicted by a cruel-hearted public! See 
you next month—letters to LLOYD MANGRAM, CRASH FORUM, PO 
BOX 10, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB 

P.S,S. 452 STONEY STANTON RD. COVENTRY CV6 5DG. TEL: COVENTRY (0203) 667556 
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by Rosetta McLeod 

HAVING FUN WITH = 
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
A recent survey undertaken for the Independent Broadcasting 
Authority shows that a third of all households in Britain with chil-
dren, now own a home computer. On the surface this seems 
encouraging, but the question has to be asked, To what use are 
these computers being put? The vast majority of home computer 
users may do little more than play arcade and adventure games, 
and it is a pity that the enjoyable educational software on offer does 
not reach a bigger audience. The programs from AVP Corn-
p u t i ngreviewed this month are good examples of software which 
can be of use both in the home and in schools, because of their 
relevance to the learning process. 

AVP have long been known to teachers as publishers of excel-
lent audio-visual materials, and now they have turned their atten-
tion towards educational software. Over a hundred of their own 

programs are described in their Primary and Secondary 
catalogues, together with a wide selection of titles from other edu-
cational publishers of quality. Teachers will welcome the fact that, if 
official requisition forms are used for ordering, titles may be 
obtained on a fortnight's approval. 

Certainly the catalogues are well worth obtaining, and the prog-
rams I've looked at provide a useful cross-section of the wares 
AVP have to offer. The programs for Secondary schools cover 
Science, Mathematics, languages, social subjects, Economics, 
Computer Studies, Music, Art, careers guidance and administra-
tion, white those available for younger children represent all ages of 
the Primary curriculum. For more information, get in touch with 
AVP Computing, Hocker Hill House, 
Chepstow. NP6 5ER. 

WINNER TAKES A HOLIDAY 
Would that there were more educa-
tional programs which provide as 
much fun as this one! Aimed at the 
Geography classroom, this game 
teaches the user the capital cities 
of various countries, together with 
various facts about the countries 
Section One, with two levels of 
difficulty, uses multiple choice 
testing lor matching countries and 
capitals. The player has the option 
of learning the work on the compu-
ter before starting the game (a very 
useful feature) and a one player or 
two player/team game may be 
played. 

Each player has a safe in the 
attic. To reach it, a ladder has to be 
climbed by answering the ques-
tions correctly. The answers are 
entered by pressing a key — 1 to 6 
— corresponding to the choice 
from six alternatives displayed. If, 
for example, the player is asked for 
the capital city of Angola, Luanda, 
Doha, Conakry, Salisbury, Roseau 
or Caracas might be offered. 
Choosing Option 1, Luanda, 
answers the question correctly 
and one rung on the ladder is 
climbed. When an incorrect ans-
wer is selected in the two player 
game, the other player moves up 
the appropnate number of rungs 
on his or her ladder; in a single-
player game and incorrect answer 
moves the player down the ladder. 

Once the lop of a ladder has 
been reached, the player can open 
the attic safe and release the 
money that has been saved (from 
CO to £90) first to pay off the 
mortgage, then to save for the holi-
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day. When the thermometer on the 
screen is lull, a problem is given in 
the form of the name of a country 
or capital with the letters denoted 
by dashes. Solving this problem 
results in the player being given a 
holiday destination together with a 
secret code which is needed for 
entering the second section of the 
program. 

I found myself going to Greece, 

with ticket No 59 on Flight 16, and 
with the secret code 143. In this 
part of the game, the player is 
given £100 to gamble. Ten ques-
tions based on the holiday destina-
tion are asked, one at a time, with 
five answers to choose from 
offered on screen against a variety 
of odds. Money has to be gambles 
so that the amount held remains 
within a given range. Sometimes 

money has to be lost to stay within 
the range! The questions cover a 
range of facts about the country, 
from its national airline to its 
approximate area. Failing to reach 
the target amount reveals the 
answers to some of the questions, 
and another attempt is allowed. 
Success in this section of the 
game allows the player to embark 
on a flight to the allocated holiday 
spot, but towards the end of the 
journey there is an emergency and 
the the plane has to be landed! 

I found this game to be quite 
addictive. It is so enjoyable that the 
player is bound to pick up a lot of 
information without being aware 
thai an education is being given! It 
used in the classroom, the game 
could also be useful in encourag-
ing children to use reference 
books to find the answers without 
having to rely on guesswork. I'm 
afraid I haven't yet succeeded in 
landing the plane, but I'm definitely 
going to keep on trying! Winner 
Takes A Holiday costs £10 for the 
cassette or £12 for the Microdrive 
version. 

COMMENTS 
Control Keys: mainly number 
keys, but clear instructions appear 
on the screen 
Keyboard play: very responsive 
Use of colour: excellent 
Graphics: very good, but at times 
the flashing screen can be distract-
ing 
General rating: brilliant! This 
game could be played by the fam-
ily at home, or the children at 
school. Educational and tremend-
ous fun! 

Answer the Questions right to climb the ladder to the attic safe 
and you can pay oft the mortgage. Then answer some more 
questions to climb the ladder and grab some holiday money. 
Cameron's not part of his rat race —he Uvea In a caravan and 
thinks he's on holiday all the time! 



HEART 
AND CIRCULATION 
This Human Biology program, 
designed tor use both in the clas-
sroom and at home, offers a 
choice of four topics: the heart; the 
circulation system: artenes, veins 
and capillanes; and blood flow. In 
the first section, the user has to 
label eleven parts of the heart, 
such as pulmonary arteries and 
veins, valves and the aorta. The 
correct labelling can be viewed 
before the test sequence, and the 
computer marks the answers 
given in the test on the screen. 

Section Two — the circulation 
system - involves the same sort 
of labelling activity, again with the 
option ol seeing the correct ver-
sion first. The demonstration 
showing the functions of arteries, 
veins and capillaries is very clear 
and informative, and then the user 
is asked some questions on the 
topic to show understanding of the 
different functions performed. 

In the final section, the compu-
ter demonstrates the route taken 
by blood as it flows through the 

circulatory system, and the user 
can select the starting point from 
the following list: liver, intestine, 
kidney and lower body. The path 
taken is plotted graphically on a 
diagram of the circulatory system. 
This is a very useful program, and I 
particularly liked the way the com-
puter marks the answers on the 
screen. Studenls of GCE O level 
and CSE will find it a helpful self-
test resource. It is available on cas-
sette at £10 or on Microdrive at 
£12. 

COMMENTS 

Control keys: single key com-
mands 
Keyboard play: fast 
Use of colour: limited tored, white 
and black 
Graphics: very good diagrams 
General rating: used in conjunc-
tion with notes and textbooks, this 
program is a helpful revision aid. 

i 

The Mammalian Heart in all Ita glory—or should that be 'gory'. 
Name the bits and get a high score In HEART AMD CIRCULA-
TION 

advice essential for succeeding in 
the task, while the screen displays 
show the trade details for each 
week of business, which can be 
sub-divided into weekly charts for 
each of the food items. Up to two 
assistants may be hired, a move 
which has the advantage ot impro-
ving service and thus generating 
more potential customers, but of 
course staff cost money, and may 
prove to be dishonest! 

The number of factors to be 
borne in mind while running the 
business makes this game 
interesting and absorbing. Prices 
have to be set each week, staff 
fired or hired, goods re-ordered, 
overheads paid, and all the while 
the graphic and tabulated informa-
tion must be read and understood. 
The study option simulates a typi-
cal trading pattern with realistic 

fluctuations within an acceptable 
range, but the game eliminates 
random factors and produces 
exact relationships. The cassette 
costs £10. and on Microdrive it 
sells for £12. 

COMMENTS 
Control keys: kept simple and 
clearly described on the screen 
Keyboard play: very fast 
Use of colour: black and white 
only 
Graphics: very good 
General rating: .i useful and 
enjoyable simulation program. The 
absence of colour is unimportant 
and makes the screen displays 
much easier to read. For encourag-
ing thinking and the weighing up of 
information, this game is invalu-

A spot of Human Biology In which the stringy bits known as 
Arteries are explained. That's HEART AND CIRCULATION for 
you... 

BUYING 
AND SELLING 
This program is a shop simulation 
which may be used to provide 
dynamic illustrations of a wide 
range of processes including price 
setting, profit and loss, stock 
organisation, customer reaction 
and so on. At the beginning, there 
is a choice between playing the 
game and the study option. The 
program displays all aspects of 
trading in both tabulated and 
graphic formats, and the aim, of 
course, is to work towards a profit -
making business over the number 

of weeks — a period of up to 
twenty weeks may be selected. 

At the start of trading, the stock 
in hand consists of 25 Mars bars, 
25 Kit-Kats, 18 bottles of Pepsi and 
15 of lemonade, together with £3 
of cash. The player then has to set 
prices for this initial stock to pro-
duce an income which will enable 
replacement stock to be purch-
ased, cover overheads and losses, 
and also generate some profit. 

The accompanying booklet 
gives helpful information and 

- : ; £ = 

Our Cameron tries his hand at a bit of BUYING AND SELLING — 
It looks like he's flogging off lots of lemonade to make ends 
meet It's be the CRASH Camera next! 
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This very enjoyable program aims 
to improve a child's familiarity and 
skill with multiplication tables. At 
the beginning, the user can select 
the time limit and set the highest 
number table on which questions 
will be asked during the session. A 
scoring system is in operation, so 
that high marks are awarded for 
choosing a shorl time limit and a 
difficult table. By holding down key 
5. the child can get help from the 
computer, but wiTl lose five points. 
The questions are clearly dis-
played on the screen together with 
a choice of four possible answers. 
This makes the program accessi-
ble even to less able children, and 
the time element means that older 
children and adults can also have 
fun with it. 

Dunng play, the computer gives 
helpful remarks, offers sugges-
tions and words of encourage-
ment based on the user's perfor-
mance, and at the end it is possible 
to obtain a certificate via a printer, 
or to request the computer to draw 
a pattern on the screen. My only 
criticism of this excellent little 
program is that it is not possible to 
turn off the sound which began to 
drive me mad! The Tablespeedcas-
sette costs £9, or C12 for the Mic-
rodrive version. 

COMMENTS 
Control keys: choose the option 
by pressing keys 1 -4 
Keyboard play: very responsive 
Graphics: limited but attractive 
Use of colour: very good 
General rating: a very effective 
and enjoyable program for use 
with anyone from the age of 7 

PHYSICS 
At last, the program that Physics 
teachers in Scotland have been 
waiting for! A revision cassette 
which covers the syllabus of the 
Scottish Certificate of Education 
O' Grade course. The program 

begins by offering a choice of four 
tests, with or without sound 
effects. Test 1 covers the 1982 'O* 
Grade paper, and as the questions 
are not on the program, the candi-
date needs to have a copy of the 
question paper. All the questions 
may be attempted, or a selected 
section may be concentrated 
upon from Waves, Dynamics, Heat 
and Gasses, Electricity and Mag-
netism, or Electronics and 
Radioactivity. 

The test begins by displaying a 
multiple choice grid on which the 
user enters an answer. The option 
to amend the answer is given, and 
when the answer is confirmed the 
computer immediately checks it. If 
it is correct, the next question 
comes up; if wrong, a hint is given 
and the user is given a second try. 
If this is also incorrect, another hint 
is given, but after the third incor-
rect attempt, the right answer is 
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Not bad at multiplication tables, la Cameron. Ha* ao good, he's 
playing TABLESPEED at full apaad: two seconds a go 

P E C 
:> n 

Cameron gets It right Mechanical energy doea Involve move-
ment. That must moan that Cam (despite Ms nicknameI has no 
mechanical energy on Mondays 

displayed. 
When all the questions have 

been completed, the program 
shows the questions which were 
correctly answered at the first try. 
those which were correct with 
help, and those not correct even 
after three attempts. A score is 
then given based on the following 
system: 
Correct first time 2 marks 
Correct after one hint 1 mark 
Correct after two hints half mark 
The cassette also contains a test-
making program which enables 
the user to set up test data. It is 

possible to enter up to ninety-nine 
questions, split into a number of 
titled sections with two hints 
allowed for each question. Again, 
the questions must be of the multi-
ple-choice type, with four or five 
possible answers. The instructions 
for entering the test questions and 
answers are very clear and easy to 
follow. All in all, this a very useful 
and flexible program, and I'm sorry 
I didn't review it in time for the SCE 
examinations! The package costs 
C8. and versions covering the 'O' 
level syllabus for the JMB and Lon-
don boards are also available. 

COMMENTS 
Control keys: for the tests, you 
choose the option from A to E 
Keyboard play: fast 
Graphics: none 
Use of colour: almost entirely 
black and white 
General rating: an excellent and 
serious revision aid for the 'O' 
Grade student. The test-making' 
option makes this a flexible pac-
kage which is superb value for 
money. 



An Action-Strategy game 
for the fearless 

Can YOU free me 
from the curse? 

I am the Tbadrunner 
and must not fail 

in my quest, if I 
am to regain my 

human form. 

Available from all good software retailers tf it s not there, pie 
order it or in case of difficulty send your crossed cheque/ 

P.O. made out to Ariolasoft U.K. Ltd.. including your own name 
address, to Ariolasoft. P.O. Bo* 461, London NW1 2N0 

Toadrunner Amstrad Disk £14.95 
A m s t r a r l n r S n p r t r n m f a c w i t o f « <»«: 



TOP 30 FOR JULY kV 

M 1) COMMANDO Elite 
2 ^ B O M B J A C K E I i t n 

MAV.I.E. Imagine | 
5(21) SPELLBOUND Mastertronic 
6 H GREEN BERET Imagine 
7(~) BATMAN Ocean 
S( 5) STARQUAKE Bubble Bus 

S B " * * G ^ f f y n e d W W c e ^ w e r t V 

1 2 ( 3 ; EXPLODING FIST Melbourne House 
13 f 4; BACK TO SKOOL Microsphere 

p ^ ^ H Y P E R S P O R T S I m a g i n e ^ ^ ^ ^ J 

15 ; WAY OF THE TIGER Gremlin Graphics 
116 (—) CYBERUN Ultimate I 
17 ( 7) SABOTEUR Durell 

p ^ T ^ S W E E V O ^ ^ O R ^ ^ a r g o y l ^ G a m e s 

19 (—) PING PONG Imagine 
2 Q ^ G Y R O S C O P E MelbourneTious^ 

21 (—) TURBO ESPRIT Durell 
\22(11) ROBIN O' THE WOOD Odif^ 
23 ( 6) FAIRLIGHT The Edge 
24 (12) SPY Vs SPY Beyond 

m m ^ m m 25 (30) LORDS OF MIDNIGHT Beyond . /I 
26 (—>>TAU CETI CRL j j ^ S 

M M • 1 27 (17) HIGHWAY ENCOUNTER Vortex 
28 (23) TOMAHAWK Digital Integration 
29 (19) WINTER GAMES Epyx/US Gold 
30 (—) QUAZATRON Hewsons 

Lots of freebie fun is in store for Phil Martin of Devon who should be spending a lot of time in front of his 
computer as he plays with all the new games he'll be choosing as this month's £40 winner of the Hotline draw. 
Four more ever-so-trendy readers will have sparkly new CRASH hats and T Shirts on the way to them: Matthew 
Payne of Gloucestershire; Robert Graham from London; Michael Cooney who lives in Eire and Christopher 
Prettejohn who's from Cornish Pastie land. 

The CRASH HOTLINE AND ADVENTURE CHART is Britain's 
most important popularity chart — for Spectrum Software, 
at least. The chart depends entirely on your support and we 
need your votes in order to produce the analysis of who's 
playing what. 

Nowadays, there's only ONE WAY to submit your votes — 
and that's by post. Towards the back of the magazine, 

lurking very close to the competition results bit, you'll find a 
couple of coupons that you can use to send us your votes, If 
you're really unkeen on cutting up your magazine, you could 
always use a photocopy, or copy out the details on the forms 
onto a plain piece of paper. 

Whatever you do, get those voting forms in. Every month 
we draw out a total of ten winning forms after the charts , 

T 
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ADVENTURE TOP 30 CHART 

=8&sg33ggg 

V r; LORD OF THE RINGS Melbourne House 
2( 4) FAIRLIGHT The Edge 
3( 8) SPELLBOUND Mastertronic 
4(16) LORDS OF MIDNIGHT Beyond 
5( 3) SWORDS AND 
6( 9) DUN DARACH Gargoyle Games 
7( 5) MARSPORT Gargoyle Games 
8(7 RED MOON Level 9 
9f 2) THE HOBBIT Melbourne House 

10 (15) DOOMDARK'S REVENGE Beyond 

1W6J FOURTH PROTOCOL Century/Hutchinson 
12 ( 7) ROBIN 0 ' THE WOOD Odin 
13 (13) SHADOWFIRE Beyond 
14 (26)1\R NA NOG Gargoyle Games 
15 (20) SHERLOCK Melbourne House 
16 (22) GREMLINS Adventure International 
17 (14) WORM IN PARADISE Level 9 
18(11) FRANKIE Ocean 
19 (29) THEIR FINEST HOUR Century 
20 <28;SPIDERMAN Adventure International 

21 (19) ENIGMA FORCE Beyond 
22 (12) ADRIAN MOLE Level 9/Mozaic 
23 (—) DRAGONTORC Hewsons 
24 (—) OUT OF THE SHADOWS Mizar 
25 (—) EMERALD ISLE Level 9 
26 (—) MINDSHADOW Activision 
27 (—JSUBSUNK Firebird 
28 (—) URBAN UPSTART Richard Shepherd 
29 (18) ROBIN OF SHERWOOD Adventure International 
30 (25) AVALON Hewsons 

Alan Reid from Bonny Scotland—Glasgow to be precise—will be receiving the attentions of Aunt Aggie along 
with forty pounds worth of games software for being the first out of the hat in this month's draw. CRASH hats 
and T Shirts should be soon be basking in the sun, adorning the forms of: David Gorton of Blackburn; Ian 
Bowater of Warley; Adrian Youell, who's a regular hotline contributor hailing from Essex and lastly, but by no 
means leastly, Duncan Hardy — a Norwich lad. 

have been compiled, five for each chart, and prizes go 
whizzing off to the lucky senders of those forms. The first 
form out of the sack of Hotline votes, like the first one to 
come out of the Adventure voting box, wins its sender £40 
worth of software of his or her choice. And a CRASH T Shirt, 
of course. 

The next four voting slips for each chart, that's eight voters 
in all, win a T Shirt and Cap. Don't miss out on your chance to 
win all these goodies for the cost of a 17p stamp and the time 
it takes to put pen and your opinions to paper. CRASH 
HOTLINE and CRASH ADVENTURE TRAIL are what we call 
the giant boxes that your votes go into, and they can be 
reached via PO BOX 10. LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE. SYS 1DB 

J 
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GATHER UP THE POS1 
OWNING A MYSTICAL1 

BETTER 
THAN 

PREMIUM 
BONDS CRASH SMASHES 

This month Guru Denise and Auntie Aggie have been working 
overtime. They've been coining in early in the morning, perform-
ing strange dances and singing weird incantations to the dawn to 
raise the power of the MYSTICAL SUBSCRIBER NUMBER so 
that it may work its magic for those of you who are members of 
the elite group whose names and addresses appear on Guru D's 
computer. 

And their efforts have paid off handsomely. Along with the 
OURNAL OF MYSTICAL AFFAIRS this month, owners of a 
MYSTICAL SUBSCRIBER NUMBER will be able to complete 

a special HOLY TEAR OFF COUPON which allows them to save £2.00 
on Mirrorsoft's latest game, IH IHWf i ^ . A Biggies poster will 
also be included with their copy of this issue of CRASH and if the 
power of the MYSTICAL SUBSCRIBER NUMBER wins 
through, they may well also get a poster from Mikro-Gen — a 
piece of Oli Artwork in the form of an A3 m U M ^ C T . An A3 
luniftt WIK1M poster from Hewson's is on the cards, too. 

And of course there's a special competition in the JOURNAL 
OF MYSTICAL AFFAIRS: the winner is to be treated to a day 
out at CRASH TOWERS. T Shirts and jog suits are on offer as 
prizes an1 all. Isn't it about time you made sure you had the power 
of a MYSTERY SUBSCRIBER NUMBER fighting for you? 
There's some attractive goodies on offer to tempt you. . . . 

S IVY " M y n B o o " to sottjos 
A coaptation pf low CRASH 
spy hSth, mght asset, dim 
MUCH* ALB LtanMft M l * 
for fflJS, M i bp* npnamti t u S M 
Mta i l to M prict, but tor c m * * * 
• M CMl M I M dML I M M ttf 
mnT 

MORE 

"BP 
CRASH BINDER R A F F L E 

» S 3 E S 3 TICKETS 

AmMiMfcOMta taw*1 

^^tssnssni 

"-•^ess 

s a S S s S t a 

a t 

t M M * 

a i s s s c b s s : 

ABU SIMBa 
PROFANATION 

«mt l m taw* h S p * 
Catf a JMmi JaM^MOptavkta 
mart «t M p Jmm, fM tan Ha 
M d • ptwMfct o m . Tta * 
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ITIVE BENEFITS OF 
SUBSCRIBER NUHBEB! 

Guaranteed Biologically inactive! , 

NOT YET A MEMBER OF THE 
ELITE GROUP OF MYSTICAL 
SURSCRIBER NUMRER OWNERS? 
Put things right with a cheque to Guru Denisc and reap the 
benefits of MYSTICAL SUBSCRIBER NUMBER ownership. 
This month, by special arrangement with IWilMIIP 
^ l U l i f C T . people applying for a MYSTICAL SUBSCRIBER 
NUMBER (enclosing the appropriate bribe in the form of a 
cheque made payable to NEWSFIELD LTD) can choose to 
receive a FREE BINDER or a FREE COPY of the CRASH 
SMASH compilation tape or TWO FREE GAMES chosen from 
the selection on this page! 

Not a bad deal, eh folks? Fill in the application form if you are 
tempted, whizz off your cheque or postal order and sit back and 
wait for the power of the MYSTICAL SUBSCRIBER NUMBER 
to start working for you I 

sssssr on Bm nl i or • L t l l [ l l , 

No tiresome stains! 
SSSSsagBs 

MONTY 
ON TOE RUN 

SSSSSSSSSSS 

« n m4 ka ft* *m 

n P u t » * i 2 S 

Saa*. 

J f 
I. " r , ltj » 

P U n J B s ^ v S ^ 

ROCCO 

SSSSP^S^ 
" • a c s B s a s 1 ? 

SAM STOAT 
S A W E M B 

mssssssssm 
ZlitSi w 

m p E m * * * " * * * * " " -

MYSTICAL 
SUBSCRIBER NUMBER 
APPLICATION FORM 

Gosharootie Guru DI I must 
get on the bandwaggon — this 
MYSTICAL SUBSCRIBER 
NUMBER wheeze could 
changc my life. Therefore I 
enclose my £15 seeing as I live 
in the UK (£22.00 if I am a 
European person), and I've 
ticked the boxes below to indi-
cate the pressie I'd like to 
receive. 

Have a chat with that com-
puter thingy you use to keep 
track of the personalised MYS-
TICAL SUBSCRIBER NUM-
BERS and convince it to give 
me one, starting with Issue 
Number: 

I am commonly known as 

And I usually live at 

POSTCODE 

so please send my copies of 
CRASH, JOURNAL OF 
MYSTICAL AFFAIRS and 
freebies to me there. 

Tick two 

ABU SIMBEL/PROFANATION 
METABOLIS 
MONTY ON THE RUN 

"POTTY PIGEON 
OCCO 

ISAM STOAT SAFEBREAKER 
GRUMPY GUMPHREY 

OK lick one 

nCRAl 
LJCRA 

SH SMASHES 
RASH BINDER 

GURU DENISE, HOME OF 
THE MYSTICAL SUB-
SCRIBER NUMBER, PO 

BOX 10, LUDLOW, SHROP-
SHIRE, SY8 1DB 
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STRANGER 
ROADS 
THAN THIS 
The Frontline Forum has been dropped for this issue— 
there's no shortage of letters, but there just isn't the 
space to do them justice. Keep writing in though.. . 
I've been promised a Forum spot for the August issue. 
Meanwhile, there are three interesting games for you 
to have a look at: Theatre Europe has been long in 
arriving but the final version has made it worth the 
wait; Iwo Jima, another title from p*s, means the lion's 

THEATRE EUROPE 
Producer: PSS 
Retail Price: £9.95 
Author: Alan Steel 

Theatre Europe. The very mention 
of the term conjures images of 
CND banners, argumentative 
politicians and a barren, night-
marish wasteland where life as we 
know it has ceased to be. This is 
what this game is about: the grim 
reality of a nuclear holocaust. 
Before those of you with strong 
feelings start to argue the points of 
mixing the horrific consequences 
of war and computer games, the 
object of Theatre Europe is to 
avoid any sort of nuclear confron-
tation — or at least to demonstrate 
how such a conflict could never be 
won. 
The game offers options for a 
single player to take on the com-
puter. a two payer head-to-head 
or a demo version where the com-
puter plays itself. The latter option 
is very interesting and quite 
frightening. If you buy this game I 
strongly recommend you sit down 
and watch what happens! 
Although this is essentially a war 
game it uses a series of screens to 
depict the action in a very atmos-
pheric way. There is also an arcade 
action sequence which may be 
incorporated by shoot em up fans 
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or ignored by serious wargamers. 
If the arcade option is chosen, 

you are asked to select a battle 
once combat is under way. Move 
the cursor over the desired unit, 
and a picture of a plain with a city 
in the background is presented 
with aeroplanes, helicopters and 
tanks moving about. A target cur-
sor is placed under your control in 
similar style to Missile Command 
and this is used to destroy the 
enemy. At the bottom of the 
screen icons depict different kinds 
of weaponry. It's a good feature to 
have, as the process of co-
ordinating your defences 
becomes more complex and logi-
cal. 
Your performance in the arcade 
sequence plays a major part in the 
game, as it is taken into considera-
tion in arriving at a strength factor 
that decides the fate of forces 
elsewhere: doing badly in this 
phase results in severe losses all 
round. 
Once you've decided whether or 
not to take the action screens, the 
forces you would like to command 
need to be chosen, either the War-
saw Pact or NATO. Special units 
are made available to the Warsaw 
Pact: the 1st Airborne Army which 
can be flown directly behind 
enemy lines, and the 1st Amphibi-
ous Army which can move over the 

share of this month's FRONTLINE is given over to the 
Coventry Crew, but the last game, ARousraustorrwARa's 
The Force is perhaps the most interesting. 

Reading the review should give you a clear indica-
tion of my opinion of The Force, but however well this 
game has been designed, it's a good sign generally 
that new ideas are being explored in strategy games. 
I'm not advocating the end of historical simulations (or 
conventional ones for that matter) but a little more var-
iety wouldn't hurt. 

In coventional games, companies have explored 
many kinds of simulation. It would be interesting if a 
software company licensed some of these titles and 
converted them to the Spectrum. For instance, Dark 
Nebula, aow's space exploration and combat game is a 
little long in the tooth now, but It would make a great 
computer game. Somebody wrote in this month and 
suggested the old Steve Jackson Games Ogre and 
GEVas candidates for conversion. I agree entirety. 
There is a massive list of possible game subjects for 
the interested Managing Director. Now all we need is 
an interested M D . . . 

And finally — after last month's suggestion in the 
Forum, I've included a new rating — OPPONENT. This 
is a percentage rating of how good the computer 
opponent is on the basis of a few (hard fought) games. 
On with the reviews . . . 

fl A . T . 0 7 R E B U I L D P H A S E 
DUTCH I CORPS 
A R M . 3 ; 
A I R . 1 L i * 
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flKM 1 
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The conspicuous looking blobs stretching down the mmp are 
blood crsxod Warsaw Poet armies. All the western forces how 
their Arm level displayed end ore peacefully pro-occupied 
performing parachute displays and such. The tension mounts. 

sea to a tactical attack point. 
Next, one of the three levels of play 
must be chosen. Level One plays 
a totally conventional war game 
and, unless provoked, does not 
use the nuclear or chemical 
option, whilst Levels Two and 
Three see the computer using nuc-
lear and chemical options to pre-
vent you winning the game. Level 
three plays a highly intelligent and 
unpredictable game, and nuclear 
escalation on this level is usually 
enormous. 

With the level selected, a detailed 
map of Europe and Western Rus-
sia (including Moscow) is pre-
sented showing mountain ranges, 
capital cities, country borders and 
all the armed forces of both sides. 
It is time to move your units. Place 
the cursor over the desired unit, 
press fire and move the cursor to 
the place where you want the unit 
to end up. You can only move one 
character space at a time and the 
unit moves as soon as you press 
the fire button again. 



Once all unit moves have been 
decided, the attack phase follows. 
This time, position the cursor over 
the enemy unit you wish to attack. 
Any amount of your units can 
attack a single enemy army, but 
once a unit is sent into battle it can-
not be halted until the phase is 
over. 
When the attacking moves have 
been set up. the ENTER key starts 
the fighting. If the action screen 
option has been chosen the com-
puter asks the player to select a 
battle, whereupon the on screen 
action happens. If the action 
screens aren't operational, the 
battle is decided on merits of air 
superiority, supplies and arma-
ment. 
After the battle, units can be rebuilt 
with somewhat scant supplies. 
First, a quantity of armament 
supplies can be issued to the more 
desperate forces using the cursor 
to select units and the fire button 
to indicate the quantity of supplies 
to be allocated. Similarly, air sup-
port supplies may be allocated. 
The rebuilding schedule needs to 
be planned carefully — once a 
supply is sent it cannot be 
reclaimed. 
After rebuilding you move on to the 
air phase. This is to determine how 
to use your air command during 
the next turn. Reserve air units can 
be accessed, but they are very 
limited and have to be used sensi-
bly. Several options for allocating 
air reserves are available, some 
essentia) and some tactical. 
Essential options are air power 
(the most important), counter air 
strikes and reconnaissance. Other 
options include interdiction, 
assault breakers, deep strike and 
iron snake. 
Counter air strikes are attacks on 
enemy airfields and bases; inter-
diction is where planes are sent 
behind enemy lines to attack 
enemy supply and movement net-
works. Care has to be taken when 
using this option since it carries 
the nsk of setting off a retaliatory 
nuclear strike. The other three are. 
respectively, an attack on a single 
unit, a strike into enemy territory, 
and an attack on railways to dis-
able enemy reinforcements. 
The most controversial part of the 
program involves the use of chem-
ical and nuclear weapons. There is 
an option — Special Mission — 
which allows the player to set off a 
strategic chemical or nuclear 
launch. A chemical launch is 
automatically targeted on an 
enemy supply city. A special read-
out gives you the details and 
expected results, and reports on 
the outcome of the attack. This 
mission carries the risk of an 
enemy nuclear response. 
A strategic nuclear attack involves 
some pretty tense moments the 
first few times it's used. When you 
first switch to nuclear mode you 
are given 30 seconds to ring a 
phone number and obtain a spe-
cial authorisation code. This is a 
real number, contactable 24 hours 
a day. 
The code number are gives direct 
control over ail targeting and 
warheads. There are three sepa-
rate settings: Standby, to which 
the game reverts If you decide 
against a launch; Strategic 
Launch, where a single nuclear 
stnke can be targeted ; and finally 
Fire-Plan, a full-scale strike. 

a single nuclear or 
chemical launch is alarmingly sim-
ple. You are given control of a cur-
sor to position over the desired 
target. Press fire and the rest is 
done automatically. 
When under enemy nuclear 
attack, the launch is detected and 
a target cursor follows the prog-
ress of the enemy missile. If your 
Reflex system is operative, your 
forces automatically launch a 
strike of similar size. There is 
nothing you can do but watch the 
targets being destroyed in a sequ-
ence of graphic screens. 
As the game is played, it becomes 
increasingly obvious that the war 
cannot be won with nuclear 
weapons. 
This is a brilliant game which offers 
more than the usual run-of-the-
mill war game via its tense action 
screens and gripping atmosphere. 
The arcade sequences mean that 
arcade players could well become 
interested, and the simplistic 
playability means that novice war 
gamers can get into this with ease. 
Wargame purists might become 
rather bored by the rather superfi-
cial gameplay and the action 
screens, but it's well worth buying 
if you do have an interest in war-
gaming — and the future. 

PRESENTATION 86% 
Attractive and intelligent options, 
neat screen layout 

RULES 87% 
Good for players of any experi-
ence 

PLAYABILITY 81% 
Easy to get into and highly addic-
tive 

GRAPHICS 83% 
Atmospheric and neat 

AUTHENTICITY 89% 
Lacks details but the general flow 
is realistic 

OPPONENT 88% 
The computer takes advantage of 
every weakness 

VALUE FOR MONEY 85% 
Well worth it 

OVERALL 84% 
A thought provoking picture of a 
possible future 

two JIM A 
Producer: PSS 
Retail Price: £7.95 
Author: John Bethell 

This reconstruction of one of the 
bloodiest battles of World War II's 
South Pacific campaign is the 
latest in the Strategic Wargames 
series PSS began with Falklands 
82. It uses a system similar to that 

The player (as there is no two 
player option) must always take 
the side of the American forces, 
with the objective of eliminating all 
the enemy units between turns 32 
and 36 (depending on the difficulty 
level set). The enemy may fortify 
positions, make suicide attacks if 
a unit is about to be wiped out and 
launch air attacks against the car-
rier force bringing reinforcements 
and artillery support to your units. 
As long as the offshore fleet is well 
defended, weather permitting, you 
may launch air strikes against the 
enemy. 

S E f i S C A L M 

Though small, the map In IWO JIMA tma definiteImprovement 
to the onm In FALKLANDS. The black box— are the option and 
Information windows 

of its predecessor with full map 
display at all times, five levels of 
difficulty, phased order sequ-
ences and a game design that fol-
lows the PSS philosophy of 'play-
able' games — games that do not 
take more than a couple of ses-
sions to complete. 
As he did with Falklands, the 
author has willingly sacrificed 
some authenticity for the sake of 
playability. There is logic to this 
move. A detailed simulation of the 
conflict would definitely have 
strained the limits of a Microdrive-
based game, let alone one on cas-
sette. The game still tries to cover 
the battle in reasonable depth, 
however. 
The package is simple, consisting 
of a small cassette case and a 
booklet of instructions. Loading 
takes no more than a couple of 
minutes and once the program is 
in memory, the first of the aesthetic 
improvements to Bethell's game 
system becomes obvious. Every-
thing is menu driven: the player 
only ever needs to use three keys. 
In a wargame, there's no reason 
why this cannot always be the 
case, as the increase in the speed 
of interaction between player and 
computer allows straightforward 
implementation of a strategy. 
All the game functions, from set-
ting the difficulty level to choosing 
a unit to order and the orders 
themselves (Move, Attack, Land, 
Pass) are simply selected from 
information windows and con-
firmed. All relevant information on 
the unit currently selected is also 
displayed in an information win-
dow using an abstract points sys-
tem .Units have an aggression f ac -
tor, defence factor, movement 
factor and a range factor, all of 
which affect combat ability. 

Initially, the player must establish 
a beach head with the first of his 
units (reinforcements arrive 
throughout the game) and there 
are six beaches which may act as 
landing sites. Many of them are 
penned in by minefields and so a 
careful choice must be made as to 
which units land where. There is 
no restriction on the number of 
beaches that may be used, so long 
as units are not stacked in the 
same area. 
That really sums up the game. Get-
ting into Iwo Jima is an extremely 
simple process, no doubt because 
it was designed with beginners tn 
mind. And this brings up the ques-
tion of why PSS include arcade 
sequences on their more' serious' 
games and yet exclude them from 
these introductory efforts. Not that 
I am advocating their use at all — 
but it does seem rather strange. 

MKftOKK n 9* <OJI 1PtCTfc.lV 4 
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There Is some animation in the 
game, however. Air strikes by 
either side are rather crudely 
depicted by a simple aircraft 
silhouette that passes over the 
target area. 
There are faults with the system. 
Air strikes can only be called either 
after an attack by ground forces or 
by a unit that deliberately tries to 
attack whilst out of range. This 
really could have been made nea-
ter. The limited intelligence used in 
the game seems to be affected 
only by proximity and not by ter-
rain. Because the designer has 
decided to make the whole island 
visible during play, the display size 
of the units is very small indeed 
and when several units are in close 
proximity, this can lead to confu-
sion. 

I can see this game appealing to 
those who feel daunted by some 
other companies' more complex 
offerings and would still like to 
venture into the area of wargam-
ing. I must stress that its appeal for 
the more ©xporion c.sd player is 
likely to be very limited. Because 
of the way the author has changed 
historical details in the name of 
playability. anybody looking for an 
accurate means of simulating the 
battle is likely to be very disap-
pointed with this game. 
For all that, the final result is play-
able and PSS are not demanding 
that you break the bank to obtain a 
copy. Someone just looking for a 
way to pass a couple of hours at 
the keyboard without wanting to 
risk a migraine may get something 
from two Jima. For anyone else, 
steer clear. It probably won't be 
worth it. 

PRESENTATION 72% 
Well laid out instructions but the 
map looks slightly crowded 

RULES 67% 
Great for the beginner but apart 
from the historical notes (which 
could have been longer but are still 
welcome), there is little for the 
more demanding player 

PLAYABILITY 68% 
Easy to get into and good; fast 
interaction makes the game a dod-
dle to play. 

GRAPHICS 57% 
A crisp map of Iwo Jima is let down 
by poor unit markers and terrain 
features 

AUTHENTICITY 48% 
Too much has been left out for 
playability's sake for this to be 
considered authentic, but perhaps 
beginners can overlook this 

OPPONENT 41% 
Doesn't put up much of a fight 

VALUE FOR MONEY 59% 
Cheap, but experienced players 
would master the game before 
long. 

OVERALL 60% 
When I first saw this game on the 
Commodore, I didn't like it at all. 
However, its good points have 
grown on me. This percentage has 
been given with the beginner in 
mind. 

THE FORCE 
Producer: Argus Press Software 
Retail Price: £9.95 
Author: Designed by Ron Harris and Paul Clansey, 
programmed by Concept Software 

The Force represents an unusual 
approach to strategy gaming. 
Instead of being a military com-
mander in charge of winning a bat-
tle against an easily identifiable foe 
by the process of eliminating the 
opposition's forces, the player's 
task is to run a town's constabul-
ary. This presents far more of a 
challenge to the player, as the 
police are a peaceful force in a 
generally peaceful society and the 
'enemy' is not easily observable. 
The supposedly typical town of 
Middletown has been created as 
the backdrop for the strategy. It 
has many of the features of a 'typ-
ical' small city, complete with 
urban, suburban and residential 
housing; centres of entertainment; 
industnal estates and the unfortu-
nate but realistic run-down, under-
developed areas. Middletown also 
has its own airport. 

Across the town are four police 
stations. Each has its own particu-
lar equipment and policing style. 
Your job is to effectively control 
and co-ordinate these four sta-
tions with the aim of keeping down 
crime whilst simultaneously creat-
ing a good community atmos-
phere. 

the icon for the type of unit you 
want (foot, motonsed and so on) 
and positioning it over the area 
that needs covering. The diary for 
the week ahead needs to be 
checked while deploying forces. 
Units selected to police the events 
in the diary have to be taken from 
the correct station, day and shift. 
The computer will not allow for 
error here. A message window at 
the bottom of the screen tells you 
how the events go, and tells you of 
any other crimes that happen dur-
ing the week. 
The statistics for the week may be 
examined to help a strategy for the 
coming week to be devised so you 
can try to meet the changing 
requirements of each area of the 
city. At the end of the week a mini-
arcade section puts the player in 
control of the traffic computer. As 
cars and trucks move along a 
perimeter road and venture 
towards the centre of the city, 
everything has to be kept running 
smoothly. The priority on a set of 
lights ts toggled by moving a cur-
sor over them and pressing fire — 
the lights remain green for traffic 
flowing in the selected direction 
until they're changed by the 

Icon* abound In tftte unfriendly looking dlrtrMwtton 
Actually tfm qulto almplo onco you gottho hang of It 

The individual tasks include visits 
by yip's who arrive at the airport, 
meetings of all kinds, marches, 
football matches (the town has an 
aspiring team that is climbing up 
the League, though there has been 
no trouble to date) and traffic con-
trol. Such tasks are incorporated 
into the daily routine of making 
sure there is enough manpower 
available for the day's three shifts 
and, of course, throughout the 
week. 
Gameplay is fairly straightforward, 
as the whole simulation is icon dri-
ven. An overall view of the town 
may be split into any of four more 
localised views, with a police sta-
tion at the centre of each. These 
are shown in pictorial form during 
the deployment of units. They may 
later be viewed as collections of 
colour coded icons which show 
the crime level in the locality. The 
lighter the colour, the higher the 
crime rate in an area. 
Units are deployed by selecting 

player. This part of the game only 
lasts for a minute, so speed and 
accuracy are essential for main-
taining a good traffic flow. After the 
arcade sequence has been played 
through, a message rates your 
performance as Superintendent. 
Whilst ARQUS PRESS have taken an 
original approach to a strategy 
game, there are problems. Three 
manuals are supplied with the 
game — one is a local information 
guide, another is a training manual 
suggesting strategies and 
guidelines for the many problems 
that might arise, and the third man-
ual explains how to interact with 
the computer. None of them are 
particularly good. They constantly 
stress the difficulty of the situation 
but offer little in the way of a cohe-
rent guide to play. Strategies are 
expounded upon in reasonable 
detail, but the actual instructions 
for play are sloppy, unclear and 
incomplete. No proper explana-
tion for the meaning of some of the 

icons appears, for instance. A first-
time player will not get into the 
game very quickly. 
The screen layout is good — it's 
bright. Informative and intelligently 
constructed. The traffic control 
section appears to be an excuse 
to add variety to gameplay without 
any consideration for the internal 
logic of the game. It is supposed to 
represent changes to the prog-
ramming of the traffic computer, 
but even if a Superintendent had 
to be a qualified programmer it is 
unlikely that he would need to 
implement changes in real time. 
Another approach may have been 
better In this case. 
These are however, small niggles. 
The real problem with The Force is 
that there isn't enough game 
there. Whilst it's subtle to have an 
'unseen enemy', what results is 
very abstract play consisting of not 
much more than shoving a few 
icons around a screen. T some-
times felt that It was rather like 
shooting in the dark. Granted, this 
is where the challenge is sup-
posed to lie but it's all too much of 
the same for me. There are no 
logistics to consider, no shape to 
the course of the game and never 
any obvious signs of progress. 
There is no precedent by which to 
judge the authenticity of the game 
and 1 would give ARQUS the benefit 
of the doubt and say that it 
appears to be realistic — senior 
police officers were consulted dur-
ing the design phase. However, it 
must be remembered that the 
simulation is a microcosm of a 
'conflict' that is still going on 
around us. There are no historical 
notes or papers on Policing in the 
Eighties . . . I remember the 
authors who published books 
about the Falklands War before 
the conflict had even been resol-
ved. The real situation In this case 
has not come to its conclusion as 
yet, and consequently, it is rather 
difficult to judge any kind of con-
clusion in the game in terms of 
comparative success or failure. 
You are only left with extremes. I, 
for one, am unsatisfied. 

PRESENTATION 80% 
Good screen layout and attractive 
packaging 

RULES 62% 
Plenty of them, but confusing by 
their omissions in places 

PLAYABILITY 64% 
Hard to get into at first. Simple but 
monotonous later 

GRAPHICS 66% 
Workable and clear but nothing 
outstanding 

AUTHENTICITY 79% 
Hard to judge but certainty flawed 
by the traffic control section 

OPPONENT 78% 
It certainly is challenging 

VALUE FOR MONEY 67% 
About as much as you could ask 
for the game 

OVERALL 68% 
Interesting subject, but the game 
fails to live up to expectations 
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Tq Be bh\\ 
"10 levels of fun make this torture excellent value 
for money. Nova rating. Definitely one of those 
just another go' games. Game of the month 
February" - Computer Gamer 

"The most compulsive game I've ever 
played. If you don't buy it you'll never 
know what you've missed.'' says Gary 
Penn. Zzapl 64. Gold Medal Award. 
97% overall. 
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U S Gold and Newsfield Publications joined forces with our 
Collectors Calendar to create a brighter start, foi your 

1986 and now we're aiming to extend this opportunity 
through the rest of the year to get 1987 off with a real 

Bang!!! 
In the months January to June inclusive, copies of 

2zap, Crash and Amtics will contain a collectors star, 
brill selected games from the U.S. Gold range. Col 

ai from each source, for each month, affix it to 
Hr calendar and you're on your way to a tree, completely 
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free. U.S. Gold title. 
When your calendar is complete, all correct stars in pos-
ition, return it to U.S. Gold, indicating the computer you 
own and enclosing a £1 P.O. Cheque* to cover post 
and packaging. 

On the software scene there are.nobup^e^arj^v. 
than U.S. Gold and Newsfield PublitfSjtewi. ^ ^ 

. . j 

'Made payable to U.S. Cold and returned to US. Co)3 
Limited, Unit 10. Parkway Industrial Centre Honeage 

Street. BIRMINGHAM B7 4LY Tel: 0&-359 8881 
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Following last month's unfair criticism from Graeme Doc Marten Kidd 
concerning the alleged mess in the CRASH office I have made a 
considerable effort to keep things in their rightful place. In fact I am 
now the proud owner of a brand new filing cabinet to stop the 
monthly migration of cassettes from my desk. And anyway, the 
umbrella wasn't broken thanyouverymuch, Graeme. 
Apart from lots of lovely tips to sort through, another exciting 
development during my first month as Girlie Tipster here at CRASH 
Towers was my very first threatening letter. Coo, gosh! And It was 
from another girlie too. Melissa Ravenflame, tipster from cava wrote 
to me, saying In no uncertain terms that unless I back off as rival 
female tipster and sent her copious amounts of champagne there 
would be a shoot out In Ludlow main street Ha! 

For a start off, Melissa deary, Ludlow doesn't have a main street, 
It's too small; and secondly I was rather hoping that the champagne 
would be coming from you to mol and not vice-versa. Anyway I can 
see that you have a point. This Tipping business Isn't big enough for 
the both of us, so I am publicly throwing down the perfumed kid-
leather glove and hereby dare you to a Girlie Challenge, (name your 
field of combat: eyeliners at dawn or a bout of mud wrestling if you 
like). Drag your brazen form to Ludlow and we'll settle the issue 
once and for all. 

As you can see, I've already sorted the bubby out — It's on loan 
from the Victoria Wines shop which lives at the foot of CRASH 
Towers — the loser gets to pay for the bubbly and Best Girlie takes 
it away. 
Anyway enough of this and on to . . . The Tips. Top Tipster this month 
Is Richard Hewison for his tips on Heavy on the Magick. Stand by for 
your £20 worth of Software, Richard Unfortunately, there's no Car-
tographer of the month award this issue, but that doesn't mean you 
dont have to send me any more maps. 

THE PLANETS 
Phil Churchyard has been busy 
again. Apart from the Alien High-
way and Pentagram POKEs he's 
also given us these tips for The 
Planets. 

Here are the codes for some of 
the time capsules: 

Mercury 
Venus 
Earth 
Mars 
Jupiter 

1066 AD 
NEWTON 

LIFE 
EINSTEIN 
PIONEER • • 

To gain access to the onboard 
computer use the password Mar-
tech. ACCESS 5012753 stops the 
meteors shooting at you. I'll be 
passing on the rest of the tips for 
The Planets provided by Mr Chur-
chyard next month. 

ALIEN HIGHWAY 
Phil Churchyard has been POKE-
tng away again this month and has 
sent us these routines to get you 
through Alien Highway with no 
casualties. There are a number of 
versions of the game out there 
apparently, so this set of POKEs 
may not work on your copy. 

10 REM Highway loader 
20 REM Copyright 1986 Phil 
Churchyard 
30 CLEAR 65449 
40RESTORE 
50 LET weight-1 
60 LET tot=0 
70 FOR 1=50000 TO 50119 
80 READ a: LET tot=tot+a* 
weight 
90 LET weight=weight+1 
100 POKE i, a 
110 NEXT! 
120 IF tot<>906716 THEN 
PRINT "ERROR IN 
DATA":BEEP 1,(kSTOP 
130 BORDER 0: IN K 0: PAPER 0: 
CLS 
140 PRINT #1;AT 1,4;"Start 

Allen Highway tape" 
50 RANDOMIZE USR 50000 
000 DATA 33,182,92,1,58 
001 DATA 0, 205,232,25,205 
002 DATA 118,195, 205,118, 
95 
003 DATA 62,221,50,43,95 
004 DATA 33,152,201, 34,44 
006 DATA 95,33,140,195,17 
006 DATA 170, 255,1,59,0 
007 DATA237,176,201,221,33 
006 DATA 0,91,17,17,0 
009 DATA 175,55, 206,86, 5 
010 DATA 221,33, 0,91,33 
011 DATA 203, 92,195,115,8 
012 DATA 62,237,50, 217,252 
013 DATA 33,75,160,34,216 
014 DATA 252, 33,171, 252.17 
015 DATA0,128,1,137,0 
016 DATA 237,176,33,0,126 
017 DATA 34,224,252,33,207 
018 DATA 255,34,38,253,195 
019 DATA217,252,33,221,255 
020 DATA 17,113,255,1,8 
021 DATA0,237,176,195,60 
022 DATA 255,62,201,50,244 
023 DATA 153,195,171,135,0 

9999 STOP 

PENTAGRAM 
Mr Churchyard's name crops up 
yet again. Here's a useful bit of 
code for Pentagram players to key 
in and run before loading their 
game... 

10 REM Pentagram Loader 
20 REM Copyright 1986 Phil 
Churchyard 
30 CLEAR 64999 
40 RESTORE 
50 LET weight=1 

60 LET tot—0 
70 FOR 1=65000 TO 66054 
80 READ a: LET tot-tot+a* 
weight 
90 LET weight-weight+ 1 
100 POKE U 
110 NEXT I 
1201 FtOt0186354 THEN 
PRINT "ERROR IN 
DATA":BEEP 1,0: STOP 
130 BORDER 0: INK 0: PAPER 0: 
CLS 
140 PRINT #;AT 1,6;" Start Pen-
tagram Tape" 
150 RANDOMIZE USR 66000 
1000 DATA 49,256.93,205,252 
1001 DATA 253,206,252,253, 
205 
1002 DATA 252,253,62,201,50 
1003 DATA 253,194,195,0,94 
1004 DATA 221,33,31,254,17 
1005 DATA 17,0,175,56,206 
1006 DATA 86,5,237,91.42 
1007 DATA 254,221,42,44,254 
1008 DATA 122,254,27,32,3 
1009 DATA 221,38,64.62,255 
1010 DATA 56,205,86,5,201 
9999 STOP 

REDHAWK 
Kevin Oliver has a tough time in 
Redhawk. You can make his life a 
bit easier by using these hints sent 
in by R. Hellaby from Sandiacre m 
Notts. 
1) To get a job as a crime reporter, 
go to the Trumpet News office and 
read the sign Ask for 'Mm'. 
2) Get Kevin to wait in the park and 
when the mugger appears "get 
Photo' and then say KWAH'. Hit 
the mugger twice and arrest him 
3) To listen lo the police radio go to 
the library as Redhawk and wail. 
4) To got out ot iail say KWAH' 
5) II you want to search anyone, 
you must do it as Redhawk, not 
Kevin. 
6) The bomb scare at the power 
station is a hoax. 
7) After arresting the mugger take 
the photo to the news office and 
gtve it to the editor. 

Further lips and hints on Redhawk 
would be greatly appreciated. 
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HEAVY ON THE MAGICK 
How To Become A Practicus 
There's not much that Richard 
Hewlson from Luton in Bedford-
shire doesn't know about Heavy 
on the Magick. He must have sent 
in at least four separate letters 
keeping us up to date with his 
progress on the game. For starters 
though, here's the way to upgrade 
your magical skills to become a 
Practicus. 
Starting in the Room of Misery 
(level 2, red) Axil must take the 
Grimoire {that's the book on the 

right, as the book on the left Is in 
fact covered with poison). Go East 
into the Sothic Complex, (level 2. 
yellow). Three consecutive moves 
north takes you into Trollwynd, 
(level 3. green). 
Move east and Blast the troll lurk-
ing there until it is dead. Now move 
SE twice into another part of the 
Sothic Complex, (level 2, yellow) 
and pick up the scroll that is tying 
there. It is a page from the Grimoire 
and adds the CALL spell to your 

magical repertoire. 
Return NW twice then move North 
into the Room of Misery — this 
one's on level 3 and is green. Now 
move NE and you'll find yourself in 
a room with a stalactite growing 
from the ceiling and some nougat 
on the floor. Go SE. Stomp South 
three times and West once and 
Blast this troll until it's dead. Now 
move SE and Blast another Troll, 
Take the scroll it was so posses-
sively guarding. This adds the 
TRANSFUSION spell to your 
Grimoire. 
Now go NW, E. N, N. N, NW. SW 

back into the Room of Misery on 
level three (green). The corpse of 
the Troll you blasted will still be 
there. Go West, then South and 
back into the Sothic Complex, 
(level 2, yellow). 
Move east into Morfang. (level 2, 
cyan). Move East twice more, 
through Secunda Porta, (level 2, 
magenta) to a guarded door. It is 
necessary to CALL Apex the Ogre 
now. He is a friend and should 
never be attacked or,he can turn 
very nasty indeed. Say "APEX, 
DOOR" and he will reply 'The 
word is no word". Say 'DOOR, 

* 
t 
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SILENCE'' and the door will open. 
Go North through the door and 
voUa, you have become a Zelator, 
a second grade magician. The 
punctuation marks should be 
copied exactly when talking to 
Apex, otherwise you get no 
response. 
Now you are ready to be upgraded 
to a Practicus. From Secunda 
Ports (level 2, magenta) re-trace 
your steps to the Troltwynd and 
collect the key. Now re-trace your 
steps even further until you are 
back at the start - the Room of 
Misery, (level 2, red). Now move 

West into the Sothic Complex 
(level 2, yellow) which has a sign 
hanging on the wall. Go south into 
the Rook of Hydra, (level 3. Cyan) 
and then East. Blast the Wyvem 
until it is dead. Now go SW then 
East and say to the fountain 
"WATER, FALL" and it willl Now 
go East twice into the Room of 
Rains. Drop the key on the table to 
the right to open the door. Go 
North Into Tenia (level 1, red) and 
hunt around for the guarded door. 
When you find it say "DOOR. 
LAZA" to make it open. Enter the 
door to become Practicus, a third 

grade magician. 
Robin Groat from Edinburgh has 
come up with a neat tip to bump 
up Axil's stamina, skill and luck 
levels to around 99, making him 
virtually invincible. 
Start the game and pick up the 
Grimoire as usual. Then press 'O' 
for options. When the options 
table comes onto the screen, 
press '5' then any letter followed 
by break. After a moment the word 
'abandoned' appears on the 
screen. Don't Panic, but start the 
game again and repeat the pro-
cess. Every time Axil picks up the 

Grimoire, his skill levels increase. 
Keep picking up the Grimoire and 
saving the position until the level is 
up to 99. When this happens press 
'0 ' and '5' followed by any letter 
and BREAK. 

When the number '6' Is added 
to the options list, press the '6' key 
and re-align the status, putting the 
99 for stamina and the lowest 
number back in skill. Now repeat 
the process again. Keep doing this 
until all three levels are up to 99. 
Now you can start the game for 
real and blast your enemies to your 
heart's content. 
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QUAZATRON TIPS 
Ouazatroa was Smashed last 
month. For anyone who is having 
problems with all the grappling 
and the little tin robots that scuttle 
around the Citadel. Fret no longer 
help is at hand. Steve Turner, who 
wrote Quazatron has very kindly 

sent me these tips and hints , 
which Is everso nice of him. I'm 
going to pass them on, 'cos I'm 
everso nice tool 
Real progress In the game 
depends on a detailed knowledge 
of the weapons, shields, ram 
thrusters, power status and sec-
urity codes of each opponent that 

meets. If you have already 

QUAZATRON REFERENCE CHART 
Along with his lips on Ouazatron, 
Steve Turner has also sent me 
this reference chart for the drotds 
in the game. As you can see, Steve 

has made a start tor you, but filling 
in the chad as you go along should 
help to make playing Quazatron a 
little bit easier 

it the game you will also know 
it after a successful duel the 

Mecknotech you control gets the 
pick of the mechanical leftovers, 
if the game starts on the green or 
white level go Immediately to the 
lift and head upwards, as the easy 
levels of the game are situated at 
the top of the Citadel. However, if 
there is an Epsilon Class robot 
around you should grapple with it 
as soon as possible because suc-
cessful battling wins the droid's 
security devices and provides an 
extra life for KLP2. 
There are many strategies for 
climbing the Oroid social ladder of 
success. Here is a list of Steve's 
personal favourite droids with 

QUAZATRON REFERENCE CHART 
MOID 

A1 
AB 
CI 
02 
C3 

CLASS -
GMffuamcuLnr 

ALPHA 
The Elite Class 

DRIVE UNIT 

Uttraqrav 

ST 
52 
53 
S4 
CS 
B? 
L2_ 
S6 

BETA 
The officers and 
executives 

POWER UNIT 

Cybook: MK2 

WEAPON CHASSIS 

CoralloyMK2 

DEVICES 

B3_ 
B4 
L3_ 
L4 
00_ 
L5 

GAMMA 
The Professionals 

Power Boost 

L6 
85 
B6 
87 
85 
R6 
R7 

DELTA 
The mldae class 

RaxThruster 
Disruptor Shield 

U7 
U8 
U9 
xs 
X9 

The wortdnQ class 

KLP2 
rnmmma^mmm 

He knows his placet 

Linear MK3 
Linear MK2 
Linear MK2 
Linear MK1 
Gravttronlc MK2 
UnearMKi 

Chemifax MK1 
Chemlfax MK1 
Chemlfax MK1 
Chemlfax MK1 None 

None 
None Trlallum MK1 

Duraltte None 

Linear MKi Chemlfax MKI Pulse Laser Duralite 
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which he likes to grapple 
(nuff said , . . ) 
xe MENIAL DRONE Easy to start 
off with, tf defeated you should 
take the fast drive. 
R6 REPAIR ROBOT The best 
Robot In the Epsilon secunty 
class. Take the power unit and the 
drive. 
R5 REPAIR ROBOT Although a 5. 
this is an easy grapple. The sec-
urity class decides the grapple 
difficulty. This is the most impor-
tant droid to save until you need a 
disruptor shield. Grapple with it 
from a higher class of droid so you 
are sure of a shield if there is only 
one around. Once you have the 
shield then you are able to face the 
dreaded disruptor droids on the 
lower levels. 
B7 BATTLE DROID Worth steal-
ing ail its bits rf you can. Try to 
overwhelmingly win the grapple. 
Beware bumping it as it has a Ram 
Thruster that can destroy you 
instantly. With the Ram Thruster 
interfaced you can ram almost 
anything, but watch your power, it 
depletes very quickly. Ramming 
with the Ram Thruster Is a quick 
way to kill the droids which 
ensures that your alert status goes 
up. giving you bonus points every 
second 
00 MEDIC DROID A fast little 
droid. He is the easiest droid from 
which to win a power boost, a very 
handy device indeed. It not only 
adds to any power unit that you 
possess but also makes you a Irttie 
faster. 

The droids which are highest In 
status all have powerful Bits and 
pieces. The points to took out for 
are: 
AUTOCANNON The most power-
ful weapon that can kill droids with 
disruptor shields. But watch the 
DOWGf 
DlSRUPTOR A really useful 
weapon when mopping up smaller 
droids 
CORALLOY MARK 2 CHASSIS 
The Bite chassis. 
ULTRAGRAV DRIVE The sup-
reme drive unit. 
CYBONIC MARK 2 POWER UNIT 
The most powerful power unit. 
DETECTOR able to show levels 
with robots stilt alive. Useful at the 
end of the Citadel. 

Some points are best avoided 
unless you have a specific use for 
them. These are: 
OVERDRIVE Speeds you up but 
is heavy on the power. 
LASER SHIELD Not worth using 
in the first Citadel. The robots are 
more trigger happy later on. 
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KNIGHT TYME 
Last issue I published some tips 
for Knight Tyme on the 128K 
Spectrum so it's only fair that this 
month there should be some for 
the 48K version, as there are differ-
ences between the two games. 
Quite a few complete solutions 
have been sent in already, but here 
are some tips to get Magic Knight 
to the planet Retreat as provided 
by Darren Lee from Birmingham, 
who like all the others claims to be 
the first person to complete the 
entire game! With luck, the full sol-
ution will be printed in the August 
issue. 
First, drop the Gadget X and pick 
up the Mirror. Go to the bridge and 
take the Instant Film from Gordon 
and the McTabiet food from 
Sarab. Cast Fortify Yourself spell. 
Now go to the recreation room and 
pick up the Camera. Give the 
Camera and the Instant Film to 
SE3E. Unwear your Cloak of Invisi-
bility and give it to Gordon for safe 
keeping. Command SE3E to help 
and he will take your picture. Take 
the Photograph from him and read 
it to make sure that the picture Is 
actually of Magic Knight. Now go 
to Derby IV and command him to 
help. Derby IVwill give you a Blank 
ID Card. To get this authorized, go 
to SE3E and take the pot of glue 
from him and have an acc 
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with the glue by pressing Fire 
twice. Now wear the ID Card. Take 
the Advert from Sharon and go to 
the airlock. Drop the Advert under-
neath a pentagonal locker, climb 
onto the Advert and jump up onto 

the locker. F*ick up the Starmap 
and the Pewter Tankard. Give both 
of these to Gordon, Now move the 
ship to Polaris and re-fuel it. Then 
move the ship to Starbase One at 
the slowest speed in order to con-

serve fuel. Get the Advert again 
and go to the Cargo Hold. Get the 
5W Resistor. Give this to Gordon 
and command him to help. If he is 
asleep, fortify him and he will wake 
up. Gordon will now fix the trans-
porter. Get the Advert and teteport 
down to Starbase One. The co-
ordinates are X1 Y2 Z3. Get every-
thing on this planet (this might 
involve wearing certain objects if 
your hands are full). Be careful not 
to drop the Qwark Bomb. Give the 
Pot of Glue to Hectorr and beam 
back to the ship. The co-ordinates 
are XO YO ZO. Now give the Qwark 
Bomb to SE3E. Move the ship to 
Monopole (this is Hooper's 
asteroid). Before beaming down 
wear the Gasmask and the Cloak 
of Invisibility. The planet's co-ordl-
nates are X1 Y8 Z4. In the room 
called This Wav To Hooper, you 
will see a little triangle on the floor. 
Pick this up as it is part of the Gol-
den Sundial. Now go to the room 
with Hooper sitting on his throne. 
Take the Magic Talisman. If he 
wants to keep it fortify him. Also 
pick up the second part of the Gol-
den Sundial. Beam back up to the 
ship and drop the bits of the Gol-
den Sundial and the Magic Talis-
man. Unwear the Gasmask and 
the Cloak of Invisibility. Take the 
Chocolate Heart from Derby IV 
and give it to Sharon. To get the 
last part of the Golden Sundial 
move the Starship to Retreat. 
Don't forget to keep fortifying 
yourself throughout the game or 
else you'll die. If you still can't work 
out the co-ordinates for Retreat 
then I'll give them to you along with 
the rest of the game next morrth. 



I'm feeling in a particularly gener-
ous mood this month. As well bs 
the infinite lives POKE for Turbo 
Esprit, here are some tips for the 

ame as well. These were sent in 
y Ian Eggleton from Reading in 

Berkshire. 
If the message " H it Car closing in" 
appears on the screen, then move 
to the far right (while staying on the 
left hand side of the road) and slow 
down. As soon as the magenta 
coloured car passes you. speed 
up behind it. Chase it at full speed 
until it slows down and then 
smother it in a hail of bullets. This 
should give you about 500 extra 
points. 

At the start of the game try to 
find the armoured car on the map 
and then search it down. Follow it 
at a safe speed until the first drug 
car rendezvous appears. Blast this 
before it has a chance to deliver 
the drugs and then continue after 
the car. Get rid of all four blue drug 
cars in this way. After all these 
have been disposed of, drive up 
beside the red armoured car. Keep 
driving into this until the message, 
"Armoured car submits", 
appears. You have then com-
pleted the game. A few words of 
warning though, from Mr Eggie-
ton: when shooting at cars, fire and 
then immediately slow down. This 
stops you driving into the explo-
sion and catching fire. 

BOUNDER POKE 
Infinite Live* 

Last issue several of us spent 
many hours battling through 
Bounder trying to make a map of 
the game. Our task would have 
been a lot easier if we had posses-
sed these infinite lives POKEs from 
Chris Smith and Jason Bean 
from York. Anyway, here they are 
in all their glory. Type in the first 
block and then when the screen 
looks as though the computer has 
reset, type in the other POKEs. 
You will then find that your little 
yellow tennis ball has suddenly 
become indestructible. 

10 CLEAR 24831 
20 LOAD "bolng" CODE 
30 POKE 61106,183 
40 POKE 61107,17 
50 POKE 61067,163 
60 POKE 61066,17 
70 POKE 61069,0 
60 POKE 61092,224 
90 POKE 61093,255 
100 POKE 61100,191 
110 RANDOMIZE USR 61074 

This loads the main block. The 
computer will pretend to reset — 
DON'T PANIC. Just type in this 
line: 

POKE 36610, 
USR 34600 

0 RANDOMIZE 

SPINDIZZY POKE 
Infinite Time 
Here's a routine from Stuart 
Mitchell ol Knarseborough in 
North Yorkshire to aid you when 
playing Spindizzy. Simply type it in 
and RUN as usual and you get 
infinite time. 

1 REM SPINDIZZY POKES 
5 BORDER 0: PAPER 0: INK 7 
6 CLEM 24631 : POKE 23613 , 
260 
7 PRINT AT 10, 12 ; "PLAY 
TAPE" 

6 DATA 97,110,111,32,106 
9DATA111, 97,100,101,114 
10 LET a$="": FOR n=1 TO 10 
11 READ a: LET a$=a$ • CHRS a 
12 NEXT n: LOAD a$ CODE 
13 POKE 65141,140 
14 POKE 65149,91: LET t=0 
15 DATA 33,96.234.17,196 
16 DATA 200,1,7,0,237 
17 DATA 176.195,0,178 
18 FOR n=23296 TO 23309 
19 READ a : LET t=t+a: POKE 
n,a 
20 NEXTn 
21 IF t< >1572 THEN GO TO 23 
22 RANDOMIZE USR 65118 
23 CLEAR : PRINT "DATA 
ERROR!" 

INCREDIBLE SHRINKING FIREMAN 
POKES 
I asl issue we printed part o( the 
solution lor The Incredible Shrink-
ing Firenvin However, only four 
lives are provided in the game, so 
if you're having trouble avoiding 
the nasties lurking in the rubber 
factory, then here are some 
POKEs from Bernard Blundell 
who lives m Wigan These will give 
Shrunken Sid infinite lives and also 
(if you're really finding the going 
tough) get rid of all the monsters 

10 BORDER 0 : PAPER 0 : INK 7 : 
CLEAR 24999 

20 LOAD " " CODE : POKE 
23336,195 : RANDOMIZE USR 
23296 
30 POKE 60217,167 : REM 
INFINITE LIVES 
40 POKE 59676,0 : R E M NO 
M O N S T E R S 
50 R A N D O M I Z E USR 49605 

You may prefer to play the game 
with Ihe infinite lives POKE work-
ing — if you get rid of the monsters 
the factory seems very empty and 
the game is a bit boring to watch 

Spike Sparkler* pick of 
the hits. Six Super Games 

at only £199 each-
Street Date 16 June 

mwm 
Tbtf youi sleuthing stills against world famous defectives 
They re all there hunting the sippery Sncdgits - dreaJlul 
little creatures who wreak havoc in Lord and Lady 
Snodgers snobsvilk- mumon A must for all bnght spark? 
Amstrad CPC 464 and Spectrum 48K 
Sparkle rating**** 

MAO DOCTOR 
> ferei a chance to create your own monster'No kidding -
all you have to do is collect the bits As f>r Fram 
Blockensprel you grab unsuspecting passers-by and drag 
them back to your lab Gruesvme and dangerous-the 
irate villagers are alter you Crab your gown and gel 
scalpelhng' Commodore 64 Sparkle rating * * »* 

A real stake of a game this' There white horses to lame 
ghostly henchmen to overcome and a nasty Wizard to out 
thmk fiuf the rewards are high - the hand ol a smashing 
pnncess and your very own kingdom ror only £199-they 
must be potty' Commodore 64 
Sparkle rating***** 

KIDNAP 
Sab*: in space' Kkrudd .yv en! alien has kidnapped tiny 
Earthliny. and ,'roren them in suspended animation You 
must rescue Ihem from their tale Bizar/e unknown 
creatures are on guard - you need all your skill to defeat 
them Utterly captivating' Spearum 48X 
Sparkle rating**** 

DANGERMOUSE 
IN DOUBLE TROUBLE 

Help the super rodent overcome Baron Greenback S latest 
ploy The evil viitain s budding an android tiangermouse 
Ybu mu& slop him and defuse the danger The game ts nol 
for the amateur" 
Commodore 64 and Spectrum 48K 
Sparkle rating***** 

Tower of Evil 
Have you ever fought a Baphomet7 Well they are no 
pushover They guard where the Pnnces> is imprisoned 
and have some equally horrendous friends Poor old 
Princess Dtana - locked away in Ihe clutches of Ihe 
Necromancer tbu are her only hope Commodore 16 
tyarkieratmg**** 
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BATMAN POKES 
For anyone who enjoys playing 
OCEAN'S Batman, but is a bit milled 
at being Killed all the time, here's a 
POKE Tor infinite lives and ever-
lasting springy jumps. So now you 
can sproing your way around Bat-
man to your heart's content, 
thanks to Jon from 'Sum Where in 
Leicestershire'. 

10 CLEAR 65535 
20 LET SUM=0 
30 FOR N=64768 TO 64872 
40READ A 
50 POKE N A 
60 LET SUM^SUM + A 
70 NEXT N 
80 IF SUM < > 13441 THEN 
PRINT "ERROR IN 
DATA":STOP 
90 PRINT "START BATMAN 
ORIGINAL" 
100 RANDOMIZE USR 64768 
110 DATA 17,26,6, 221,33,48, 
117,175 
120 DATA 61.55,205,86,5,243, 
48 240 
130 DATA 17, 131, 250, 213, 1, 
48,122,197 
140 DATA 1,52,2,33,98,119,62, 
68 
150 DATA 50, 109, 119, 62, 250, 
50,112,119 
160 DATA 62. 200, 237, 79. 201, 
62,250,50 
170 DATA 142, 250, 62, 177. 50, 
145,250,33 
180 DATA 177,250,17,177,249, 
122,1,38 
190 DATA 0, 237, 176, 50, 202, 
249,50,206 
200 DATA 249, 50, 214, 249, 62, 
201,50,215 
210 DATA 249,206,177,249,33, 
93,253,34 
220 DATA 168,252,195,127,252, 
62,166,50 
230 DATA 136,146,175,50,190, 
143.195,128 
240 DATA 101 

Simply type this program in, type 
RUN and start the Batman tape 
from the beginning. 

TURBO ESPRIT 
Chris (Jetman) Turner (The 
Number 1 Level 42 Fan) ({?)) has 
been at It again. This issue he's 
sent In a routine for OUMD'S Turbo 
Esprit. Type this into your Spec-
trum and you'll miraculously have 
infinite lives. Suddenly the job of 
cleaning up those mean and dirty 
streets becomes a mite easier. 

10 BORDER 0: INK 0: PAPER 0: 
CLEAR 26624: LOAD " " CODE 
16384: PRINT AT 8.0: LOAD "" 
CODE 
20 PRINT AT 8,0; INK 7; BRIGHT 
1; "(1) Input no. of lives"; AT9,0: 
"(2) Infinite lives" 
30 LET IS=INKEYfc IF l$ < > "1" 
AND « < > "2'• THEN GO TO 30 
40 IF B = "1" THEN INPUT 
"LIVES ? (MAX 74) " ; I: POKE 
64250,1 +48 : RANDOMIZE USR 
64837 
50 POKE 29893,0: RANDOMIZE 
USR 64837 

ID — THE FINAL SOLUTION 

Last month I published five of the 
keywords for ID. And as promised, 
here are the rest of the keywords 
in the game, in case any of you are 
completely stuck. Once again 
thanks go to Matthew Musgrove 
of Bracknell In Berkshire and 
Roland Allen from Leamington 
Spa for kindly supplying these tips. 

6) / was drawn from a stone 
Mood: whole Keyword: Arthur. 
7) What a spectacle. Mona 
Mood: curious Keyword: Mona 
Use 
6) I was a strange frvit Mood: 

happy Keyword: apple 
9) I led them a merry dance 
Mood: scrungy Keyword: Pied 
Piper 
10) I was in a pocket Mood: 
neutral Keyword: money 

Before you can start to find out 
ZD's previous identities his trust 
must be built up to around 70%, 
although this varies sometimes. 
The best way to gam ID'S con-
fidence is to define things like love, 
hate and so on. When you do this 
then ID's trust goes up quite 
quickly. 

SPLAT 
The copy of Splat on the Off the 
Hook compilation includes a cheat 
mode. Once you have obtained a 
high score by playing the game 
(200 points or more) enter the 
name 'Ian' and "level ?' appears 
on the screen. 

Key in the number of the level 
you require if you want to resume 
play. 

WAY OF THE TIGER 
Pole Fighting 
Practically every other Playing Tip 
envelope I open has solutions lor 
completing GREMLIN GRAPHICS' Way 
of the Tiger. It makes me wonder* 
there's anyone left who hasn't 
finished the game. Just in case 
though, here's how to get through 
the next section, Pole Fighting. 
Thanks to everyone who wrote m 
and especially to Peter Hsrrsp of 
Chingford in London whose lips 
I'm using this month. 

The Armed Skeleton keep using 
a high jab 
The Ninja keep using high blow 
with an occasional low jab at his 
ankles 
The Dwarf possibly the hardest to 
conquer. Keep doing a low lab and 
a middle jab Other hints for get-
ting through this section are: don't 
jump whatever you do. because 
(he pole is slippery and you will fall 
in the water. Don't worry if you get 
hit, keep attacking with the same 
moves by keeping your fingers on 
the keys and your opponent is 
soon defeated and you can go on 
to the next stage, Sword Fighting. 
which I shall give tips for next 
month. 

STARSTRIKEII CORRECTION 
Oops! The first mistake in my play-
ing tips courtesy of a ZX printer. 
The POHEs for Starstrike II have a 
small mistakette in line 1001. It 
should read 0,0,17,16.39. My 
eyesight was obviously failing me 
after working Into the wee hours in 
the dimly ift vaults of CRASH 
Towers — I mistook a 5 for a 6 on 
the printout. There's also another 
little fault on line 110. There should 
be a hash sign instead of a dollar 
sign. It might make your life easier 
if you leave out LINE 25. too. 

Anyway that's that cleared up. 
Sorry if anyone wasted too much 
time trying to get the routine to 
work. Hopefully these corrections 
will make everything Okay and 
generally ticketty boo as our Doc 
Martened Editor has a habit of say-
ing! The most important thing to 
remember when you're the new 
Tips Minion is always blame inani-
mate objects like a ZX printer for 
any mistakes in the Playing Tips as 
they can't talk back and tell 
everyone how inept you really arel 
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Well, that's about it for another 
month. Hopefully we should 
have more maps and the com-
plete solution to Knight Tyme 
and Heavy On The Magick. I'd 
be particularly interested in tips, 
hints POKEs and maps for 
Ghosts and Goblins, Equinox 
and Jack The Nipper. So keep 
those POKEs and hints rolling in. 
Send them to the usual address: 
HANNAH SMITH (THE ONLY 
GIRLIE TIPSTER) CRASH PLAY-
ING TIPS, PO BOX 10. LUDLOW. 
SHROPSHIRE. SY81DB. 



«, SPECIAL OFFERS 
SPECTRUM/PL US/128K 

INCLUDING INTERFACE 
PI UGS STRAIGHT WO SPECTRUM Pt US 

£14.99 ONLY J- I f . J J POST FREE 
• T O P + TRIGGER FIRE BUTTON 
•AUTOFIRE MODE 
• KEMPSTON COMPATIBLE 
• STABILIZING SUCTION CUPS 
• SPECTRUM OR PLUS • UNBEATABLE OFFER 
SEND FOR INS TANT OESPA TCH 

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH 

SWITCHABLE JOYSTICK 
INTERFACE 

ONLY £9.99 POST FREE 
• ALL THREE SYSTEMS AT THE FLICK OF A SWITCH 
• 'KEMPSTON'—'CURSOR'—'INTERFACE I f 
• ACCEPTS ANY 9 PIN JOYSTICK-INCLUDING 
RAPID FIRE MODELS'SPECIALOFFERM QQSEND\ 

1 1 1d.HU now A Buy with QUICKSHOTII complete for only, 

£19.99\ 

Now you can backup al your Spectrin) Games post FREE 
to Microdrive or Tape. y 
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ROBOTICS b MODEL CONTROL 
Made easy on your Spectrum 

£29.99] 
POST FREE 
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FOOTBALL MANAGEMENT STRATEGY GAMES 
from E & J SOFTWARE 

48K SPECTRUM* 
3 quality football games for Mrlovi enthusiasts. Each game u m i the full available 

memory of your Spectrum or Spectrum + and I* packed with genuine feature*. 

PREMIER LEAGUE 
OUR COMPREHENSIVE AND EXCITING LEAGUE GAME — FEATURES INCUJ0E 
Training, Team Selection, Substitute*. Halt-Time Scores. Fun Squad Detent, Named 
Goal Scorers. Team Styles, Save Game, Financial Problems, 5 Skill Laval*. Transfer 

Market. Injuries, Continuing Seasons, Printer Option. PLUS MANY MOREi 

EUROPEAN TROPHY 
A SUPERB EUROPEAN COMPETITION STYLE GAME WITH THESE FEATURES: Home 
A Away Legs. Away Goal* Count Double. 2 Substitutes Allowed. Extra Time. Penalty 
Shoot-Outs (with sudden death}. Match Injuries. Injury Time. Match Penalties, 5 Skill 
Levels. Pre-Match Reports. Team Selection. Named Goal Scorers. Save Game, Printer 

Option. PLUS MANY MOREI 

• • • SPECIAL FEATURE* * * 
Tfansler your PREMIER LEAGUE wvmtrtg skM Into 

EUROPEAN TROPHY 
Both these games can be played separately or as COMPANION GAMES 

GamesCS.2Seach * * * 
SPECIAL TWIN PRESENTATION PACK OF BOTH GAMES AVAILABLE AT ONLY E9.9S 

and now! WORLD CHAMPIONS 
An exciting World Cup Football Management simulation taking you from the first warm-
up frlendlies through the qualifying stages, lout Matches and onto the finals. LOOK AT 
THESE FEATURES' Sated Team from Squad of 25, Pro-Match Team News, Disciplinary 
Table. Full Results List. Match Suspensions, Change Player or team Name. League 

Tables. 7 Skill Levels. Save Game. Printer Option, PLUS MANY MORE1 

WORLD CHAMPIONS features a superb comprehensive text match simulation includ-
ing the following: Match Timer, Named Goal Scorer*. Goal Times. Corners. Free Kicks, 
Injuries. Bookings, Penalties, Sending Off. Injury Time, Extra Time, Penalty Shoot-Out 

•k ALL THIS AT THE UNBEATABLE VALUE OF £6.96 * 

All gemes now in atock for Immediate despatch - order your 
copies nowl 

FANTASTIC VALUE- ORDER ALL THREE 
GAMES FOR ONLY £15.95 
All prices Include postage end pecking (odd Ct.00 outside UK) Atmll-

t bp moll onter only. 

E SJ SOFTWARE, Room 3, 
37 Westmoor Road, Enfield, Middx, EN3 7LE 

Now you can create Superb Graphics easily with 

the New Lightwriter 
"oZ £14.99 

POST FREE 
Lightpen comes 
complete with 

Interface Et Software 
•JuitphigmtheOetallightwrittrar«ldranc*cles. iQuvrs. rrciangtei. maka 
Superb handdrrmngy p*/»f, IM. erase, choose trhx paper, colours * Save rout 
results into memory '48K land use m anmabon or save onto tape toutem rout 
own games * Atlunctioni selected from screen menu wrh thebghtpen 
• Untwists value 'Nothing mora to buy S E N D N O W A V A I L A B L E FOR I M M E D I A T E D E L I V E R Y 

SoundSanptng Technology. NOWAv&Me 
on yoir Spectrum 

M [ Camptonunri and Software 
® fdQ QQ ***** 
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merits .r*f IwtwrA urmknyiUIr .w^miw 
rsirrt —«* #r*o. M h A <K«f< • iujwMrf tompterv 

SetIWrt » opwafmm MJ» Kfwn 
• IrrqvmrxrtcVfi'*} • ^ tc'P+fr arrt̂ f '/ - »* * 

ruUtf bm ÎKT * W • Thm 4 a 
t ** 0 + ADC itMifwi WWW «ww lilies ij 

• Art-mw* Mm«f4 * rtft 1>WVJ motman^l fot t** 
wi hp a*tw pal *0 »« SiH>'Mj w wmi *fr m> IN* S^vntl 

• » 

HOW ABOUT 
WITH 

SOUND? 
UNBEATABLE 

OFFERS" 

OX BO 

POSTFREE 
Games Ace features: 
l amroa commtwi - JOTSTKK arn»Aa 
x a o T i « n i m j o m a k u o k w o 
R*f w a a i 
PLUS oe iym m SOUND moit TOW 
SMKS ranOUGH TV SHAxn M ) < 

I ONLY £10.99Of complete with 
orti £17.99 0uckSt,°"1 

M i l 
STOCKS LAST 
MULII KAIUflt INIEftfACE 
SPEECH SYNTHESUER & JOYSTICK IN1ERFACE 
• SpcKfe Stntwnni MS) inknMn) vocaMn 
* Jovstidi Interim XmpuH Sfsnml * fejttj the 
Bund i w twei Wn«h TV tpckai" AU IN OW 
UNIT JMUUBtf NO*" 

J 

mi £17.99 nSTfUEl 

USUALLY SAME DAY 
D E S P A T C H ON ALL ORDERS 

SEW CHEQUES P O f TO 
UN ITS 8/9 

FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. 
DEWSBURY ROAD, fonion. A . , IT TTI . n w i ^ n a i C 

24 MR CREDIT 
CARD LINE 

ENSURE YOUR REGULAR 
COPY OF CRASH 
When a magazine is rising in circulation as rapidly as 
CRASH is doing it tends to sell out immediately and you 
may experience difficulty in obtaining your copy every 
month. So the best thing to do is place a regular order with 
your local newsagent, which you can do by handing him 
this form. 

Please place me a regular monthly order for 
CRASH Magazine. 

Name .. 
Address 

To the Newsagent: 
CRASH Magazine is published in the middle of every 
month by Newsfield Ltd, 1-2 King Street, Ludlow, 
Shropshire SYS 1AQ. Tel: 0584 5851, and distributed to the 
newstrade by COMAG (08954 44055). Please check with 
the publishers if you have any difficulties in obtaining 
supply. 
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WINNERS 
128K COMPETITIONS 
As this issue goes to press, the 
deadline for the first two competi-
tions sponsored by NEWSFIELD 
— yes, that's us — expired. So 
here are the names of all the lucky 
people who collected prizes in the 
April and May 128K competitions: 

Martin P Elson of Ash Close, CT6 
7NJ collects the 128K Spectrum 
on offer in the April issue, while ten 
more entrants collect a splendifer-
ous CRASH T Shirt. They are: 

Steven John Reilly, Colonial Road. 
89 5NR; Ian Morta, Uanvair Close, 
SL5 9HX; David G Pestridge. San-
dringham Way. DY5 3JX; Elwin De 
Vries, V Pabstlaan 14, Holland; 
Sarah Corbishley, School Lane. 
CV8 2GU; John Griffen, Buckin-
gham Road, SN3 1JA; Andrew 
Fox, Lake House, YQ17 9QF; G. 

Campbell, Waldo Street, NE29 
6NJ; Paris Nainagolan, Thatchers 
Close, RH6 9LE; Mrs C Moore. 
Hollybank Close, S12 2BN 

The May 128K competition was 
won by Simon Humphrey of Cop-
pice Walk, B90 4HY who collects 
his very own 128K Spectrum, 
while five more winners are due to 
collect a CRASH Hat and CRASH 
T Shirt by way of consolation. Here 
are their names — is yours 
amongst them? 

Roger Chapman, Springfield 
Farm, DL6 3JU; Chris Geggus, 
Ascension Road, RMS 3RT; R. 
Pledge. Stratford Road. CO39 
6AT; D. R. Coleman, Goresbrook 
Road. RM9 6XX; Lee Duffy. Cedar 
Road. S30 5AS 

TURBO ESPRIT COMPETITION 
OUHELL offered a radio controlled 
Porsche as the top prize in their 
Turbo Esprit comp — and they 
kindly sent it to us at CRASH 
Towers. The temptation to open 
up the cardboard box which con-
tained the prize, slot in a couple of 
batteries and have just a LITTLE 
go was almost impossible to 
resist. Fortunately, Franco Frey 
stepped in, seized the carton and 
squirrelled it away somewhere 
safe. So S A Westiand of The 
Avenue, BR4 OEF will soon be sent 
an untouched, brand new radio 
controlled model Porsche. 

The runners up all collect copies 
of Combat Lynx, Turbo Esprit, 
Saboteur and Critical Mass. 

Leo McKibbins, The Readings, 
CM18 7BU; Fraser Campbell, 
Woodbank, LE2 9QP; Aaron 
Huggett, Woodlands Close, 0E2 
5DZ; Andrew Winter, Bamhill 
Square, NN3 5BB; B Doherty. 
Stephenson Walk. CW7 2TD; 
Michael Brammer, Windmill Drive. 
HX3 7DF; David Cole, Wyndhurst. 
TR9 6HW; Peter Cousins, Shirley 
Avenue, CT11 7AU; Nigel Palmer, 
Glenalmond, NR4 6AG; Matthew 
Peskett, St Crispin, P020 8DQ 

TEE VEE TREAT WITH DR WHO 
A certain M Beck from Genefax 
House. S10 3FJ came first in the 
competition sponsored by MIC-
ROPOWER in honour of their game 
Dr Who and the Mines of Terror 
which Is still not quite finished for 
the Spectrum. A visit to the TV 
Studio where the BBC makes Dr 
Who is on the cards for M Beck, 
who should be contacted very 
soon by the Man from NHCROPOWER 
to sort out the details of the visit. 
Twenty runners up also get a Dr 
Who Pack, specially put together 
for the competition. 

DR WHO PACK WINNERS 
Ahmed Bachelani, Valley Drive, 
NW9 9NS; Graeme Hansford, 
Witchurch Avenue. BH18 8LP; 
Gavin Burr. Stratford Road. CV32 
6BQ; Ashley Williams, Dairy 
Ground. 0X17 3QG; Mr S W 

Smith, Rimswell Road, TS19 7LJ; 
S J Zsibrita, Bowood Road, EN3 
7LH; Daniel Watkins, Meadow 
Rise. DY12 1JS; Alistair Granda, 
Kingsley Road, NN2 7BL; Ian 
Hunt, Old Lodge Lane, CR2 4AN; 
Graham Kenny, Elm wood Drive, 
PR1 OXT; C Shepherd, Wimbome 
Close, SE12 8PH; Luke Nation, 
Westward Road, BS13 8DA; 
Glenn McDowell, Ashfiekj House. 
SP2 7EG; D r P C B Page, Beryl 
Road, L43 9RS; Paul Field, 
Garstang Road, PR2 4RY; Mag-
nus Ramaoe, Claremont Gardens, 
G62 6PG: Mark James, 
Crosswood Crescent, EH 14 7LX; 
N. J. Palmer, Glenalmond, NR4 
6AG;, Constantino Hondros, Sint 
Antoniusstraat 27, The Nether-
lands; Paul Barratt, Queen Street, 
S65 2SR 

SORRY GEOFF, SORRY GEOFF! 
Your ever-faithful Minion got in a 
bit of a tizz when it came to writing 
up the MELBOURNE HOUSC competi-
tion for Mugsy's Revenge in the 
May issue. Silly me! I confused 
Geoff Brown {Big Cheese at us 
GOLD et a!) with Geoff Heath (The 
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real Big Cheese at MELBOURNE 
HOUSE). So far no threatening let-
ters have arrived from either Geoff, 
so it looks as if I might have been 
forgiven. Sorry gents! Anyway, fifty 
cunning caption writers collect 
their very own copy of Mugsy's 

Revenge for writing witty words in 
the bubble that popped out of 
Geoff HEATH's mouth on the 
comp page. Here are their names: 

Mark Flay nam, Barnaby Rudge, 
CM1 4YG; Rory McVeigh, Colin-
mill, BT17 OAR; Guy Walters, 
Knotty Green, HP9 1XL; Jim Reid, 
Old Falmouth Rd, TR1 2HN; Mark 
S Rayner, Rosebank Ave, HAO 
2TL; Dereck McCall, Woodlands, 
FK10 3PJ; Peter Ellison, Station 
Rd. CW4 7AU; Kwokwa Lee. Rit-
son St. SA11 2RN; AG Packard. 
Fulmar Rd, RM12 5LL; Adam 
Playford, Cyde Rd West, M20 
8WJ; BS Shimmings, Abbey Drive. 
TN38 8BD; Bryan Hopwood. Wis-
den Rd, Hertfordshire; Chris 
Greenway, Field Close, GU4 7DS; 
Rodney Tregale, Howard Avenue, 
SI2 1LB; James Campbell. Tunell 
Gardens, N11 2AP; Simon Hayes, 
Millbank Ave, BT55 7DQ; Michael 
Bowditch, Goldcroft, BA21 4DA; 
Graham Kenny, Elmswood Drive, 
PR1 OXT; Justin Parker, Buckin-

?ham Gardens, KT8 9TW; Garth 
razor. Church Ave, BT37 OPJ; 

Jeff Prior. Sutlei Road. SE7 7DB; 
James Guise, Charles Ave, LN11 
OBG; Paul Barret, Queen St. S65 
2SR; James Earl, Hamilton Cres-

cent. HA2 9JF; Des O'Connor, 
Audrey Gardens, Middlesex; B 
Kitts. ELgin Park, BS6 6RX; Almas 
Siddiq, Garlorth St, OL9 6NY; 
Matthew Odonoghue, Valley Rd, 
Kent; Ian Knewstubb, Deans 
Meadow, HP4 1RW; Ian Jackson. 
Yarborough Rd. DN34 4DW; 
James Stimson, Merthyr St. CF6 
6LD; Thurstan Hall-Williams, Sud-
bury Hill, HA1 3NH; Pete Pointon, 
Sandwell St. WS13EH; Karl Fews-
ter, Hallgarth Avenue, DN16 1VG; 
David Sullivan. Jesson Rd. WS1 
3AX; Adrian Shakeshady, Watson 
Garth, Y05 7EE; Gary Wedge, 
Newhall St. WS11 1AD; Andrew 
Waldram, Water Lane. DN22 6SZ; 
Derek Alan Tate, Middleton Rd, 
NR31 7PQ; Simon Page. Ormesby 
Rd. NR29 4LA; J Wilkinson. 
Thornton Rd, CA3 4HZ; Sue Han-
more. Queens Rd, P036 8DT; 
Matthew H Smith, Sandringham 
Rd, PR8 2WY; Sean Stephenson. 
Heigh Rd, NE66 3TJ; M 
Stockbridge, Jefferson Rd, ME12 
2PX; Greg Stekemen, Alexandra 
Park Road, N22 4BJ; Nigel Young, 
Central Rd, P016 9AG; Christ-
opher King, Highgate Rd, SK12 
5JL; Justin Brown, Park Rd. NP6 
4EH; Damian Duffy, Pool Hey, L28 
4EP: 

WAY OF THE STALKING DUSTER! 
THE BASIC DUSTER 

as used in the noble art of Jeet-Duster-Do 

SHAFT: blocking, parrying 

HEAD: principal offensive section; 
striking, punching, Spring cleaning 

TIP: gouging, Jabbing, stabbing 

Thus was the martial art invented 
by J Singh of Manor Rd TF1 4PN 
tilled in his entry for MIRRORSOFT'S 
Way of the Pointy Stick competi-
tion — Jeet-Duster-Do, to give the 
art its full oriental title. 

According to Mr Singh, Jeet-
Duster-Do was developed around 
1950 by oppressed peasants as a 
defence against armed aggres-
sors such as milkmen, coalmen 
and rent collectors. Based on the 
manipulation of the Feather Dus-
ter, a variety of fighting moves 
evolved during the Thatcheri 
period as economic hardship 
drove its practitioners under-
ground . . . 

Mr Singh wins a course of mar-
tial arts lessons funded by MIRROR-
SOFT as a result of his winning 
entry. Ten runners up get a twelve 
month subscription to the martial 

arts magazine FIGHTERS, while 
everyone who entered should 
receive a Sai Combat poster i n due 
course (we can't list all YOUR 
names here!) 

POINTY STICK RUNNERS UP 
Stephen and Andrew Barrett, 
Teazel Avenue, B301LZ; WK Rus-
sell, South Beach Rd, Ardrossan, 
KA22 SAX; Jasper Smith, Spey 
View Cottage, Moray, IV32 7NS; 
Kevin Curtin, Elmgrove, Nairn, 
IV12 4SN; Wayne Travis, Willis 
Walk, Tewkesbury. GL20 8RW; 
Steven A Graham, Green Lane, 
CA22 7QB; Jay Sachania, 
Smithergill Court, MK13 7LT; Ka 
Hung Man. Farm Way. WS2 3ST; 
John Hargest, Whitehall PO, GL5 
1EA; Tim Clarke, Highfield Ave, 
CB4 2AL 



Mice one Alan. Yov aboutd moon bo drMng a tint 
rmtekmrt before long—hopo H mommurom up to 
the Hart in your imagination! 

RAINBIRD 
KART COMP 
At last—after all the waiting, NEWS-
HELD and RAINBIRD are pleased 
to be able to announce the names 
of the two lucky people who will 
soon be able to go shopping down 
at ZIP KART with Uncle Tony 
Rainbird. With a £1,000 voucher 
each to spend. Not bad eh? In a 
few years time we might even see 
John Hirst or Afan Myers zoom-
ing round the Formula One circuits 
of the world, who knows . . . Well 
done lads. 

John S.C. Hirst 
Renacres Lane 
L398SO 

ADVENTURE CHART WRITE-IN COUPON 
Please use block capitals and write clearly! 

Name 

Address 

My top five programs are: 

TITLE VOTE OUT OF TEN 

postcode T SHIRT SIZE 

Send your coupon to: CRASH ADVENTURE TRAIL, PO BOX 10. 
LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB 

CRASH HOTLINE WRITE IN COUPON My top five favourite programs in descending order 
Please use block capitals and write clearly! 

Name TITLE 

Address 

PRODUCER 

1 

Postcode 3 

T SHIRT SIZE 
Send your coupon to: CRASH HOTLINE, PO BOX 10, R 
LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB 
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AMEGAGAME! Your Sinclair-June 1986 

A 'Sinclair User* 5 Star Classic 
June 1986 

Visually excellent and highly 
inventive...Kirel is a must. 

Popular Computing Weekly 14th May 1986 

Excellent! Computer & Video Games June 1986 
Addictive products can be bought from all good software 
stockists but in case of difficulty may be obtained direct from 
us by mail order at the prices shown (UK P&P included but 
overseas customers must add £1.50). I Access orders can be telephoned through on (0202) 296404 

KIREL the 3D arcade challenge for the thinking 
player. Seventy mind stretching screens, m 

each one more complex than the previous, but V # 
provtding its own individual challenge. 
£8.95 for the SPECTRUM 

FOOTBALL MANAGER IHOFHA* L MMMAtU* 
Su* in the charts atler lour year* Britain's 
most popular FootbaJ Managmert game ever 
Now available on Amstrad at £8.95 • Attn 
at £9 95 BBC at £8 95 Commodore 64 
.11 £8.95 C16. Plus 4 at £6.95 
Electron a! £8.95 Spectrum at 
£a95 WC 20 plus 16K at £7 95 2X81 a! £7.95 

T-SHIRTS 
II you play Addictive games you must want one of these (the shirt") 
Smalt/Medium/Large or XL • £4.50each 

Udictire 
Post to: Addictive Games • 10 Albert Road • Bournemouth • Dorset BH11BZ 

Kirel £ 
• Football Manager - Machine 
• Addictive T-shirts 
Cheque/Postal Order/Access 
Name 
Address 

TPI 
_ s • a 

a d 



THE DOUBT OF 
RABAK 

CONVERSATIONS 
WITH APEX 

BEFORE THE GATES 
OF WOLFDORP 

SCREEN SHOTS FROM 
THE SPECTRUM VERSION 

MAGOT 
THE PRINCE 

BEWARE OF THE 
WEREWOLF! 

cavv< on the 

o From 

-the G A M E M ASTERS 

GARGOYLE GAMES LTD., 74 KING STREET, DUDLEY, WEST MIDLANDS DY2 8QB 
TeleDhone: fSales^ 0384 238777 (General* 0384 237222 
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INDEPENDENTS' DA YS 
LIVE SINCLAIR BOWS OUT of computing for the 
moment and CRASH magazine announces startlingly 
high circulation figures, higher than any other comput-
ing title. Could there possibly be any connection bet-
ween these two facts? I will endeavour to find out in my 
own inimitable way, concentrating on the notion of 
CRASH being an independent, in a home games world 
dominated by Spectrum computers whose very exis-
tence can only be attnbuted to the dedicated band of 

independents who whole-heartedly backed the machine. 
As I've said before, f have owned at one time or another most of the 

home computers released in the UK. the ZX80 being the only one to 
escape my curiosity and to achieve mass circulation. Of all these com-
puters. the Spectrum holds a special place in my affections. It was this 
computer, in the early days as much as now, which encouraged and 
fostered a wide band of dedicated programmers who were out to 
squeeze every byte of code until it paid dividends. 

All the credit cannot be given to Sinclair himself for the Spectrum 
phenomenon. It often seemed to programmers slaving over a hot heat 
sink that the boffin was determined to wreck the software market by a 
whole catalogue of hotchpotches and own-goals. These were: Interface 
2, the Microdrives, and early (thankfully fruitless) attempts to comer the 
software market for himself, when pronts from hardware were being cut 
to the bone under increasing competition from the UK and America. 

interface 2 was a debacle of the highest ineptitude. For a price, it 
enabled the games player to connect a joystick (something which could 
be done without add-ons to competitor machines) and gave access to a 
glossy catalogue of ROM cartridge releases which only remained impre-
ssive so long as the reader was unaware of a major restriction: they were 
16K programs only. This at a time when the 16K machines were sampling 
their last bytes as they were overtaken by the much more popular 48K 
computers. The irony is that 16K programs take little time to load in any 
case—it is the 48K programs which require the bonus of instant loadi no. 

As it was, the cartridges were a flop. Had they been aimed at 4eK 
machines, the Interface 2 would have been an undoubted success; 
people were certainly prepared to pay an extra £2 for each faster, more 
reliably-loading program. But this was not the only faux pas to this inter-
face, as its purchasers soon discovered to their undying chagrin. In the 
world of games joysticks Sinclair took on the Kempston system with his 
Interface 2 when the Kempston protocol had already become the stan-
dard. By breaking with this standard Sinclair created havoc with prog-
rammers and public alike. Many of the top games deemed the Kempston 
system as the only real must as an option for Joystick control. 

Microdrives are now infamously known as unreliable and infuriatingly 
fickle. The Microdrive tapes wear quickly and are regularly munched up 
by the drive mechanism. More fundamentally, the drives do not offer 
what is implied is their reason for being: they are slow and require several 
revolutions of the tape loop before the drive warms up sufficiently to load 
the program. For those who haven't heard enough, the consequences of 
running out of memory are not good. When a program is too long the 
computer crashes and the Microdrive spins on—wiping everything from 
its tape. It's not hard to see that the Microdrive cannot be put to serious 
use and is a commercial non-starter, explaining the conspicuous lack of 
Microdrive software. 

If all the technical shortcomings of the micro passed largely unnoticed 
by the Spectrum latecomers, the lack of a proper keyboard was plain to 
all and sundry, (n my opinion, the first rubber keyboard was better than 
the later intended improvement. 

Clive Sinclair single-handedly created the mass home computer mar-
ket, and all the above criticism isn't much more than nit-picking in the 
light of his major achievement. The 2X81 first popularised the notion of 

affordable home computing in the UK. Owing to Clive Sinclair's brain-
child, the UK has more computers per capita than any other country in 
the entire world. But of all the good and bad of Sinclair's reign, the one 
thing he did not attempt was publishing his own 'official' magazine, and 
for this he can only be congratulated. Unlike Acorn, Amstrad and Com-
modore who did try, he was alone in letting the independents do what 
they do best —- reporting the facts enthusiastically, without fear or trepi-
dation, and with a desire to do what's best for the entire Sinclair 
phenomenon, and not just the central nominal company. 

What I hope Alan Sugar realises about the company he has taken over 
is the role that independents played in making the Spectrum. The quality 
of their add-ons for the computer was very high and exceptionally good 
value for money. For example, Sinclair could only offer a 30 day waiting 
list and an inflated price for the 16 to 48K upgrade, while small workshops 
performed the service more rapidly and at less cost. 

I think that the Spectrum phenomenon, and the important role of inde-
pendents in the computer's success is not only a lesson for microcom-
puting, but for the whole British economy. 

THE PRICE 
OF MAGIK 
Producer: Level 9 
Price: £9.95 
Authors: M, N & P Austin 
Mainstream adventuring has vari-
ously been described as going 
from strength to strength, with 
many new converts joining the 
flock every month; or going 
through a rough patch marked by 
declining releases at a time when 
arcade and arcade-adventure 
titles are selling in much greater 
numbers. I'll have to lay my cards 
on the table and line up with those 
who think the adventure scene has 
been quiet for some time which 
makes a Level 9 release all the 
more interesting. 

Each successive Level 9 game 
receives tremendous accolades, 
and it would be only reasonable 
for journalists to look for a new 
angle and come to each new 
release with a more critical eye so 
as not to just rubber stamp the 
game and let it pass through as yet 
another sure-fire winner. But the 
truth is, Level 9 would seem 
destined to always produce top 
quality products, and now that 
much of each month's releases 

are composed of cheap, highly 
unoriginal games, a Level 9 game 
stands out a mile as offering a real 
challenge, a deeper, more intricate 
and interesting storyline, and a 
programming competence which 
makes the purchaser feel that he 
or she is actually getting some-
thing for the money asked. 

It's not just the game itself which 
is in a different league, the backup 
to the consumer in the way of this 
excellent hint sheets puts many a 
competitor to shame. Anyone who 
takes adventuring seriously 
should check out the company 
who takes adventuring seriously. 
Level 9 concentrate solely on the 
activity of adventuring, and if you 
haven't played a Level 9 game 
before then The Price of Magik is 
every bit as good as their previous 
releases and will show what 
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I * in the fairgrounds outside LfiTUERIfl, 
and I see here H circus tent. I can go 
North. 

HUHRN TORCH I want 

wvi t o 

HW1RN TORCH I want you to 

you t o FLV OUER TENT 
do t h a t . 

BURN TENT 

adventuring as an entertainment 
medium has to offer. 

But the most important aspect 
of Level 9 is their continuing 
improvements on their own 
superb adventuring system, 
improvements which give adven-
turing some pride in the race to get 
the very most out of the Spectrum. 

Price ofMagik is the follow up to 
Red Moon and so parts of the 
background storyline will have a 
familiar ring to them. Long ago the 
moon was red and shone magic 
onto the Earth, but the sun steadily 
bleached it of all power. While 
some magic still remained, the 
surviving Magicians created the 
red moon crystal of Baskalos as a 
new source of magical power and 
appointed the best of their number 
to watch over it. Under the care of 
a succession of wise guardians, 
the red moon crystal gained 
greatly in power, so that magic 
worked for miles around. Then 

lar struck. 
iyglar was a noble sorcerer 

when he was appointed guardian 
of the crystal, and he cared for it 
faithfully. But, as life passed him 
by, Myglar began to ponder on his 
own mortality. Driven by a crazed 
desperation Myglar channelled 
the magic of the crystal into keep-
ing himself alive. And so it is that 
the red moon fades and with it the 
last magic in the world. This is why 
you have been summoned to 
defeat Myglar and take his place 
as guardian, before all is lost. 

As you might guess from the 
title, this game has you thrown 
deep into the misty world of magic. 
an area of interest covered very 
well In the microgames world, pos-
sibly because most people who've 
had a go at programming consider 
what software houses achieve 
with a Spectrum is magic! At the 
start of the game you know 
nothing of magic, how to wield it, 
or even what use it might be to you, 
but as the game progresses you 
become aware of increasing com-
petence with your new found craft 
as new items and situations are 
encountered. There is a surpris-
ingly high number of spells to 
become familiar with, eighteen we 
are told, and to win the game 
you've got to know them all. 
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As games players familiar with 
Level 9 might expect, this adven-
ture really goes to town on helpful 
advice, prompts and playability. 
The vocabulary is nearly so expan-
sive in its attempts to be as helpful 
as possible that it becomes bewil-
dering — sometimes the 
responses to your attempts are 
almost too clever as the program 
does its level best to keep you 
informed. Things start off simply 
enough with the commonplace 
TAKE SHIELD, and WEAR 
ARMOUR, but you are soon won-
dering at the ingenuity of the prog-
ramming with the likes of 
EXAMINE ALL BUT THE CROSS, 
MANDRAKE AND CANDLE AND 
GO EAST, and, WEREWOLF. GO 
EAST. ATTACK ALL, TAKE ALL 
GO WEST AND DROP ALL — an 
insight into how the game 
develops character interaction 
more than hitherto seen in Level 9 
games. 

Other very useful commands 
include GET and EXAMINE 
EVERYTHING and the ever useful 
AGAIN which repeats the previous 
command. If I understand the 
instructions correctly it Is only on 
the 128 Spectrum where the 
OOPS command can be used to 
step back a long way through the 
game you've played, perhaps to 
alter for the better some of your 
actions. . 

On all Spectrums there is a 
>hlc version of the game with 
concise text and on the other 

side of the tape — an expanded-
text account of the adventure. For 
example, the herb garden, a 
couple of locations to the west of 
the start location, has the following 
description on the text-only ver-
sion, 'You are in a herb garden on 
an insect-infested mound which 
rises through the marsh mist. A 
few stunted plants survive. An exit 
leads east to a woodshed. You can 
see an elder cross, a mandrake 
and some eyebright flowers.', but 
coalesces down to objects and 
exits only on the picture version. 
Because of this, many people are 
likely to want to play the text-only 
version by choice, especially as 
the pictures are simple and not 
particularly awe-inspiring. 

The Price of Magik Is a nigh on 

feet game when compared to 
competitors and, as new Level 

9 releases tend to, represents a 
further improvement on their own 
adventure system, featuring the 
superb type-ahead that allows the 
player to input constantly and at 
all times, in both story background 
and style of play it has many 
similarities with Red Moon where 
the player can wander for a long 
time without having much clue as 
to where the solution of the game 
might be. The number of locations 
which the player can explore with-
out having to solve intractable 
problems further distances this 
game from the old adventures 
where linear solution paths made 
for dull, string-of-problems style 
adventuring. The game really 
begins in earnest when you begin 
to leam how to use the magic 
when some aspects of D&D may 
appear familiar. 

The unexciting loading screen 
made up of text instructions 
deviates from overall excellence {I 
think it might be time to offer the 
player a colourful intro screen, as 
Level 9 are now the only major 
company not to offer one), as does 
a scrolling list of text which, if not 
exactly untidy, is difficult to read. 
Simply separating your input from 
the computer's screen output with 
a blank line would have helped 
enormously. The unaltered Spec-
trum character set Is a little disap-

Girrting too, although I must 
mediately qualify any implied 

criticism by pointing out that yel-
low on black looks so good that it 
would be sufficiently removed 
from the Spectrum black on white 
to satisfy most people. 

The strong points to the game 
are not hard even for the most 
casual of adventurers to find. 
Apart from its astonishing length 
and h. diligent plot, the incredible 
friendliness of the program's 
responses is a particular liking of 
mine, as easy communication with 
an adventure quickly involves the 
player and draws the adventurer 
into the plot. Adventuring once 
more becomes a pleasure and not 
a chore. 

COMMENTS r 
Difficulty: involved 
Graphics: average 
Presentation: good 
Input facility: complex sentences 
Response: fast 
Special features: type-ahead 
General rating: excellent adven-
turing 

Atmosphere 
Vocabulary 
Logic 
Addictive quality 
Overall 

94 
98 
90 
97 
94 

HUMAN TORCH AND 
THE THING 
Producer All American Adventures 
Price £9.95 
Author Scott Adams 
Questprobe 3: Fantastic Four, 
Chapter One is the full title of this 
game which follows those other 
Questprobe superheroes, 
Spiderman and The Hulk. These 
games represent a link up bet-
ween the Inventive genius of the 
Marvel Comics Group, with its 
curious assortment of weird and 
wonderful characters, and the 

cunning and puzzle-minded devi-
ousness of the Scott Adams intel-
lect. 

Whatever might be said of the 
adventure, one thing is certain: the 
theme of the game is totally 
absorbing. Within every young-at-
heart person is a desire to know 
and leam all about superheroes. 
To be a superhero you must pos-
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sess some extraordinary powers. 
With Spiderman it was the ability 
to cast webs and climb along walls 
and ceilings. With Human Torch it 
is the ability to throw flame and fly. 
The detail with which we are told 
of the superheroes' powers is part 
of the style of Questprobe, with 
comments like 'possesses the 
mental ability to control ambient 
heat energy' leading into a 
detailed synopsis of food-to-
energy conversion via Adenosine 
Triphosphate (or ATP for short). 

The Thing is aptly described 
because not only does he have an 
orange, rocky-textured hide, but 
also ne has no apparent neck or 
outer ears. As all other superhero 
creatures. The Thing derives its 
strange powers from a blast of 
radiation whose mutagenic affects 
bestowed superhuman strength 
— to the point where Thing can lift 
85 tons. The Thing's body is able 
to withstand extremes of tempera-
ture from -75 to 800 degrees F for 
up to an hour, and can withstand 
the explosive effects of armour-
piercing bazooka shells against 
his skin without sustaining injury. 

It is with some relief that the player 
finds The Thing's intelligence has 
remained unaffected by the radia-
tion — it would be worrying in the 
extreme to have such awesome 
powers in the hands of a moron! 

The adventure begins in the 
Chief Examiner's office, a charac-
ter who "appears to be a foreg-
round, real-time, high priority task 
running on an unattended Master 
Computer located somewhere in 
an ancient, forbidden museum of 
science on Durgan's planet'. So 
now you know! If you get stuck on 
this first location I would strongly 
recommend a good think on how 
well prepared you are for this 
adventure because it doesn't get 
any easier. It is the sort of adven-
ture which would be difficult even 
with the solution sheet! 

To get over the first hurdle you 
amply have to do the polite thing 
which gets the Examiner talking 
thus: 'In this test you must free 
Alicia Masters from Dr Doom. 
You'll have to master the powers 
of two Marvel Superheroes. You'll 
be able to switch your point of view 
at any time'. The two characters 

he refers to are, of course, Human 
Torch and The Thing. Switching 
between characters involves 
finishing the tine'THING I want you 
to . . . r with the word CHANGE 
which then gives you the line 
HUMAN TORCH I want you to . . . 
* at the bottom of the screen. In 
this way you can switch between 
one and the other at will. 

I'm afraid it doesn't take long 
playing this game before you 
realise how clumsily it has been 
put together. The glaring white 
background of the Questprobe 
series is still there, along with poor 
vocabulary and a linear set of puz-
zles to be solved. But what makes 
this game a little worse than its 
predecessors is its confusing 
responses and untidy display. The 
response of' OK' to everything you 
input is simply nonsense. Early on 
in the game, in the tar pit. I decided 
to swim. The program responds to 
this with *OK', so naturally I 
assume I am swimming out of the 
pit. But no, I'm being sucked down 
and the truth is the program has 
not acknowledged my 'swim' 
instruction. When changing from 
one character to the other say, 
Thing to Torch in the first frame, 
the program does not clear the 
screen and so 'I'm being sucked 
down' remains when it is clear 
Human Torch is outside the tar pit 
and Is not being sucked down. 
Clearing the screen would have 
saved confusion here. 

This is a very unfriendly and 
unresponsive adventure. Meeting 
the Blob provides as good an 
example as any of how the game 
fails to perform. EXAM BLOB gives 
'OK, I see nothing special' while 
SMASH BLOB gives' OK, it's clob-
bering time. I smashed my way 
through the machinery". This curi-
ous stock answer refers to the 
machinery of one of the first prob-
lems in the tar pit. This reply is 
either a joke or a bug and I tend to 
think it's the latter. Questprobe 
has never had the reputation of 
friendliness, featuring challenging 
puzzles and stunning graphics 
instead. Here the pictures are only 
modest and the puzzles are more 
involved and bewildering than 
clever. I can't help thinking Spider-
man was less difficult and had 
more going for it. This third release 
shows little care for what the 
British adventure market wants 
and I think it unlikely that people 
are that interested in mind-boggl-
ingly difficult games constructed 
in such an uncaring fashion. 

COMMENTS 

Atmosphere 
Vocabulary 
Logic 
Addictive quality 
Overall 

SPACE DETECTIVE 
Producer Celerysoft 
Price £2.00 
Author J Sharp 

r 

Difficulty: extremely difficult 
Graphics: quite good but nothing 
to shout about 
Presentation: very average 
Input facility: verb/noun 
Response: fast 
General rating: disappointing 

62 
51 
55 
58 
56 

With a name like Celerysoft these 
guys must have a sense of humour 
(they even enclosed a menu for 
celery au gratin which begins with 
the celery being boiled in a little 
salted water for 20-30 minutes). 

The F19 scout ship hangs limply 
in orbit over the planet Krepton on 
its mission to detect life on the bar-
ren surface (see what I mean, gave 
me a fit of the giggles, I can tell 
you). Yesterday all communica-
tions with the ship ceased and you 
are 'injected' into the back of the 
ship to find out what's up. You 
must return to the Inter-Galactic 
Control Base with the case solved. 
And why must you do these 

| things? Because you are none 
I other than the great SPACE 

DETECTIVE, that's why. 
The crew onboard consists of 

Tobor Xod, captain of the F19, 
Astrid Tarn, scientist, Ojo Ojomoh, 
engineer, and Klepton Kyle, medi-
cal officer. 

The game makes use of the 
Quill, Illustrator and Patch and it is 
The Patch's sound effect (the one 
of the train) that is encountered in 
the engine room NE and NW of the 
start location. 

to have a more imaginative reply 
to the one given. In general, there 
are very few occasions where 
comments are received unless 
they're along the lines of the solu-
tion to the game. When authors do 
not predict and think through how 
a game might be played, atmos-
phere is lost and the player settles 
down to a linear game charac-
terised by a feeling of passive dis-
interest. In the Navigational Room, 
where there is a display screen, 
EXAM SCREE brings out one of 
the drawbacks to The Quilt the 
program assumes you are refer-
ring to something else when it 
comments 'The screwdriver is 
very small but will undo any 
screw". A grill, a little distance 
away, is secured by screws and, 
what do you know, around the 
comer is a screwdriver to deal with 
them. Not so quick though, the grill 
is eight feet up and out of reach. 
But remember, the solution does 
not lie in getting the table or the 
seats! 

Space Detective is a very run-
of-the-mill adventure. Owing to its 
linear plot and solution pathway it 
lacks atmosphere. When a game 
is unresponsive it fails to keep the 
player enthralled. There is little 
story here, just a set of preset 
problems and solutions, which is a 
little disappointing when you con-
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You begin at the rear end of the 
ship where a small light shines on 
the rear airlock. The picture above 
the text rather neatly depicts the 
scene and there's even some 
flashing indicator lights to liven 
things up a bit. To the north, along 
a gleaming white connecting cor-
ridor. is the dining room which has 
a large table, four chairs, and a 
food dispenser which is battered 
and out of action. It is here you get 
your first taste of the unimagina-
tive plot behind this one: both GET 
SEAT and GET TABLE elicit 'You 
cannot do that' with no further 
elaboration. Now, I think it quite 
reasonable to assume the author 
must have expected the player to 
attempt to get these items and it 
wouldn't be expecting too much 

sider storytelling is what adventur-
ing is all about. 

COMMENTS r 

Difficulty: not difficult 
Graphics: average 
Presentation: Spectrum charac-
ter set 
Input facility: vert>/noun 
Response: Quill 
General rating: poor 

Atmosphere 
Vocabulary 
Logic 
Addictive quality 
Overall 

30 
50 
65 
45 
43 
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THE PRISONER 
Producer Stephen Preston 
Price £5.50 
Author Stephen Preston 

You are o u t s i d e your l o c a l pub 
twhich i s to the s o u t h . Y O U can 9 0 
N o r t h , S o u t h , U e s t 
Y O U can see n o t h i n g e l s e 

uhat are you go ing to do? 
•DRINK BEER 
Y O U d r i n k i t s l o w l y . 
As you d r i n k , words s u d d e n l y 
s t a r t a p p e a r i n g on the base or 
the g l a s s . They r e a d , " Y o u have 
Just been poisoned** Oh dear* 

Uh a 1 you go ing do? 

A curious game this one, but I felt I 
must review it as it fares well when 
compared to the heaving mounds 
of poor quality cassettes I receive 
each month. Adventuring, more 
than any other area of games-
playing, seems to attract the prog-
ram yet to be signed up. or worse, 
sold only by mail order with no 
hope of being taken on by one of 
the big boys. Could I take the 
opportunity here to dissuade any-
one thinking of writing an adven-
ture who has not got any original 
ideas to contribute - even with 
humour, the old torch-plank-hole 
adventure with no interactive 
characters just isn't going to get 
anyone interested enough to buy 
it in sufficient numbers to justify 
the time and energy devoted to 
writing it. 

The Prisoner is curious because 
it is put out by a person with no 
company name (no big crime this 
as many adventure houses centre 
around a single programmer). 
Further, LOAD'' "CODE is used to 
load it and, well, that really takes 
me back to the earty days. What is 
unclear is whether the author has 
had express permission to use the 
copyright for the TV senes. Up to a 
year ago, large entertainment 
companies were determined to 
stop unauthorised versions of their 
programs/books being used by 
small computer companies, but 

I ^ e r t i a q s w w t h o v ^ a v o . t w c a c o a 

This game acknowledges the 
copyright without saying whether 
or not it has been granted by ITC 
Entertainments, the owners of The 
Prisoner TV series. The reason 
why I labour this point is because 
of one or two similar games 
appearing over the last year or so 
which have clearly not obtained 
copyright and yet survived 
whereas any transgression by very 
small games in the early days 
tended to be met by a letter wing-
ing its way from some huge Hol-
lywood film company. If large 
companies have decided to turn a 
blind eye to small games which 
digress from standard behaviour 
then this is only sensible as such 
games represent little threat, and 
r? they do, they can always be offi-
cially endorsed! 

The story of The Prisoner goes 
like this. You resign from your job 
in the secret service, but someone 
somewhere doesn't like it. and so 
they put you away (once a spy, 
always a spy?) You are abducted 
and wake up in a strange village 
filled with other people taken out 
of circulation. None have names, 
just numbers. You are Number Six. 
The village has a chairman and he 
is Number Two. His efforts to 
break you are not very successful, 
but then, neither are your attempts 
to escape. But one day the chair-
man hatches a plan to make 

In the village. You go to the nursery 
to see the children. There you find 
a storybook with pictures - a game 
of cricket, a boxing match, a vil-
lage, a plane and a lighthouse. You 
start reading, forming a story from 
the pictures, but beware, Number 
Two is watching. 

The aim of this game (The Girl 
Who Was Death) is to track down a 
mad professor called Schnipps 
whose intent, in best mad scientist 
tradition, is to destroy London with 
a super rocket. The only way you 
can find and stop him is to follow 
his daughter (the girl of the title) to 
his hideout. She tries to kill you at 
every opportunity and can easily 
be recognised as she is tall and 
blonde, and always wears white. 
When you reach the hideout you 
have to find the rocket which is dis-
guised as something rather pecul-
iar and your task here is to deacti-
vate it. There is a time limit of half 
an hour to complete parts One and 
Two of the game. When the time 
runs out, Schnipps launches his 
rocket and your mission fails. 

You begin with a game of cric-
ket. An agent who had followed 
this trail before you was on the trail 
of Schnlpp's daughter but, whilst 
playing a game of cricket for the 
local team, he was suddenly killed 
by an exploding cricket ball, pre-
sumably swapped when the last 
Six was scored. This is your only 
lead. You start play with a game of 
cricket to try and find out exactly 
what happened. 

It's a pleasantly warm day on the 
cricket pitch. Birds twitter above 
and the opposition has clocked up 
99 runs (shown on the picture) 
And.. . you're holding a ball whict" 
is a bomb. Hmmm, I'll leave you to 

work out what is the best course of 
action here! If you choose the 
unfortunate combination THROW 
BOMB, you are still blown up as it 
reports No time tor that! The ball 
you were carrying has exploded'. 
This is the first of many examples 
of narrow, unfriendly vocabulary 
as the next step, GET BAT, is 
refused with preference going to 
TAKE BAT. Game play is very 
unhelpful a little further on when 
you attempt to pick up a photo and 
are unable to as you are already 
carrying too much — a bat, a 
watch and an umbrella! The idea 
of carrying a watch in this sense is 
illogical. 

The Girl Who Was Death is a 
very professional looking piece of 
software. The pictures at the top 
of the screen are very good (as is 
the loading screen) and the rede-
signed character set is most 
pleasant and readable. Both the 
theme and content are very 
interesting and absorbing for the 
player. 

COMMENTS 

Difficulty: not overly difficult 
Graphics: good 
Presentation: very good 
Input facility: verb/noun 
Response: fast 
General rating: good 

Atmosphere 
Vocabulary 
Logic 
Addictive Quality 
Overall 

r 

85 
52 
65 
8 0 
78 

man natcnes a plan to make you contents. Presumably the proq-

SEABASE DELTA 
Producer Firebird 
Price £1.99 
Authors C Liddle 
& P Torrance 

If I give you the story for this one 
you might just twig what it is a fol-
low up to. You are Ed Lines the 
famous reporter who has sent the 
"SUBSUNK* message from the 
stranded submarine Sea Lion, only 
to have it intercepted by enemy 
agents. The agents use a mysteri-
ous magnetic force to draw the 
sub into Seabase Delta. You must 
unravel the secrets held In the 
base then locate a mini-sub and 
make good your escape. 

You begin in a large tubular 
walkway (with a picture which 
looks (ike a large pencil) and 
through its transparent walls you 
can see the murky depths of the 
ocean. As is so often the case in 
adventures there is a dead body. 
By the body is a briefcase which 
mysteriously has to be re-picked 
up if it is opened to examine its 
contents. Presumably the proq-

doesn't reveal anything in the first 
instance but does give a useful 
prompt to action — always a good 
sign of a helpful proQrnm What 
ITN'L ON KALNA ,/ M . , » - -



Hospital&Services 

EASTANGLIA 
R. A. ELECTRONICS 

133 London Road South, 
Lowestoft, Suffolk 

710502 66289 
Spectrum repairs 
£17 fully inclusive 

Keyboard £12 

EAST MIDLANDS I SOUTH WEST/ WALES 

Main Street, Farcet, 
Peterborough PF7 30B 

T?(0733)241718 
New. tow flxed prices: Spectrum £17, M/dnve 

£18, Wacel £18. ZX Printer £18. 
Atl inc + RP £180 

TECHNICOM SERVICES 
{Souttl West) {New address) 

Unit 5, Transom House, Victoria 
Street, Bristol B51 6AH, 

SWlnscombe (093 484) 3460 
Sinclair repair specialists. £12.50 (inc VAT) + 

parts and P&P 3 months guarantee. 

SCOTLAND 
MICRO SERV 

95 DeenfykesVlew, Westfletd bid. 
Area, Cumbernauld 668 9HN 

8 02367 37110 
Repairs to a* Sinclair range, inc Interlace. 
Microdrive, monitors 3 month warranty. 

Free estimates 

THETFORD MICROS 
Unit 4, leyland Close, Hson Ind 

Est, Thetford, Norfolk 
8(0*42)65859 

Repairs to all Sinclair computer products. 3 
months warranty 
E15 + VAT.P&P 

MCE SERVICES 
33 Albert Street 
Mansfield, Notts 

8 Mansfield (0623) 31202 
Rxed charge repairs to all home computers, doc 

drives, monitors and printers. 
3 month guarantee. 

CAPITAL COMPUTER SERVICES 
Unit K2, Cardiff Workshops, Lewis 
Rd, East Moors, Cardiff CF1 5EG 

8 Cardiff (0222) 461801 
Spectrum repairs £17 fully Inc. 3 month 

warranty, fast and reliable service 

M. P. ELECTRONIC SERVICES 
The Laurels, Wending, Dereham, 

Norfolk NR19 2LZ 
8 Dereham (0362) 87327 

6 month guarantee on whole computer - repair 
or overhaul Free post service 

DIMENSION COMPUTERS LTD 
27-29 High Street 
Leicester LEI 4FP 

8 (0533) 57479/57470/21874 
Spectrum repairs for less than £25.00 

6 months warranty 
Telephone diagnostic service available 

MICRO FARE 
296 Gloucester Road 

HorfleM, Bristol 
8 0272 46575 
Spectrums repaired 

for £19 — 
or less 

LONDON/SOUTH EAST 
CHIUERN COMPUTER CENTRE 

98/100 High town Road 
Luton, Bedfordshire 

8 (0582) 455684 
Spectmm repaKsE 18.00.3 month warranty Full 

range ot computer repairs, inc peripherals 
Fast, reliable sendee 

GAZTEK COMPUTERS 
4 SheHhanger Road, Diss, Norfolk 

IP22 3EH 
8 Diss (0379) 52327 

Stockists of Commodore. Sinclair and Amstrad 
computer. 

All repairs earned out quKfcly 

FIRST BYTE COMPUTERS 
10 Main Centre, London Road, 

Derby DEI 2PE 
•E? Derby (0332) 365280 

Fixed poce repairs - software, peripherals and 
accessories 

DertryS leading computer store. 

ONE STEP BEYOND LTD 
11a Castle Meadow 
Norwich NR1 3DE 
8 (0603)663796 

Repairs of most computers and accessories. 
Large range ol software and peripherals. 

ZEDEM COMPUTERS LTD 
2 Kimbotton Road 
Bedford MK40 2NR 
8 (0234) 213645 

SpecUum repairs £19.95 + P4R 48 hr 
turnaround. 3 month warranty Free estimates. 

Also BSC. CM. Amstrad 

NORTH EAST 
MICRO POWER LTD 

North wood House, North Street, 
Leeds LS7 2AA 

8(0532)458800 
Repairs * 

16K and 48K Spectrum 
Repair Centre 

WEST MIDLANDS 
QUANTUM 

33 City Arcade, Coventry, 
Warwickshire CV1 3HX 

8 Coventry (0203) 24632 
Wfe service aH Sinclair computer products. ZX81. 

Spectrum. Spectrum Plus, Interface 1, 
Microdrive, etc 

BULL RING COMPUTERS LTD 
1 Waterloo Terrace 

Bridgnorth WV16 4EG 
8 Bridgnorth (074 62) 66839 

Bui Ring Computers sell hardware, software, 
accessories, and do repairs 

MICRO CfTY 
1A Queens Road 

Nuneaton 
8 (0203)382049 

Specialist Spectrum repairs £19.00 inc parts, 
labour and P&P 

Enclose payment with Spectrum 

NORTH WEST 
4MAT COMPUTING LTD 

67 Margate, Preston, Lancashire 
PR12AT 

8 0772 561952 
Maintenance and repair or Computers. Monitors. 

Disc Drives and Printers 

H. S. COMPUTER SERVICES 
Unit 2, The Orchard, Warion, 

Preston, Lancashire PR41BE 
8 (0772) 632686 

Repairs £14.95 fully inc; 24 hrs turn-round. 3 
month guarantee 
Why pay more? 

MICRQTRIX 
24 Great Moor Street, 

Bolton BL11NP 
8 Bolton (0204) 398176 

Repairs on all Sincla* products 
2 month guarantee 

Free poster 

MANCOMP LTD 
Unit 5 Levenshulme Trading Est, 
Printworks Lane, Manchester 

M19 3JP.8 061-224 1888 
Spectrum repairs - between £9 and £20.3 

months warranty. Open 9am-7pm, Mon-Sat 
Whtle-u-wart service. 

I. T. WESTERN ELECTRONICS 
Unit S2A ft S3, Avonslde Enter-
prise Park, Newbroughton Rd, 

Melksham, Wilts. 80225 705017 
Repairs: Spectrum/Plus £15.50. keyboard 

£8.30 interface & Microdrive £1700 each All 
fully Inclusive. Callers welcome 

NORTH DEVON MICRO CENTRE 
(TTeC) Lynton House, Castle St, 

Barnstaple, North Devon 
8(0271)44260 

Spectrum repairs £19.95 Inc return P W Fast 
tumround, 3 month warranty. Phone tor quote 

BSC. C8M 64. Amstrad 

SCREEN SCENE 
144 St George's Road 

Cheltenham, Glos GL50 3 a 
8 Cheltenham (0242) 528979 
Repairs for all Sinclair Computer Products 

Immediate quotation. 3 months warranty Sales 
Service 

SUREDATA COMPUTER SERVICES 
45 Wychwood Avenue 
Edgware, Middlesex 

801-951 0124 
3 month guarantee (parts, labour) on Spectium, 

QL, B8C and Commodore 

VIC ODDENS 
6 London Bridge Walk 

London SE1 
8 01-403 1988 

3 month warranty on all repairs 

GATWICK COMPUTERS 
62 The Boulevard 
Crawley, Sussex 

8 (0293) 26240/37842 
3 month warranty on atl repairs. 

Superior service 

For details of advertising in this 
section, contact Nick Wild on 
(0684) 4603 or write to him at 

Newsfield Publications, 
1/2 King Street Ludlow, 
Shropshire, SY81DB 
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see something!'. It would have 
been courteous to allow the player 
to press a button to skip over this 
delay; as it is, the game slows and 
the player becomes bored and irri-
tated. Overall the game has a slug-
gish feel, what with its slowly-
drawn graphics, but this must be 
taken as just one of the drawbacks 
inherent in a £1.99 adventure. 

In the briefcase are documents, 
one of which is a telex message 
which runs like this,' We have cap-
tured another sub but all other per-
sonnel have had to evacuate the 
base due to a wildfire epidemic. I 
have managed to arrest the 
symptoms of the virus but I am still 
very ill. I have left the computer in 
control of the base in case I do not 
survive. The missile targeted on 
the British base will launch as 
planned'. If you've been following 
the story up to now you'll realise 
this is an enemy message and so it 
looks as if Ed Li nes also nas to deal 
with the enemy computer and stop 
the launch of the missile. 

To the east of the first location is 
a food farm with a really messy 
floor, covered in very slippy sea-
weed, whose slimy composition 
has you sliding right round the 
place. You whizz past the table too 
fast to quite make out what object 
lies upon it. To the south is a metal-
lic platform in a large dome which 
turns out to be a futuristic tube sta-
tion with a tube car which can whip 
you off to many small locations 
strung out down the line. At each 
of these tube stops only one or two 
tasks have to be performed and. 
say. one item picked up. This area, 
for me, was one of the few boring 
ones; the constant need to fasten 
and unfasten the seat belt became 
irksome very quickly. 

Seabase Delta is another good 
cheapie from the authors of Sub-
sunk. As with that game, some of 
the pictures are rudimentary while 
others, especial ly some of the later 
ones, are quite evocative. The 
game is well-designed and has 
had a fair amount of imagination 
pumped into it. There are plenty of 
problems and a good number of 
objects to collect. In contrast to 
Subsunk this game has a very 
friendly vocabulary; getting things 
done is straightforward and there 
is space for witty comments: GET 
TORCH gives 'Well, every adven-
ture's got to have one Of these 
hasn't it?'. Seabase merrily flows 
along and can't be bad at the ask-
ing price. 

COMMENTS 

Difficulty: moderate 
Graphics: good in places 
Presentation: average 
Input facility: v/n 
Response: Quill 
General rating: good 

Atmosphere 68 
Vocabulary 80 
Logic 76 
Addictive quality 75 
Overall 74 
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Andrew Jacob law from Cottln-
gham, North Humberslde 
makes 

" Please could you tell me how 
to get past, or destroy, the tank 
in ESPIONAGE ISLAND? " 

In control hut TXJUDI 
TXJUDI, F, SFNPWF MJHIU, 
JOTFSU FYOMPTJWF, X, 
TXJUDI TXJUDI. 

Ian Macmlllan of Sheffield la 
hawing difficulty finishing 
quite a few adventures and 
ask a for help on the following: 

VELNOR'S LAIR 
1) How do I kill Velnor? {For a 
friend) 
2) How can I find the oars — 
where are they? 
3) Is it worth crossing the 
crocs? Is there something I 
need? 

GREMLINS 
1) How do I blow up the build-
ing? What do I use? 

SPIDERMAN 
1) How do I stop/start the pres-
ses? 

SHERLOCK 
1) How do I explain to Lestrade 
about the sale of plans? (For a 
friend) 
2) How do I get there? (For me) 

Velnor can be killed In the 
seme way am other denlxens 
of the caves — by combat, 
magic or use of the wand. 
Being Invisible will greatly 

Increase your chance of suc-
cess. The oars are In a fungi 
mound In the Troll room. AS 
for the crocs river, It Is neces-
sary to cross It at some stage, 
aa Ifelnor's lair lies In that 
direction. 

To blow up the building In 
oatMUMS you must first cut up 
the mailbox Into metal plates 
— for this you need the weld-
ing equipment Now, using 
the plates weld up all the 
vents except one. When the 
Gremlins appear use the cam-
era and they will flee Into the 
open vent Now weld this one 
shut and seal them In. Now 
return to the counter, plug In 
the drill and drill a hole In the 
metal plate. Now cut the plas-
tic pipe from Tavern and Join 
It to the pipe from the bottle. 
Insert the pipe Into the hole 
and open the valve. Light the 
torch and get out! 

To start the presses In 
SPIDKRMAM, go to the computer 

w 

A A ' ^ 

room, TUBSU DPNQVUFS, 
UZQFSVO. 

To Inform Leatrade of the 
sale of the plans In SMMHLOCK 
go to Scotland Yard and say to 
Lestrade " Basil haa plans " 
then say " Sale location In Old 
Mill Road ". A fter this Just fol-
low Lestrade. 

N. A Garbett from Sutton Col-
dfield Is still searching for his 
own Identity In mmosHAOOw 
and asks: 
1) How do you kill Jarad in room 
207? 
2) How do you gat the parch-
ment without dying? 
3) What is the shell used for?" 

To kill Jarad you will need the 
gun. To get the parchment, 
simply duck when you hear 
the whirring noise. The shell 
can be used as a spade. 

Stephen Unaiun In Manchester 
Is sick of being run down by 
omtuMS and asks for help In 
dismantling the snow plough. 

You need the welding torch to 
weld the controls. 

Giants are causing problems 
for Jason Keyse of Warley, West 
Midlands In wuNMium. 

Run when they chase you, 
they may be vulnerable when 
on the bridgeI 

^ r f ^ r ' 
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Gavin Stiamrtt from Manchester 
writes: 

" tn MAFIA CONTRACT how do you 
kill Vlncetti after you've blown 
the door down? (By that time I 
have run out of bullets.) " 

You should kill Vlncetti with 
the gun; try conserving bul-
lets somewhere else. 

6. Zabal of Mil ford Haven Is hav-
ing difficulty with soaceata or 
ctAYMoae CASTLM and asks: 

1) How do I open the crate? 
2) Where do I find the towel? 
3) How do I pass the pool in the 
drain? 

I don t think the crate can be 
opened although I must admit 
that I haven t progressed far 
In this game. You find the 
towel In the moat ENTER 
MOAT, HOLD BREATH, SWIM 
DOWN, SWIM DOWN, QET 
TOWEL, SWIM EAST. U. 

C m ^ r i m Corner"! 
j It's eas^bo speak Brewster.' I 

! ENGLISH ; Z R S C P E F & H I J K L \ 
Igtewyrc* HBcg&PGni3*t>* / 
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YOU AND THE ENEMY- ONLY ONE OF YOU WILL SURVIVE 

ondfull 
Ground 
protected by massive air cover. 

You ore the last fightei 
"Are you good enough tooe called on ACE? 

You are the last fighter pilot. Your country turns to you and asks ... ttfi • . n r . . ' ' 

JHE • ULTIMATE • COMBAT • JET • SIMULATOff^ 

— r . . . , — , , , — 

IIy armed. A vast invasion fleet is anchored just off your shores. 
Ground forces have come ashore and are advancing on your positions 

vv.-: 

m s s i L C 
MMIOED 

K M s n ra :  
BTW1 a A 

featuring tanks, helicopters, 
hills, trees, ships and a totally unique 
refuelling tequence ACE is the 
fastest, most exciting air combat 

s gome available. With twin flying 
mode (using two joysticks) you 
can fly and fight with your ^ k 
friena a s weapons man. 

R 

mode (usinq two joysticks) you y ^ V I ' ' • l O S . CoKodtGomwW., 
can fly and fight with your ^MrTISr 
Friend as weapons man. ^ ^ ^ l U k ^ J ^ l f c k . E l d 

ACE — THERE IS ^C A S C A D E J- TelX. 
N O OTHER GAME LIKE ITI \ - „ - „ M (0423)50*663 

O M W W . O L»BNDV)C70*>W<<JNAROUND<AI»OT 





could otherwise have been writ-
ten text-only. This Includes older 
games such as: The Wrath of 
Magra, Eye of Bain. 

Those where the Illustrations 
sometimes give important < 
clues. Unfortunately, this oppor-
tunity tor constructive use of pic-
tures is rarely taken— lean only 
think of two such games: Ken-
title, Valkyrie 17. 

Also Included here Is the ever-
increasing type of game where 
the Illustrations are there to 
make up for the shortage of text 
(caused by the inclusion of the 
Illustrations). Sometimes this 
succeeds In enhancing the 
atmosphere: Ashkeron, 
Touchstones of Rhlannon, War-
lord. 

Sometimes It falls: The Hob-
bit, Bed Moon. 

And sometimes nobody 
would notice If the pictures were 
accidentally left out: Lord of the 
Rings. 

The sixth (and final) group Is 
formed by games which I would 
describe ss graphical adven-
tures, and the grouping covers 
the area of disagreement as to 
what constitutes an adventure. 
This Includes older games 
where the graphics were possi-
bly not much more than an (en-
joyable) gimmick, such as: Val-
halla, Crusoe, King Arthur's 
Quest, together with more 
recent games where the 
graphics are vttalty important to 
the game concept, text Input 
often being totally dispensed 
with, but all the problems are in 
the true adventure vein. This 
section Includes: 77r rta Nog, 

; 
* 

Ma/sport, Runes of Zondos, 
That's the Spirit, Riddler's Den, 
Spellbound. 

And the game which takes the 
concept of the true animated 
graphical adventure to a new 
peak, the brilliant: Heavy on the 
Magick. 

One reason I think some 
people are averse to consider-
ing games like Spellbound and 
Riddler's Den to be adventures 
is that adventurers take them-
selves too seriously. They dont 
mind admitting to paying en 
adventure where they are 
•Morthrak the Wise battling the 
minions of the Great Dark One in 
the Shadow Lands', but don't 
think it can be proper adventure 
if you have to be a short, fet 
knight with big feet, or an extra-
galactic aardvarkl 

I would be interested to hear 
your opinions on this subject, as 
I feel sure that some of the 
games I have listed as graphical 
adventures would not have been 
included for consideration for 
review in your column. I'd also 
be interested to read the views 
of other readers. 

Jm Grirnwood, London £16 

AN IDEAL FORMULA 
Dear Derek ¥ 

I am writing to you concerning 
the state of adventures. 

In the beginning there was the 
text-only adventure; then came A 
graphics. At first graphics were 
poor and slow to appear but f A 
gradually they got faster. Later V T ^ 
there was landscaping.' Wow', 
everyone said, 'instant 3D 
graphics'. So everyone rushed 
out to buy the game (including adve 
me). Once they had actually Text 

Thin month'* £20 of software 
goes to MM GR1MWOOC for hi a 
claa»tflc*tlon of adventure*. 

DB 

played it, they realised it was 
boring and that you had to sit 
around for about ten minutes for 
day to break. 

Did no one realise that this is 
not an adventure, this is a 
strategy game! I think the 
reviewers were all carried away 
with the graphics. After that 
came icon-driven games like 
Fourth Protocol, which is a very 
enjoyable game but I wouldn't 
call it a true adventure. 

I have a wide range of adven-
tures, and the ones I enjoy most 
are the graphic adventures, not 
the icon-driven games nor the 
landscaping games. Why? 
Because I class the graphic 

adventures as real adventures. 
Text adventures are usually 
good as well, except the budget 
priced ones. 

Instead of worrying about the 
state of art, comp.mios should 
make games with large voc-
abularies, original plots, artifi-
cial intelligence where possible, 
long descriptions for locations 
and, if a game has graphics, they 
should be worth looking at and 
H possible follow the lead set by 
Valkyrie 17 or Spiderman where 
the screens change according 
to circumstances. 

There is no reason why The 
Quill or QAC shouldn't be used if 
put to good use, like Hampstead 
and Bored of the Rings. 
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Retailer? don t i l w i y i have everything In Rock 
you might want, but Wtt'i wttMn our power to get 

It for you. then we will. ANY of the software 
reviewed In this OR ANY Issue of CRASH can be 

ordered by using the form below. 

But to avoid disappointment, please ring first to 
check availability of unusual Items I 

CRASH Mall Order li backed by the resources of 
Ncwxfleld Ltd. publ Ishers of this magaz Ine, ZZAP I 

64 and AMTTX. which has been supplying more 
than 1 SO,000 computer users with software for 

over 2 years, to you can be sure of the very best In 
service. 

There Is no mall order catalogue Involved, Just use 
the prices quoted In the reviews In CRASH or the 
know retail price. Should you have any queries on 
prices. Just ring the number shown on the form 

and our staff will advise you. 

DISCOUNTS GALORE I 

Anyone may take advantage of the dbcount 
coupons on the form — CI off orders worth more 
than €20, and SOp off orders worth more then £10. 

Additionally. CRASH Subscribers are 
automatically entitled to further discounts on 

every Item ordered. We make no charges for port 
and packing | within the UK) 

Nothing could be simpler — fill In the form today 
and order whatever you like. 

Name 
Subscriber No 
|if applicable) 

Address 

CRASH MAIL ORDER FORM 
Telephone Ludlow (0584) 5620 

Please send me the following items BLOCK CAPITALS please I 

Please n o t e : some software reviewed may not be available until its release 
date. If you are in any doubt about availability, please r ing first We 
cannot be held responsible for delays resulting from late or non-release of 
titles when reviewed or previewed before theii official release dates were 
known. 

Postcode 

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
OFF ANY ORDER WORTH 
MORE THAN £ 2 0 £1 

50R 
Sorry - only O N E voucher per order I 

OFF ANY ORDER WORTH 
MORE THAN £10 

TRIP Software House 

A* prices arr as quoted under rtv*w readings 
Of known retai pners and include VAT CRASH 
makes no charge for post and parking invdr tt* 
UK Customers tn Continental Europe ihouW 
add t f * equivalent of ?0p per item ordered 
Outside Europe, please write IWyt so that we 
may advise on postage rates 

Flease make ctwques or 
postal orders p*yadle to 
NEWSFTCU) LTD Please 
do not send any coinage 

Sub Total: £ 

Less Discount E 

T o t a l enclosed: C 

Amount 

CRASH MAIL ORDER, PO BOX 10, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB 
P l e a s e do N O T enc lose this fo rm/payment w i t h a n y other correspondence to C R A S H Magaz ine editor ia l , as It w i l l on ly 

d e l a y process ing y o u r order a n d may result In loss. 
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BACK NUMBERS 
fill that CRASH Gap 

Christmas Special 1985/6 

25 February 1986 

26 March 1986 

27 April 1986 

28 May 1966 

• 'Missile Command' games • Living Guide • Sinclair Talk* • Code Name Mat 
• The Quill utility • Graphics utilities • Microdrive • Pengo' games • Living Guide 
• Battlefield Joystick — comparisons • Deus Ex Machina 
• Denton Designs • Frankie # Spectrum surgery • Sinclair Story 3 • Knight Lore Map 1 • 
Underwurldc Map 2 • Tape to Microdrive • Leonardo graphics utility • Date! sound sampler • 
Artist: David Thorpe 
•Gremlin Graphics profile*Artist Bob Wakelin«Sinclair TVATape Maga*ines«Leonardo utility' 
part two*CRASHBACK looks again at games in Issue 8*Gyron map ol Atrium9Modems round 
up #And the cover that had the Jehova's Jumping1 

WITHOUT PAGES 123. 124. 125 and 126. WITH: ®CRL Prolile«Pull out Oliposter — Fighting 
Spectrum*Mirrorsoft Prolile«lnside the Timex 2068»Round Up of BASIC Compilers«On the 
Cover Artist Rich ShenfielriAMaps ol Dynamite Dan and Shadowfire 
•ALIEN 8 and DUN DARACH mapsOEIectronic Pencil Company Profile9Part Two of BASIC 
Compilers Round up^The 64K Spectrum*Design Design Autoprofile. Part 1*Rod Cousens 
interview 
•Previews olMarsport. Astroclone. Elite and Scooby Doo«NODES OF YESOD map 
•Holografix profile — how to make a Hologram •Crashtionnaire analysis •Platinum 
Productions profile 
•Feature on small computer magazines — looking at the opposilion^Microdrive tips and hints 
in the NtCHE and pari 2 ol the fast storage featureOSusan Rowe is On The CoverAAn inside look 
at Fantasy GamebooksOEarly looks at Robot Messiah. Tau Ceti and Zoids 

•Visit to Melbourne HouseOMinson goes Surfing#The Design Design autoprofile ends* 
Computer graphics leature — On The Cover is Dave Beeson from Central TV#Scary cover and 
Scary Preview of Friday 13thOMore previews, comps and tips 

On The Cover Special — our very own Oliver Frey occupies five pagesOProfile ol the Gargoyle 
Games crew^Lloyd's Lookback. 1985 revisited^Hewson Consultants under Roger Kean's Eagle 
Eye®Short story9Plus a host of Festive Fun and Frolics 

•Durell — the profile«A chat with the Microsphere teamODouble dose ol Jeiman®Gremlin 
Graphics bring a Ninja to the Spectrum«TECH NICHE looks at a FORTH add-on and examines 
extensions to ZX BASIC 

• S T BRIDE'S Profile#A first look at the Spectrum 128«Micronel 800*Romantic Robot's 
MultifaceOne under scrutiny*Diary of 2186»Preview ol Max Headroom the game 

•Massive 23 page Playing Tips Supplement* 1985 Readers Awards resutts^Mel Croucher 
interview«lmagine profile«Round up of 128K games* A visit to the first Play By Mail convention 

•Updateon the Fanzine scene#MARTECH profile and PLANETS prevt«w®OIY Composite Video 
Interface®Inside CHEETAH'S SpecDrum#FRONTLINE Mini Stretegybeck^CRASHTIONNAIRE 
86 analysis 

•first PBM MAILBOX and CRASH QALLERY#SpecDrum H«ttng»H©megrown *oftwere«flEAL-
TtME proflte#CompUations axamlned*Mapa of CYLU, SIR FRED. SABOTEUR and Part* 1 and 2 
of TANTALUS 

Issues 1,2,6, 7,8, 9,11,12,13,14,15, are now out of stock. SORRY! 

— 

Sack issues are going fast — better get your orders in quick. It's 
probably worth telephon" "9 if you want to order aarly issues, as 
we're getting short. And if you missed Issue 19, we can now com 

Klete the gap in your collection with a trimmed down version, which 
as a tasteful sticker added to the front cover announcing the factl 

BACK NUMBERS SPECIAL OFFERS 
• Any three or four issues ordered at the same time — 40p off total 
• Five or more issues ordered at the same time — 20p off each item. 

PRICES 
•Al l BACK ISSUES NO £1.20 including 
P&P except 1985/6 CHRISTMAS 
SPECIAL which is £1.95 and includes a giant poster. 
•Overseas orders: £2.00 per magazine 

{they cost a fortune to send) 
•Special Offer discounts still apply, so get in quick! 

Name 

Address 

I would like to order the following issues: 

Please tick the box next to the issue numbers that you want: 
• 3 D 4 m o D17 D18D19 D20 D21022 023 
•Xmas Special 1986 n25 'D26 D27 Q29 Q28 

Number of issues ordered 

Less discount if applicable 

Total cost £ 
I enclose a Cheque or Postal Order for the TOTAL 

Post Code. 

DO NOT payin cash — cheques or postal order only please, made 
payable to CRASH MICRO. Please don't include any mail order 
requests with general post for editorial, competition entries etc as it 
will almost certainly cause delays. Include your phone number, if 
possible so Aggie can sort out problems quickly. Send orders to the 
address below. Thank you. End of Public Service announcement— 

BACK NUMBERS 
CRASH MAGAZINE, PO BOX 10, LUDLOW 

SHROPSHIRE SY81DB 
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RABBIN 
THE TIGRESS 
BY THE TAIL 

The games software industry began with designer-programmers, then the team approach evolved 
with designers, artists and programmers working together on projects. Some companies, such as 
Denton Designs, set themselves up to 'package' products — producing programs for other firms to 
publish. Tigress saw a gap in the market, and seized it firmly by the ta i l . . . JOHN MINSON investigates 
one hot, steamy, London day. 

It is hot. I am late. I have 
already postponed this 
interview twice. Now it 
is four o'clock and I 
should be in Putney, 

South of the River. Instead I'm 
still in the West End. 

Luckily Tigress is very understand-
ing about it when I finally roll up, 
three quarters of an hour late, at 
their office eyrie. In fact the/re so 
busy they're glad of the extra work-
ing time. Under the eaves it is hotter 
still but a glass of Coke is offered and 
gratefully accepted. 

Tigress is Beth Wooding, David 
Bishop and Chris Palmer. They 
don't program; they don't publish; 
instead they just have ideas. At the 
time of the interview nobody had 
any idea that game design was 
about to become a hot topic in the 
pages of CRASH, thanks to Mel 
C roue fiefs outspoken views which 
appeared in the April issue. 

Good old Mel, guaranteed lo be 
controversial, had suggested to our 
beloved editor that, 'it's all deriva-
tive. ' And then the words that raised 
the hackles of so many readers'. . . 
fourteen or fifteen year old prog-
rammers. They can only be deriva-
tive — rf is impossible for them to 
come up with an original idea, 
absolutely impossible'. 

While {wouldn't go so far as Mel, 
I would agree that last year was a 
particular low as far as clone prog-
rams were concerned. If I was 
kicked in the teeth by one animated 
martial artist, I was booted up the 
behind by half a dozen. 

Not all was gloom though. One 
of the high spots for me was THINKI, 
the board game that would be near 
impossible to play on a board. The 
more observant of you may have 
noticed the Tigress name on the 
box. It was a brilliant example of 
simple, effective game design. But 
was it an indication that the future of 
good games lies in specialist design 
teams? Spill the beans, Beth, and tell 
us how Tigress got its teeth. 

THE BEGINNING 
'We started up in March '84 as a 
promotional and marketing com-
pany specialising in the home com-
puter market and we spent about a 
year doing that. 
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At this point Chris Palmer takes 
up the story, 'When I joined these 
guys they were still doing market-
ing. I'd met David who was at the 
time working with the Hungarians, 
the Andromeda Software crew, and 
it actually started while he was sit• 
ting in my office and we both simul-
taneously said, 'what there is in this 
market h a need for properly 
thought out and designed games''. 

So Chris left his job at Argus to put 
that plan into action and as Beth 
says, ' That's all we're doing these 
days.' First out under the Tigress 
banner was THINKI, followed by 
GOLFING CONSTRUCTION SIT, a C o m -
modore 64 sport simulation which 
sadly depends on constant disc 
access, so is impossible to convert 
to the Spectrum. 

But even before this. Tigress were 
involved with Domark on the VIEW 

TO A KILL tie-in — not that you'd 
know it from the packaging. That 
old favourite of the music biz, 'artis-
tic differences' led to them disown-
ing the much criticised title. 

If s easy to believe that they were 
forced into passing programming 
that they'd ordinarily nave rejected 
when you compare the game with 
their 'official' releases. The trio look 
upon the experience as something 
of a lesson, albeit a painful one. 
Happily they now avoid such mar-
keting pressures and currently have 
nine games under development. 

IN THE TANK 
I'm fascinated by how a games 
design Think Tank works though. 
Do they just sit around having good 
ideas all day long? Chris explains: 

' We work in one of three ways. A 
design will come out of our 
deranged and fevered imagina-
tions, usually as an initial five minute 
or half an hour burst of 'Wouldn't it 
be great if we could do this'. The 
David and I get together and fire 
backwards and forwards and build 
the initial idea of the design. 

'Or a company will come lo us 
with an idea, such as 'IVe want a 
golf game' or 'We decided our 
range is lacking a strategy game' or 
whatever and they might give us a 
very broad outline. Or people have 
bough t the rights to a book or a film 
and have come to us saying, 'Can 
you design a game round it f though 
thafsa minority.' 

Then comes the stage when the 
idea has to be bound by the prac-
ticalities of the micro. When we 

began doing this we set ourselves 
an initial rule,' says Chris, 'that wie 
would design games first and 
foremost. 

CLASSIC VALUES 
'We try to make everything we 
design have the classic enjoyment 
values; that it's fairly easy to learn 
yet the skills and challenge ramps 
up in accordance with how the 
player is doing at the game. And 
then kve will look at the best way to 
implement that on a system.' Then, 
smiling, he adds,' But we do have a 
huge ideas Tile that's simply waiting 
for the hardware market to catch up 
with us.' 

Once the story board has been 
constructed if s time to find a pub-
lisher. Sometimes a design suggests 
a publisher, though more often if s a 
case of beingapproached by a com-
pany with a general enquiry or mak-
ing a presentation of several possi-
ble ideas. 

Next comes the preparation of a 
technical brief. This document 
breaks down every single aspect of 
the game and lays it out in terms that 
a programmer can code. A simula-
tion game would need various 
mathematical models as well as the 
more up-front graphic designs, for 
example. 

m 

I Tigress put a lot of effort into destining iht front end of THINKI — the icon 

driven selection menu offers a truly impressive range of game options 
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A map stolen from tht ZZAP! files to illustrate the action in GOLF CONSTRUC-

TION SET. Sadly, not a same that will find its way onto the Spectrum Designed 

by Tigress for A riohsoft. lite game allows you to design your own golf courses as 

well as load in famous courses to play round 

Beth Wooding sorts out a spot of creative angst in front of Mr Minson s camera, 

as Dave and Chris pretend to be at loggerheads in a posed photograph taken by 

MINSON's WACKY SNAPS Inc. Mt'ruon refuses to go away unless you strike a 

daft pose for his lens, you set. 

Chris Palmer. Beth Wooding and Dave Bishop in their usual office environment 

— the bat creative thinking always goes on in garrets. 

PROBLEMS, PROBLEMS 

But even then Tigress's involvement 
is not over. Liaison with the prog-
rammers continues throughout. 
'Obviously there are times during 
the design where you had to make 

an assumption about technical 
feasibility or there are two ways of 

ins about something. We'll be on 
land all the way through program-

ming to sort out those problems.' 
Cnris is the only one of the three 

with programming ability, having 

started on Commodore Pets, many 
years ago, and though Tigress don't 
themselves program, these skills are 
useful when liaising with the writers, 
or come in handy when mock up 
screens are needed for the initial 
presentation of an idea or routines 
need to be cobbled together to test 
techniques. 

David Bishop, who has until now 
been sunk in work at his desk, is 
now drawn into the discussion. 
According to Beth, he does nothing 
else, other than play games. 'I 
spend most of my evenings and 
weekends playing. I'm a chess and 
a bridge addict.' Beth too is a card 
player, and her previous job, mer-
chandising Waft Disney characters, 
brought her into contact with the 
games world. 

'We have to look at what else is 
around,' David calls across the 
room. ' We've spent a lot of time 
recently looking at Macintosh, ST 
and Amiga stuff.' Certainly the 
office shelves are filled with prog-
rams, and Beth adds that as many 
again are back at David's house. 
'You pick up 'feels' from playing 
games,' Chris says, 'as to what feels 
good and what doesn't.' 

FAVE RAVES 
When it comes to favourite prog-
rams, Beth nominates RAID OVER 
BUNGLING BAY by Broderbund, '/ 
think mine is MUM by Electronic 
Arts,' David says. 'In fact I know it 
is.' But Chris is fess sure. Apart from 
his own THINKI, which amid much 
laughter he claims is, 'one of the 
most classic games of all time', he 
finally chooses SPINDIZZY. 

When it comes to what gives 
them most pleasure to design, Chris 
waxes lyrical, much to the amuse-
ment of the other two. 'Because we 
approach each game as an entity, 
they all hold both an immense 
amount of pleasure and an immense 
amount of pain.'' You sound like a 
sort of software midwife,' David 
shouts.' Sometimes it feels like that,' 
Chris laughs. 

' We try to make every game a 
progression from what we've done. 
And if we're working within a 
generic class, such as an arcade 
adventure, we'll look at that genre 
and decide if there are any elements 
that haven't been fully exploited or 
fully explored, so we try to make a 
progression there. We get an awful 
lot of pleasure out of coming up with 
a novel way of doing things or a 
novel twist.' 

There's a lot of satisfaction for 
David when they finally have some-
thing up and running. This early 
form of the final game program wilt 
have all its variables left open so that 
they can be fine tuned.' That, tome, 
is one of the most rewarding bits 
because I can't program, but to be 
able to actually affect a program that 
someone has given me is great.' 

' Yes, 'Chris agrees,' And it's great 
when you first snow it to people and 
see their faces light up.' But Beth is 
more down to earth. 'I like to see 
the money in the bank.' 

It can lake quite some time before 
that happy day though. How long 
from the first light bulb over the 
head to handing over a finished pro-
duct? 'As long as it takes,' Chris 
replies. 'It really depends a for on 
the project, COIF took thirteen to 
fourteen months, though that was 
exceptional. They usually run six to 
nine months.' 

SIXTEEN BITS? 
Though the team are currently keen 
to write for the new generation of 16 
bit computers — the Amiga, which 
they think is superb but has yet to 
prove itself in the marketplace, and 
the Atari ST range, which Chris con- | 
siders will become the new work-
horse of micros, they still see a 
future for the humble Spectrum. 

' There's still an enormous 
number of Spectrums out there,' 
Beth observes, 'and the age range 
we're appealing to can't afford to 
buy Amigas." And whenever some-

of months later there's something 
else that makes you think, 'How did 
they do thatf', adds Chris. 'And 
even if it has been pushed to its 
technological limits there's still a 
huge palhtte that we can use inside 
that without the need to bust 
through a brand new technical 
innovation on it.' 

So even though there are frustra-
tions working with the machine's 
constraints, Chris reckons that pro-
viding you come down to earth, 
they shouldn't be too bad. If he 
could advise Alan Sugar on a rede-
sign for Christmas though he would 
aad more memory and disc drives 
for multiple access. In the end 
though, it all comes down to good 

Sime design, and that's the thing 

at will extend the life of the 
machine, not ccwiies of classics from 
the cliche hall of fame. 

The aim of Tigress is to be known 
for quality and innovation thou 
they still see the need for tl 
designer/programmer because, as 
Chris explains, 'Some things can 
only come together from that high 
level marriage of knowing the nuts 
and bolts internally of the machines. 

UNCLOUDED VIEW 

'But we have seen specialisation 
within the market with publishers 
getting better at marketing the 
games and the programmers getting 
to know the machines. By taking the 
design thing outside of all that we 
get a high degree of objectivity, 
unclouded by either extreme.' 

'Even though initial reactions 
from programmers may be that a 
proposal is impossible, on thinking 
about it they will find a way, which 
pushes game design beyond the 
limits they set for themselves.' Chris 
expects to see more specialisation 
in the future. 

Inside it is still sweltering, but 
before we depart for the cooler 
afternoon sun and some wacky pic-
tures, Chris shows me two games 
that will be appearing on the Spec-
trum over the next few months. 
Both are for A riolasoft — one a 
complex arcade game with startling 
3D graphics; the other a strategy 
game with a most unusual theme. 
More I cannot say or Beth will throw 
me to the company tiger, but both 
upheld all that had been said during 
the afternoon. 

Yes, Mel, there is a lot of rubbish 
out there. But there are a lot of rub- ] 
bishy books and films and records 
too. While there are design teams 
like Tigress to take a fresh look at old 
ideas and push forward the bound-
aries of what we do with the Spec-
trum, rather than just its technical 
limitations, then there's hope for the 
machine for a long time to come. 
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BRENDON KAVANAGH gets into his stride 
this month, taking a look at a couple of games 
that might serve to whet the appetite of the 
Play By Mail Novice... 

I hope that my introductory arti-
cle to the PBM MAILBOX last 
month served to strike a few 
sparks of interest In the wonder-
ful hobby of Playing By Mall 
among CRASH readers. In this 
month's MAILBOX I've taken a 
look at two games which have 
provided and introduction to the 
hobby for many PBMers, the 
best established of the two 
being Vorcon Wars by Vorcon 
Games. I have just joined a new 
game of Vorcon Wars and, pro-
vided I survive the first few 
turns, I'll be filling you in on my progress in future MAILBOXes. 

There is a great variety of PBM games about, but you will find me 
mentioning the computer moderated games a bit more than the 
others — human moderated games tend to be role playing games 
(RPGs), and if you enjoy RPGs then you can read about them in other 
magazines! If there are any games that you have heard of and would 
like to know more about, please write to me at PBM Mailbox In 
CRASH Towers and I'll attempt to include details in a future column. 

IT'S A CRIME! 
KJC Games moderate this low-

Eced game in the UK under 

ance from the American com-
pany. Adventures by Mail. It's A 
Crime! was designed with new 
players in mind, although it is chal-
lenging enough for experienced 
players. 

Set in New York City in the late 
1990's, the game takes you into a 
world where drug-crazed street 
gangs have grown in power and 
mob rule is as strong as that of the 
police. You play the part of a gang 
leader, with the ultimate aim of 
becoming the Godfather — which 
can only be achieved by making 
your gang as powerful and notori-
ous as possible. The scenario of 
the game requires the player to get 
Involved in some very illegal, and 
on occasions rather anti-social 
activities and playing the game 
could cause offence to some 
people, depending on your view-
point. I won't go into detail here, 
but if you want to find out more, 
the rulebook can be acquired free 
of charge from KJC Games. 

KJC has over3,000 people play -
ing in It's A Crime! — by far the 
most played game in the UK. The 
game is run on Apricot Xens by 
eight staff, and KJC hope to trans-
fer the game software onto a main-
frame linked to a laser printer in 
the near future. The hope is that 

MICRONET FREEBIE 

the game will bring new blood into 
the PBM hobby and expand the 
industry; I wish KJC luck! 

The game is very original and 
too young to have acquired a rat-
ing from the FLAGSHIP readers — 
I'll pass on details of the ratings it 
receives in due course. Although a 
good strategy is essential to do 
well in the game, I am not con-
vinced that It's A Crime! is neces-
sarily as good an introductory 
game as claimed because of the 
belligerent playing attitudes it 
encourages. If you get the 
rulebook then feet free to let me 
know what you think. 

As a special offer to CRASH 
readers, KJC games are giving 
away a free rulebook, startup 
printout and (should you choose 
to play) credit for two free turns to 
anyone interested. If you would 
like a package, then send a large 
SAE to: It's A Crime! PBM MAIL-
BOX, CRASH, PO BOX 10, Lud-
low, Shropshire SYS 1DB. 

After startup, each turn costs 
sixty-two and a half pee. Please 
bear in mind that this game may 
be found offensive hy some 
people — playing the role of a 
criminal of the future involves 
some nasty work, and the game 
isn't really suitable for young chil-
dren. If you don't like the idea of 
the game, don't play it! 

Chris J McCarthy, an old PBMer end a nominee for the 1966 Player Of 
The Year (POTY) award, has asked me to mention his FREE PBM 
page on Prestel for those of you on Micronet. Until late July his 
Gallery page number is 323000088, meanwhile you can always MBX 
him on 919996034. 
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Pitying under the nemo of SWUDIN, Brendon fight* hit way 
through VORCON WARS. ThU tumaheet arrived at Chateau 
Kavanagh, and raletea to the Sixth turn In the game. Working 
notea on the turn aheet reveal that Brendon decided to move 
aearchparUea of 20 men from Hex 9 to Hex B, and IB men from 
Hex 13 to Hex 17. 

This is one of the most popular 
PBM games on the market at the 
moment. Designed, written and moment. Designed, wntten and 
run by John Nicholson (founder 
of VORCON GAMES, the company 
which moderates the game in the 
UK), Vbrcon W&rs is a strategy 
game moderated using a BBC 
Model B. In the game, sixteen 
players compete in an attempt to 
gain control of the planet Vorcon, 
annihilating the opposition in the 
process. The planet surface is split 
into nineteen hexagonal zones, 
each hex representing an area of 
land of a specific type. Each land 
type has its own function: for 
example, if your troops capture an 
agricultural hex, then that hex pro-
vides your command ship with a 
specified quantity of food supplies 
each turn. There are eighteen 
types of hex, including sea, 
swamp, city and atomic-industrial 
zones. 

You, as the player, are the com-
mander of an expeditionary force 
sent from your homeworld to con-
quer \forcon. Under your com-
mand you have troops and various 
resources. Combat in Vbrcon Wars 
takes place by deploying a specific 
number of troops to the hex that 
you wish to capture. Then a battle 
takes place between the attackers 
and defenders of the hex until one 
side surrenders. The outcome of 
combat depends upon the size of 
the opposing forces, their combat 
orders and land defence factors 
such as minefields, fortifications 
and terrain. 

By capturing the right type of 
hexes and building up the right 
resources you can begin to 
develop spy satellites (to reveal the 
power of your opposition), rockets 
and nuclear missiles. 

Vorcon Wars is a very challeng-
ing game to play, and encourages 
the use of complex wargaming 
strategies as well as enjoyable dip-
lomacy. A large number of people 
have been brought into the hobby 
by playing this low-priced game 
and, to date, battles have taken 
place on over sixty Vorcon planets. 
A game can last for anything bet-
ween one and three years. 

If you want to try your hand at 
PBM then this is the game I would 
recommend you to sample first, 
since it develops all but the role-
playing/fantasy aspects of PBM — 
you'll soon learn just how well 
allies are to be trusted! On first 

reading, the rulebook makes Vor-
con Wars look ominous in com-
plexity but after a few turns you 
should find your feet. John Nichol-
son is a good, fair and friendly GM 

THE RATINGS 
SCHEME 

FLAGSHIP, the PBM 
magazine has kindly allowed 
us to borrow their ratings for 
games reviewed in this col-
umn. Four out of the six rat-
ings are derived from votes 
cast on a scale of 0 to 10 by 
readers of Flagship—which 
is the fairest rating scheme 
available. 
DIPLOMACY: The amount of 
diplomacy needed for suc-
cessful play; ranked on a scale 
of 0 to 5 
COMPLEXITY: A game's 
complexity, ranked on a scale 
of 1 to 5 with 5 being the most 
complex 
The FLAGSHIP Readers' 
Ratings 
GM QUALITY: Reflects the 
standard of GMing (0 to 10) 
DEPTH: How detailed and 
involved is the game? (0 to 10) 
INTERACTION: How much 
player interaction is there? (0 
to 10) 
VALUE: Value for money (0 to 
10) 

who is reknowned for his sporadic 
hints and tips to new players. 

To join Vorcon Wars, send £1.50 
to: VORCON GAMES. 59 Juniper, 
Birch Hill, Bracknell, Berkshire 
RG12 4ZG. This covers your intro-
ductory package and first three 
turns. Initially the turnaround is 
fortnightly, but there are weekly 
('Quick Turnaround") games for 
experienced Vorcon players. Each 
turn after the initial three costs 
£1.00. 

THE FLAGSHIP 
FACTORS 
DIPLOMACY 3 
COMPLEXITY 3 
GM QUALITY 8 
DEPTH 6 
INTERACTION 7 
VALUE 9 
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OFFICE MASTER OR 
JACK OF ALL TRADES? 
Centresoft is currently selling a 
suite of office programs from 
Gemini Marketing Ltd. The 
package is in fact a compilation 
of Gemini's earlier stand-alone 
business programs and includes 
CASHBOOK and FINAL ACC-
OUNTS, DATABASE, MAI LIST, 
HOME ACCOUNTS, STOCK 
CON-mOL, GRAPH PLOT and 
EASILEDGER.. All applications 
are programmed in BASIC and 
therefore are not the fastest 
thing on the Spectrum. The 
display and feel of the program 
are rather dated, but a fair 
amount of colour has been intel-
ligently incorporated and from 
the accounts point of view, the 
system is faultless. 

Rather than argue about the 
merits of running accounts and 
databases on a 48K Spectrum, it 
is left to the reader to make a 
decision on the basis of what the 
programs can and can't do. Per-
sonalty, I don't think it viable to 
run accounts on the 48 K Spec-
trum due to the limited memory, 
awkward keyboard and slow 
storage facility. No doubt, I shall 
be getting letters from serious 
users, who will disagree with me 
and who will display all sorts of 
real world applications. Perhaps 
f am spoilt by the availability of 
an APRICOT XEN in the office, 
but I shall try to disregard this 
privilege and look at the indivi-
dual applications in detail. 

Atl programs can be run off 
cassette or Microdrive and print-
out is either via 32 column ZX/ 
Aiphacom or 80 column printer 
with suitable interfaces. The 
manual does not try to introduce 
the user to the art of accounting, 
so previous experience of the 
pencil and paper method is a 
prerequisite. This package is 
NOT an integrated accounts 
package — ledger activity, 
nominal accounts and trial and 
final balance are run separately. 

CASHBOOK 
ACCOUNTING 
This program keeps track of 
nominal account balances inc-
luding VAT details and gener-
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ates and updates the required 
datafile which requires saving 
and loading for each session. 
The same file is also used for the 
final accounts for the printing of 
PROFIT AND LOSS and BAL-
ANCE SHEET accounts. 

The data file does not keep 
record of individual trans-
actions, but only the cumulative 
totals of the accounts. A facility 
is therefore provided for print-
ing out atl batch information for 
a complete audit trail. The pro-
gram is configured to accept a 
maximum of 70 transactions 
(payments, receipts, and so on.) 
plus another 70 journal entries 
per session. Transactions are 
entered in batches (25 per batch) 
with a maximum of 10 batches. 
After these maximum entries, 
the user is prompted to print out 
the batch details and to save the 
nominal accounts on a data file. 

The transactions to be entered 
should be prepared into man-
ageable batches with the incl-
usion of the batch date, a batch 
number, the control total and 
the number of transactions. The 
control total is a safety measure, 
as the computer calculates and 
display its own total of the batch 
— a discrepancy indicates an 
input error, which can be correc-
ted prior to saving the datafile. 

A grand total of 88 nominal 
accounts are provided which 
include amongst other things an 
analysis of four different sales 
groups and three different bank 
accounts and most of the usual 
credit and debit accounts. At any 
time CASHBOOK allows the VAT 
details to be reconfigured, 
which is useful if the VAT struc-
ture has changed or new rates 
have to be applied. There are 
four choices which cover non 
VAT registered companies, 
businesses with zero rated 
inputs and outputs only, those 
with zero and standard rate 
inputs and outputs and busi-
nesses with multirated VAT 
systems (up to 3 rates including 
zero rated). Provision is made 
for users requiring to analyse 
the gross purchases for resale 
between the various VAT rates. 

The main menu provides the 
I key to the entry of CASH 

RECEIPTS, CASH PAYMENTS. 
BANK RECEIPTS. BANK PAY-
MENTS and JOURNALS. The 
journal entries are useful for 
entering adjustments to pro-
duce the final accounts. This can 
be for debtors and prepay-
ments, creditors and accruals, 
closing stock and work in prog-
ress, depreciation, disposal of 
fixed assets or hire purchase 
adjustments. Separately, there 
is provision to update MEMO 
ACCOUNTS which do not form 
part of the trial or final accounts, 
but are available to store infor-
mation required to complete the 
VAT returns. 

Several display and printout 
options are available. On 
demand CASHBOOK displays 
the list of nominal accounts, the 
list of memo accounts and the 
VAT summary (which includes 
the memo accounts). The cur-
rent batch details and the trial 
balance can also be sent to a 
printer. 

FINAL 
ACCOUNTS 
The final accounts program 
works with the datafile created 
by CASHBOOK. If comparative 
figures of the previous account-
ing period are required, they 
may also be loaded. All figures 
are rounded to the nearest 
pound. For printout purposes 
the program prompts for the 
business details such as 
company name, the date of the 

accounts, the account period, 
the title for the current period 
and the title for the comparative 
period. 

FINAL ACCOUNTS can gener-
ate the trial balance, the trading 
account (Profit & Loss), the 
Balance Sheet and the VAT sum-
mary. After printing the Profit & 
Loss account the profit or loss 
must be distributed between the 
capital accounts of individual 
partners in the business. The 
Balance Sheet can only be print-
ed after the printing of the 
trading account, as the net profit 
figure must be available. 

GRAPH PLOT 
This is a graph plotting package 
which can either work with the 
datafile created by CASH BOOK 
or any other system generated 
arrays in the form DIM a(n) for 
histogram or Pie charts with n 
data or DIM a(2,n) for point or 
line plots. Data may also be 
input manually and saved with 
GRAPH PLOT'S data save facility 
is required. 

Making use of the high resolu-
tion and colour, GRAPH PLOT 
displays numerical data in vari-
ous forms such as histograms, 
line charts, pie charts and X/Y 
point and line plots. It also calcu-
lates functions of the form Y is 
equal to . . . and prepares the 
array of 65 intermediary values 
between the set limits for dis-
play. Totals, averages percent-
ages and cumulative percent-
ages are calculated and display-
ed on request after printout or 
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display of the graph. 
All graphs feature autoscale to 

make good use of the available 
space and prompt for title, 
dimension description and so 
on. The data may be plotted as 
individual amounts or as a 
cumulative sum. The scaling 
and presentation of the graphs 
may be altered by the user by 
changing the origin and or 
lengths of the X and Y axis. 

The pie chart, which is used 
for single dimensional data, has 
the ability to explode individual 
segments for highlighting. A 
maximum number of 18 seg-
ments can be displayed. For 
histograms and line graphs the 
limit for screen and printouts is 
set to 192, although the package 
will cope with up to 2500 data 
items. Only with the X/Y line and 
point plots can all 2500 pairs of 
data values be plotted. 
All graphs may either be dis-
played or copied to printer, as 
can the analysis of any graph 
(which may also be saved to 
tape) giving a full breakdown of 
the data, together with totals, 
averages, percentages and 
cumulative percentages. 

EASILEDGER 
This program provides sales 
and purchase ledger facilities 
and copes with up to 800 trans-
actions on the 48K Spectrum. 
The transactions can be credit 
sales, payments for credit sales, 
cash sales, credit purchases, 
cheque payments for credit pur-
chases or other and bank 

deposits. Invalid transactions 
may be deleted from the ledger. 
EASILEDGER provides several 
listing and printout options. 
BANK SUMMARY lists all bank 
transactions and displays the 
final balance. FINANCIAL 
SUMMARY lists the totals for 
sales, receipts, purchases and 
payments for all transactions on 
the file. LIST JOURNAL screens 
all the transactions indicating 
transaction number, transaction 
type, account name and order/ 
invoice number. ACCOUNTS 
PAYABLE screens all credit pur-
chases and ACCOUNTS RECEIV-
ABLE all credit sales. ACCOUNT 
SEARCH is a an intelligent 
account enquiry, which only 
requires part of the name string 
to oe entered. The program and 
data can be saved to tape or 
Microdrive and a new file option 
clears the ledgers of any trans-
actions. 

STOCK 
CONTROL 
STOCK CONTROL features a 
range of functions for adding to, 
amending and displaying stock 
information. Up to 992 records 
can be held within the 48K Spec-
trum. All stock records are 
accessed by a reference code 
entered by the user during the 
item entry. Program and data 
are stored together and when 
reloaded the program auto-
matically runs with the current 
data. The main menu displays 
the options of adding a stock 

item, changing a stock item and 
deleting a stock item. Stock 
details entered are the reference 
code (1-8 characters), descript-
ion, supplier, unit quantity 
(dozen, set, or whatever), units 
in stock, cost price per unit, sale 
price per unit, minimum stock 
level and reorder quantity. 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY gives 
the total cost value of stock, the 
total sales value, the overall 

S|ross profit margin based on the 
irst two figures and the cost of 

new purchases based on the 
individual reorder quantities of 
stock below the minimum stock 
level. LIST STOCK RECORDS 
provides a further submenu, 
which includes BROWSE 
RECORDS (Q and W to move 
forwards and backwards 
through the file), SCREEN A 
SINGLE RECORD (called up with 
the reference code), SCREEN 
STOCK SUMMARY (16 records a 
page), PRINT SINGLE RECORD 
and PRINT STOCK SUMMARY. 
STOCK REMOVED/RECEIVED 
provides entry of stock move-
ments and UNDERSTOCKED 
ITEMS provides a list of stock 
items below the minimum stock 
level. NEW FILE initialises all 
information in the file and 
deletes all current records, 
ZERO STOCK QUANTITIES 
retains the record details but 
sets all stock quantities to zero. 
WRITE FILE ON TAPE saves the 
program and data to tape. 

MAIUST 
MAILIST allows the storing, 
amending and retrieval of 
names and addresses which are 
held permanently on tape. Up to 
200 records may be held in the 
48K environment. The main 
menu provides opticns for 
adding records. browsing 
through the file, changing, 
deleting and finding records 
using one of the ten fields of the 
record as a search key. The 
records contain the name, title, 
company, addressl, address2, 
town/city, county, post code, 
telephone and a 16 character 
searchkey string, which can be 
used by the user to identify 
individuals by credit worthiness, 
rep area and so on. The print 
options include routines for 
label printing: setting up the 
label format, printing a test 
label, printing a range of labels 
and printing selective labels. 
Also available is a telephone list 
printout. The program and data 
can be saved to tape for 
permanent storage. Last but not 
least a sort routine is provided, 
which enables the complete file 
to be sorted under one of the ten 
field headings. 

DATABASE 
This program provides a card 
index system. Up to ten alpha-
numeric or numeric fields may 
be specified and a total of 30K is 

available for the complete file. 
Calculations may be performed 
on numeric fields and a sort 
routine is provided which may 
be used on any field. The main 
menu provides options to add, 
change or delete records in the 
file. FIND/SORT RECORDS 
includes not only the sort 
routine, but also a find substring 
facility (operating from the first 
character position onwards 
only). TOTAL ITEMS BY FIELD 
calculates and displays the 
grand total of the field for the 
entire file. The records may be 
listed on screen or printed. 
CREATE NEW FILE clears out all 
records from the file. 

HOME 
ACCOUNTS 
This program provides a record 
of your home budget estimates 
and actual expenditure and 
keeps a record of all transaction 
to and from the bank account. 
The budget headings may be set 
up by the user, as appropriate. 
Provision is made to alter the 
budget estimates as well as the 
actual expenditure, view the 
budget with the display of actual 
and estimated figures for each 
heading colourcoded blue if 
they are equal, red if the actual 
figure is greater and black if it is 
smaller tnan the estimate. The 
monthly accounts can be plotted 
in histogram form. A set of bank-
ing routines is included to 
enable to enter credits, enter 
payments, provide an account 
summary and to carry forward 
balances for the next period. 
Again. START NEW FILE initial-
ises and clears the budget and 
banking data and dimensions 
new headings, while WRITE FILE 
ON TAPE saves the complete 
program with budget and bank-
ing data to tape. 

CONCLUSION 
OFFICE MASTER certainly packs 
in a lot of useful application 
programs. The CASHBOOK and 
FINAL ACCOUNTS certainly are 
very solid programs which can 
provide a structure for very 
sound accounts. The speed is as 
could be expected from prog-
rams written in BASIC, but as 
long as the files are not too 
large, the programs can provide 
reasonable service. 

At £15 on cassette or €17.50 
on Microdrive, GEMINI offers a 
complete accounts package 
including cashbook and final 
accounts, ledgers and stock con-
trol, mailist and graph present-
ation. As an extra you get a 
general purpose database, 
home accounts and a multi-
purpose graph plot utility. The 
individual programs may not be 
the hottest thing on a Spectrum, 
but given the restricted market 
for tnis application (on a Spec-
trum) that really isn't to be 
expected. 
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MIDI INSIGHTS FROM 
MORECAMBEAND 
TUNEFUL SOFTWARE 
This month, JOHN BATES casts his eye over another 
music utility for the Spectrum — from COSMIC POP— 
and solves the 128K's mysterious Z Code conundrum 
with a little help from a reader in Morecambe 

• 

OLIVER'S MUSIC BOX • 
Producer: Cosmic Pop 
Retail price: £11.95 
Author: Malcolm Shykles 
This is another program that is 
designed to let you input music in 
conventional notation form and 
then play it merrily back. It features 
a good set of readable music 
graphics and can cope with the 
efforts of the less musically literate 
who are given lots of on-screen 
help. All the weird and wonderful 
complexities of music that musi-
cians tend to require are also 
catered for. However, the software 
does have one or two oddities! 
After a neat loading screen the 
menu appears with the usual 
options: write your tune, edit it. 
play it back, store and load from 
tape. 

If you are yer average beginner 
then the 'enter new tune' part of 
the program couldn't be more 
helpful. There are on-screen dis-
plays of time and key signatures 
that take a lot of the worry out of 
selecting which one you require. 
Whilst I was able to select any key 
signature, the on-screen help only 
gave me the keys using sharps. All 
sharps and flats were shown 
against the note rather than at the 
beginning, as a proper key signa-
ture. With a scrolling screen this 
was not such a bad idea as you are 

.ng 
liv-

able to spot the sharps and flats 
immediately without having to 
remember the key signature. 

The display has a miniature 
keyboard running across the 
screen. This looks pretty but is in 
fact mute. It could have been 
made to light up as the note is 
entered at the appropriate key. 
Notes are entered, by the way. 
from the lower two rows Of qwerty 
keys. Like several other programs 
of this type, a set of stickers or an 
overlay would have been more 
than welcome; I predict a busy 
time ahead with scissors and 
sticky tape for purchasers. Each 
note is entered from the qwerty 
keys: by depressing the note value 
key crotchets, quavers and so on 
flip round in the uppef part of the 
screen. You pick which one you 
want and each note beeps as it is 
entered. 
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The display is limited to a miserly 
one octave in the treble clef. To 
get outside this range the program 
has to be told to go up or down an 
octave — the number of octaves 
you have moved is shown by an 
arrow against each note. It is very 
easy to forget which octave range 
you are in, and as nearly all tunes 
wander outside the bounds of a 
single octave you are constantly 
dodging about from octave to 
octave, which is a mite frustrating. 
It also makes the displayed tune 
very difficult to read, which rather 
defeats the main object of the 
program. Perhaps it would have 
been better to have a two octave 
range available to work in. 

In the writing mode there are 
plenty of options to insert and 
delete notes at any point. Notes 
can be tied together and, yes, I 
couldn't get my version to untie 
itself at all. so I was left with tied 
notes ad infinitum. Oliver's Music 
Box can play staccato notes (a 
musical term that means short and 
spiky); oddly enough there is no 
option to do the musical opposite 
— legato: (smooth notes), which 
was a bit of an oversight. 

More niggles: any decent music 
writing program should have a 
copy and repeat facility. That is to 
say, any part or all of the tune can 
be copied to another section and 
any defined section can be 
repeated a number of times. This 
saves lots of tedious rewriting of 
the same notes over and over 
again. Unfortunately this facility is 
lacking. 

d n o t e 
I t c i t o 

G r o u p s 
R e s t 

tesyoL 
'step-back' option. However my 
version replayed the whole tune 
minus the last note. This process 
was also repeated when the 'de-
lete 'option was selected. Not so 
good. 

Having completed your merry 
tune the editor mode allows a final 
check, playing through whilst flick-
ing each note on screen as it is 
encounterd and played. Great, but 
if a bungle occurs you can't stop it 
playing and displaying, which 
rather hampers speedy correc-
tions — you have to wait till the 
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whole tune has played through, by 
which time you've forgotten where 
your mistake was as it has disap-
peared off screen! 

FUYMO 
There are two distinct ways of 
playing back the tune. One merely 
plays it back with no notation dis-
played. Fine. The other plays it 
while flipping through the on-
screen pages of manuscript. This 
causes an unfortunate and 
perhaps unavoidable hiccup in the 
tune — the central processor 
stops playing for a fraction of a 
second and scurries away to flip 
the screen. I suspect the prime aim 
is that you can accompany the 
tune written with another instru-
ment whilst reading it off the 
screen. If you are unable to play 
along in any particular key, the 
tune can be transposed for you, 
accurately and with the correct 
display. 

Having played and checked 
through your ditty you can save to 
tape ana grab a hard copy from a 
printer. One problem I encoun-
tered was that it proved very easy 
to lose hours of work by acciden-
tally going into the new tune mode 
rather than the editing depart-
ment, thus instantly wiping what 
was written in. Definitely a need for 
a safety catch here in the form of a 
confirming yes/no prompt. 

Of/ver's Music Box has been 
designed with more than half an 

3e on the educational pos-
jilities to be had from playing 

along with your Spectrum. Hence 
the different playing and editing 
modes and copious on-screen 
information. However, despite its 
musical accuracy and helpful 
nature, the program fails to 
achieve its object because of the 
rather annoying hiccups and 
peculiarities that it contains. Some 
of the editing features refused to 
work as promised in the instruc-
tions. The stubborn way in which it 
only displays one written octave of 
music is a major shortcoming — 
playing along with it or reading the 
notes ts a real pain as you have to 
look at little arrows all over the 
place to see if each note sounds 
as it is written. Alt in all the concept 
is good but in its present form the 
program is a bit self-defeating. 

The Music BOX comes complete 
with a selection of tunes that must 
have been culled from a recorder 
primer. Fair enough, but they do 
go on a bit, especially the the 
minute ragtime pieces and Sousa 
marches. Not really a selection of 
music to galvanise you into action. 
What's more, once each one starts 
you can't stop i t . . . If some of the 
features were tidied up, Oliver's 
Music Box would be quite good. I 
understand that a 128 version is in 
the pipeline, which could be lots 
more fun if a few wrinkles were 
ironed out during the conversion 
process. 
Coamic Pop, P.O. Box 475, Lon-
don E4 9UD 
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THE WEB Of 128 Mil II 

Cast your mind back. In the May 
issue, I mentioned that the work-
ings of the MIDI facilities on the 
128 Spectrum were not only elu-
sive, but well nigh impossible to 
fathom. For those of you who are 
now having hypnotherapy for mig-
raine caused by too many late 
nights trying to get to grips with 
the MIDI capabilities of Sir Clive's 
final Sinclair product, help arrives 
courtesy of S J Normanton from 
Morecambe. 

The slim instruction leaflet that 
expands on the Spectrum Plus 
Manual that accompanies the 128 
sadistically recommends that you 
consult your synthesiser hand-
book and insert a '2' command in 
front of the relevant number—the 
number being one of the special 
MIDI codes. What was woefully 
omitted was that this has to be 
inserted in front of each byte of 
information. As some of the com-
mands can use up to seven bytes, 
this becomes a tedious process, 
as our MIDI-magician from 
Morecambe explains... 

To send a basic common control 
message, usually only two or three 
bytes are required: 
eg 1) Status byte 1011001 

2) Second byte 00000001 
3) Third byte 01111111 

'Z' velue Z177 
Z1 

Z127 

This example code would switch 
on the Vibrato on an instrument 
connected to MIDI Channel 2. To 
send, for example, a system exclu-
sive message to a Casio CZ-101 
to alter the tuning (called Key 
Transposition), the final 'Z' Codes 
are: 

Z240 Z68 Z0 Z7n Z65 Zxy Z247 

where n is the MIDI Channel 
number and xy is the New Key note 
number — remember that the 
programming codes start at 00, so 
Channel 1 is 00. Channel 2 is 01 
and so on. 

The 'Z' supplies the start and stop 
bits that ail MIDI systems expect 
— the 128"s system only accepts 
numbers expressed in Base Ten, 
so binary control codes quoted in 
handbooks or MIDI protocol 
tables have to be converted into 
Base Ten for use with the 'Z' Code 
system. 

So much for progress! This sort 
of caper makes spending a 
hundred pounds or so on an inter-
face seem a positive joy. Appa-
rently SJ' (why so formal? — 
you're among friends) added 
pounds to his telephone bill and 
put suitcases under his eyes get-
ting this together, so we shall all. 
with one accord, face Morecambe 
and wave a big Thank You. 

TICKLING TASWORD 
AND CREATING NEW 
CHARACTERS... 
Our resident TASWORD fan, DOMINIC HANDY borrows 
a dot matrix printer from the office and has some fun 
with a new utility for users of the well-established 
Spectrum wordprocessor. 

Qualitas is another useful little 
software add-on from SEVEN STARS 
PUBLISHING. With Qualitas and an 
EPSON RX80 compatible dot mat-
rix printer, using quad density 
graphics allows you to print text 
that would make anyone with a 
more expensive printer very jeal-
ous indeed. Gua//fas works by 
doing a double pass of the print 
head. Before the second pass a 
very small linefeed is earned out, 
resulting In the second print pass 
being offset, creating output that 

comes close to that created by a 
Near Letter Quality (NLQ) printer. 

Besides adding a NLQ emula-
tion mode to your printer, Qualitas 
includes a printer character editor 
which permits you to design 
typefaces to your own specifica-
tions. Suddenly, a straightforward 
RX80 printer become capable of 
doing wondrous things, even 
joined up print! The editor takes 
into account the double print pass 
and gives you a maximum 16 x 32 
matnx to design your character on. 

SEVEN STARS have also included 
their much praised justification 
program in the package, which 
makes it excellent value for 
money. This automatically justifies 
the pnnt line by spacing the words 
out with pixel accuracy—a major 
upgrade on the character space 
justifying employed in Tasword II. 

Although Qualitas overwrites 
the Tasword II HELP pages you 
can still use the emphasise and 
underline printer tokens. The 
character editor is straightforward 
enough to master, and the output 
that can be generated, with the 
right character set, should make 
quite a few daisywheel printer 
owners green with envy. This is an 
essential piece of software for any-
one with an RX80 printer and Tas-
word II — Tasword III owners 
needn't despair too much: a ver-
sion for their program should be 
available by the end of July for 
£8.95, or as an upgrade from the 
Tasword II version for £4.00 
Seven Stars Publishing, 34 
Squirrel Rise, Marlow, Bucks 
SL7 3PN 
Price: £7.95 
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NEXT N I C H E . . 
Next month we should be able 
to bring you the results of 
FRANCO PREY'S experiments 
with a new video digitising pac-
kage from SUMSCT. The package 
includes hardware which allows 
you to capture Images from a 
video recorder — or a video 
camera by preference — and 
software which allows you to 
play around with the grey scales 
in the picture once it is in mem-
ory. Franco has had hours of fun 
digitising piccies of his favourite 
film stars and Is set to bring a full 
report on the equipment into the 
office In time for the next NICHE. 
We've just heard about a new 
kind of printer ribbon that allows 

you to make iron-on T Shirt 
transfers, so it may be possible 
to wear your face on your chest! 

Meanwhile DOMINIC HANDY 
has got his hands on a copy of 
The Word from THC I O O C and is 
champing at the bit to provide a 

run-down on Spectrum word 
processors. We've saved the 
review of nwL's Digit Spectrum 
Plus keyboard kit for the 
wordprocessor round up, so 
you'll just have to wait a mite 
longer for that one! 

A physog stashed away 
Inside the memory of a 

Spectrum and output 
via a standard dot 

matrix printer— 
the kind of thing you 

con got up to with 
SUNSET'S £129 

d / j / t / f / n y 

equipment • • • 
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Stardate: some time 
after the copy dead-
line! 

Simon Goodwin's 
mission: to boldly 
(and italically) report 
on POWERPRINT, to 
debug LASER 
GENIUS, and to seek 
out Strange New 

Graphics on the Spectrum 128. 

POWERPRINT II — HEADLINE NEWS 
Powerprint II is a graphics pac-
kage for the artistically inept. You 
can use it to design signs, busi-
ness cards, banners, price tags, 
tickets, walicharts and just about 
anything else that revolves around 
text, boxes and borders rather 
than free-hand drawings. It's 
incredibly easy to use and great 
fun. 

When I received Powerprint IIfor 
review I was less than enthusias-
tic. It's the program BUTTERCRAFT 

SOFTWARE use to design their 
adverts, which always look pretty 
tatty. Having used the program, 
I've changed my mind. This pac-
kage is so friendly, and so flexible, 
that it deserves the attention of 
every 'serious' Spectrum user. 

Powerprint II is pretty useless 
unless you've got a printer, though 
you could perhaps use it for video 
titles, f tested it with a humble ZX 
Printer, but it will work with any 
printer that can COPY the Spec-
trum display. It can be easily con-
verted to run from Microdrive; 
instructions are provided. 

CASFTTt 

The 16-page manual, in a 
crushproof cassette box, is quite 
stunningly effective as an intro-
duction to the program. The first 
page contains three pictures, and 
text designed with Powerprint. 

It explains that you select the 
place on the screen where you 
want text by moving a blue 
rectangle, called the print window. 
You can change the size of this 
rectangle from one character-
square to the whole screen, with 
four keys. Another four keys move 
it around the screen. "Think of it 
as a sort of adjustable 'rubber 
stamp' that you can set to any size 
or position", the manual suggests. 
"Whenever you press the PRINT 
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control, any text you have previ-
ously entered expands to fill the 
current window." 

The next page contains three 
more pictures illustrating this pro-
cess. You press SHIFT T, then 
enter some text. You position the 
window as required. Then you 
press SHIFT P. A palette of 42 dif-
ferent styles — rather like 
wallpaper patterns — appears. 
You can select between them by 
pressing a letter (capital or small), 
or you can invert all the choices. 
Another keypress gives you a 30 
shadow on lettering. When you've 
made your choice the screen re-
appears and the text pops up in 
the required style, expanded to fill 
the window. 

KQB 

The basic shape of characters is 
taken from one of five character 
sets, including bold, extra bold 
and outline letters. You can add 
up to four character sets of your 
own, which is a good thing as the 
standard ones are not brilliant. The 
characters are expanded to fill the 
window, and the pattern is over-
layed on top, to give zillions of dif-

i m B H i H T i i i a a i 

P O S T E R S 
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T E C H ? 

C u t out that expensive typesetting equipment — lofa pro-
duce CRASH the POWERPOINT way) 

ferent styles. 
You can also fill a window with a 

pattern. If you then fill the middle 
with nothing, you get a decorative 
border. Lines can also be drawn at 
various offsets around a window. 
You can invert the contents of win-
dows, swapping Ink for Paper and 
vice versa, and clear windows or 
the whole screen. Naturally, you 
can COPY the screen to your 
printer at any time. 

As befits well-designed 
software, any command can be 
undone by pressing U' if it has an 
unexpected effect. This facility is 
vital. 

You can save screens to cas-
sette or Microdrive, and load them 
so that you can use Powerprint II in 
conjunction with a drawing pac-
kage like The Artist. Each feature 
is clearly and concisely explained 
in the manual. 

The final option is Superprint 
mode. This lets you scale the dis-
play up by a factor of up to 321 imes 
vertically or horizontally (or both) 
before printing it out. The printout 

is in sections, with dotted lines 
between them; it's up to you to 
stick it all together. 

The program is simple—a mixture 
of BASIC and Machine Code — 
and it can get confused if you 
press EDIT while entering text, but 
the ergonomics are generally very 
good . . . in fact this is the most 
friendly utility I've ever used. It has 
the same sort of appeal as throw-
ing paint pots against a wall, but 
the results are better! 

I found it very easy to use Pow-
erprint. The results are a bit tatty, 
because the package is based 
around a Spectrum screen-sized 
window and monospaced 64 pixel 
characters (zoomed up as 
required), but the sheer entertain-
ment value of this package makes 
up for its ultimate limitations. It you 
want to leam about layout, or you 
just want to have some fun doodl-
ing. Powerprint //is great. 

LASERS ON STUN! 
Laser Genius is a Machine Code 
assembler and monitor. In other 
words, it's a utility package that 
helps you to write and test 
Machine Code programs. But 
don't fall asleep — this package is 
unlike anything else we've seen on 
the Spectrum, and it could have a 
major impact on Z80 assembler 
programming. 

Since 1982 Spectrum program-
mers have been presented with a 
flood of assembler and monitor 
programs. The early utilities were 
so limited that it became de rigeur, 
for a while, to write your own 
assembler almost as soon as 
you'd leamt Machine Code! 

Despite all of this effort, the pro-
ducts were much of a muchness, 
and differed mainly in presentation 
rather than content. Among the 
best of an indifferent bunch were 
HISOFT'S ugly but workmanlike 
DevPac, and MCTURESOUE'S 
Machine Code System, MSOFT 
scored on features and PICTURES-
QUE on presentation. Both sys-
tems are commonly used by Spec-
trum software houses; but all that 
could change with the arrival of 
Laser Genius. 

The package is split into two 
parts — an assembler and a 
monitor. The first lets you enter 
programs and translate them into 
Machine Code. The second helps 

you to test your programs, find 
bugs and correct them. 

For £14.95 you get two casset-
tes and a 150 page A5 manual, in 
the inevitable video box. The box 
looks almost identical to that of 
Laser Basic, so you'll have to look 
closely to find this one in the 
shops. Genius (originally called 
Magus in Sinclair advertising) runs 
on all models of the Spectrum, 
except the old 16K model; a spe-
cial 128K version is promised but 
has yet to arrive. 

m BTNKX 

The two parts of the package are 
recorded on different tapes. On 
both my copies, Tape 1 contained 
the files intended for Tape 2, and 
vice versa! oASnhave promised to 
sort this out. 

The first tape holds the assem-
bler, some utilities, and a set of 
example programs written in 
assembly language and Phoenix 
— a new low-level language. 

The second tape contains two 
versions of the monitor, to load 
into either the top or the bottom of 
memory on a 48K machine. A re-
locator is also provided for awk-
ward people who'd like to put the 
monitor somewhere inbetween. 



DISCOVERY 
CRUSHES THE 
COMPETITION 

NOW 
ONLY £99.95 + VAT 

At an amazing £99.95 Discovery deals a crushing blow to every 
I Spectrum disc drive system on the market. Now it's not just 

the best equipped disc drive you can buy, it's also the cheapest. 

Choose Discovery and you'll find a system packed with brilliant features: 

• 316*250 K DISC DRIVE 

• DOUBLE DENSITY DISC INTERFACE 

• JOYSTICK INTERFACE 

• PRINTER INTERFACE 

• VIDEO MONITOR INTERFACE 

• RAM DISC FACILITY 

• BUILT-IN POWER SUPPLY FOR DISCOVERY AND SPECTRUM 
• ctMPi P n N F - p n i N T r n M N F m n w 

All this for only £99.95. And now there's even more! 

* FREE TRANS-EXPRESS UTILITY PROGRAM -
TRANSFERS YOUR FAVOURITE TAPE SOFTWARE TO DISC 

* CHOICE OF DISCOVERY FOR THE 48K OR 128K SPECTRUM 

* FULL 12 MONTH WARRANTY 

* COMPREHENSIVE USER MANUAL 

* OPUS DELIVERY PLEDGE 

The Opus package is unbeatable value. We guarantee you delivery within 
72-hours of receiving your order and it's absolutely FREE. 
To order your Discovery call the Opus Sales Hotline now on 0737 65080 
or post the coupon. Dealer and Education enquiries welcomed. Special 
export rates available. 
T To: OJXJI Supplies limited. 55 Orrmide Way. Holmethorpe Industrial Esute. Redhill. Surrey " 1 
| Pteate ruth me the following: (PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE) 

I DISCOVERY unit(s)at CII4.94 
| r.r pLcjt., rtaKrt rry rr^trt 
| account with the amount of C 
| My Access [ J Visa i J no. is: 

| MY COMPUTER IS: D48K •SP£C.+ dlZaKdickboO 
| NAME 
| ADDRESS. 
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TELEPHONE. 
Opus. 
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The Laser Genius assembler lets 
you type In programs and store 
them on tape or Microdrive. It uses 
a neat 42 column display, which is 
handled a little more slowly than 
the usual 32 columns but still 
acceptably fast. QL and Enterprise 
fans will be pleased to discover 
that labels can be up to 240 
characters long, but unchuffed to 
learn that they can't use under-
score characters between words. 

There's a full screen editor, and 
you can even scroll back over past 
entries. All of the usual commands 
are there — search, replace, copy, 
move, renumber, delete, list and 
print. You must divide your code 
into numbered paragraphs, each 
of which can be up to 1K long. 

The assembler is very large — 
maybe too large to suit cassette 
users — and you're limited to 
about 16K of text unless you start 
to shed features. In practice this is 
not too much hassle as assembly 
code is stored in a concise, 
tokenised form. You can get as 
much in memory with this package 
as with its competitors, as long as 
you don't include lots of com-
ments. 

Once the buffer is full you can 
use a 'INCLUDE command to 
fetch instructions from a tape or 
Microdrive file. This has two limita-
tions — 'INCLUDES cannot be 
tested (so one file can't INCLUDE 
another) and the amount of tape-
fiddling needed is horrendous if 
you want to assemble to and from 
cassette. Text is loaded in 2K 
chunks and you have to swap and 
stop tapes throughout the assem-
bly process. This is fairly automa-
tic — although slow—when using 
Microdrives. 

The assembler has all the bells 
and whistles you might expect; it 
allows macros with parameters 
and local labels, arbitrary arithme-
tic and conditional assembly. 
There's also a library manager built 
in, which can be persuaded to 
automatically include pre-written 
subroutines as required. You can 
print or interrogate the symbol 
table to find out what goes where. 
There's also a neat integer cal-
culator, with support for most 
number-bases. 

Machine Code can be sent to a 
file or to memory; the format of 
code files is non-standard, but 
OASIS supply a conversion utility 
and you can always drop out to ZX 
BASIC and save code from there if 

Sou wish. You can tell the assem-
ler to generate code for a given 

address but store it somewhere 
else—this is vital .given the size of 
the assembler. Sadly, there's no 
option to produce self-relocating 
code. 

The assembler error messages 
are adequate but not outstanding 
— it's annoying that mismatched 
ENDs and missing parameters 
stop the assembly at once, without 
any check for further errors. 

The icing on the cake is Phoenix, a 
low-level language which can be 
mixed into assembly-language 
programs. Phoenix is a simple lan-
guage, with support for integer 
variables, one dimensional arrays, 
loops, tests, pointers and expres-
sions. 

Laser Genius translates Phoenix 
instructions into a mixture of in-
line code and subroutine calls. The 
UB command adds the required 
subroutines to your code file. The 
results should run about as fast as 
code from a simple Forth or 
Integer BASIC compiler. 

Phoenix looks pretty nasty — 
like a cryptic cross between Tiny C 
and Pidgin Fortran — but it's cer-
tainly useful if your programs con-
tain lots of non-time-critical arith-
metic and data-structure access. 

if Laser Genius is going to succeed 
it is going to have to convert users 
from other assemblers. The LOAD 
ASCII command is meant to load 
assembler files from other pac-
kages. but it stubbornly refused to 
work on my Spectrum. I spent sev-
eral hours trying to load cassette 
files from DevPac and PICTURES-
QUE'S assembler, and got 
nowhere. 

The instructions didn't seem to 
make sense and I got some weird 
results, including an endless 
stream of blank lines (even after I 
stopped the tape) and a mysteri-

ous 'expression too complex' 
error where no expression had 
occurred, OASIS insist that they've 
tested this facility — I say don't 
rely on it. 

TKNHina 

The Laser Genius Monitor is quite 
amazing. The best feature is called 
the 'analyser' — a program that 
interprets your Machine Code in 
slow motion, checking its 
behaviour as it runs. It's a sort of 
glass computer — you can watch 
the current instruction, register 
values and memory contents 
change, and pause the program at 
any point. 

Conditions — expressed In 
Machine Code or a version of 
Forth — can be set, so that the 
computer automatically stops 
whenever a certain address or 
area of memory is read or written. 
If you know that your program is 
overwriting something it 
shouldn't, the analyser will find the 
cause. 

Virtual screens are allowed, so 
the analyser display doesn't have 
to mess up your graphics — the 
computer will swap the entire 
screen contents, or any window, 
depending upon what's running. 

There are some neat examples in 
the manual, including a fiendish 
routine called the 'stack checker' 
which monitors CALL and RET 
instructions, stopping if you ever 
try to RETURN from a subroutine 
without a sensible return address, 
generated by a CALL, on the 
stack. You can have up to ten con-
ditional tests working at a time. 
Register values, flags, opcodes, 
addresses or whatever are 
checked after every instruction, so 
the code runs slowly, but this is a 
small price to pay for a crash-proof 
program. 

You can write checks to ensure 
that code is not over-written, and 
you can use a back trace to find 
out how a program reached a 
given point. Conditions are easy 
to enter and easy to edit. They can 
only be one line long, but may con-
tain calls to other routines in Forth 
or Machine Code. 

TI 

The monitor display is normally 
divided into four areas: a register 
list, memory display, output or dis-
assembly window and an area for 
commands. As in the assembler, 
each line may hold up to 42 
characters. Some instructions use 
the whole screen and re-draw the 
four areas when you enter a new 
command. 

The monitor occupies about 
15K of memory, so you can't use it 
at the same time as the assembler. 
It supports all the features you'd 
expect, with the exception of sym-
bolic debugging — you can't use 
labels and data names from your 
assembler program when testing. 
This is a missed opportunity. 

However, the built-in disassem-
bler will produce files containing 
made-up labels that can be loaded 
into the assembler. This is very 
useful if you lose your source file 
or want to steal someone else's 
code! You can also tell the disas-
sembler about data areas, so that 
it doesn't try to interpret them as 
code. 

You can stuff bytes into mem-
ory, copy blocks, assign registers 
by name, search for strings, fill 
areas and compare blocks. You 
can swap register-sets, or ROMs, 
and turn interrupts on and off. Val-
ues can be stacked or unstacked, 
and there's a Forth-style back-
wards calculator in which you put 
numbers before operations, so 
that (EVAL 2 2 3 + " will display 10 
(2 plus 3, times 2 — geddit?) >. You 
can choose your favourite base for 
arithmetic. 

There are 8 normal breakpoints 
available, as well as the ten STOP 
points. Code runs at full speed 
between breakpoints. You can 
step through programs one 
instruction at a time, with an option 
to interpret ROM calls or execute 
them without stopping. 

Programs don't have to stop 
when they reach a breakpoint. You 
can make them stop after a certain 
number of loops, or switch into 
slow (analysed) execution at a 
given point. You can have the 
register or memory display, or 
both, updated between certain 
instructions, so that you only have 
to pay attention while critical code 
is being executed. 

With the whole display re-drawn 
after every instruction, and a single 
slow breakpoint, you can analyse 
one instruction per second. If you 
just update the register display this 
rises to three instructions per sec-
ond — a comfortable speed for 
humans. The analyser can get 
through about 200 instructions per 
second if you don't bother to have 
the screen updated. 

Htm 
The manual is the worst part of the 
package, OASIS have never been 
very good at documentation, as 
they admitted when 1 visited them 
a couple of months ago. Their 
latest attempt is better organised 
than that provided with Laser 
Basic, but it's still an amateurish 
effort — chaotic, verbose, and dull 
to read. 

The print is black on dull blue 
paper; this is meant to discourage 
photocopying without making the 
text unreadable, and it's certainly 
an improvement upon the trendy 
bright green of previous offerings. 
There's a fairly comprehensive 
index at the back of the book — 
hoorayt There's also an enquiry 
card, which you can send off to 
OASIS if you need more help. You 
must use the card, to prove that 
you've got a kosher copy of the 
package; a replacement is sent 
with the reply. 

The first really annoying thing is 
the fact that Amstrad. 48K and 
128K Spectrum users all get the 
same manual. Throughout the text 
there are notices saying ' Amstrad 
Tape Users' and 'Spectrum Mic-
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rodrive only". The information is 
muddled together, often in the 
same paragraph, and sometimes 
there are references to Amstrad 
options with no mention of the 
Spectrum equivalent. 

The comparative programming 
examples are only listed in 
Amstrad BASIC, with a glib notice 
to say that they can 'easily' be 
converted to run on the Spectrum. 
There's no explanation of the 
workings of WHILE..WEND, 
nested IF..THEN..ELSE, and the 
Amstrad PLOT command, so 
Spectrum users who are unfamil-
iar with other versions of BASIC 
are going to have problems. This 
is just lazy, especially as there's 
blank space to be taken up at the 
back of the book. 

The manual can't make its mind 
up whether to be a tutorial or a 
reference guide. There are some 
diagrams and lots of useful exam-
ples, printed in a contrasting 
typeface, but the core of the book 
is simply a list of the commands 
and facilities available. This is too 
much information for anyone to 
take in as a constant stream. 

At the end of each half of the 
book there's a collection of appen-
dices listing keys, commands and 
error-messages. 

There are some silly typos, like 
repeated references to a need for 
10241K of memory! Some com-
mands are referred to long before 
they're explained, and the order in 
which topics are discussed leads 
to problems: for instance, there's 
a table of 20 arithmetic operators 
in the section explaining how the 
editor works. One of the editing 
keys is wrongly documented and 
another (TAB, Shift 9) isn't listed at 
all. 

Most of the information you 
need is in the manual, although 
there's an annoying lack of infor-
mation about compatibility with 
add-ons such as disk drives and 
printer interfaces. The package 

works well with Microdrives and 
adequately with tapes; the assem-
bler loading program will make a 
Microdrive copy for you, but you 
have to make up your own loader 
for the monitor, using addresses 
in the manual. There's no support 
for disks at present — an awful 
mistake, in my view, OASIS say that 
they've had lots of enquiries and 
may produce an OPUS disk version. 

It seems that the package is 
compatible with the ZX printer 
(just) or any other printer con-
nected to ZX BASIC stream 3. The 
manual only mentions the 
KEMPSTON interface, but I got a ZX 
LPRINT working without any prob-
lems. I'm told that the Interface 1 
serial port will also work if you 
open it from BASIC before loading 
Laser Genius. 

This is a complicated package, 
and the documentation makes it 
seem more so. In Its present state, 
Laser Genius is not suited to the 
beginner but the experienced 
Machine Coder should be able to 
work it all out after a few days of 
frustration. 

Laser Genius deserves to be a 
real success, but it is let down by 
three things: the manual, the 
apparent lack of compatibility with 
other packages, and the lack of 
support for disk users. We'll keep 
you posted if OASIS manage to sort 
out any of these problems. 

In technical terms Laser Genius 
is streets ahead of the competi-
tion. and should make it possible 
to write programs on the Spectrum 
which — previously — would have 
simply been impossible to test and 
finish property. If you can already 
program the Spectrum in machine 
code, arid you've got a Microdrive, 
I'd recommend this package. At 
£14.95 it is good value for the 
monitor alone. 

TASWORD TIPS 
Paul A. Cooper, an extremely 
Grande Formaggio who purports 
to run the Italian branch of the Ford 
Motor Company, has written in 
bemoaning the lack of 'serious 
stuff' in CRASH. The fact is that 
fun is what the Spectrum is best 
at. and CFIASH has always 
reflected that. In TECH TIPS, 
TECH NICHE, CRASH COURSE 
and elsewhere we cover things 
other than games. There are uses 
for the Spectrum around the 
home, but — other than learning 
or game-playing — they're few 
and far between. 

A lot of rubbish has been written 
about diary programs, central-
heating control and the like. We 
cover new applications — like car 
fault diagnosis, video digitisation. 
Micronet and so on — as they 
appear. We're not going to run 
program listings, except POKEs 
and snippets to illustrate a point, 
because the only sensible way to 
distribute software is in a lorm 
where the machine can read it 
directly. 

TUMNrSPtES 

Anyhow, at one point in his letter 
Paul asked for some Tasword 
Tips, so here goes; Martin Reld 
has sent in some word-processor 
POKEs which he got from TASMAN 
themselves. All of these should be 
entered from BASIC, after Tas-
word has been loaded. 

You can get pound signs as well 
as hashes, on printers that support 
both characters at once, by POKE-
ing 58117 with your printer's code 
for a pound sign. 

To change the border colour, 
POKE 64516 with the colour 
number (0 is black. 1 is blue and so 
on). 

To set the ink and paper colours, 
take the paper colour you want (0 
to 7), multiply it by eight and add 
the ink colour {again, 0 to 7). The 
POKE the result into 58522 and 
58513, and POKE the previous 
two bytes with 54, ie POKE 
58512,54: POKE 58521,54. 

- . 1k ^ A M M I f t 
THE JOYSTICK 

I' ve had to abandon testi ng the AOF 
radio controlled joystick I col-
lected at the last Microfair. It 
seems — daft though this sounds 
— that the review model is prone 
to the effects of radio interference 
generated by the computer! 

Anyone who has tried to listen 
to the radio while computing will 
know that the machines spit out 
quite a lot of bleeps and crackle — 
indeed the standard Spectrum is 

banned in the US, where radio 
interference laws are stricter than 
they are here. 

In the case ot the AOF unit I found 
that the receiver gave almost ran-
dom signals unless I put a tin tray 
over my computer. Even then it 
didn't seem to receive messages 
from the joystick, AOF'S answering 
machine is chewing this one over 
at the moment, and I hope to bring 
you a further report next month. 

120 COLOURS ON A SPECTRUM! 
This month's Techno-scoop 
comes from Barry Adams, who 
sent in a faded, barely-legible list-
ing a couple of weeks ago that 
promised to put 127 pure colours 
on the Spectrum 128 display — 
without using alternated dots — 
and the option of more than two 
colours per character without col-
our-clash! After inviting us to send 
him a straight-jacket, Barry listed 
a short program which — to our 
amazement — worked, so we're 
sending him £20 worth of software 
instead. 

We're re-listed his program 
here. It only runs on the Spectrum 
128, because it works by switch-
ing between the two possible dis-
play areas many times a second. 
One area (at 16384 — the usual 
place) holds one picture, while the 
128's 'second screen' at address 
49152 holds a second picture 
which is displayed intermittently. 
The two blur together, giving a dis-
play where the colour at any point 
is a mixture of the hues in each 
display area. 

You can use this to draw static 
pictures in 120 colours, or you can 
draw a background In one screen 
area and then move graphics 
through the second, getting an 
overlay effect that does not sutler 
from the usual Spectrum restric-
tion of only two colours per 
character-square. 

This is not a new trick — I can 
remember trying it on the normal 

Spectrum screen, using a block-
move instruction to change the 
colour attributes 50 times a sec-
ond — but it works much better 
than before on the 128, because 
the extra hardware allows 
extremely fast flipping between 
screens. There's still some flicker, 
more noticeable on some colour-
pairs than others, but new colours 
are quite clearly discemable. 

10 CLEAR 32767 
20 FOR X=32768 TO 32849 
30 READZ 
40 POKE X.Z 
50 NEXT X 
60 RANDOMIZE USR 32768 
100 DATA 1, 253, 0, 62, 23, 237, 121, 33, 0, 64,17, 0,192,1,0, 24, 54, 
240, 62, 204,18, 35.19,11,120,177, 32, 244,1, 0,3,17, 0, 216, 33, 0. 
88 121 230 
110 DATA 127,119,121,15,15,15, 230,127,18,11,120,177, 35,19, 
32,239,1,253,127,30,23, 237,89,118,123,238,8.95.175,219, 254, 
238, 31, 230,31, 40, 240,58, 92,91, 237,121,201 
type thlB lifting Into your 128k spectrum, RUM and watch.... 

BETA NEWS 
The second issue of ihe Beta 
BASIC newsletter has just reached 
me, and fascinating stutl it is too. 
Alter the mandatory apologies for 
last issue's typos (not that we can 
talk!) the newsletter discusses 'in-
visible' procedures, support for 
disk systems, ellipse drawing, 
Microdrive handling, and bug-
fixes. It's all pretty candid, and 
good value for Beta BASIC users 
at £5.50 for six issues, direct from 
errxsoFT. 

NEXT MONTH 
With luck and a following wind I'll 
have another simple hardware 
project for you next month, plus 
more technical software news. In 
the meantime, please keep send-
ing in your tips, comments and 

Suestions to me at TECH TIPS. 
RASH TOWERS. PO Box 10. 

Ludlow, Shropshire, SYB 1DB 
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JUMPING 
Adom your walls with 
framed caricatures of the famous 

T Shirts, 
Signed Posters and Pretty Piccies 

Fit together the features 
of a famous face! 

mUl 1 1 

— . — — 

Slyiili 
_ mmm 

SPLIT PERSONALITIES ENTRY FORM 

NAME 

OOMARK have come up with a 
wizard game, it's called Split Per-
sonalities, and has won them their 
first CRASH Smash (okay, the 
game started life as Splitting 
Images, but the rubber puppet 
pranksters weren't amused.) Full 
details on the game, reviewed 
under its original title, appear on 
page 18 of this issue. 

Understandably, the chaps at 
Domark are far from cut up about 
their new game — which is more 
than can be said about the pic-
tures of the famous people that 
you have to assemble in the fast 
and furious action. Ronnie's there, 
so's Maggie. Sir Clive, Alan Sugar, 
Neil Kinnock — in fact ten famous 
people have been lovingly carica-
tured by Dutch software house 
Erniesoft and included in the 
game. The only Face they missed 
was Lloyd Mangram's! 

Can you put the pieces back 
together again? Here's a little test 
run, featuring the physog of a well 
know actor and chimpanzee's co-
star. Shuffle the bits round until 
you get the picture, stick them 
down firmly on a piece of paper, 
complete the entry form remem-
bering to add you shirt size, and 
post the whole caboodle to UN-
SPUTT1NG PERSONALITIES, PO 
BOX 10, LUDLOW. SHROP-
SHIRE, SY81DB, making sure 
your reassembled masterpiece 
turns up in the Towers before 31 st 
of July. 

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

SHIRT SIZE 
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JT4 

Mikie Locker Room 
Super Tad Completed 
Yabba Dabba Doo Completed 
Zipper Flipper 9,155 
James Ward, Weston-Super-Mare 

Atic Aloe Completed 
Mikie complete three times 
Starquake Completed 81 % 
Bruce Lee Completed 27 times 
Commando 190.164 
Exploding Rat 5th Dan 
Monty on the Run 990 
Frank Bruno's Frenchle 
Jason Wood Sheffield 

Movie 51% 
Underwurtde 31% Completed 
Sir Fred 32% 
Back to Skooi Completed 
Beach Head Completed 
Bombjack 128,000 
Rollarcoaster 7,600 
Way of the Exploding Flat Beaten 10th 
Dan 
Finders Keepers 88% Completed 
Hobtoit Completed 
Hampstead Completed 
Planet of Death Completed 
Shadow of the Unicom 51 % 
Commando Area 6,120,000 
Samantha Fox Strip Poker all six pic-
tures 
Saboteur Completed levels 1 -3 
Pyjamarama 100% Completed 
Frank Bruno's Boxing Reached Fren-
chle 
Yla Ar Kung Fu Level 32 
Skool Daze Completed 
Match Day Won 11-1 in final 
Zorro Completed — About 40,000 
Fighting Warrior Completed 
Bess Blake Inverness, Scotland 

C o m m a n d o Area 10,276,450 
Atlc Atac 93% 
Back to Skool Key to Head's Office 
Rocky Completed (won world cham-
pionship) 
Starstrike1.045.200 
Skool Daze Released all shields, plus 3 
letters 
Yie AT Kung Fu Completed once 
Wild West Hero Eleventh Wave 
Jamie Wilkinson Bradford 

Hypers ports 109,897; Swimming 
26.19 seconds; Skeet Shooting 8,900; 
Long Horse 9.44; Archery 4,000; Triple 
Jump 15.98 metres: Weight Lifting 150 
kfl 
Football Manager Won F A Cup in the 
Third Division, and the 'double- 3 times 
Nodes of Yesod 29% 
Yie Ar Kung Fu 15th stage 
Way of the Exploding Fist 10th Dan 
twice 
Daley Thompson's Decathlon Day 1, 
189,693; Day 2,519,686; 100 metres 
8.98 seconds; Long Jump 8.41 metres; 
Shot Putt 26.01; High Jump 2.45 
metres; 400 metres 34.80 seconds; 110 
metres hurdles 9.35 seconds; Pole 
Vault 5.10 metres; Discus 75.90 metres; 
Javelin 123.21 metres; 1500 metres 
373.81 seconds 
Guy Mc>n tyre. Yeovil 

Commando 275,430 
Exploding Fist 760,910 (10th Dan) 
Spy Hunter 198,380 on novice 
Rambo 76,790 
Starstrike 111.794,310 
Raid Over Moscow 134.320 
David Rut (edge, Enfield 

Hypersporfs 116,865 
7,310 

Back to Skool Completed 
Foiriight Completed 
Chukie Egg 1,768.480 
Exploding Flat 375,690 
Keith Rut)edge, Enfield 

Lazy Jones 11,130 
Ant Attack 3 rescued 
ID 73% 
Daathchase Level 4 (completed) 
Manic Miner Up to level 12 
Fred 3rd Pyramid 
'Lemon Otter*, Dorchester 

Allan 8 23 Chambers 
Dragontorc Completed 
Shadowflra Completed 
World Series Baseball Beat computer 
on all levels 
Bruce Lee Killed wizard 12 times 
Nodes of Yesod Completed 
Arc of Yesod Completed 
Dynamite Dan Completed 
Mars port Completed 
Cosmic Wartoad Completed 
Gunfrigiht 4th Bandit 
V Set fire bombs 
Green Beret Got to the harbour 
Ian Hilltar, Chandlers Ford 

Gurrfright Second bandit Killed 
Jetpac Completed 4 times 
Atic Atac Completed 
Nodes of Yesod 83% 
Minder £4,210 
Knight Lore 65% 
Exploding Fist9th Dan 
Spy Hunter 112,300 
Hyparsports 115,000 
Spellbound 56% 
Mark Goodwin, Hall Green, Birmin-
gham 

Back to Skool Completed, 350 lines 
Commando Stage 4 
Mikie Completed once 
Spellbound 42% 
Saboteur 6,800, completed i & 2 
Bruce Lea Killed wizard 14 times 
Falrlight Completed 
Action Biker Completed 
Allan 8 levels 1-8 
Southern Belle Overall 87% 
SuperGran Fed-up until second go!! 
Beat thai. 
Peter DonnaSy, Chipping Sod bury, 

Elite Deadly, 200,000 appro* 
Dun Darach Completed 
Atic Atac Completed 
Trans Am 22 cups 
Exploding Fist 7th Dan 
Fantastic Voyage 7 parts collected, 
67,100(78%) 
Football Manager FA cup twice. 1 st 
division championship in only live sea-
sons 
Manic Miner 17th level 
Lords of Midnight Completed 
Doomdark's Revenge Completed 
Cookie Baked cake twice 
Stuart Paul, Norwich 

Monty On The Rim Completed with 
4,900 
Swords and Sorcery Collected 2 saba-
tons, magic sword and magic staff 
Knight Lore 2 charms 
Allan 8 3 rooms 
Football Manager Won F.A. cup 
Pyjamarama Completed with 96% 
Kokotonl WW 4th time level 
Bored of the Rings Finished 1st game 
and stuck at maze (help!) 
Manic Miner 7th level 
Spy vs Spy Quite a sly spy 
Jonathan (what's a POKE?) Hazel-
wood, Morpeth 

Three Weeks In Paradise Completed 
Gunfright Clever Jake 
The Biz No 1 with 'Si's song' 
Skool Daze Completed 
Back to Skool Completed 
Highway Encounter Completed 
Starquake Completed 68% 
Commando Area 7 
Bombjack 636,210 
Gyroscope Completed 
Pyjamarama Completed 98% 
Everyone's a Wally Completed 
Herbert's Dummy Run Completed 
Futl Throttle First on all tracks 
Frank Bruno's Boxing Completed 
Ballblazer Beaten level 5 
Green Beret Very last part of the Prison 
Camp, 117,500 
Simon Miles, Yeovil 

Three Weak* In Paradise Completed 
100% 
MlkJe Round the whole game 4 times 
Bruce Lee Completed 5 times in a row 
Saboteur Completed levels 1 & 2 
Ping Pong 21,850 
Sweevo's World 48% 
Commando Killed on 4th stage 
Frenkie 26% 
Bombjack 150.760 
Match Day Beat all levels 
Highway Encounter Killed on Zone 1 
Exploding Fist 5th Dan 
Py|amarama 28% 
Beach Head Completed 
World Series Basketball Beaten by 
level 4 
Way of the Tiger Beaten by troll on pole 
fighting 
Eric Wlckham. I , Head ley Down 



HEAOW dakka 
DAKKA BOOM IIII 

You've read the books; you've 
seen the film — now you can play 
the game, wear the shirt, listen to 
the album. All courtesy of MIRROR-
SOFT. 

There's no doubt about it. Big-
gies is a special kind of hero. He's 
not the daft sort of superhero who 
wears his underpants outside his 
trousers — he's a much more 
level-headed chap. In Biggies, the 
film, Captain WE Johns' heroic 
World War I airman meets up with 
his time-twin from the present day 
and gets involved in a caper which 
could prevent the course of history 
from being dramatically altered. In 
the game, you get to play through 
some of the key sequences from 
the film. 

Biggies is everyone's hero — 
even our Database Minion, Garth 
Sumpter has a habit of dressing 
up in old flying jackets, donning an 
authentic handlebar moustache 
and muttering such words as 
"Wizard Prang Old Sport" and 
"Jolly Good Wheeze, What'' in the 
general direction of anyone who 
will listen. He's even bought an 
authentic pilot's romper suit and 
wears it round the office! Strange 
lad, Gaz — the top of his head is 
perfectly flat (something to do with 
his Mum dropping him in horror 
when he was a baby: explains a 
lot,that...) 

Now it's your chance to get on 
the Biggies bandwaggon. We've 
reviewed the game this issue and 
MIRRORSOFT nave twenty five 
copies to give away, complete 
with a specially produced Biggies 
T Shirt. Top pnze In this comp is a 
veritable sackful of Biggies 
memorabilia: the game and T Shirt 
(of course), a scarf, a badge, stic-
kers. a signed photo of Neil 

Captain Svmptar 
In Bfggta* Mode. 

Dickson who plays the central role 
in the film, and an album of the film 
soundtrack featuring half a dozen 
themes by Stanislas, tracks from 
John Anderson. Chakk, Deep Pur-
ple, Motley Crue and The Immor-
tals. 

To get you in the mood for a bit 
of derring-do, Oli has come up 
with a little sketch of Biggies in 
action. This, in case you nadn't 
already guessed, is a SPOT THE 
DIFFERENCE competition — but 
there's more than one difference 
between the two piccies repro-
duced here. 

Ring round all the differences 
you spot on picture B, complete 
the entry form and send it to 
CRASH AIR ACE COMP, PO BOX 
10, LUDLOW. SHROPSHIRE. SY8 
1DB, making sure you write your T 
Shirt size nice and clearly on the 
form. Closing date for entries is 
31st July,so amove 
on. Chocks Away! 

Take to the air 

Giant BIGGLES GOODIEBAG on offer 

25 T Shirts and Games 
to be won 

BIGGLY, BIGGLY BIGGLY 
I've spotted differences 

NAME „, 

ADDRESS 

POST CODE 

SHIRT SIZE 

— • 
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MANTRONIX MAP 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

SHIRT SIZE 

The latest game from PROBE 
SOFTWARE, Mantronix, casts you in 
the role of an intergalactic bounty 
hunter. You're on the trail of a 
quartet of particularly unpleasant 
villains who have gone to ground 
on the hostile planet of Zybor. 

Fortunately for your health, 
temper and general well-being, 
you are not actually expected to 
get down there, on the planet's 
surface, and seek out the bad guys 
in person. No, you have a wonder 
fully engineered robot at your dis 
posal — a M ant ronix—and it' s up 
to you to guide the tin lawman to 
the lair of the four bad guys, do 
away with them and .collect the 
bounty. 

It's not quite a matter of sitting 
back in a comfy chair in your com 
mand module orbiting Zybor, eat 
ing crumpets laden with straw 
berry jam and drinking tea while 

ol' Mantronix does the hard work 
down below. While Mantronix is 
dead tuff, and has a neato laser 
weapon at it's disposal, it's a 
rather dim robot. Well, not exactly 
dim, but the artificial intelligence 
circuitry that would have enabled 
Mantronix to complete the mission 
unaided while you scoffed the T 
and C was just that little bit to 
expensive. So you have to control 
him. via the console. 

We took a look at the game last 
month — and a pretty big game it 
is too. We've even seen a map of 
the playing area that was tucked 
inside the briefcase of the Man 
From Probe who brought the 
game to sunny Ludlow. You 
haven "t, so when it comes to draw-
ing a map of Mantronix you're on 
your own. Mind you, there's an 
Opus Disk Drive on offer for the 

?rettiest map received in CRASH 
owers by 20th August. And 

Twenty goodiebags containing 
posters and a specially commis-
sioned T Shirt for runners up — so 

Bet mapping. Entries please to 
IANTRONIX MAP, CRASH. PO 

BOX 10. LUDLOW. SHROP-
SHIRE, SY8 1DB — and don't 
forget to add your Shirt size to the 
entry form which should be firmly 
fixed to your map. 

EBBS Ss&ss 
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GROWN AT HOME... 
HANNAH SMITH took a look through the HOMEGROWN SOFTWARE file, and 
reports back on her personal favourite in the collection of games we've received 
so far. 
I'm not really sure what our Doc Martened Editor has started off with 
this HOME GROWN SOFTWARE thing, but something monstrous Is 
happening In the bottom drawer of the old faithful filing cabinet. 
Do-lt-Yourself games are sprouting up all over the place in there. 
Only last week I had a little peek Inside and there ware just a couple 
of cassettes nestling comfortably In a file. Now the drawer is practi-
cally bursting at the seams with software. 
A lot of the games we have received are adventures, written with The 
Quill and associated utilities. These will be passed on to Derek 
Brewster In due course. Last issue there was a sneak preview of 
Supernova, written by fifteen year-old Anthony Bailey and, as prom-
ised, here is a full review of the game which has stirred more than a 
little Interest here in the CRASH office. 

SUPERNOVA 
Even in the world of automation, 
intelligent machines need to get 
away fromrt all. The slightly better-
off automatons choose to spend 
their annual holidays at the pre-
stigious Supernova Hotel on the 
planet Antares, relaxing in all the 
finery and splendour to which they 
have become accustomed. For the 
rest of us it'll be two weeks in Wes-
ton-super-Mare if we're lucky. 
The star of Supernova is a spheri-
cal being with a cheesy grin and 
rather ostentatious sun glasses. 
It's a Really Odd Bio-Organism 
Thingy (ROBOT tor short). He has 
delusions of financial grandeur — 
despite the fact that the cost of a 
holiday at the Supernova is way 
above his income, he decides to 
go along anyway. 

He is an eternal optimist, and he 
finds the prices are even higher 
than he expected — by the end of 
his stay ROBOT has virtually 
nothing but a sun-tan to his name. 
The hotel staff are getting rather 
nervous and decide that he cannot 
leave until he has paid the bill. 
Although the hotel is a paradise in 
space, ROBOT is getting a bit 
homesick, so you must help him 
raise the cash so can he settle up 
and go home. 
The adventure is played over 
seven floors. The game begins in 
Administration and you move 
around the hotel by way of doors 
and lifts. Doors give access to 
other corridors and rooms within 
the hotel. They may be locked, 
however, and some objects that 
your ROBOT can collect along the 
way are of use as 'keys'. Certain 
lifts only go up. while others only 
go down, making the task of get-
ting to a desired level rather frus-
trating at times. But that's all part 
ot the game. 
At the bottom of the screen the 
inventory displays the objects 
ROBOT has in his possession. 
There are some empty spaces in 
his ample pockets and by using 
the cursor he can transfer objects 
into lockers along the way or swap 
what he's currently carrying for the 
contents of a locker in the hope 
that it will be of value. The ROBOT 
can also buy things from the staff 
at the Supernova with the bit of 
money he has left. The fire button 
does everything else for you, 
depending on which object 

ROBOT is standing next to when 
you press it. For instance, if 
ROBOT is standing next to a Staff 
Droid and fire is pressed, a mes-
sage from the droid appears on the 
top of the screen. Staff Droids 
along the way can give you hints 
and tips. 
The facilities at the Supernova are 
seemingly never ending. There's 
everything the fashionable Droid 
needs to while away his holiday in 
comfort. From photographic dark 
rooms to chain stores, it's all at the 
Supernova. The ROBOT Is not 
above a little gambling to try to 
earn a few pennies, ana there's an 
arcade room for him to try his luck 

in. Fellow tourists at the Super-
nova are a fairly unscrupulous lot 
and can be bribed. Offer an object 
to a tourist and if he wants it you 
may gain something as well. 
The graphics in the game are sim-
ple but effective. Each floor of the 
hotel is a different colour. At the 
top of the screen a table gives 
information on the current loca-
tion, and messages from other 
guests and staff appear here too. 
In his accompanying letter, 
Anthony apologises for the fact 
that most ot the game is written in 
BASIC. Not that this makes much 
difference, because Supernova 
isn't a fast reflex arcade game but 
an arcade adventure inspired by 
the devilish puzzles devised by 
Gargoyle Games. For £1.99 it's 
certainly a good deal. 
Supernova went down pretty well 
in the office and I was queueing up 
to get at my Spectrum for quite a 
few days when the game first 
arrived. Anyway, here's what 
Dominic Handy, a regular com-
mentator on CRASH games, 
thought of it: 

Supernova is one of my favourite 
games of the moment. I looked at 
it as if it was sent in by a software 
company: the presentation is first 
class and the graphics are superb. 

I really loved the little character 
that you control, and the way he 
kept stopping and looking around 
at me was very cute. The sound in 
the game is adequate with a very 
good tune and colour is superbly 
used with every possible colour on 
the screen at once. There are no 
attribute problems because the 
scrolling play area is monochroma-
tic, but the display is still very effec-
tive. My only gripe is that there 
should be an abort key, mainly 
because you can last a long time 
at one game and if someone else 
wants a go you have to break into 
the program. This is one mail-order 
game which there is no risk in buy-
ing. I'd give it high eighties all round 
in a full vview... 

Supernova is available only by 
mail order from Astral Software, 
18 Woodstock Rd, Cars ha It on, 
Surrey, SM5 3DZ. Please 
enclose a stamped-addressed 
envelope along with your cash 
to make Anthony's life easier. 

That about wraps It up for this 
month's news on the Home 
Grown Software front No doubt 
by next issue we'll need yet 
another filing cabinet in the 
CRASH office to accommodate 
all the DIY games we'll have 
received by then. Sigh. 
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Last month we launched the GENESIS — 
Birth of a Game competition in which the 
gauntlet was well and truly thrown down to 
itttAari readers. Can you design the ultimate 
computer game for O C S I O N D E S I G N to program 
and D O M A R K to take to the marketplace? 

Designing games doesn't seem to be too 
much of a problem for CRASH readers — 
we've had a small torrent of entries already, 
if not quite a flood. 

We riffled through the entries received so far, and 
there are a lot of good ideas floating around and some 
excellent scenarios. Judging isn't going to be easy! If 
there's a game idea inside you that hasn't got onto 
paper yet, you've got until 31 st of July to get your entry 
in, and remember — it could put you firmly on the path 
to fame and fortune! 

Meanwhile, here's a quick look at a couple of the 
game ideas we've already received... 

THE QUEST FOR THE CLOD 
The Quest for the Clod is the 
unusual title of Paul Bayfield's 
entry. Paul's a Lancastrian lad, 
and although his game design 
kicks off in deep space, It soon 
comes down to earth — literally. 

Far away in another part of the 
Galaxy, a space ship cunningly 
disguised as a clod of earth hurtles 
towards the planet we all know 
and love (and live on,) This strange 
craft is packed with Information 
from beyond the stars. The naviga-
tional systems on the spaceship 
suffer a malfunction, and instead 
of arriving at its intended landing 
place it plummets into an allot-
ment somewhere in Lancashire. 

No-one is really sure of the 
space craft's exact location and 
scientists have been tracking its 
course through space, eager to lay 
their hands on the mass of infor-
mation it contains. A desperate 
fight begins between the Super-
powers and a certain magazine in 
Ludlow to see who can find the 
alien craft first. Will our heros Tilley 
Gibbons and Samantha Lewis 
manage to get hold of the secrets 
contained in the alien vehicle—or 
will Ivor Bolsovitch, a secret agent 
from the Kremlin and Balthazar 
Wartburger, pick of the crop from 
the FBI, beat them to it? 

Paul's game design sets 

• V ' f 

QUICKSILVER 

Samantha and Tilley romping 
through the allotments, dodging 
the odd low flying black pudding 
and irate gardner in their search 
for the Clod From Outer Space. 
The two characters you control 
have different strengths and 
weaknesses and the game is part 
arcade adventure, part strategy. 
The player flies a helicopter from 
allotment to allotment, landing to 
do battle with the enemy agents 
and local veggie growers who hin-
der the Quest for The Clod. 

MR MISER AND THE BENT 
BEAN CAN 
Ian Fitch from Suffolk has come 
up with a delightfully simple 
scenario for his arcade adventure 
with cartoon style graphics: 
measly miser Alfred McNasty buys 
a can of beans from a shop and 
then discovers that there is a large 
dent in the can. Incensed, Alfred 
goes back to get a refund but . . . 
the shop, being a Mobile Shop, 
has left the area. Alfred's such a 
mean miser, he will go to any 
lengths to find the roving store, so 
long as doesn't have to spend any 
money! The game involves fare-
dodging on the buses and trains 
and lots of hoofing it around the 
city centre. Alfred encounters a 
variety of characters who can help 
or hinder him in the quest to return 
the beans and obtain a refund — 
housewives. Punks, children and 
shopkeepers all appear in the 
game. In Alfred's case Beanz 
Meanz very sore feet. 

Poor little robot Quicksilver has 
been botnapped from his home 
planet of Mercurion by the evil 
Dread Droids who aim to have 
some fun at his expense. 
Quicksilver finds himself inside the 
maze-planet Torturax and the 
nasty Dreads are about to do 
unpleasant things to him. 

Suddenly, Quicksilver receives 
a mystery message which tells him 
that escape from the maze is pos-
sible if he can only find five terminal 
points and interface with them. 

The game takes the form of a flip-
screen arcade adventure along the 
lines of Bobby Bearing and Spin-
dizzy, although there are quite a 
few twists and turns to the gamep-
lay . . . including rampaging nas-
ties. cosmic catapults, mega mag-
nets and giant pipes. Lifts link the 
levels of Torturax, and mapping 
the game will be an essential pre-
requisite (LMLWD) of play. Lee 
Smith of Herts has certainly put 
Quicksilver in an awkward predi-
cament . . . 

CAROLINE'S CAROL LINES 
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Although it's trying to be summer 
here in Ludlow, this entry from 
Jonathan Brough of Seaton in 
Devon has a distinctly wintry 
flavour to it. The game stars a 
female vicar (a vicar-ess?) who 
suddenly gets a mental block 
when it comes to remembering 
Christmas carols for her festive 
church service. As her organist 
and churchwardens are all in bed 
with the flu, her only hope to is to 
track down members of her family , 
who, on receiving correct answers 
to Biblical questions will refresh 
Caroline's memory when It comes 
to the Christmas carols. 

Jonathan's games design 
involves four sub-games, each of 
which requires a different style of 
play. Starting in the town, Caroline 
the Carol-less vicar has to employ 

tactics to secure the first parts of 
her missing tunes, visiting loca-
tions in the correct order. An 
arcade sequence follows at the 
seaside, where the player has to 
rely on timing and reactions to 
coax Caroline's brothers into reve-
aling a few more tuneful morsels. 
The game then moves on to a 
maze sequence in the inner city 
and . finally concludes with an 
adventure in a television station. 

Well, that's just a sprinkling of 
some of the more unusual game 
ideas we've received so far. Don't 
forget that the scenarios on this 
page remain the copyright of the 
authors — so no pinching them! 
Keep the entries coming in, but 
remember — time's running out. 
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MEREL Y MANGRANMEREL Y li 
The boom in budget software 
brought a flurry of low-price 
games into the office® just es 
the finishing touches were being 
put to this issue of the magazine. 
Casting aside the strong temp-
tation to put in some overtime 
on my herbacious borders 
where the lupins and 
delphiniums ere just coming 
Into their full glory, I set to 
work . . . . 

The first collection of budget 
games arrived from PLAYERS just 
after the reviews had been written. 
Selling for E1.99, the range kicks 
off with a respectable selection: 
Cagara, an arcade adventure full 
of mazes in which you have to 
recover a magic chalice, aided and 
abetted by a sulky hamster by the 
name of Eric who has helicopter 
blades sprouting out of his back; 
Desert Hawk, a Choplifter variant 
in which you sit the the cockpit of a 
helicopter and fly rescue missions 
behind enemy lines; Claws of 
Despair, an adventure game with 
graphics which Derek will be tak-
ing a close look at in due course, 
along with the wacky and zany 
Journey to the Centre of Eddie 
Smith's Head. 

The budget business is boom-
ing for ATLANTIS as well — they've 
just released the follow up to Mafia 
Contract, wittily titled Mafia Con-
tract II. Another one for Derek. Two 
cavern-searching games have 

also arrived from the ATuumssta-
ble in the form of Caverns of Kon-
tonia and Luna Attack, both 
arcade adventures with a space 
theme. £1.99 apiece, as usual. 

Our hallowed Editor, whom I 
must approach soon with my 
annual plea for a pay rise, recently 
visited the lair of QREMUN GRAPHICS 
in deepest Sheffield, returning with 
Jack The Nipper and news of the 
QREMUN launch schedule. And 
very impressive it is too. with a flip 
screen arcade adventure, Future 
Knight, on the cards for an 
October launch. A cunning 
baltaame played on a chequered 
roadway which scrolls 'out" of the 
screen is also underway — 'a sort 
of cross between Bounder and 
Ballbiazer according to Dash Ed, 
who came away well impressed. 
Way of the Tiger II, where the 
action should be viewed from 
above and a football simulation in 
which you try to become Footbal-
ler of the Year are due from the 
Sheffield Byte merchants' HQ bet-
ween now and Christmas. 

nwboum* houm are beavering 
away on Fist II, which, we are tola, 
is to feature the same type of con-
trol and range of movements as 
the original, as well as a number of 
enhancements. Rather than fight 
formal matches for points, the 
combatants have to fight through 
different locations each of which 
have an effect on combat and 

stamina levels. Stamina is reduced 
very rapidly when a fall is taken in a 
swamp for instance. Drowning 
isn't good for you! A cave plays 
host to one scrapping session, 
and with the low ceilings the range 
of moves available is reduced. 

Costa Panayi is currently work-
ing on a new project for VORTEX, 
and is trying to create a randomly 
generated 3D game in time for a 
late July release. Apparently, you 
start at the bottom of a stack and 
have to work up towards the top 
by setting four switches on each 
successive level and scampering 
to a lift before it leaves for the floor 
above. Sounds intruiging — more 
details next month, VORTEX wilting. 

In the same part of the world, 
SOFTWARE PROJECTS are working on 
a new multi-load game. They're 
keeping very quiet about it, but if 
we send our Doc Martened Editor 
in the general direction of Man-
chester we should be able to 
frighten them into revealing more 

A M e of mermen* from PtAYMRt | _ 
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in time for the next issue! 
BUBBLE BUS are just waiting tor 

Tom Pressor to put the final 
touches to The Ice Temple which 
we look at more closely over the 
page. They have a new game from 
John Caine scheduled Tor release 
in September — remember John? 
Well you should remember 
Booty.... 
Moonlight Madness is the title of 
John's new opus. 

A couple of humour-packed 

Z^intumikHU 

i i SPICTHUM 

adventures are on their way from 
CBL who don't seem too upset now 
they've had to abandon the 
Dreamsellers project. The Boogit, 
(a wittier title than Bored of the 
Rings Ifj is virtually complete and 
continues the saga of the slightly 
mad Tolkeinesque creatures 
created by Fergus from DELTA 4. 
The gels at et BH®E'» have now 
completed their Very Big Cave 
Adventure lor the ever-youthful 
Clem Chambers, en. supremo, 
while an arcade game by the name 
of Captain Slog is due any day now 
from the budget label founded by 
Clem called ALPHA-OMEOA. Poor of' 
Captain S is trapped In space and 
needs to find a set of blueprints 
that give him access a teieporter 
so he can return to earth. A limited 
oxygen supply and hungry 
monsters make the task that oft 
more tricky. 

Another Manchester firm, this 
time OCEAN IS keeping a gently low 
profile — Knight Rider and Street 
Hawk are still around a comer in 
the future, as is Hunchback II — 
The Adventure, tn Hunchy II the 
aim of the game is: set out from 
Chez Quasi; make your way 
through the sewer system; pick up 
usefulitems from shops and finally 
get the key to the Cardinal's tower 
where Esmerelda is held prisoner. 
Featuring Never Ending Story type 
graphics and Frankie style on-
screen messages the game 
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CRASH T-SHIRTS/SWEATSHIRTS/CAPS/ 
BINDERS OFFER 
AH quoted prices include VAT, post and packing {UK only). 
Continental Europe and Overseas, please add £2 extra per 
item ordered. C l ( 
Please tick the appropriate bo*. ** e C f l i u i n i I H 
Form in capitals please Size O U M U L U 

C Please send me CRASH T-shirt(s) at £4.50 each. 
[ Please send me CRASH Sweatshirt(s) at £8.95 each. 
• Please send me CRASH Cap(s) at £3.95 each. 
CI Please send me CRASH Binderls) at £4.50 each. 
Name . . 
Address 

Postcode 
I enclose £ made payable to CRASH' 
Cheques or postal orders only, please. 

COMPLETE CRASH OFFER', PO BOX 10, 
LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB 
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P O S T E R S F O R 

Y O U R W A L U 

t. "KEPLER OF MARS 
£2.50 

I . " METRO FORCE 1 
a . 50 

4. "ZOMBIES OF 
THE NIGHT 

^ £2.50 
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OLIVER FREY POSTER OFFER 
Please send me the following Oliver Frey Posters) 
RH K tide appropriilt box(«) 

All 4 Posters! (£7.501 • 
1. KEPLER OF MARS (£2.50) Q 
1. METRO FORCE 1 (£2.50) 
3. RED MOON (£2.50) • 
4. ZOMBIES OF THE NIGHT (£2.50) • 
I enclose £. . . . cheque or postal order made payable to Newsfield 
Limited 
Please note: orders outside mainland UK, please add £1 per item 
ordered to cover extra postage. 

Name 
Address 

Postcode. 

POSTER OFFER, NEWSFIELD, PO BOX 10, 
LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY81DB 
POSTER 
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sounds fun. 
Some brand new BUG BYTE T 

Shirts have just been produced to 
a design by Mark Taylor, and on 
the games front Rupert and the Ice 
Castle should be in the shops by 

now, followed by a re-release of 
the ever popular Souls of Darkon. 

Afmc are pleased to have 
started their own budget label — 

ANT ANNE—a review of The Master 
ought to appear earlier in this 
issue. A new C2.99 simulation from 
the parent company popped onto 
my desk this morning, a simulation 
which hints that rugby is 'for men 
only' but it seems this game can 
be played by girlies t o o . , . 

OAROOYLE GAMES are going 
Strong: the Carter/Follis/Heath-
cote trio have just completed an 
arcade game to go with ELITE'S 

Scooby Doo licence and are work-
ing on a set of arcade games for an 
autumn launch under them.—F«» 
tv Than ught label. Priced around 
the £7.95 mark, the new GARGOYLE 

label promises thrills and spills 
galore, with the first game set to 
include Heavy on the Magick size 
figures in a fast space shoot em 
upl Samurai Dawn and a 'family 
entertainment' with the current 
working title of George are 
scheduled for Christmas. 

An Autumn launch is booked for 
Dan Dare from VIRGIN — the result 
of over a year's work so far. Atlan-
tic Challenger should be out a little 
sooner, to tie in with V W O M Sup-
remo, Richard Branson's second 
record-breaking attempt at cros-
sing the Atlantic. The game takes 
the form of a light-hearted Simula-

B x u b o s t o o d i n h i * c o m f o r t a b l e 
t u n n e l l i k e h a t I . T o t h e e a s t 
w a s t h e r ound a r e e n d o o r ^ 
s n a i l w i n d o w w a s s e t h i g h i n t o 
T o t h e s o u t h , w a s t h e r o u n d 
g r e e n t o i l e t . 
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tion In which you play the role of 
Richard as he attempts to pilot his 
boat across the peraoua seas and 
keep his business empire afloat at 
the same time. 

Robert White of DUAELL has a 
portfolio of seven games lined up 
for autumn, including Saboteur II, 
Mike Richardson's new game 
which involves dragons, an aerop-
lane game, a 3D car game and a 
totally original game from a Danish 
software house that has a lot to do 
with atomic power-stations. Hope-
fully nothing to do with Chernobyl 
— cassettes that glow In the dark, 
like swamps, are bad for you I 

More Konami arcade conver-
sions are due from HHAOINE, thus 
completing the deal with the 
Japanese arcade company — 
'sports simulations' is about all we 
could glean before going to press. 
HEWSOHS should be bringing City 
Slicker into the shops From the 
team who brought Technician Ted 
and Cosfa Capers to I tie on the 
Spectrum, as well as Stave 
Crow's next game, Firekxd — a 
500 screen arcade adventure due 
for completion around the end of 
September. Andrew Hewson feel 
quietly confident that a Spectrum 
version of Andy Braybrook's C64 
hit Uridium is possible. More news 
as and when.. 
There's no stopping ARXXASOFT 
... Archon II is being written for 
the Spectrum, but coyly, no-one is 
prepared to say quite when it'll be 
finished — nor are they prepared 
to commit themselves to a release 
date for RAW JAM'S Three Days in 
Carpathia. Perhaps they're all tied 
up? 

STOP PRESS 
Just as I was about to potter home 
and take up my trowel, three rather 
interesting pieces of software 
landed on my desk. Overtime in 
the office rather than the garden 
results... 

Hijack from ELECTRIC DREAMS IS 
described as "one third arcade, 
one third strategy and one third 
simulation". The game is played 
from the point of view of the Ameri-
can Government's Head of the 
Security Service's Hijack Division 
and the scenario is set as a band 
of terrorists hijack a vehicle. Using 
a neat window/menu technique 
you have to liaise with your staff, 
the President and advisors and 
attempt to end the standoff. The 
terrorists can be forced into sub-
mission by military might, bought 
off with a suitcase full of dollars or 
persuaded to give In. But organis-
ing things takes t ime. . . Once the 
game starts, you are on your own. 

OOM recently delivered the final 
version of Kirnera to FIREBMO, who 
are now doing the marketing for 
them — and the game has under-
gone a name change. Heartland, 
as it is now to be known, should be 
reviewed fully next month, but the 
scenario arrived with the cut-down 
demo version of the game circu-
lated to magazines. You are trans-
ported to a world within a book 
while asleep and dreaming; a book 
which contains the people, and 

In a few weeks time we should 
be receiving a review copy of 
W A R from MARTECN. A review 
next issue may be on the cards — 
the game sounds a lot of fun: you 
are attacking a massive mechani-
cal world inhabited by aliens 
whose only joy In life is invading 
planets. Earth is next on their list, 
and they're heading your way. 
Strategy underpins the shoot em 
up sequences, and attacking the 
cylinders that make up the alien 
world/invasion force means avoid-
ing mean and nasty defence 
Droidans as well as the sophisti-
cated missile systems set up to 
deter attackers. 

The adventure world is still look-
ing very healthy — RAMBJRO'S tie-in 
with LEVEL • is about to pay 
dividends in the form of Jewels of 
Darkness, the promised trilogy 
which sees the relaunch of Colos-
sal Adventure, Adventure Quest 
and Dungeon Adventure in a three 
cassette pack with accompanying 
novella. The three games have 
been extensively upgraded and 
now contain 200 graphic locations 
and a language parser than can 
cope with 1.000 words and accept 
multiple commands. Not bad 
value for £14.95 

Finally, Rebel Planet has just 
been forwarded to Derek Brewster 
for his attention, ADVENTURE SOFT 
UK are behind this graphic adven-
ture based on the Steve Jackson 
and Ian Livingstone book — you 
are sent on a mission to thwart the 
evil Arcadians, another alien race 
in the queue to conquor Earth. 
Sometimes I wonder why t bother 
with my begonias... 

indeed the whole physical form of 
the Netherworld concealed within 
another dimension. Your task is to 
thwart the minions of the evil 
Demon Midas, collect up the six 
missing pages of the book scat-
tered around the playing area and 
restore peace and joy to the stric-
ken people of the Nether World. A 
variety of weapons are available to 
you. and you mu3t travel across 
the many lands contained in the 
book. The graphics are certainly 
beautiful, although comments on 
the gameplay will have to wait until 
we have a working version. 

Finally, a French software house 
is ready to take the UK adventure 

1andragore — a vast adventure 
set in a mythical land which you 
explore in control of a team of four 
adventurers. Input to the game is 
achieved via a cunning keyword 
entry and command system, and 
the scope of the game is quite 
immense. At present, the prog-
rammers are tidying up a few 
graphics problems but the com-
pleted version should be available 
for your Spectrum in the very near 
future. 

A little sweet talking to the Art 
Department in the attic of CRASH 
Towers meant that I could find a 
colour slot over the page for one 
— "and only one," they said — 
screenshot from each game. 
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BUBBLE nus have a new Spectrum 
release in ihe pipeline — ihis time 
a game Irnm Tom Prosser, who is 
putting the finishing touches to a 
massive arcade adventure contain-
ing eight hundred locations. 

Intergalactic Dustman Nick 
Razor has been working all the 
overtime he can get for the past 
few years. You see, Nick's a custom 

straightforward. You see, each 
time the gamf is loaded, the eight 
destructors and the eight reactor 
components M . ri off in a different 
location. So does Nick! If you die 
during a session, it's possible to 
resume the game with the same 
setup, or change the locations of 
the vital parts. 

Nick is Quipped with a handy 
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AMc* f>op« ouf of hit Custom Cruiser to make e phono call In tho 
Ico To triple. But that* no ordinary telephone, that's a teieportl 

cruiser freak — lie spends every 
spare moment flicking through 
the holopages of the latest issue of 
Custom Craft, the magazine for 
streetwise spacemachine owners. 
After many years hard saving, Nick 
finally managed to amass enough 
credits for a heavily customised 
Space Cruiser. It's a real mean 
machine, featuring laser cannon, 
turbo drive, twin overhead toolkits 
— the lot. 

Nick is a proud dustperson 
indeed, lovingly shining his latest 
acquisition every weekend until 
one day he goes to the garage and 
finds the love of his lile has been 
pinched Joy riders have made 
away with his classy motor! 

Nick sets off on the search for his 
pride and Joy, finally discovering 
it. abandoned in an (ce Temple. 
After crying a lew tears of glee, 
Nick looks around and realises that 
the Ice "temple is in fact a ther-
mionic reactor, cunningly dis-
guised as an Ireltmpif. Evil Aliens 
are drawing power irom the reac-
tor and plan to invade earth and 
the offices of Custom Craft. Nick 
can't have that, so he sets out to 
disable the reactor. 

Eight bits of machinery have to 
be discovered and taken to the 
appropriate place for destruction 
— but the game's not that 

Jet pack to zoom around in, and 
has a flamethrower by way of a 
weapon when he's in jet pack 
mcxie •— very handy for melting 
walls of ice and moving to new 
locations. Obviously. Nick has to 
find his customised cruiser in the 
Ice Temple before he can use it, but 
once aboard he can take advantage 
of its powerful laser cannon. 

Ibm's currently slaving away 
over a red hot Spectrum keyboard, 
and hopes to complete the game in 
time for a full review of Ice Ttmplc 
next month. Look out for i t . . . 

i r i i i i T O i 

I lnalde the locked castle — you have to find a key, but to get to 
the key a poi aonoue snake has to be ted wtth a rat... 

A NEW WAY TO CREATE 
ADVENTURES 
A team of people down at INCENTIVE 
have been beavering away for 
yonks, working on a brand new 
adventure writing utility which 
goes by the name of Graphic 
Adventure Creator — GAC for 
short. 

Sean Ellis is the main man 
behind the code, which was writ-
ten on an Amstrad. The Amstrad 
GAC appeared a little while ago. 
before Alan Sugar bought the 
Spectrum, but by the time you 
read this the full-blown Spectrum 
implementation should be in the 
shops. 

We've had a close look at the 
system — Ian Andrew popped up 
with a 90% finished version a little 
while ago, and just before this 
issue went to press the completed 
program arrived, together with a 
mini-adventure which shows the 
sort of thing that can be achieved 
with GAC without too much pain. 

GAC is more of an 'Adventure 
Processor' than a hard-bitten, 
complicated utility. Setting up an 
adventure and modifying it with 

GAC is simplicity itself — the 
whole program is very user friendly 
indeed and very little in the way of 
braincell bashing is required 
before you begin to see the fruits 
of your labours. All the thinking can 
go into designing the adventure, 
rather than implementing it. 

The package is completely self 
contained — graphics can be 
designed using the on-board 
drawing utility. A full review of the 
package will appear in the August 
issue — but meanwhile feast your 
eyes on the graphics that accom-
pany Ransom, the mini adventure 
that comes with the software; it's 
used to explain the way GAC can 
be used to create masterpieces. 

INCENTIVE are quite happy for you 
to market adventures created with 
GAC — they don't want any loot, 
just an acknowledgement. And 
they might even publish your game 
for you if it's up to scratch: they 
plan to sell a range of adventures 
under the Medallion Adventure 
banner in due course. 

PYRACURSE POPS INTO 
THE SHOPS... 
Much gnashing of teeth and delay In the completion of HEW-
walling in CRASH lowers this SON'S latest arcade adventure, 
month wss caused by a few days Pyracurse, previewed last 

month. Everyone has been hav-
ing lots of fun stomping round 
the first level of the game, which 
Andrew Hewson brought into 
the office for us to play with com-
plete with a copy of the original 
programmers' map etched onto 
battered graph paper. 

Unfortunately, the finished 
version of the game arrived just 
a bit too late for us to do it full 
justice on the review pages this 
issue—so here's a little bit more 
to feast your eyes on. Keith Pros-
ser and Mark Goodall have incor-
porated all the features they 
aimed for into the game, and the 
final product should keep 
gamesters enthralled for many 
hours. Next issue, Scout's Hon-
our! 

f I c I 
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Mandragore After much anxious waiting for the postman, THE EDGE'S 
next release arrived in the form of Bobby Bearing. Gary 
Liddon used his great bulk to fight to the front of the 
queue, and got the chance to preview the game. 

ORE. MUCH 
ORE THAN 
ARBIE 
ABNESS 

HIJACK 

HEARTLAND 

Psof Bobiiy te 't OQGti 
Hk$ ithf ul M bfMr UMoal 

Little Bob is in a bH ol a strap now his tfmbo 
cousm has lead his tout* others astray. The ras-
caty relative took the We Bearings nto a strange 
land — the metapianes that lie outside Chateau 
Bearing Predictably enough they've stayed 
strayed. Now Bobby boy has to hunt then) out 
and return them home before Mother and Father 

w d ^ h e ^ W n g s out and about hsteadof 
tucked in a nice bed of grease for the night. 
Even ball bearings have tender parts, and Bobby 
and he brothers could find their tender parts wel 
and trtfy spanked. Poor old Bob. it's a lot of has-
sle bang the oldest ball bearing in your family. 

And it s no wonder that Bobby's pawitate con-
stantly warned al their children away from the evi 
places where they've now wandered, since the 
metaptanes are populated byawhole host of nas-
ties just waiting for (he odd unsuspecting bearing 
to wander thw way. 

Bobby has to retrieve hs lost relatives from a 
one hundred and fifty screen piaying area dis-
played in a $p*xto)esque manner. His brothers 
have been badty biffed and are unconscious- so 
they wont wander about This makes finding 
them a little bit easier, but when they have been 
found, getting back home again is well tricky, 
since it's up to Bob to push them. An awkward 
task, because Bob has to renegotiate al the obs-
tacles he encountered on the way out, but this 
t r o with a groggy bearing in trait of Nm. 

The screens which form the playing area con-
sist of rampways, dps and slopes and feshse 
ward and wonderful magnets, curved rvrs, htf-
den pressue switches and moving blocks which 
have to be used as lifts and springboards dtfing 

the journey. Air blasting holes are quite a surprise 
when you first tnrnfc over them since they propel 
Bobby skyward and he balances on the airstream. 
With practice it's posstte to take advantage of 
these blowers, using them as lifts.... When a 
block first h& you it's a downright shock: there 
are number of concrete slabs bouncing about in 
mid air, and they'll happrfy splat you into a pizza 
shaped btab of metal if you get wider them at the 
wrong moment... 

The game is played aganst the dock, and each 
time Bobby takes too long a faf or is bifted by a 
nasty he is stunned tor a while and remains neap-
able of movement while a quesbonmarfc appears 
above his head. The gametime dock speeds up 
forabittoo. 

Bob's erwonment is very reatetendeedsnce 
the brothers Figgins who wrote the game have 
managed to get the Spectrin's ZE» to com-
prehend such awkward concepts as curved and 
sloped surfaces in a most convincing manner. It 

is very clever indeed—I have seen nothing 
Ike it before. The monochrome graphics are very 
pretty indeed, mostly due to the great shadng. 
The figgns Bros, have really come up w*h some-
thing very promising. The copy that dropped into 
our sweating palms had only a fifth of the screens 
completed, and just one of Bob's relatives avaia-
bie for rescue (Bernard to be precael. 

By the time this reaches ycxr eyes Robert and 
Trevor Figgins shodd haw the game completely 
fnshed and gracing you nearest stockist's 
shelves. At £7.95 it really d o « look like a bargain. 
We shall have to see. ..and you'll be able to see 
vrtat we thought of the completed game next 
issue. 
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THE PUMPKIN STRIKES BACK! 
Now that the Witch who starred in 
Cauldron has defeated the Pumpk-
ing and won control of the Golden 
Broomstick, she has seized his 
crown and his castle and lives there 
in splendour. The team at FALACL 
sOFTWARt couldn't really let this state 
of affairs last, so they sat down and 
wrote Cauldron II. 

Flushed with success, the Witch 
has become lazy — she spends alt 
day in bed — a real Sleeping Ugly. 
Little does she kncAv, but one of the 
Pumpking's veggie minions sur-
vived her eviction: a tiny pumpkin-
let approaches the castle with 
revenge on his mind and recovery 
of the Golden Broomstick as his 
aim. 

The smiling little vegetable you 
control is capable of bouncing up 
and down, and has three strengths 
of bounce. The little chap bounces 
on the spot, rising progressively 
higher as the fire button is pressed, 
then leaping off to the left or right 
with an appropriate tweak of the 

joystick or prod of the direction key. 
Steps, ledges, tables, chairs and a 
host of architectural ornaments 
have to be negotiated on the jour-
ney round the chateau. 

Each time a game starts, the little 
hero begins in one of eight ran-
domly allocated start points. There 
are 128 locations to explore, most 
of them inside the castle and nearly 
all of them inhabited by very mobile 
and very dangerous creatures 
created by the Witch to defend her 
slumbering form. In order to dis-
pose of the horrid hag the valiant 

Kumpkin must cut off a lock of her 
air and cast it into a cauldron in the 

basement of the castle together with 
a spell book that can be found 
somewhere in the building. This 
may sound straightforward, But five 
more vital objects have to be col-
lected and used at the appropriate 

lace if the game is to be completed. 
Most of ihe naslies can be 

despatched with a blast of magic, 
shot out while the pumpkin is in the 

air by a press on the fire button — 
but some magic has to be on hand 
first. Sparkling pools of magic can 
be found and collected in some 
locations, and each shot costs 1 % 
of the pumpkin's magic reserves. 
Nasties regenerate after a little while 
— killing them doesn't make the 
game permanently easier! Patrolling 
skeletons that guard some of the 
vital locations and objects can't be 
killed with a bolt of magic however, 
and the right object has to be in your 
possession before a skeleton can be 
tackled . . . Not all the nasties actu-
ally kill your little chum — some of 
them have a slightly different effect 
on his well beingand position in life! 

Palace have almost finished the 
programming — all is set for an end 
of July launch and they're just fine 
tuning the responses of the pumpkin 
and the nasties at the moment. Can 
you win the Castle back for the Veg-
gie hordes? 

I 
The throne room In C estle Pumpkin. Can our little veggie chum 
depose the evil •lumbering hag? 

OLD FLATULENCE DECATHLON 
Home Brew freaks will no doubt welcome the arrival of ALLKMTA'S Pub 
Games—a computerised compendium of the games that are played 
In the very best sort of Local. Pour out a pint of home brew, load your 
Spectrum and hey presto, your home is transformed Into the Thp 
Room of the Dog and Ferret 

Half a dozen games feature tn the collection, Including Dominoes, 
Skittles, Darts, Bar Billiards, Pontoon/Poker and "ftble Footle. 
ALUOAIA League rules apply: Darts Is best of five games to 501 with a 
double to finish, while Skittles Is played 31 up and throw three times 
from behind the line. 

As we went to press, AUUQAIA were putting the final touches to the 
£9.95 package — all the separate games were up and running we 
were told, and Just waiting to be slotted together. Seems they've 
been having a few problems with playtesting: the Press Release 
accompanying these snaps had a distinct aroma of hops and malt. It 
could be the lads have been nipping down the road regularly to make 
sure the computer versions of the games match up to the real thing! 

With a nice full Inventory end a pocket full of magic, the little 
pumpkin la about to take on one of the gargoyles on the Cattle 
ramparts In CAULDRON II I On tho Ocho with ALUQATA In tholr Carta olmulmtkm. Stove 

rfoaanf look tlkm a proper darts plmyor— whom* him boor gut? 
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AROUND THE CORNER FROM 
Dr Tim Langdcll, bossman of TM toot is In high spirits at the moment, and 
rightly so — he's got some very interesting software on the way. Not only is 
Bobby Bearing about to hit the streets [our resident foodahofic. Gary 
Uddon takes a close look at that one elsewhere on these pages), but a smart 
chess program featuring 30 graphics is well underway, as well as a new icon 
and menu-driven adventure — Mindstone 

Of course, on the serious software front The Artist II is around the corner 
(the final touches are being put to the printer driving routines) and The 
Word has just been finished — we'll be taking a close look at them in TECH 
NICHE as soon as we can. 

And there's more fun software in the pipeline from The Edge, who are 
moving offices to gain extra programming spacel Falrllght II is scheduled 
for an autumn launch, as is Palatron. a 30 game with a futuristic setting 
which is currently being written by Charles Goodwin, programmer of 
Strangeloop and the Amstrad version of Shogun A science fiction alter-
native to Falrllght is all Dr Tim would say about Charles Goodwin's new 
game I 

Finally, The Edge's portfolio of Spectrum releases includes an adventure 
creation system involving GRAX, the language Bo Jangeborg put together 
so he could write Falrllght rn the first place. No firm release date has been 
set but a summertime appearance is on the cards. 

ICONS, MENUS and PSYCHE 

A i p * c W mock-up ocroon provided foryourdofoctation by Tho 
Edgo'w graphic* maoatro, Jack. 

Mindstone puts you in control of a 
quartet of characters on the trail 
of. wait for it. the Mindstone! This 
object has wondrous capabilities 
— it focusses and amplifies the 
mental powers of the person who 
holds it, and can be used for good 
or evil, depending on the user's 
inclinations. Unfortunately, the 
Baddies have pinched it from the 
Goodies and it's up to your team to 
recover it before the forces of evil 
gain control of the land. Durin 
play, the characters move aroum 
in the current location, responding 
to commands in much the same 
way as the personalities who 
inhabit Valhalla stomp around their 
environment. 

Each of the four characters In 
the game has different characteris-
tics, based on physical strength, 
cunning and a psyche factor — 
magical ability, the quest begins 
in a bar, with the four adventurers 
assembled ready to begin their 
journey. Using the icon system, 
you can select which character 
you wish to command, and then a 
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Tho tut! 3D board and Staunton 
piocoo from Tho Cdgo 

CHESS IN 
THREE 
DIMENSIONS 
There's more to computerised 
chess than meets the eye — all 
sorts of artificial intelligence 
routines are required to get a com-
puter playing a good game of 
chess, and The Edge's chess 
game is set to play a mean game 
— perhaps the meanest game of 
Spectrum chess. Only time and 
computerised tournaments will 
decided whether their new prog-
ram really does have the edge on 
the rest, but in terms of visual 
appearance and user friendliness 
it is likely to win hands down. 

The game can be viewed and 
played in three ways and the player 
can toggle between views dunng 
the course of a game. Shown here 
is the basic 3D view, utilising the 
standard Staunton chess set — 
but the final version is likely to be 
accompanied by data for the Isle 
of Lewis set, and possibly an Alice 
in Wondedand set too. 

The 3D board can be rotated 
and used to set up the pieces, with 
the computer playing Black or 
White. A2D mode is also available, 
in which the pieces are displayed 
in the standard notation used In 
newspaper chess problems. 
Pieces are manipulated using 
icons, unless you're a real chess 
purist — there's nothing to stop 
you selecting the text-only mode. 

In text mode, the program stores 
all the moves made by both 
players during the course of a 
game and they can be 'replayed' 
at the end, so it's an ideal waV to 
learn and improve your game. The 
software will handle every chess 
rule, and computer chess con-
gnoscenti will appreciate the fact 
that The Edge's chess program 
can handle the King-Bishop-
Knight endgame which most 
chess programs won't admit is a 
draw. 

No firm news is available as to 
title, price or release date as we go 
to press... 

msmm mm urn 

nested menu system pops into 
view revealing the options open to 
that character. The character's 
status and inventory information 
can then be called up onto the 
screen before attempting any-
thing. 

All sorts of nasty characters lurk 
in the locations that have to be pas-
sed through, including demons, 
vampires, fire monsters and man-

itrons. Spells and weapons can 
used to dispose of the denizens 

of evil, and combat is undertaken 
via a fight screen. Around forty 
objects can be found in the game: 
food, scrolls, tools, weapons, holy 
water and keys to name a few, and 
traders will be encountered from 
time to time. Skillful bartering 
allows the characters to buy, sell 
and exchange objects with mer-
chants. 

If one of the characters is killed, 
the adventure can continue, only 
things get a little bit harder. 

£8.95 should be enough to set 
you off on The Quest for the MIND 
STONE... 

Another arcade adventure is on its 
way from Mastertronic, this time 
provided by the XCEL development 
team in Walsall, who are Sfuart 
Middleton. Ray 7badoux and 
Chris Harvey. 

Starman Jones is the name of 
both the game and the central 
character. Poor old Jonesy's been 
sentenced to a three year tour of 
duty on a far-flung asteroid and 
he's just settling into his work when 
he discovers that a huge space 
freighter is out of control and is 
likely to crash on the planet around 
which his asteroid is orbiting. If the 
ship crashes, the planet goes up 
with it and Jones' asteroid will 
zoom off into the uncharted 
depths of space. Bye Bye Jonesy, 
for good. 

Mr Jones was sent to the 
asteroid to clear up after a rather 
nasty accident in which the com-
puter that controls all the 
asteroid's functions was buried in 
a rockfall. Having arrived, 
unpacked his intergaiactic miner's 
travelbag and thought about mov-
ing the rocks that bury the main 
computer, Jones receives a dis-
tress call from the doomed space 
freighter. 

There's no point in summoning 
assistance — the crash will hap-
pen in twelve hours and the 
nearest Interstellar Traffic Police 
outpost Is sixteen hours away. 

Aaargh! All you can do is try to help 
Starman Jones repair the space 
ship. 

The game contains 128 screens 
— 32 are set on the asteroid itself, 
32 more are taken up by the stric-
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ken space freighter while the alien 
planet which the asteroid orbits 
occupies the remaining 64 
screens. Oh dear! This isn't going 
to be easy... 

J 



Ocean Software is available from selected branches of: 

WOOLM/ORTH. WHSMIT11 
'J3SESSM, LASKYS Rumbelows C O M E T 

Spectrum Shops and all good software dealers. 

Ocean Software 
Ocean House 6 Central Street 
Manchester M2 5NS 
Telephone 061 832 6633 Telex 669977 Oceans G 



£ 9 . 9 5 f o r AMSTRAD 464/664/6128, ATARI 64K, BBC 32K, CBM 64, MSX 64K, SPECTRUM 48/1 28K 

THE PRICE OF MAGIK 
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MANY 
POWERFUL 

SPELLS 

VIVID 
WITTY 

RESPONSES 

200+ 
LOCATIONS 

ALL 
ILLUSTRATED 

InotBBQ 

AS YOU RISE FROM SORCERER'S 
APPRENTICE TO SUPREME WIZARD 

THE PRICE OF MAGIK 
WILL KEEP YOU SPELLBOUND 

Send a large S.A.E. for FREE POSTER and mail order details to: 
Level 9 Computing, P 0 Box 39, Weston Super Mare. Avon. BS24 9UR 


